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About This Series

The Operator’s Guideseries is designed to help you, as a System Operatoror a
System Administrator of a Prime® computer, do your job. This preface describes
the eight Operator’s Guides, together with other Prime documentationthatis
particularly useful for System Operators and System Administrators. To display an
online list of current Prime documentation and ordering information, use the HELP
DOCUMENTScommand.

For the System Operator

Before reading this book, you should have some familiarity with Prime systems.
A good wayto begin is to read the PRIMOS User’s Guide, which explainsthe
PRIMOS®file management system and provides introductory andtutorial
information about essential commandsandutilities. When you read any Prime
documentation, be sure to consult the section entitled Prime Documentation
Conventions, whichis at the end of About This Book. This section is essential to
understanding how informationis presented.

After you are familiar with Prime systems, read the Operator’s System Overview,
which outlines the material in the Operator’s Guide series. Then select the other
books in the series as they apply to the tasks you must perform.

As you learn more about system operations, you will use this book, the Operator’s
Guide to System Commands,as a reference for many ofthe special system
commands and arguments that you, as an Operator, will need to perform yourjob.
The Operator’s Guide to System Commands documents most of the commands
described in the Operator’s Guide series.

The Operator’s Guide Series

The following bookscontain detailed information for the System Operator:

¢ Operator’s System Overview (DOC9298-3LA)introduces the series and
describes computer-room operation of Prime systems.
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Vit Sixth Edition

Operator’s Guide to System Monitoring (DOC9299-3LA) describes how to

monitor system usage, activity, and messages.

Operator's Guide to File System Maintenance (DOC9300-6LA)describes the

PRIMOSfile system and explains how to formatdisk partitions, run the disk

partition maintenance program, determine physical device numbers, andinterpret

disk error messages. In addition, this book discusses in detail dynamic badspot

handling, mirroring, robustpartitions, and record allocation.

Operator’s Guide to the Batch Subsystem (DOC9302-3LA) describes how to set

up, monitor, and control the Batch subsystem.

Operator’s Guide to the Spooler Subsystem (DOC9303-5LA)describes how to

set up, monitor, and control the Spooler subsystem.

Operator’s Guide to System Commands (DOC9304-6LA)servesas a reference

guide for mostof the commandsdescribedin the other booksin the series.

Operator’s Guide to Data Backup and Recovery (DOC10324-1LA)and its

update packages (UPD10324-11A and UPD10324-12A) describe how to save

information on disk or tape and howtorestore that information whenitis

needed.

Operator’s Guide to Prime Networks (DOC10114-1LA)andits update package

(UPD10114-11A) provide reference information about running network-related

programs and monitoring network events.

Other Booksfor the Operator

Operator’s Master Index (DOC10110-5LA)indexesall the Operator and System

Administrator Guides. Consulting this index is often the quickest way to find

which manual hasthe information you need.

The computer handbookforyour particular CPU explainssuchtopics as booting

the system, shutting down PRIMOS,handlinghalts and hangs (including warm

starts), performing tape dumps, andusing the Virtual Control Panel (VCP).

The Using Your CPU guide (available only for office CPUs) is intended for

nontechnical users who are acting as System Operators, and covers system

startup and shutdown, system backups, troubleshooting, and other day-to-day
eve 1system management issues.

MAGNETUser’s Guide (DOC10156-1LA)and its update package

(UPD10156-11A) describe the MAGNETutility, used to transfer data by

magnetic tape from other operating systems to PRIMOSandvice versa.
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For the System Administrator

In addition to the documentation in the Operator’s Guide series, be sure to read the

System Administrator’s Guide series, which describes how to set up, configure, and
maintain PRIMOS:

System Administrator’s Guide, Volume I: System Configuration

(DOC10131-3LA) explains how to set up a system and allocate resources.

System Administrator’s Guide, Volume II: Communication Lines and Controllers

(DOC10132-2LA)andits release note (RLN10132-21A) explain how to

configure communicationlines.

System Administrator’s Guide, Volume III: System Access and Security

(DOC10133-3LA) explains PRIMOSsecurity features and how to prevent

unauthorized use of your system.

RAS Guidefor 50 Series System Administrators (DOC13156-1LA) describes the

features that improve the operational availability of 50 Series™ systems. These

featuresare called RAS (Reliability, Availability, and Serviceability).

DSM User’s Guide (DOC10061-3LA) explains how to use the Distributed

Systems Management (DSM)subsystem,including how to configure and operate
DSM.

The System Administrator’s Guides also provide information about mostof the
commandsnecessary to operate your Prime system.

Other RecommendedReading

In addition to the bookslisted above, you mayfind the following booksuseful:

New User’s Guide to EDITOR and RUNOFF(FDR3104-101B)is a basic

reference for any user of a Prime system and provides information about the
Prime text editor and formatter.

PRIMOSUser’s Guide (DO0C4130-5LA)provides new users with an

intermediate-level introduction to PRIMOS,the 50 Series operating system.

PRIMOS Commands Reference Guide (DOC3108-8LA)providesdetailed

information about user commands.

PRIMENETPlanning and Configuration Guide (DOC7532-4LA)andits release

note (UPD7532-41A) describe howto plan, configure, and maintain

PRIMENET™software for a system.

User's Guide to Prime Network Services (DOC10115-1LA) andits update

package (UPD10115-11A) describe networking services that enable users to

access files remotely, transfer files, and log in to other 50 Series systems on a
network.
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e NTS User’s Guide (DOC10117-3LA) explains the Network Terminal Service

(NTS).

© 50 Series Technical Summary (DOC6904-2LA)describes the features of the 50

Series systems, including advancedarchitecture concepts and the software and

hardware products the concepts support.

For booksthat appearin text but not in this preface, you may find the Guide to

Prime User Documents (DOC13079-1PA)helpful. The Guide to Prime User

Documentsis a catalog that lists and describes documents used for Prime products.
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About This Book

Organization

The Operator’s Guide to System Commandsis a reference guide for most of the

commandsan Operatoruses often.

Some PRIMOS commandsare not described in this book:

¢ Most backup and restore commandsare documented in the Operator’s Guide to

Data Backup and Recovery (MAGRST, MAGSAYV,and PSR are documentedin
this book).

e Commandsthatrelate specifically to PRIMENET are documentedin the

Operator's Guide to Prime Networks.

e VCP(Virtual Control Panel) commands are documentedin the handbookfor

your CPU.

¢ Most DSM (Distributed Systems Management) commandsare documented only

in the DSM User’s Guide though some DSM commandsare documentedin this
book.

The commandslisted in the Operator’s Guide to System Commands are sometimes
called operator commands. This meansthat they are generally used only by an
Operator or a System Administrator, or that they are entered at the supervisor
terminal.

This bookcontains two chapters, two appendices, a quick reference tab showing
commonly used acronyms,and a glossary:

¢ Chapter 1, PRIMOS CommandsOverview,presents the operator commandsin
functional categories. This chapter also includes a table that indicates any
constraints on using the commands.

¢ Chapter 2, Dictionary of PRIMOS Operator Commands,is a dictionary of the
operator commands. Thetext describes the commandsandtheirrelated
arguments, options, and keywords. In addition, the text provides references to
other books where you mayfind additional or supplementary material.
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Appendix A, FUTIL,describesthe operation of FUTIL,thefile utility program

used to copy and deletefiles. Mostof its functions are replaced by COPY and

DELETE.

Appendix B, Obsolete Commands, lists commandsthat are seldom usedorthat

are no longer necessary to operate a Prime computer.

The glossary defines the termsusedin this book.

The acronymstab pagespells out the names of commonly used acronyms.

Changesat Rev. 23.1

xi Sixth Edition

The following commandshave been addedto this book at Rev. 23.1:

FS_RECOVERisa file system recovery utility. The main goal of

FS_RECOVERisto reducefile system recovery time following a system crash.

HELP, a menu-driven online Help facility, contains PRIMOSHelpfiles. The

HELP commandis not an operator command,butis included here for

convenience.

INDEX_LIB_MANAGERisthe DRBextended index library manager

command. It provides administration tools for extended indexlibraries created

by MAGSAVor MAGRST.

RECORD_TO_PATHtakesa record address and retums the pathnameofthe
file system object to whichthat record currently belongs. RECORD_TO_PATH

works on local online disk partitions.

SEARCH_INDEX_LIB searches DRB extended index libraries, created by
MAGSAVand MAGRST,for the specified characterstring.

SET_LSR_DEFAULTSallowsthe System Administratorto set up
LOGIN_SERVERdefaults.

The following commands have been changedin syntax or function at Rev. 23.1:

BATCH -STARThasa new option, -DISPLAY_ALL,which allowsail users to

see all jobs in all queues.

BATCHQ>INIThasa new option, -SEM_INIT, which enables PRIMOSto

re-initialize only the semaphoresused by the Batch subsystem. It does not

removeany jobs from queues.

MAGRSThas a new option, -—INDEX_LIBRARY,which creates an index file in

the index library if one doesnot already exist.

MAGSAVhasa new option, -INDEX_LIBRARY,which creates an extended

index library file.
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e MAKE has a new option, -REPORT,which provides periodic updates on the

progress of the MAKE operation.

e PROPhasa new option, -ENV_LANGUAGElangname,which defines the

Standard Internationalization Tool (SIT) supported language of the

environmental file.

e SET_ASYNChas two new options, -DCD_LOGIN and -NO_DCD_LOGIN.
These options enable the System Administrator to allow or disallow login

attempts on lines that have no carrier signal.

¢ The SET_ASYNC —-DISPLAYoption has been modified to display whether or

not a DCD (carrier signal) is required for login.

e¢ SPOOLhasseveral options that were not previously documentedin this book:

—NO_SWO, -NO_XLATE, —ERROR_BRIEF, -ERROR_MEDIUM,and
—ERROR_DETAIL.

¢ START_LSRsupports three options: -PROMPT login-server-prompt,

—REDISPLAY_PROMPT, and -HELP. -PROMPT allows the System

Administrator to specify the LOGIN_SERVER prompt whenthe

LOGIN_SERVERis started up. -REDISPLAY_PROMPT specifiesif

LOGIN_SERVERredisplays the LOGIN_SERVER promptif a null command

line is entered. -HELP displays the command-line syntax.

e USAGEhas a new option, -SYSTEM,which displays only the system metering

information.

Changesat Rev. 23.2

The following commands have been added to this book at Rev. 23.2:

¢ CDDallows Operators and System Administrators to configure crash dump

disks to be used for crash dumpsandto recover the crash dumpsin the event of a

system halt.

¢ CHANGEPROJECTallowsusers to changetheir login project without

logging out and logging back in again. Its use mustbe activated by the System

Administrator.

¢ DISK_PAUSEallows Operators and System Administrators to suspend disk I/O

activity in order to replace a defective SCSI disk drive within a Model

75500-6PK device module.

e¢ SPIN_DOWN allows Operators and System Administrators to stop (spin down)

SCSIdisk drives that may be failing in a Model 75500-6PK device module that

is controlled by a Model 7210 (SDTC)disk controller using ICOP+ (Intelligent
Channel-Order Protocol).
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e SYSTEMRECOVERallows Operators and System Administrators to

automate system recovery procedures following a system crash.

The following commands have been changed in syntax or function at Rev. 23.2:

e FIXDISK -DISK_TYPEaccepts these disk types: MODEL_4731 and

MODEL_4732.

e MAKE -DISK_TYPEaccepts these disk types: MODEL_4731 and

MODEL_4732.

e START_LSRhas a new option, -RETRIESn, which allows the System

Administrator to configure the numberof login attempts (1-10) that a remote

(TELNET or NETLINK)useris to be granted before the connection is dropped.

Changesat Rev. 23.3

XIV Sixth Edition

The following commandshave been added to this book at Rev. 23.3:

e CNAMEallowsyou to change the nameofa file system object. It is included in

this book because it now includes an option called -FORCE. This option allows

you to change the nameoffile system objects that are currently in use.

INITIALIZE_SEARCH_RULESreadsthe current system search rules from
SEARCH_RULES*,parses them, loads them into main memory, and then

directs all user access to system searchrulesto this location. This speeds

subsequentuser logins and ICE commandsandsavessignificant login CPU time.

PDEYV,a command and commandfunction, calculates a physical device number

based on userinput.

SPIN_UP allows Operators and System Administrators to start (spin up) SCSI

disk drives in a Model 75500-6PK device module after they spun it down

without poweringit off.

The following commands have been changedin syntax or function at Rev. 23.3:

e ASSIGNhas a new option, -FORMAT,which permits the exchangeof tapes

between the Model 4601 and either the Model 4595, 4596, or 4598 tape drives.

CDDhasa new option, -INFO, which permits youto get information about how

to create a crash dumpdisk with MAKE. —INFO hasthree suboptions:

—DUMP_SIZE, -DUMP_SIZE_TABLE, and -MEMORY_SIZE.

FIX_DISKhasfour option namesthat are replaced by new option names. The

old formsarestill supported. -ALL_CONTROLLERis now —DBS OFF;

—-INTELLIGENT_CONTROLLERis now —DBS ON;

—OVERRIDE_DEFAULT_INTERLEAVEis now -SECTOR FORWARD;and

RESTORE_DEFAULT_INTERLEAVEis now -SECTOR REVERSE.
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JOB -DISPLAYand JOB -STATUShave two new arguments and two new
options: ALL, TODAY, —USERuserid, and -QUEUE queuename. These

arguments and options allow youto display batch job information for specific
users or queues.

LOGOUThas newoptionsthat allow the System Administrator greater

selectivity in logging out user processes.

MAKEhassix option namesthat are replaced by new option names. The old

formsare still supported. -ALL_CONTROLLERis now —DBS OFF;

—INTELLIGENT_CONTROLLERis now —DBS ON;

—COPY_BADSPOTS_BY_DEVICE is now -COPY_BADSPOTSpdev;

—COPY_BADSPOTS_BY_NAME is now -COPY_BADSPOTSdiskname;

—OVERRIDE_DEFAULT_INTERLEAVEis now -SECTOR FORWARD;and

RESTORE_DEFAULT_INTERLEAVEis now -SECTOR REVERSE.

MAKE hasfour new options. -FORMAT_OKis like -FORMATbutit does not

format unless MAKE determinesthis is necessary. -LIST_.BADSPOTSprints a

list of all known badspots. -NO_QUERYfacilitates execution of MAKE by a

phantom. —USAGEprints brieflist of available options.

MAKE -SPLIThas a new argument MAXIMUMwhichreserves the maximum

space possible for paging or crash dumpto disk.

MESSAGEhasthree new Operator options: -DISABLE_CRLF,

—ENABLE_CRLF, and -MAX_LENGTHvalue. It also has two new user

options: -DISPLAY and —HELP.

PROPhastwo new options, -MAX_SIZE [nnnn] and —MIN_SIZE [nnnn], that

allow you to specify maximum and minimumsizes for job requests going into

the local queue. A-NO_QUERYoption is added to the PROP -COLDSTART
command.

SHUTDNhas a new option, -VERIFY, which indicates that there are logged-in

users, and —VERIFY has a suboption, -DETAIL,whichlists the logged-in users.

SPOOLincludes information detailing the formatting options for PostScript®

printers and describes the special options for HP LaserJet® printers.

START_LSRis enhanced by the addition of four new options:

—READY_PROMPT, -ERROR_PROMPT, -MAXUSR_PROMPT,and
—IMPLICIT_LOGIN.

The STATUS command argument, DEVICES,is enhanced tolist disks in the

Assignable Disks Table.

USAGEhasa new option, -MULTI, whichis used only with multiprocessor

systems. It displays the percentidle (%Id1) values for up to eight separate
processors.
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Prime Documentation Conventions

XVI Sixth Edition

The following conventions are used throughout this document. The examples in the

table illustrate the uses of these conventions.

Convention

Uppercase

Italic

Abbreviations in

format statements

Userinputin
examples

Brackets

Braces

Braces within

brackets

Monospace

Hyphen

Ellipsis

Explanation

In commandformats, wordsin
uppercase bold indicate the namesof
commands,options, statements, and
keywords. Enter them in either
uppercase or lowercase.

In commandformats and text, char-
acters in lowercase italic indicate
variables for which you mustsubsti-
tute a value. In messages,variables
are indicated by lowercase italic.

If a commandor option has an
abbreviation, the abbreviation is
printed in red. If no abbreviation is
possible, the entire commandis
printed in red. Charactersin vari-

ables that cannot be omitted are also
printed in red.

In examples,user input is in red; sys-
tem prompts and outputare not.

Brackets enclose list of one or
more optional items. Choose none,

one, or several of these items.

Braces enclose a list of items.
Choose one and only oneof these
items.

Braces within brackets enclose a list

of items. Choose either none or only
oneof these items; do not choose

more than one.

Identifies system output, prompts,
messages, and examples.

Wherever a hyphen appears as the
first character of an option,it is a
required part of that option.

Anellipsis indicates that you have

the option of entering several items
of the same kind on the command
line.

Example

LIST_GROUP

DUMPusernamel

Supply a value for x

between 1 and 10.

SET_QUOTA

OK, LIST_DISKS

srarus [Abhay

DEVICE_ACLS {-oFF|

node
-SLOG nodegroup

Process suspended

SPOOL -NOTIFY

pdevl... pdev9
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Convention Explanation Example

Subscript A subscript after a numberindicates 200s
that the numberis notin base 10.
For example, the subscript 8 is used
for octal numbers.

Ctrl-key name The Ctrl key followed by a hyphen Press Ctrl-S
and a key nameindicate that you
press the Ctrl key and hold it down
while pressing the other key.

<key name> In examples, akey name enclosed in <Esc>

angle brackets indicates that you
press that key which generates a non-
printing character.
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PRIMOS Commands Overview

This chapter introduces the PRIMOSoperator commands, which are used by System
Operators and System Administrators. Chapter 2 provides reference information on
these commands. Commandsthat are components of subsystems, such as the Batch
and Spooler subsystems, are more fully described in the Operator’s Guides for those
subsystems. For example, the Spooler-related commands PROP and SPOOLare
discussed fully in the Operator’s Guide to the Spooler Subsystem.

This chapteralso contains a quick-reference table that summarizesthe constraints on
executing the various operator commands(such as a requirementto use the
Supervisor terminal). The chapter containsa list of operator commands grouped
according to functional categories.

Operator Commands

There are two types of PRIMOS commands: user commandsand operator
commands.

User commandsaregenerally available to any user andaffect only that user’s work.
For example, anyone can use the SPOOL commandto send a print request to a
printer.

Operator commandsare usually available only to the System Administrator and the
operationsstaff at your site. These individuals use special commandsthatcontrol
and monitorthe system itself, and that give special authority to their users. For
example, operator commandsstart and stop printers, start up and shut downthe
system, and so on. Thus, operator commandscan affect the work of manyusers.

Operator commandscan have profound effects on system operation; to avoid
unauthorized use, PRIMOSrestricts access to most operator commands. Security
restrictions on operator commandsare discussed in this chapter and,in Chapter2, in
the discussions of the commands themselves.
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CommandsThat Use Physical Device Numbers

Someof the commandsin this book require the specification of a physical device

number(pdev). For information on howto determine or construct a pdev,see the

Operator’s Guide to File System Maintenance. See also the PDEV command

description in Chapter 2 of this book.

Commands Not Documentedin This Book

This book does not documentall commandsthat an Operator might conceivably use.

Many commandsare primarily intended for nonprivileged users, and are documented

in the PRIMOS Commands Reference Guide. See the end ofthis chapterfor a list of

these user commands. Other commands,such as the PRIMENETand NTSnetwork

commands, have special books devotedto their use.

Table 1-1 lists the operator commandsthis book does not document and gives the

primary reference bookfor each.

 

 

Table 1-1. References for Commands Not Documented Here

Command Description Documented In

CONFIG_NET Builds the network PRIMENETPlanning and

configuration file. Configuration Guide
(DOC7532-4LA and
UPD7532-41A)

CONFIG_NTS Lets you view,alter, or NTS Planning and

create an NTS Configuration Guide
configurationfile. (DOC10159-2LA)

DPTX Enablesthe Distributed Distributed Processing
Processing Terminal Terminal Executive Guide
Executive System. (DOC4035-4LA)

DSM A groupof utilities that DSM User's Guide

FIND_RING_BREAK

monitor system functions.

Helps find a break between
two active nodesofthe ring
network.

(DOC10061-3LA)

Operator's Guide to Prime
Networks (DOC10114-1LA
and UPD10114-11A)

FTGEN Configures FTS subsystem. PRIMENETPlanning and
Configuration Guide

FTR Transfers files from local to User's Guide to Prime
remoteSites. Network Services

(DOC10115-1LA and
UPD10115-11A)
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Table 1-1. References for Commands Not Documented Here (continued)

 

 

 

Command Description Documented In

HDXSTAT Displaysstatus of a Operator's Guide to Prime
half-duplex network Networks
configuration.

LIST_COMM_ Lists communications DSM User’s Guide
CONTROLLERS controller configurations.

LIST_LAN_NODES Lists local area networks. DSM User’s Guide

LIST_PRIMENET_LINKS Lists PRIMENETstatus. DSM User’s Guide

LIST_PRIMENET_ Lists PRIMENET DSM User’s Guide
NODES configured nodes.

LIST_PRIMENET_ Lists assigned PRIMENET DSM User’s Guide
PORTS ports.

LIST_SEMAPHORES Lists semaphoresin use. DSM User’s Guide

LIST_SYNC Lists synchronousline DSM User’s Guide
configurations.

LIST_VCS Lists active virtual circuits. DSM User’s Guide

MONITOR_NET Checks status of Operator's Guide to Prime

RINGNETnetwork. Networks

NET Manages PRIMENETin PRIMENETPlanning and

half-duplex mode on Configuration Guide;
MDLCcontrollers. Operator's Guide to Prime

Networks

PRIMAN Generates system PRIMAN User’s Guide
performancereports. (DOC10157-2LA)

PRIMON Monitors system activity. PRIMAN User’s Guide
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1-4 Sixth Edition

Distributed Systems Management Commands

START_DSMstarts up the Distributed Systems Management (DSM)service. Once

DSMis started, you may invoke commandsthat make use of DSM,such asthe

System Information and Metering (SIM) and RESUS commands.

This manual describes the following DSM commands:

e ADMIN_LOG

e DISPLAY_LOG

e LIST_ASSIGNED_DEVICES

e LIST_ASYNC

e LIST_CONFIG

e LIST_DISKS

e LIST.MEMORY

e LIST_PROCESS

e LIST_UNITS

e RESUS

e START_DSM

e STOP_DSM

Other commandsthat may be invoked after DSMis started are listed in Table 2-5.

All the DSM commands,including those described in this book, are documented

fully in the DSM User’s Guide.

Virtual Control Panel Commands

There are various Virtual Control Panel (VCP) commands(also known as Diagnostic

Processor commands) that may be used only from the supervisor terminal when the

system is operating underthe control of the Diagnostic Processor. These commands

are not available under PRIMOS. Seethe handbook for your computer for an

explanation of the function and format of these commands.
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The Supervisor Terminal

The supervisor terminal is unique in thatit is always logged in to the PRIMOS

operating system as user SYSTEM,with the user numberof 1 (User 1).

Generally, you should only use the supervisor terminal to do the following:

© Boot PRIMOS

e Start up and shut down disks

e Start and stop PRIMOSitself, PRIMOS subsystems(such as Batch), and
peripherals

e Configure devices

e Checkstatus

e Collect a record of login, logout, and other messages

e¢ Downline load communications controllers

e Send messagesto users

¢ Maintain the file system, including backups

You should avoid using the supervisor terminal for other purposes. The supervisor
terminal is given a higherpriority by PRIMOSthan otherterminals receive. Doing
nonessential work at the supervisor terminal, therefore, can slow down system
performanceforotherusers.

Also,the system displays informative messagesat the supervisor terminal. If you
are doing other workat the terminal, these messages may be delayedorgarbled.

User Terminal Mode

On most Prime systems, you can use the supervisor terminal as an ordinary terminal
by putting it into User Terminal mode. In this mode, the supervisor terminal
functionslike a normal user terminal: it runs at normal priority and does notprint
system messages. (The messagesare stored in a buffer and are displayed when you
return the terminal to Supervisor Terminal mode.)

This feature is especially useful for office systems, where the person in charge of the
supervisor terminal often has othertasks to perform. Onthese systems, you should
put the supervisor terminal into User Terminal modeif you are goingto useit for any
lengthy work that does not require the use of the supervisor terminal. If you need to
leave the supervisor terminal unattended for more than a few minutes, you should
place it in User Terminal modeandlockit in that modeto prevent any unauthorized
use of operator commands. See your CPU handbookfor further information.
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The User Terminal as a Supervisor Terminal

Whenyou are operating the Distributed Systems Managementservice, the RESUS

commandallows the System Administrator to enable a userterminal for use as a

supervisor terminal. The RESUS commandis described in Chapter2.

Use of the RESUS commandisrestricted to authorized users whoarelisted in the

appropriate function groups and node groups. Referto the DSM User’s Guide for

detailed information on assigning privileged users to these groups.

 

Note

This manualuses the phrase supervisor terminalto refer to both the physical supervisor

terminal anda logical supervisor terminal that has been enabled by the RESUS command.

 

Internal and External Commands
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Each PRIMOS commandis either an internal commandor an external command.

Internal commandsare part of PRIMOSitself. External commandsareactually

programsthat are stored in the top-level directory, CMDNC0. Some external

commandsinvoke separately priced software products that may be on your system.

Moreover, System Administrators may add or remove external commands to meet

the needsoftheir particular systems. For these reasons, not every system recognizes

all the external commandslisted in this book.

To find out what external commandsare available on your system, use the ATTACH

commandto attach to CMDNCOandthen use the LD commandtolistits files. (The

System Administrator has to allow users to look atCMDNCO.) A sample of this

procedure is shown below.

CMDNCCOfiles have various suffixes. Commands using the .RUN suffix behavelike

internal commands.



OK, ATTACH CMDNCO

OK, LD -NW

PRIMOS Commands Overview

<SYSONE>CMDNCO (LU access) 2853 records in this directory, 2853 total records out of
quota of 0.

115 Files.

$$.RUN ADMIN_LOG. RUN AVAIL. SAVE BATCH. RUN
BATGEN. RUN BIND.RUN BOOT_ATTACH.CPL BOOT_CREATE.CPL
BOOTCREATE .MTTYPE. SAVE BOOT_IMPCODE.CPL BOOT_SAVE.CPL
BOOTTREE.CPL CAB.RUN CMPF . SAVE COMMCONTROLLER. RUN
CONCAT. SAVE CONFIG.CPL CONFIGDSM.RUN CONFIGUM.RUN
COPY .RUN COPYDISK. SAVE CPMPC.SAVE CRMPC. SAVE
DELETE. RUN DISPLAYLOG.RUN DISTRIBUTEDSM.RUN ECL.CPL
ED.SAVE EDB. SAVE EDIT_CMD_LINE.RUN EDITPROFILE.SAVE
ESR.RUN EXPANDSEARCHRULES.RUN FILMEM.RUN
FILVER. SAVE FIXDISK.SAVE FUTIL HELP .RUN
IFB.RUN JOB.RUN KLMD.RUN KLMF .RUN
KLMT. RUN L.CPL LAB .RUN LABEL.RUN
LATE. SAVE LCB.RUN LD.RUN LEM. RUN
LI.CPL LIS.CPL LIST.CPL LISTF.CPL
LISTI.CPL LISTIN.CPL LISTING.CPL LISTASSIGNEDDEVICES.RUN
LIST_ASYNC.RUN LIST_COMM_CONTROLLERS. RUN LIST_CONFIG.RUN
LISTCONTIGUOUSBLOCKS. RUN LISTDISKS.RUN
LIST_MEMORY.RUN LIST_PRIMENETLINKS.RUN

LIST_LAN_NODES.RUN
LIST_PRIMENETNODES. RUN

LIST_PRIMENETPORTS.RUN
LIST_SERVER_NAMES.RUNLIST_SESSIONS.RUN

LIST_PROCESS.RUN

LIST_SYNC.RUN

LISTSEMAPHORES. RUN

LIST_UNITS.RUN
LIST_VCS.RUN LOAD . SAVE MAGNET. RUN MAGRST . SAVE
MAGSAV. SAVE MAKE. SAVE MODULA. RUN MRGF . SAVE
NSED PHYRST. SAVE PHYSAV. SAVE PMA. SAVE
PRMPC.SAVE PRO.CPL PROP .RUN PROT.CPL
PROTE.CPL PROTEC. CPL PROTECT .RUN PRSER. SAVE
PRVER. SAVE RESUS. RUN REVERTPASSWORD.RUN RUNOFF.RUN
RWLOCK. RUN SEG. SAVE SET_ASYNC.RUN SETDELETE.RUN
SIZE.RUN SLIST. SAVE SORT.RUN SPOOL. RUN
START_DSM.RUN START_LSR.RUN STATUSDSM.RUN STOP_DSM.RUN
STOP_LSR.RUN TERM.RUN TRAMLC. SAVE USAGE. SAVE
UX_TAPE.RUN

OK,

Constraints on Invoking Commands

Operator commandscan affect the work being done by otherusers, as well as the
State of the system itself. Access to these commands musttherefore be limited.
Prime provides three methodsofrestricting the use of these commands:

e Some commandscan be issued only from the supervisor terminal.

¢ Some commandscan be issued either from the supervisor terminal or by the
System Administrator from any terminal.
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© Some commandscan be issued from the supervisorterminal, by the System

Administrator, or by someotherprivileged user. The identity of these privileged

users, and the method by which they are designated, varies from command to

command. Many (butnotall) of the methods use Prime’s access control

mechanism (ACLs, which are explained in the PRIMOS User’s Guide). Others,

like the DSM commands,useprotections peculiar to a particular subsystem.

Table 1-2 shows whichofthese constraints apply to each operator command.In the

table, T stands for Terminal (the first methodin thelist above), A for Administrator

(the second method), and P for special privilege required (the third method). D

represents commandsusing protections peculiar to the DSM subsystem. The

comment column explains each special privilege. Entries in this table apply to

functions performed by the Operator, not by ordinary users, i.e., the Operator uses

the UNASSIGN command(to forcibly release a device assigned by any user) from

the supervisor terminal. Users can release their own devices at any terminal.

Notes

Some commands documented here (i.e, MAGSAV and USAGE)are not restricted

commands. Rather, they are general user commandsthat Operators are likely to use.

Since any user can use these commandsat any terminal, they are not includedhere.

When a commandoption is given in Table 1-2, the restriction applies to the use of

the commandwith that option only. For instance, the BATCH command’s —START

option may only be usedat the supervisor terminal, even though members ofthe

ACL group .,BATCH_ADMIN$ mayissue most forms of the BATCH command

from any terminal.

Users listed in the ACL group .SPOOL_ADMINISTRATOR$ may modify, list, and

cancel requests in that queue from any terminal. Other terminal users may perform

these functions on their ownfiles only.

Key to the Table

 

Symbol Meaning Constraint

T Terminal From supervisor terminal only

AA Administrator By System Administrator from any

terminal

A Administrator/Terminal From supervisor terminal or by System

Administrator from any terminal

P Privileged By membersofprivileged ACL groups

D DSM-enabled By usersspecifically designated under

DSM
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Table 1-2. Special Constraints on Operator Commands

 

Command Constraint Comments

 

ADDISK

ADD_PORTAL

ADMINLOG

ASSIGN

BACKUP_RESTORE

BATCH -CONTINUE

BATCH ~PAUSE

BATCH -START

BATCH -STOP

BATGEN

BOOT_CREATE

CAB

CDD

CHANGE_PROJECT -DISABLE

CHANGEPROJECT -ENABLE

CHAP

CLOSE -ALL

CLOSEpathname

COMM_CONTROLLER

CONFIG_USERS

CONVERT_ENV

CONVERT_TO_ACLS

CRASH_AUDIT

DEVICEACLS

DISK_PAUSE

DISKS

>
FO
A
A

A
AS

A
P
U
L

> © — vy

4
4H

>
>

PY

Members of ACL group
-BACKUP$

Batch Administrators (members
of .BATCH_ADMIN$)

Batch Administrators

Batch Administrators

Batch Administrators

Closesall users’ files

Requires special search rules

Requires special search rules
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Table 1-2. Special Constraints on Operator Commands (continued)

 

 

Command Constraint Comments

DISPLAY_LOG D

DPTCFG T

DPTX T

DUMP_SEGMENT T

DUMP_USER T

ELIGTS A

FIX_DISK -COMDEV T

FSRECOVER A Maybe used at otherterminals if
logged in as SYSTEM

FTGEN T Maybe used at other terminalsif

logged in as SYSTEM

FTOP T Maybe used atother terminalsif

logged in as SYSTEM

INIT P Batch Administrators

INITIALIZE_SEARCH_RULES A

JOB -HOLD T

JOB ~-RELEASE T

JOB (with other options) P Batch Administrators

LAB TorD

LIST_ASSIGNED_DEVICES D

LIST_ASYNC D

LIST_DISKS D

LIST_DUMP T

LIST_LHC_STATUS P Members of ACL group
.NETWORK_MGT$

LIST_LTS_STATUS P Members of ACL group
NNETWORK_MGT$

LIST_PROCESS D

LOGOUT ALL T

LOGOUT -wildusername md
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Table 1-2. Special Constraints on Operator Commands (continued)

 

Command Constraint Comments

 

LOGOUT-wildusernumber T

LOOPBACK P Members of ACL group
NNETWORK_MGTS$

MAXSCH

MAXUSR

MESSAGE ALL

MESSAGE -DISABLE_CRLF

MESSAGE -ENABLE_CRLF

MESSAGE -FORCE

MESSAGE -MAX_LENGTH

MIRROR_OFF

MIRROR_ON
Y
A
8
e
r
F
t

A
A

A
HA

A
D>

MONITOR_SEARCHRULES
-START [-PER_USER]

MONITOR_SEARCH_RULES T
-STOP [-PER_USER]

NET T

NTS_ASSOCIATE T Members of ACL group
-NETWORK_MGT$

NTS_UNASSOCIATE T Members of ACL group
-NETWORK_MGT$

PASSWORD_DIRS A

PRATIO T

PRINT_SECURITY_LOG A

PROP P SYSTEM,or membersof
SPOOL_ADMINISTRATOR$

RECORDTOPATH A or P Members of ACL group .RAS$

REGISTER_EPF AorP

REMOVEPRIORITYACCESS —T

REPLY T
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Table 1-2. Special Constraints on Operator Commands (continued)

 

Command Constraint Comments

 

RESET_DUMP T

RESUS D

RJOP A RJOPusers who invoke a
PRIME/SNA™RJEsite should
be members of ACL group

SNA$

SECURITY_MONITOR

SECURITY_STATUS

SET_ASYNC -ASSIGNABLE

SET_ASYNC -DCD_LOGIN

SET_ASYNC-NO_DCD_LOGIN

SET_ASYNC -DISLOG

SET_ASYNC -NO_DISLOG

SET_ASYNC -LOOP_LINE

SET_ASYNC -NO_LOOP_LINE

SET_ASYNC -SPEED_DETECT

S
o
H
A

vA
A

A
aA

A
P
U
P

SET_ASYNC
-NO_SPEED_DETECT

SET_ASYNC -USER_NUMBERn

SET_LSR_DEFAULTS

SET_PGALARM

SET_PRIORITY_ACCESS

4a
>

>
PP

4

g rm
”

SET_SCHEDULER_ATTRIBUTES

Q
n tH | rj po
mm
el a = sl — Z rr © J

SHARE

SHOW -DISABLE_ADMIN

V
o
d
x
H
A
x
#
o
-
a
4

Members of ACL group

.WATCHS

SHOW -DISABLE_GROUP
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Table 1-2. Special Constraints on Operator Commands (continued)

 

Command Constraint Comments
 

SHUTDN

SPIN_DOWN

SPIN_UP

SPOOL(altering other’s jobs)

START_DSM

START_LSR

START_NAMESERVER

START_NET

START_NM

START_NTS

START_TALK_SERVER

STOP_DSM

STOP_LSR

STOP_NAMESERVER

STOP_NET

STOP_NM

STOP_NTS

SYSTEMRECOVER

TRANSFER_LOG

UNASSIGN

UNREGISTER_EPF

UPDATE_NAMESERVER

USRASR

T

V
i
d
s

Members of ACL group

SSPOOL_ADMINISTRATOR$

io
} = r
g

a
a

i
a
e
e

& v

Operators can unassign any
device. Users can unassign their
owndevicesat their terminals.

A orP
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Abbreviations appear in red. Asterisks after command namesindicate that

Operator-specific informationis in this book and user information is in the PRIMOS

CommandsReference Guide.

ADDISK
ADD_PORTAL
ADMIN_LOG
ASSIGN*
BATCH*
BATGEN*
BOOT_CREATE
BOOT_RESTORE
CAB
CDD
CHANGE_PROJECT*
CHAP*
CLOSE*
CNAME*
COMM_CONTROLLER
CONFIG
CONFIG_USERS
CONVERT_AMLC_
COMMANDS

CONVERT_ENV
CONVERT_TO_ACLS
CRASH_AUDIT
DEVICE_ACLS
DISK_PAUSE
DISKS
DISPLAY_LOG
DUMP_SEGMENT
DUMP_USER
ELIGTS
FIX_DISK
FIXBAT
FS_RECOVER
FTOP
HELP*
IDBMS
INDEX_LIB_MANAGER
INIT
INITIALIZE_SEARCH_
RULES

JOB*
LAB*
LABEL*
LIST_ASSIGNED_
DEVICES*

LIST_ASYNC
LIST_CONFIG
LIST_CONTIGUOUS_
BLOCKS*

LIST_DISKS*
LIST_DUMP
LIST_GROUP*
LIST_LHC_STATUS
LIST_LTS_STATUS
LIST_MEMORY
LIST_MOUNTS*
LIST_PRIORITY_
ACCESS*

LIST_PROCESS
LIST_REGISTERED_
EPF*

LIST_SCHEDULER_
ATTRIBUTES*

LIST_SERVER_NAMES*
LIST_SESSIONS*
LIST_UNITS
LOGOUT*
LOOPBACK
MAGRST*
MAGSAV*
MAKE
MAXSCH
MAXUSR
MESSAGE*
MIRROR_OFF
MIRROR_ON
MONITOR
MONITOR_SEARCH_
RULES*

MTRESUME
NTS_ASSOCIATE
NTS_LINE
NTS_LIST_ASSOCIATE*
NTS_UNASSOCIATE
PASSWORD_DIRS
PDEV*
PRATIO
PRINT_SECURITY_LOG
PROP*
PSR
RECORD_TO_PATH
REGISTER_EPF
REMOVE_PORTAL
REMOVE.
PRIORITY_ACCESS

REPLY
RESET_DUMP

RESUS

RJE*
RJOP
SEARCH_INDEX_LIB
SECURITY_MONITOR
SECURITY_STATUS
SET_ASYNC*
SET_LSR_DEFAULTS
SET_PGALARM
SET_PRIORITY_ACCESS

SET_QUOTA*
SET_SCHEDULER_
ATTRIBUTES

SET_TIME_INFO
SETIME
SETMOD
SHARE
SHOW*
SHUTDN
SPIN_DOWN
SPIN_UP
SPOOL*
START_DSM
START_LSR
START_NAMESERVER

START_NET
START_NM
START_NTS
START_TALK_SERVER

STATUS*
STOP_DSM
STOP_LSR
STOP_NAMESERVER
STOP_NET
STOP_NM

STOP_NTS
SYSTEM_RECOVER
TRANSFER_LOG
UNASSIGN*
UNREGISTER_EPF
UPDATE_NAMESERVER

USAGE*
USERS*
USRASR

UX_TAPE*
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Functional Grouping of Commands

This section groups system commandsby function. Because some commands have
several functions, a command maybelisted in more than one category.

This chapterlists the following functional commandcategories.

e System Startup and Shutdown

e Customizing System Behavior

¢ Configuring and Controlling AsynchronousLines

e Configuring Subsystems

e Monitoring Subsystems

e Modifying System, Terminal, and Process Characteristics

e Controlling File Access

e¢ System Monitoring and Report Generation

e Performing Backupsand Creating Tapes

e Restoring Files From Backups

e System Repair

e Disk Handling

e File Handling

e Communicating With Other Systems

System Startup and Shutdown

ADDISK Makesthe specified disk or disks available to users of
the system.

COMM_CONTROLLER Downlineloads, upline dumps,and halts certain

intelligent communications controllers (ICS, LHC, and
LTS).

CRASH_AUDIT Ensures that system buffers are completely written to
the security audit file specified after unexpectedhalts.

INITIALIZE_SEARCH_RULES

Loadsexisting system search rules into main memory
which enables logging in to go faster.

LOGOUT Logs out a specified process.

MAXUSR Permits users to login.

SETIME Sets the system date and time.
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SET_LSR_DEFAULTS

SET_TIME_INFO

SHARE

SHUTDN

START_DSM

START_LSR

START_NAMESERVER

START_NET

START_NM

START_NTS

START_TALK_SERVER

STOP_DSM

STOP_LSR

STOP_NAMESERVER

STOP_NET

STOP_NM

STOP_NTS

CNAME

CONFIG_USERS

1-16 Sixth Edition

Allows the System Administrator to set up

LOGIN_SERVERdefaults.

Sets time zone and whetheror not daylight saving time

is in effect for the local system.

Installs a commandorstatic-modelibrary into a

segment.

Shuts down operating system andlocalpartitions, and

disconnects remote partitions.

Starts the Distributed Systems Management subsystem.

Starts the Login server.

Starts the NameServerprocess on the local system.

Starts PRIMENET.

Starts network managementfunctions independently of

protocols such as START_NTS and START_NET.

Starts Network Terminal Service (NTS) for the Prime

host node on the LAN300 network.

Starts the TALK_SERVER,which allowsuseofthe

TALK command.

Shuts down the Distributed Systems Management

subsystem.

Shuts down the Login server.

Stops the NameServerprocess on the local system.

Shuts down PRIMENET.

Stops network managementfunctions.

Shuts down Network Terminal Service (NTS) for the

Prime host node on the LAN300 network.

Changesa user’s timeslice and priority level in the ready

list.

Changesthe nameofa file system object.

Allows the System Administrator to control andtailor

system security; allows the Project Administrator to

manage projects.



CONVERT_TOACLS

DEVICE_ACLS

DUMP_SEGMENT

DUMP_USER

ELIGTS

MAXSCH

PASSWORD_DIRS

PRATIO

REGISTER_EPF

RESET_DUMP

SETMOD

SET_ASYNC

SET_LSR_DEFAULTS

SET_PGALARM

SET_QUOTA

PRIMOS Commands Overview

Converts any existing passworddirectories to ACL

(access control list) directories.

Turnson or off the ACLs that may be set on a specified

subdirectory under DEVICE*.

Specifies which segments are to be written to tape

during a partial tape dump.

Specifies which users are to have their segments written

to tape during a partial tape dump.

Modifies the eligibility timeslice for system users.

Controls the amountof overlapped processing.

Prevents the creation of new passworddirectories by

users when invoked with the -OFF option by the

System Administrator.

Allows the Operator to change the pagingratios of the

paging partitions currently installed on the system.

Places an EPF in a database for better performance and

availability.

Resets the parameters of a partial dumpto the default

values.

Sets the mode for magnetic tape assignments.

Configures an asynchronousline connected to a

controller or connected via the Network Terminal

Service (NTS).

Allows the System Administrator to set up Login server

defaults.

Resets all alarm and monitoring functions to their initial

status and notifies the supervisor terminalif the system

is running out of paging space.

Sets the maximum storage quota on a directory or a

subdirectory.

SET_SCHEDULER_ATTRIBUTES

SHARE

UNREGISTER_EPF

UPDATE_NAMESERVER

Allowsthe System Administrator to fine-tune scheduler

settings to meet the needsofa particularsite.

Installs a commandorstatic-mode program into a

segment.

Removes a registered EPF from the database.

Allows the System Administrator to adjust the retry time

for Name Server updates.
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Configuring and Controlling Asynchronous Lines

ASSIGN

CAB

LAB

NTS_ASSOCIATE

NTS_UNASSOCIATE

SET_ASYNC

UNASSIGN

Assigns asynchronouslines, both directly connected or

connected via NTS.

Changesthe size of asynchronousline buffers.

Lists the current sizes of asynchronousline buffers.

Maps an LTSphysical line to a PRIMOSline number.

Breaks the mapping of an associated LTS line with a

PRIMOSline numberin the NTSassigned range.

Configures an asynchronousline connected to a

controller, to a user, or connected via NTS.

Removesthe assignmentof an asynchronousline to any

user or process connected via NTS.

Configuring Subsystems

BATGEN

FTGEN

NTS_ASSOCIATE

NTS_UNASSOCIATE

RJOP

Configures, adds, and deletes Batch queuesin the Batch

queuedefinition file, BATDEF.

Configures the File Transfer Service.

Mapsa physical line on an LTS controller to a PRIMOS

line number.

Breaks the mapping of an associated LTSline with a

PRIMOSline numberin the NTSassigned range.

Initiates, controls, and monitors the running of an

emulator system.

Monitoring Subsystems

BATCH

BATGEN

FIXBAT

FTOP

FTR

INIT

JOB

Controls the Batch monitor.

Configures, adds, and deletes Batch queuesin the Batch

definition file, BATDEF.

Checks the Batch queue databaseintegrity.

Invokes the operator’s interface to the File Transfer

Service.

Invokesthe userinterface to the File Transfer Service.

Initializes the Batch database.

ManagesBatchjobs.



PROP

RJOP

SPOOL

TRANSFER_LOG

PRIMOS Commands Overview

Invokes the spool queue managementutility for the

system printer.

Initiates, controls, and monitors the running of an

emulator system.

Modifies, monitors, and cancels requests from the spool

queue.

Invokesa program that backs up and movesaudittrail

files.

Modifying System, Terminal, and Process Characteristics

CHAP

CONFIG_USERS

CNAME

ELIGTS

MAXSCH

MAXUSR

RESUS

SET_ASYNC

Changesa user’s timeslice and priority level.

Allows the System Administrator to control andtailor

system security; allows the Project Administrator to

manage projects.

Changesthe nameofa file system object.

Modifies the eligibility timeslice for system users.

Controls the amount of overlapped processing.

Permits users to log in.

Allowsthe use of a user terminal as a logical supervisor

terminal.

Changesthe characteristics of an asynchronousline.

(Users may modify only lines assigned to themselves

and the characteristics of their own terminal lines.)

SET_SCHEDULER_ATTRIBUTES

UPDATE_NAMESERVER

USRASR

Allows the System Administrator to tune scheduler

settings to better meet the needsofa particularsite.

Allows the System Administrator to adjustthe retry time

for Name Server updates.

Causes the supervisor terminalto act as a user terminal

by associating it with a different process.

Controlling File Access

ADDPORTAL Transformsa local directory into a portal, thatis, a

gatewayto anotherfile system namespace,so that users

can accessfiles in another name space.
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CHANGE_PROJECT Activated by the System Administrator, provides the

means for users to change projects without havingto log

out.

LIST_GROUP Lists a user’s ACL groups.

LISTMOUNTS Displays all disks and portals that a system can access.

LIST_PRIORITY_ACCESSDisplays the contents of a priority ACL ineffect on a

specified partition.

REMOVEPORTAL Deletes a portal, that is, a gateway to anotherfile system

name space.

REMOVE_PRIORITY_ACCESS
Removesa priority access from an entire partition.

SET_PRIORITY_ACCESS Sets a priority access on an entire partition.

System Monitoring and Report Generation

ADMIN_LOG Creates and customizes DSM eventlogs.

BATCH Monitors the Batch subsystem.

DISPLAY_LOG Displaysall or part of a system or network eventlogat

yourterminal, or writes it to a disk.

HDXSTAT Displaysthe status of lines andsites of a half-duplex

(HDX)network configuration.

LIST_ASSIGNED_DEVICES
Displaysall the devices that have beenallocated with

the ASSIGN command.

LIST_ASYNC Displays the status and configuration of someorall of

the system’s asynchronouslines.

LIST_CONFIG Displays the various values of system variables.

LIST_DUMP Displays the current parameters specified for a partial

tape dump.

LIST_LHC_STATUS Displays the status of a LAN Host Controller 300

(LHC).

LIST_LTS_STATUS Displays the status of a LAN Terminal Server 300

(LTS).

LISTMEMORY Displays current memory usage (numberof segments,

resident pages, and wired pages peruser process).

LIST_PRIORITY_ACCESSDisplays the contents of a priority ACL in effect on a

specified partition.



LIST_PROCESS
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Displays, for every current user process on the system,

its user number, name,type, and project ID.

LIST_REGISTERED_EPF Lists the dependencylist and unresolved entrypoints for
a given EPF.

LIST_SCHEDULER_ATTRIBUTES

LIST_SERVER_NAMES

LIST_SESSIONS

LIST_UNITS

Displays current schedulersettings.

Lists information about servers on the local node.

Lists InterServer Communicationssessions.

Displays information relating to files, units, and attach
points.

MONITOR_SEARCH_RULES

PRINT_SECURITYLOG

PROP

SECURITY_MONITOR

SECURITY_STATUS

SET_PGALARM

SHOW

STATUS

USAGE

USERS

Displays statistics on the frequency of dynamiclinking

to subroutines in libraries.

Invokes the Audit Report facility, which enables the

System Administrator to examine the contents of an

audittrailfile.

Monitors the status of printers and queue configurations.

Turns the Security Audit facility on or off; also turns the

facility for specific audit trail combinationsonoroff.

Displaysthestatus ofthe active Security Audit facility.

Resets all alarm and monitoring functions totheirinitial

status and notifies the supervisor terminal when the

system is running out of paging space.

Allowsusers to grant privileges to other users to

monitor their own input and output through the use of

the WATCH command.

Displays the current system status.

Displays the status of several PRIMOSperformance
factors.

Displays the numberofusers currently logged in.

Performing Backups and Creating Tapes

ASSIGN

BOOT_CREATE

LABEL

MAGSAV

Assigns disk partitions and tape drives.

Creates a tape from which you can bootthe system.

Writes computer-readable labelsto tapes.

Writesfiles, directories, and partitions to magnetic tape.
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PSR

REPLY

SETMOD

UNASSIGN

UX_TAPE

Saves and restores physical disk partitions to and from

tape, copies one physical disk partition to another

physical disk partition, and protects a partition from

being accidentally overwnitten by a restore or copy.

Replies to users’ magnetic tape requests.

Sets the mode for magnetic tape assignments.

Unassignsdisk partitions and tape drives.

Reads and writes tapes for use with UNIX®systems.

Restoring Files From Backups

ASSIGN

MAGRST

MTRESUME

PSR

UNASSIGN

System Repair

CDD

FIND_RING_BREAK

RECORD_TO_PATH

SHUTDN

Assigns disk partitions and tape drives.

Restores a diskfile, directory tree, or partition from a

magnetic tape written by MAGSAV.

Invokes (with RESUME) COPY_DISK,FIX_DISK,

MAGSAV, MAGRST, MAKE,and PHYRSTfrom tape.

Saves and restores physical disk partitions to and from

tape, copies one physical disk partition to another

physical disk partition, and protects a partition from

being accidentally overwritten by a restore or copy.

Unassignspartitions and tape drives.

Configures crash dump disks to be used for crash dumps

and recovers the crash dumpsin case of a system halt.

Determinesthe location of a break in the RINGNET™

network.

Checks the Batch queue databaseintegrity.

Checks and restores PRIMOSfile integrity on partitions.

Reducesfile system recovery time after a systemcrash.

Decodes or encodes a physical device numberfrom user

input.

Takes a record address and returns the pathnameofthe

file system object to which that record currently

belongs.

Shuts down the operating system and local disk

partitions, and disconnects remote disk partitions.



START_LSR

START_NET

START_NTS

STOP_LSR

STOP_NET

STOP_NTS

SYSTEM_RECOVER

Disk Handling

ADDISK

ASSIGN

DISK_PAUSE

DISKS

FIXDISK

PRIMOS Commands Overview

Starts up the Login server.

Starts up PRIMENET.

Starts Network Terminal Service (NTS) for the Prime

host node on the LAN300 network.

Shuts down the Login server.

Shuts down PRIMENET.

Shuts down Network Terminal Service (NTS)for the

Prime host node on the LAN300 network.

Allows System Administrators and Operators to

automate system recovery procedures following a

system crash.

Makesthe specified disk or disks available to users of
the system.

Assigns disk partitions and tape drives.

Allows Operators and System Administrators to suspend

disk I/O activity in order to replace a defective SCSI

disk drive within a Model 75500-6PK device module.

Addsor removesa disk from the Assignable Disks
Table.

Checksandrestores file integrity on a disk partition.

LIST_CONTIGUOUS_BLOCKS

LIST_DISKS

LIST_MOUNTS

MAKE

MIRROR_OFF

MIRROR_ON

PSR

Provides information about available space on a disk
partition.

Lists, for every local disk currently added to the system,

the partition name, Idev, pdev, size, numberof records

free, and whetherthe partition is robust

Displays all disks and portals your system can access.

Creates a file system for any PRIMOSdisk partition.

Removesa partition from a mirrored pair.

Starts a mirroredpair of partitions.

Saves andrestores physical disk partitions to and from

tape, copies one physical disk partition to another

physical disk partition, and protects a partition from

being accidentally overwritten by a restore or copy.
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SHUTDN

SPIN_DOWN

SPIN_UP

STATUS DISKS

UNASSIGN

File Handling

CLOSE

CNAME

FTR

JOB

MAGRST

MAGSAV

SPOOL

Shuts downthe system, local disk partitions, and remote

disk partitions.

Allows Operators and System Administrators to stop

(spin down) SCSIdisk drives that maybefailing in a

Model 75500-6PK device module that are controlled by

a Model 7210 (SDTC)disk controller using ICOP+.

Allows Operators and System Administratorsto start

(spin up) SCSI disk drives in a Model 75500-6PK

device module that are controlled by a Model 7210

(SDTC) disk controller using ICOP+.

Displays the current status of disk partitions.

Unassigns disk partitions and tape drives.

Temporarily removesuseraccessto files.

Changesthe nameofa file or directory.

Transfers files between systemsvia the File Transfer

Service (FTS).

Submits commandfiles as Batch jobs or modifies a

user’s Batch requests.

Restores a disk file, directory tree, or partition from a

magnetic tape written by MAGSAV.

Writesfiles, directories, and partitions to magnetictape.

Queuesa file for printing on a system printer or

modifies a user’s spool request.

Communicating With Other Systems

CONFIG_NET

DPTCFG

DPTX

FIND_RING_BREAK

FTGEN

FTOPSR gav\vaA

Builds the network configurationfile.

Builds the Network Terminal Service (NTS)

configuration file.

Compiles the configuration file for a DPTX system.

Enables a DPTX system.

Determinesthe location of a break in RINGNET.

Configures the File Transfer Service (FTS).

Invokes the ace to the File Transfer

Service.

operator’s int



FTR

HDXSTAT

LIST_LHC_STATUS

LIST_LTS_STATUS

LOOPBACK

MESSAGE

MONITOR_NET

NET

NTS_ASSOCIATE

NTS_UNASSOCIATE

START_NAMESERVER

START_NET

START_NM

START_NTS

STOP_NAMESERVER

STOP_NET

STOP_NM

STOP_NTS

UPDATE_NAMESERVER

PRIMOS Commands Overview

Invokesthe userinterface to the File Transfer Service.

Displays the status of lines and sites of a half-duplex

(HDX)network configuration.

Displays the status of the LAN Host Controller 300
(LHC).

Displays the status of the LAN Terminal Server 300
(LTS).

Sends test messages between the nodeson a network.

Sends messagesto users or other Operators.

Checks the throughputandstatus of the RINGNET

network from the point of view of the node.

Controls half-duplex PRIMENET on SMLC/MDLC
lines.

Mapsan LTS physical line to a PRIMOSline number.

Breaks the mapping of an associated LTSline with a

PRIMOSline numberin the NTSassigned range.

Starts the NameServer process on the local system.

Starts up PRIMENET.

Starts network managementfunctions independently of

protocols such as START_NET or START_NTS.

Starts Network Terminal Service (NTS) for the Prime

host node on the LAN300 network.

Stops the NameServer process onthe local system.

Shuts down PRIMENET.

Stops network managementfunctions.

Shuts down Network Terminal Service (NTS)for the
Prime host on the LAN300 network.

Allows the System Administrator to adjust the retry time
for NameServerupdates.
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These PRIMOS commandsare used primarily by users and programmers. They are

explained in the PRIMOS CommandsReference Guide.

Abbreviations appear in red. Asterisks after command namesindicate that

Operator-specific informationis in this book and user information is in the PRIMOS

Commands Reference Guide.

ABBREV
ADD_REMOTE_ID
ASSIGN*
AIM
ATTACH

AVAIL
BASIC
BASICV
BATCH*
BATGEN*

BINARY
BIND
CBL
CBLDML
CBLSUBS

CC
CHANGE_PASSWORD
CHANGE_PROJECT*
CHAP*
CLOSE*
CLUP
CMPF
CNAME*
CN_RBF
COBOL85
COMINPUT
COMOUTPUT

CONCAT
COPY
COPY_RBF

CPL
CREATE
CREATK
DATE
DBASIC

DBG
DBUTL
DEFINE_GVAR
DELAY
DELETE

DELETE_RBF
DELETE_VAR
DELSEG
DIAG
DISCOVER

DPTXMTR
DROPDTR
DUMP_STACK
ED
EDIT_ACCESS
EDIT_BINARY
EDIT_CMD_LINE
EMACS
EXPAND_SEARCH_RULES

F77
F77DML
F77SUBS
FAP
FAU
FDL
FDML
FED
FILMEM
FILVER
FSUBS

FTN
FTR
FTS
HDXSTAT
HELP*

HPSD
INFO
INITIALIZE_COM-
MAND_ENVIRONMENT

INPUT
IPSD, IPSDO, IPSD16
JOB*
KBUILD
KIDDEL
LAB*

LABEL*

LATE
LD
LEM
LISTING
LIST_ACCESS
LIST_CONTIGUOUS_

BLOCKS*
LIST_EPF
LIST_GROUP*
LIST_LIBRARY_ENTRIES
LIST_LIMITS
LIST_MINI_COMMANDS
LIST_MOUNTS*
LIST_PRIORITY_
ACCESS*

LIST_QUOTA
LIST_RBF
LIST_REGISTERED_EPF*
LIST_REMOTE_ID
LIST_SCHEDULER_
ATTRIBUTES*

LIST_SEARCH_RULES
LIST_SEGMENT
LIST_SERVER_NAMES*

LIST_SESSIONS*
LIST_USERS
LIST_VAR
LOAD
LOGIN
LOGOUT*
LON
MAGNET
MAGRST*
MAGSAV*
MDUMP
MEDCONFIG
MEDUSA
MEDUTIL
MESSAGE*



MONITOR_NET
MONITOR_SEARCH_
RULES*

MPACK
MPLUSCLUP
MRGF
NETLINK
NSED
NTS_LINE

NTS_LIST_ASSOCIATE*
NUMBER
OAS

OPEN
ORIGIN
OWLDSC
PASCAL
PASSWD

PDEV*
PHANTOM
PL1
PL1G

PLOT
PM
PMA
PRERR
PRIMAN
PRIME/SNA
PRIMON
PROP*
PROTECT
PRTDSC

PSD, PSD20
PT45DSC

PT46DSC
PTDSC
PTELE
RDY
REENTER

RELEASELEVEL
REMOVE_EPF
REMOVE_REMOTE_ID
RESTOR
REST_RBF

RESUME
REVERT_PASSWORD
RJE*
RJQ
RSTERM

RUNOFF
RWLOCK
SCHDEC
SCHED
SCHEMA
SEG

SET_ACCESS
SET_ASYNC*
SET_DELETE
SET_QUOTA*
SET_RBF

SET_SEARCH_RULES
SET_VAR
SHOW*

PRIMOS Commands Overview

SIZE
SLIST

SNADSC
SORT
SPOOL*
SPY
START

STATUS*
SVCSW
SYNCSORT
TALK
TCF
TERM

THEMIS
TIME

TRAMLC
TYPE

UNASSIGN*
UPCASE
USAGE*
USERS*
UX_TAPE*
VPSD, VPSD16
VRPG
VRTSSW
WATCH
WORD
oe

/*
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Dictionary of PRIMOS Operator Commands

This chapter lists the PRIMOSoperator commandsin alphabetical order. For some

commands, this book refers you to other sources. For all other commands,this book

gives a brief description of the command’s function, followed by a summary ofits

Syntax and an explanation of any argumentsor optionsit accepts.

Someof these commandsrequire that you specify a pdev (physical device number).

For information on how to determineor construct a physical device number, see the

Operator’s Guide to File System Maintenance. For information on other(user)

commandsthat may be useful to you as an Operator, see the PRIMOS User’s Guide

or the PRIMOS CommandsReference Guide.
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ADDISK

ADDISK makesthe specified disk partition or partitions available to users of the

system.

ADDISKsearches the Disk Table for available partition slots. If enough available

slots are found,ADDISK addsthe specified disk partition or partitions. To reverse

this process and shut downpartitions, use the SHUTDN command.

There is a limit of 238 logical partitions that may be added to the Disk Table. This
limit applies to the sum of both local and remote partitions. (If your system is part of

a DSM configuration group running the NameServer, however, you actually have

access to as many as 1280 partitions.)

Logical device numbers(Idevs) (which are not the same as physical device

numbers) range from Og through 355g.

Local partitions are those that are connected to your system; remote partitions are

those that are connected to other systemsin the network of which your system is a

part. Forfull information about disk handling, disk names, and physical device

numbers, see the Operator’s Guide to File System Maintenance.

 

Note

In this discussion of the ADDISK command,the words disk and partition are often used

interchangeably to mean partition. Strictly speaking, a disk is the physical medium,and the

partitions are the logical units into whichit is divided.
 

Adding Local Partitions

Before you add a local partition, you must ensure that the disk drive on which the

partition resides is powered up and ready for operation. Whenthe disk drive is

ready, you can use ADDISKto add the partition on the local system and makeit

available to users.

 

Caution
If you know that pre-Rev. 23.0 systems in your commonfile system namespace need to
access one of yourlocal disks, do not add the local disk in the root with a name longer than
six characters. (For information on the file system changesat Rev. 23.0, see the System

Administrator's Guide, Volume I: System Configuration, the Rev. 23.0 Prime Networks
Release Notes, and the Prime User’s Release Documeni.

If you add a local disk in the root with a name longerthan six characters, pre-Rev. 23.0

systems in the commonfile system namespace are not able to access that disk. Pre-Rev. 23.0

systems can only access a disk mounted lowerthan the root directory or a disk added in the

root with a nameno longerthan six characters. (Of course, pre-Rev. 23.0 systems mustalso

add to their Disk Table any remote disks they wish to access.)
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The NameServergenerally eliminates the need to add any remote disksto the local
disk table manually using the ADDISK command. (Seethe following section,

Adding Remote Disk Partitions, for more information and for the one exception to

this. Refer to the Rev 23.0 Prime Networks Release Notes for more information
about the Name Server.)

Formatfor Local Disks

pdevl [pdev2 ... pdev9) FORCE] _PRIORITYSELECT

ADDISK [PROTECT] pdev] -MOUNT_PATH pathname _REPLACE

pdev] -RENAMEdiskname ~PRIVATE

pdev1 through pdev9 representthe physical device numbersofthe partitions being
added. For example,

OK, ADDISK 1460 2262 5260 42663 163260

 

Note
You can combine ADDISK’s arguments and optionsin a limited number of ways. The

PROTECTargument and —FORCEoption cannot be used with -RENAME. -RENAMEand
~MOUNT_PATHcannotbe applied to more than one pdeyvat a time.

 

Adding Remote Disk Partitions

Systems Not Running the Name Server

If your system is not running the NameServer, adding a local disk partition does not
makethepartition available to remote systems until the remote systemsalso add the
partition as a remote partition, as described below. If a local system is part ofa
network,disks on other systemsin the network (remote disks) may be made
available to users on the local system. In both cases, a disk must be added both by
the system that ownsit and by the remote systemsthat will useit.

Format for Remote Disks

ADDISK disknamel [diskname2 ... diskname9| -ON nodename

nodenameis the network namefor a valid remote file access (RFA) system. The node
must be RFA-enabled. For more information about RFA,see the section on
CONFIG_NETin the PRIMENETPlanning and Configuration Guide.

disknamel!through diskname9are the namesof the remotepartitions. The remote

partition does not haveto be started when youaddit, nor does the remote system
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have to be running,althoughthe partition is not actually available until the remote

system is up andits local disks are added. If you attempt to add more than nine

partitions in one commandline, ADDISKaborts and displays this error message:

Too many objects specified. <diskname-10> (addisk)

You cannot rename,force,priority-select, or protect a remote partition. The name

and the write-protection status of a device are always assignedat the device’s local

 

system.

Notes

Partitions to be added remotely are specified by diskname rather than by physical device

number.

All disk names must be unique. You cannot add a new remote partition if its disk nameis the
sameas that of a partition already added, and you must use the same disk nameto referto the

disk as was used by the remote system that ownsit.
 

Systems Running the Name Server

If your system is part of a commonfile system name space running the NameServer

you should not add remote disks to your system using ADDISK.(See the next
paragraphfor the one exceptionto this.) The Name Server automatically broadcasts
the existence of any local disks you addto all other Rev. 23.0 or greater systemsin

the group. Likewise, NameServers on other systemsin the group also broadcast to

your system the existence of disks added by those systems. The Name Server on

your system also polls pre-Rev. 23.0 systems in the commonfile system name space

for information on disks they have added. (It does not, however, notify pre-Rev.

23.0 systems aboutlocal disks you have added.)

The only time you should use ADDISKto add a remote disk to the local Disk Table

is when there are applications at your site that use Idev pathnamesyntax(e.g.,
<7>cmdnc0) to access remote disk partitions. The Disk Table entry in this case

simply allows for the ldev-to-disk name conversion so that PRIMOScan find the

partition. The NameServerthen searchesthe root directory for the pathname. Any

disk added to the local Disk Table must already be in the GMT (Global Mount Table)

or the disk cannot be accessed by remote systems.

When you add a remote disk using ADDISK,you see the following message:

Warning: Remote addisks after starting Name Server are only

used to provide ldev number to diskname mapping. The list of

disks in the file system name space is given by the global

mount table.
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Arguments and Options

pdevl ... pdev9

PROTECTpdevl ... pdev9

-FORCE

—-MOUNT_PATHpathname

ADDISK

Specifies the physical device number(s) ofthe partitions
to be added.

Specifies that pdev is to be write-protected, thatis,it

cannotbe altered by the system. You mayspecify

PROTECT onlyfor partitions that are added locally.

Add or remove write-protection by shutting down the

partition and then reentering the ADDISK command

with or without the PROTECT argument. This

procedure changesthe partition’s protection.

(Wheneverpossible, when you write-protect a partition

using the PROTECT option, you should also physically

write-protect the partition using a read/write ring, to

ensure that the partition is not inadvertently written
upon.)

Forces ADDISKto add a robust partition whetheror not

the partition is consistent. (This is only useful with

robustpartitions.) If you use the -FORCEoption and

the partition is consistent (contains noerrors), the

partition is added normally. If you use -FORCEandthe

partition is inconsistent, the partition is added, butis

write-protected; you can read its files, but cannot change

them. You can use -FORCEwith multiple pdevs.

Allowsthe Operatorto specify a logical mount pointfor

the partition. The mount point maybe anyexisting,

local directory in the tree structure except for an MFD.

The mountpoint mayalsobe in the rootdirectory.

 

Note
If you do not specify a mount point using -MOUNT_PATH,
the partition is mountedin the root directory by default. In
this case, a directory is createdin the root with the same name
as the nameofthe diskpartition that is added. You can,

however, mounta partition in the root directory with a

directory name (for example, <MANUFACTURING)if you
use the -MOUNT_PATH option.
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-PRIORITY_SELECT

—PRIVATE

2-6 Operator’s Guide to System Commands

The supervisor terminal must have access to the mount

point. The mount-point pathname mustbe fully

qualified, that is, beginning at the root. Keep in mind

that the contents of whatever directory you choose as

the mountpoint(that is, the mount-pointdirectory) are

notvisible or accessible until you copy them to the

newly added disk. (Users attached to the mount-point

directory or its parent directory at the momentthe

ADDISKis performed, however, continue to see the

contents of the original directory until they leave that

attach point.) See the System Administrator’s Guide

Guide, Volume I: System Configuration for detailed

information on logical mounts.

 

Caution
Do not add a disk to the root with a namelongerthan six
characters if there are pre-Rev. 23.0 systems in your network
that must access the disk. If you do, they will not have access

to the disk.
 

Takes over control of a dual-ported disk drive. (A

dual-ported disk drive is one which can be attached to

two systems simultaneously, although only one system

has control overthe disk drive at any moment.) Always

use -REPLACE (described below) with

—PRIORITY_SELECT when the NameServeris

running.

 

WARNING
Neverpriority-select a dual-ported disk drive while the other
system attached to the drive is running. You could corrupt the
disk’s file system by interrupting the other system’s write to

disk.

Never place any system’s COMDEVona dual-ported disk

drive; if someoneinadvertently priority-selects that disk from

the secondary port, the first system may behave unpredictably

and would probably crash.
 

Allows the Operator to add a partition and preventit

from being accessed by remote systems with remotefile

access. Private disk partitions addedto the local system

are displayed by the LIST_.MOUNTS command.

Private disk partitions that are located on remote

systems are displayed by the LIST.MOUNTS command

only if the requestoris at the supervisor terminal oris

the System Administrator.



-RENAMEdiskname

-REPLACE

ADDISK

Allowsthe Operator to specify a new namefor a

partition when addingit to the system. This is required

whenthe partition being added has the same nameas a

partition that is already on the system. If the Operator

attempts to add such a partition without renamingit, the

system displays the following error message:

Name diskname of disk pdev not unique

(conflicts with LDEV n).

Only one device at a time can be added when you use

the -RENAME option. For example,

OK, ADDISK 460 -RENAME ATON

The SHUTDN commandalso provides a-RENAME

option. Thus, the Operator mayrestore the partition’s

original nameorgive it a new name when removingit

from the system.

Forcesall systems in the commonfile system name

space to reference the new system (the one doing the

ADDISK)for the specified disk partition. Usethis

option wheneveryou are adding a disk that has been

moved from one system to another without being

explicitly shut downfirst, as in the case of a dual-ported

disk drive or a disk from a system that crashed. (This

option is only necessary if the NameServeris running

on your system.)

For example, if disk PUBS12 is physically moved from

System A to System B and wasnotexplicitly shut

down, using the -REPLACE option when adding the

disk to System B causesall systems in the name space

to look for PUBS12 on System B instead of on System

A. It accomplishes this by overriding the old entry in

the GMT (Global Mount Table) for that partition and

replacing that entry with the new information. When

you specify this option, you receive the following query:

The -REPLACE option forces all systems in

your common file system name space to

reference your system for this disk

instead of the system the disk was

originally added to. Do you really wish

to do this?

Answer YESif you want the ADDISKto take place.
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If the NameServeris running on your system, specify

this option whenever you use the -PRIORITY_SELECT

option.

 

Caution
Never use the -REPLACEoption unless you are absolutely
certain that the physical disk has been moved from one system
to another without being explicitly shut downfirst.
 

Messages

ADDISK maydisplay one or more of the messages listed below. In this list, some

message explanations are preceded by the word Warning, which is not part of the

error message displayedat the terminal. Warning messagesaffect only one of the

specified disks; if you specified more than one disk, ADDISK continues processing

all disks except those affected by the error message.

Messagesnot preceded by Warning indicate that ADDISK stopped processing and

did not perform the requested operation.

Can only “replace” remote disks added in the root.

(addisk)

You attempted to use the -REPLACEoption whenadding either a local disk or a

remote disk that was mounted below the root. You cannotuse this option with

local disks. If a remote disk is mounted below the rootonits original system,

you do not have to use the -REPLACE option when you addit to your system

becausethere will be no conflict in the GMT.

Cannot add already known disk pdev. (addisk)

You attempted to add a disk that is currently running on the system.

Cannot Priority Select a remote disk!

The -PRIORITY_SELECT option can only be used on a dual-ported disk drive

that is connected directly to your system.

*x** Cannot read DBS file of disk pdev.

The system cannotread the badspotfile on the disk you are attempting to add.

The disk may be damaged; you may wantto verify its integrity with FIX_DISK.

Fordetails, see the Operator’s Guide to File System Maintenance.

*x* Cannot read DSKRAT of disk pdev.

Warning The partition specified by pdev has not been formatted by MAKE. The

disk may be damaged; you may wantto verify its integrity with FIX_DISK. For

details, see the Operator’s Guide to File System Maintenance.
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Cannot rename partitions with -FORCE option.

You cannot specify the -RENAME and the -FORCE optionsat the same time.

Cannot specify both the rename and mount_point options.

You cannot rename a disk and specify a mount-point pathnameat the sametime.

The mount-point pathnameis the name used by PRIMOSto referencethe disk.

Conflicting PDEVs pdevl and pdev2. (addisk)

Two of the pdevs given in the list specify overlapping partitions of the same

disk. Check that you specified the pdevs correctly and try again.

Could not CLOSE PDEV pdev due to controller or device

errors. (addisk)

There is a problem with either the controller or the device. This problem

prevents you from adding a disk. Contact your PrimeServiceS™ Representative.

Could not OPEN PDEV pdev due to controller or device

errors. (addisk)

If you have just warm-started your system andaretrying to add a disk on an

intelligent controller, this message meansthat the intelligent controller needs to

be re-initialized. Wait until the message DLL and init ICOP complete

controller_address - (diskinit) appears at the supervisor terminal
and try again.

If you get this messageat any othertime,the controller may not be running
properly. Check to be sure that the disk drive is powered on,is online, and is not
write protected; check that you gave the correct pdev. If the problem persists,
contact your PrimeService Representative.

*** Disk CRA Mismatch Errors detected, Run FIXDISK On
Disk “diskname” ***

A current record address (CRA) mismatch error on an ICOPread occurred. You

should run FIX_DISK.

Disk diskname was not shutdown properly, Run FIXDISK.
The disk you are trying to add was not shut downin an orderly manner
previously. The file system integrity may therefore be corrupted and you should
run FIX_DISK onthe partition.

*** Disk DTA/DTM Errors detected, Run FIXDISK On Disk
“diskname” ***

An attempt to modify a date/time accessed (DTA)or date/time modified (DTM)
field on a file system object that does not have oneoccurred. This is usually the
result of previous hardware problems causing crashes which, in turn, have
caused a file system problem. You should run FIX_DISK.
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Disk pdev A Dynamic Badspot Disk cannot be added to this

controller.

You attempted to add a Dynamic Badspot Handling (-DBS ON or -IC) mode

partition from a disk drive with a nonintelligent disk controller. The partition is

not added. If you mustrun this disk on a nonintelligent controller, run

FIX_DISKto convert the disk to -DBS OFF or ALL_CONTROLLERformat.

**x* Disk pdev - A dynamic badspot handling disk cannot be

started on this controller. Run FIX_DISK to convert the

disk to an All-Controller format disk.

You attempted to add a Dynamic Badspot Handling (-DBS ON or —-IC) mode

partition from a disk drive with a nonintelligent disk controller. The partition is

not added. If you mustrun this disk on a nonintelligent controller, run

FIX_DISK to convert the disk to -DBS OFF or ALL_CONTROLLERformat.

Disk pdev Controller capable of Dynamic Badspotting.

You added a No Dynamic Badspot Handling (-DBS OFF or -AC) mode

partition on a disk drive associated with an intelligent disk controller. Convert

this partition to -DBS ON (or -IC) mode.

x** Disk pdev is not a PRIMOS partition.

PRIMOScannotrecognize the partition you specified. This could be because

the disk is in a pre-Rev. 19 format, because the disk does not contain the number

of heads specified in the DSKRAT,or because the DSKRATlength or addressis

incorrect. Check that the pdev you specified is correct, and that it does not

overlap or include anotherpartition.

*k*k Disk pdev: Not ready.

Warning You specified either a nonexistent device or one that is not ready (has

been turnedon, but has not yet reached full speed) as pdev. Shut down this disk

with the SHUTDN command,wait until the device is ready, and then add the

disk again.

Disk pdev: Old partitions not supported.

Warning Thepartition specified as pdev has a pre-Rev. 14 format. Make sure

that you have a backup copyofthe data on the disk, then use the MAKE

command to convert the disk to Rev. 22 format. See the Operator’s Guide to

File System Maintenancefordetails.

Disk “diskname” was not shutdown properly, Run FIX_DISK.

The disk you are trying to add was not shut down in an orderly manner

previously. The file system integrity may therefore be corrupted and you should

run FIX_DISKonthe partition.
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**x**k Disk Return Record Errors detected, Run FIXDISK On

Disk “diskname” ***

An error occurred previously during an attemptto return a recordto the

DSKRAT. You should run FIX_DISK.

Disk table overflow: n entries required, only x free.

(addisk)

The numberoffree entries (x) is smaller than the numberof requested additions

(n). You mayfree logical device entries by using SHUTDNto removedevices

from the table. PRIMOSsupports a maximum of 238 logical disks.

*x* Disk Write Errors detected, Run FIXDISK On Disk

“diskname” xx*

The locate buffers did not get flushed. You should run FIX_DISK.

diskname is not a valid partition name. (addisk)

The diskname you specified with the -RENAME option does not conform to the

partition name syntax. It either contains an invalid characterorit is more than

six characters long. If you are trying to logically mounta disk partition with a

mount-point pathname, you must use the -MOUNT_PATHoption to ADDISK.

Duplicate partition name diskname. (addisk)

You specified partition name diskname more than once when adding remote

partitions.

Duplicate PDEV pdev. (addisk)

You specified PDEV pdev morethan oncein this ADDISK command.

Dynamic badspot remapping area is at least 80 percent

full. Disk may have a hardware problem. Please have it

checked.

You added a Dynamic Badspot Handling (-DBS ONor —IC) modepartition to

the system whose RMA(remapped area) has reached 80% or more ofcapacity.

Thepartition is added, but you should havethe disk checked for defects by your

PrimeService Representative.

Error while accessing the GMT. (addisk) Command aborted.

(addisk)

ADDISKfailed due to an intemal PRIMOSerror. Contact your PrimeService
Representative.

Error while removing disk to be “replaced”. (addisk)

Command aborted. (addisk)

ADDISKfailed due to an internal PRIMOSerror. Contact your PrimeService

Representative.
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Format of disk pdev not supported by this revision of

PRIMOS.

Warning You see this messageif youtry to locally add a partition under a

version of PRIMOSthatis earlier than the format of the partition you are

attempting to add. Examples include adding a Rev. 20.0 or later disk to Rev.

19.0, adding a Rev. 21.0 orlater disk to Rev. 20.0, and adding a Rev. 22.0 disk to

Rev. 21.0. Later revision disks can be added remotely to earlier revision

systems. See the MAKE commandin this chapter, or the discussionin the

Operator’s Guide to File System Maintenance.

Ldev 0 must be added in the root directory. (addisk)

You cannot mount the commandpartition (idev 0) anywhere butin the root

directory.

More instances of “optionname” than are supported.

(addisk)

You have supplied some option or argument more than once. Enter the

command,specifying each option only once.

Mount point pathname must be fully qualified.

You mustspecify the mount-point pathnamebeginning with the root.

Mount point pathnames may only be specified for one disk

at a time.

You can add only one disk at a time when you specify a mount-point pathname

using the -MOUNT_PATHoption.

Must specify at least one PDEV. (addisk)

The ADDISK commandrequiresat least one argument.

Must supply at least one partition name. (addisk)

The ADDISK commandrequiresat least one argumentin addition to the -ON

option.

Name diskname of partition pdev not unique (conflicts

with LDEV hn).

Warning Partition disknamealready exists on this system’spartition list. This

message is displayed when you do not specify -ON nodename.

Node nodename not configured in network. (addisk)

The node specified as nodenameis not currently RFA-enabled. Check that you

typed the node namecorrectly.

nodename is not a valid system name. (addisk)

The specified remote system nameis invalid. Check to see that you entered the

node namecorrectly; it might contain invalid characters or be more than six

characters long.
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nodename is the local system!

Do not use the nameofyourlocal system with the -ON option. The —ON option

can be used only to add remote disks.

Only one disk may be RENAMEd at a time. (addisk)

You can specify only one pdev when you use the -RENAME option.

Option “name” is not recognized by this command. (addisk)

You gave an option whichis not a valid ADDISK option. Check yourspelling

and try again.

pdev is not a valid PDEV. (addisk)

The pdevspecified is not a valid physical device number. Eitherit contains

decimal numbers or nondigits, orit is an impossible pdeyv.

PDEV pdev conflicts with assigned or paging device.

(addisk)

The pdevis currently being used as, or overlaps with, a paging partition; or, the

pdev is already an assignedpartition. Check to see if you entered the correct

pdev.

PDEV pdev conflicts with assigned or paging or mirrored

device. (addisk)

The pdevis currently being used in a mirrored pair, is already an assigned

partition, or is currently being used as or overlaps a paging partition. Check to

see if you entered the pdev correctly.

PDEV pdev conflicts with existing LDEV n. (addisk)

The pdev either overlaps with logical partition v oris in use in a mirroredpair.

Checkto see if you entered the pdev correctly.

*** Proper shutdown of Robust Partition pdev did not take

place.

*** The Partition will be write protected.

You added a damaged partition by using the -FORCEoption. The partition was

added, but you cannotwrite to it. You should use FIX_DISKto repair the

partition.

Remote partitions may not be RENAMEd. (addisk)

You can use the -RENAME option for local partitions only.

Rename failed. (trwrat)

Your attempt to renamethe disk failed. Check to make sure that you specified a

valid disk name (six alphanumeric characters). If the disk name you gave was

valid, the rename probably failed because the disk was too badly damaged to be

used. Use FIX_DISKto repair the disk.
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*** Robust Partition pdev has not been properly shut

down.

x** Fast FixDisk has to be run before it can be added.

Youtried to add a damaged partition to the system. If you wantto read the disk

before you repair it with FIX_DISK,add this pdev again, using the -FORCE

option.

Specified mount-point pathname conflicts with local

mountedobject.

This mounted_object must be removed before the new disk

can be added.

You have specified a mount-point pathname where you havealready added a

partition or portal. If you still want to add the new disk orportal at this mount

point, you mustfirst removethe original disk or portal.

Specified mount-point pathname conflicts with

mountedobject on system systemname.

The -replace option to addisk can be used to force ALL

machines to reference the “replaced” disk rather than the

original one.

A remote disk partition is already added in the root with the mount-point

pathnameyou specified. (You receive this error message only if you are

mounting a disk in the root.) If the disk has been moved from one system to

another and you are doing this deliberately (as in the case ofa priority-select),

use the -REPLACE option to ADDISKto force all systemsin the file system

namespace to reference your system for this disk instead of the original system.
 

Caution
Never use the -REPLACEoption unless you are absolutely certain that the physical disk has
been moved from one system to another without being explicitly shut downfirst.
 

Starting up revision n partition “diskname”.

Starting up revision n Robust Partition “diskname”.

Partition disknameis being added; if the word Robust appears in the message,

the disk is a robust partition. n may be 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, or 22.1. Ona Rev.

19.0 orlater partition, this message may be followed by a messagetelling you to

run FIX_DISK.

System console command only. (addisk)

The ADDISK command maybe issued only from the supervisor terminal.

System name must be specified with -ON option. (addisk)

You specified the -ON option without a remote system name.
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The “replace” option is only valid if the Name Server is
Started. (addisk)

The -REPLACEoptioncausesall systemsin the file system name space to
reference a new system for a disk that waspreviously addedto a different
system. This feature has no meaning unless the Name Serverhas beenstarted.

The Root directory is not a valid mount point. (addisk)
You cannot mount a disk into the root using the -MOUNT_PATH option. You
musteither add the disk directly in the root without using the -MOUNT_PATH
option (the default) or you must use a mount-point pathnamethat mounts the
disk lowerin the tree structure.

The specified option is not valid with remote disks.
You cannot rename, force, priority-select, or write-protect a remote disk.

Too many objects specified. diskname-10 (addisk)
You attempted to add morethanninepartitions in one commandline.

Unable to shutdn disk diskname after rename failed.
(addisk)

The -RENAMEattempt failed and PRIMOSwastryingto clean up by shutting
down the disk. This message indicates that the shutdown attempt also failed and
the software may havebeenleft in an unstable state. Contact your PrimeService
Representative.

Warning: Remote addisks with Name Server running are only
used to provide ldev number to disk name mapping. The
list of disks in the file system name space is given by
the global mount table.

You attempted to add a remote disk to your system using the -ON nodename
option. Using the -ON nodenameoption places the disk only in the local Disk
Table for Idev-to-disk name conversion. The disk can be accessed onlyifit is
also presentin the Global Mount Table. Use the LIST.MOUNTS commandto
see whetherthe disk already exists in the Global Mount Table.

Write-protected disks may not be RENAMEFd. (addisk)
You cannotspecify the -RENAMEoption along with the PROTECT or
—FORCE option.

Write-protection is only valid on local disks.
You cannot write-protect a remote disk.
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ADDPORTAL

ADD_PORTALtransformsa local directory into a portal. A portal (introducedat

Rev.23.0)is a file system object that serves as a gateway to anotherfile system

namespace. (Refer to the Rev. 23.0 Prime Networks Release Notes for more

information onthe file system name space andportals.)

Format

—-HELP
. -DISK partition-name

ADD_PORTAL mountpoint-pathname nodename

Arguments and Options

mountpoint-pathname Specifies the pathnameofthe directory where you wish

to mountthe portal. This must be a directory on your

local system, the pathname must be fully qualified, and

the supervisor terminal must be ableto attach to this

directory.

nodename Specifies a system in the target file system name space.

This target system must be in your PRIMENET

configuration group.

-DISK partition-name Directs the portal reference to the MFD ofthe specified

partition on the target system insteadof to that system’s

root directory. Use this option whenthe target system of

a portal reference is a pre-Rev. 23.0 system where there

is no root directory. The designated partition-name

mustbe a local disk on the target system; otherwise,

portal referencesfail.

-HELP Displays command syntax.

Usage

A portal redirects referencesto it to a directory on another system in a differentfile

system name space. A portal reference works only in onedirection,that is, if System

A mounts portal to System C, System A can access System C throughthat portal

but System C cannot access System A through the sameportal.

Only users on Rev.23.0 orlater systems can use portals to attach to a directory in

another name space. If users on a pre-Rev. 23.0 system specify a pathname

containing a portal, they are not brought to the specified attach point. Instead, they

receive an E$RPMHerror code. See the Advanced Programmer’s Guide:

Appendices and Master Index for information onerror codes.
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A portal must be mounted overan existing directory on the local system and the
portal pathname mustbe fully qualified (that is, beginning with the rootdirectory).
A portal can be mounted anywhereinthetree structure exceptin the root directory
or in the partition’s MFD (MasterFile Directory).

 

Caution
When you mounta portal overan existing directory, the contents ofthe existing directory are
inaccessible for as long as the portal remains mounted there. Asa result, it is a good idea to
create a new, emptydirectory first and then mountthe portal over that empty directory.
Otherwise, you should movethe contents of the pre-existing, mounted-overdirectory to
another directory before mounting a portal there. Also, a portal is not maintained through a
system cold start, unlessit is specified in the PRIMOS.COMI file.
 

Whenusing the ADD_PORTAL command, you must specify which system you want
the portal to reference. Portal references are directed by default to the root directory
on the target system. Use the -DISK option whenthe target system is a pre-Rev.
23.0 system, which doesnothave a rootdirectory. This option directs the portal
reference to the MFDofthespecifiedpartition.

For example,to add a root portal, you would use the following syntax:

OK, ADDPORTAL <TRANSO>CUMMIN>BACKPA EN.D12

To add a disk portal at the same pathname you would type:

OK, ADDPORTAL <TRANSO>CUMMIN>BACKPA EN.D12 -DISK MATHO6

 

Caution
Whenyousetupportals on your system, be aware that users whospecify a pathname
containing the portal, mustfirst use the ADD_REMOTE_ID (ARID) commandon each
system through whichtheportal referencepassesif forced user validation (FUV)isin effect
or the attach will fail. For more information about ADD_REMOTE_ID,see the PRIMOS
Commands Reference Guide and the User’s Guide to Prime Network Services.
 

For example, you establish a portal from System A to System B. System is in one
file system namespace and System

B

is in anotherfile system name space. A user
on System A specifies a pathnamethatincludesthe portal to System B andan attach
point on System C, whichis in the samefile system name space as System B. Both
Systems B and C require forced user validation. Therefore, the user must have
remote IDs on both System B and System C to reach the desired attach point on
System C and must use the ARID commandto add the remote IDsto those systems.
Consequently, portals work best in an open environmentwhere forced user
validation is not in effect.
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Messages

The disk partition name is too long. (add_portal)

A disk partition name can be no longer than six characters. Be sure you use the

short namegiven to the disk when formatted with MAKE forthe target disk

name when mounting a disk portal.

A disk/portal is already mounted at given directory.

(add_portal)

You havetried to add a portal at a point wherea disk or portal is already

mounted. You must remove onedisk or portal before mounting anotherat the

same location.

Existing portal in pathname thus directory not local.

(add_portal)
You can mountportals only on localdirectories. If there is already a portal

embedded in the pathname youspecify, then you are attempting to mount a

portal on a remote system.

Invalid disk partition name given. (add_portal)

PRIMOSdoesnot recognize the partition name you have given. Check your

typing or spelling and try again.

Mount point pathname must be fully qualified.

(add_portal)

You must specify a pathname beginning with the root when you add a portal.

(Fully qualified pathnamesare also knownas absolute pathnames.)

A pathname must be given for the portal mount point.

(add_portal)

You must specify a fully qualified pathnameto adda portal.

The portal must be associated with a valid system name.

(add_portal)
You havegiven an invalid target system name or no system nameatall. Check

your typing or spelling and try again.

Portals can only b

(add_portal)

You cannot mountportals on remote systems; they must be mounted over

existing, local directories.

Portals cannot be added in the root directory.

(add_portal)

The mount-point pathnameyouspecified is in the root directory and you cannot

mountportals in the root. Instead, you must mountportals at least one level
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below the rootdirectory, thus the pathname mustcontain at least one > (angle
bracket).

Primenet is not running or the node is not configured.
(add_portal)

Either PRIMENETisnot running or you have specified a target system whichis
not in your PRIMENETconfiguration group.

Specified mount point cannot be attached to. (addportal)
You attempted to add a portal on a mountpoint to which you do not have access
rights or the mount point you specified does not exist.
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ADMIN_LOG

Beginning with Rev. 21.0,all Prime event logs are DSM logs and are administered

by the general DSM log managementutility, ADMIN_LOG. Throughthisutility,

you can create and customize event logs to suit your own system requirements by

setting appropriate values forlog file attributes. The ADMIN_LOGoptionsallow

you to perform the following tasks:

e Create DSM logs and specify their attributes, including size

e Delete logs

e List the attributes of existing logs

e Modify the attributes of existing logs

e Purge the logs of unwanted messages

Format

logname

ADMINLOG 4-DEFAULT [options]
-UNDELIVERED

Argument and Options

You must specify a logname, -DEFAULT, or -UNDELIVEREDtoselecta logfile.

logname mustbe a valid PRIMOSpathname. —-HELP and -USAGEoverrideall

other options.

logname

-CREATEattributes

-DEFAULT

~MODIFYattributes
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Specifies a valid PRIMOSpathname.

Creates a DSM log. See the following section for a

description oflog file attribute options.

Selects DSM*>LOGS>UMH>DEFAULT.LOGasthe

log file. You cannot use -DEFAULTwith the logname

argument.

Deletes a DSM log.

Displays the attributes of a log,its current size, and the

age of the oldest message.

Changesthe attributes of alog. You can also append

new values for any attributes on the commandline.



~PRIVATE_LOG

age
-PURGE 71,

-SYSTEMLOG

~UNDELIVERED

-USAGE

-HELP [-NO_WAIT]

Log Attributes

-CYCLIC

ADMIN_LOG

Selects a private log in any directory to which you and

the DSM_LOGGERprocess have access. You can

specify the pathnameofthe private log to which you

have access rights. You mustalso have accessto the

DSMfunction PRIVATE_LOGGERonthe system

wherethe private logfile resides. If you do notspecify

~PRIVATE_LOG,a system log is assumed. You cannot

specify -PRIVATE_LOG and -SYSTEM_LOGonthe

same commandline.

Allows you to delete those messagesthat are older than

a specified numberof days. For example, if you specify

an age of1, all messages that are more than one day old
are deleted.

Permitted arguments are ALL andanyintegerin the

range 1 through 365. If you specify the keyword ALL,

all messagesin the log are deleted.

At Rev. 23.0 and greater, you must specify either ALL

or a value for age. It is no longervalid to omit an

argument.

Selects a system log in the system logging directory,

DSM*>LOGS. If you are attached to DSM*>LOGS,

you mayspecify a relative pathname;otherwise, you

must specify a pathname beginning with DSM*>LOGS.

To access a system log, you must have accessto the

DSM function SYSTEM_LOGGER. You cannot

specify -SYSTEM_LOG and —PRIVATE_LOGonthe

same commandline.

Selects DSM*>LOGS>UMH>UNDELIVERED.LOG

as the log file. You cannot use -UNDELIVEREDwith

the logname argument.

Displays the commandsyntax in brief. You cannot use

this option with the other options.

Explains how to use the command. If you specify

-~NO_WAIT,output is not paginated at your terminal.

—HELP cannotbe used with otheroptions.

Defines the log as a cyclic log, one in which old

Messages are overwritten by newafter the log reaches a

specified size. For more information, see the DSM

User's Guide.
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-MAXIMUMSIZErecords

-MINIMUM_SIZErecords

—-PURGE_TIME hh:mm

-RETAIN days

Defines the log as a linear log, one whichis closed after

it reaches a specified size. For more information, see

the DSM User’s Guide. The default is —-CYCLIC.

Sets the maximumsize of the log in 2-Kbyte disk

records. Permitted values are 0 (zero) and 1 through

32767. A value of is interpreted as an unlimitedsize.

The default is 50 records.

Sets the minimum size of the log in 2-Kbyte disk

records. Permitted values are 1 through 32767. The

default is one record.

Defines the time of day when DSM purgesthe log. It

mustbe in 24-hour format. The default is 01:00 (1:00

a.m.). All logs have a purge time set. In logs with

infinite retention time, the purge time is never used.

Defines how many days messagesare to be held in the

log before being deleted. The permitted values for days

are 1 through 365. To retain all records, specify

—RETAIN with no argument.

-WARNINGLEVELfullpercent

AS See ASSIGN.
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Defines an arbitrary level at which ADMIN_LOG

begins warning youthat the log is approachingits

maximum size. This option can be used only for logs

for which you have defined a maximumsize; fullpercent

represents the percentage of records consumed whichis

the warning threshold. There is no default value for

fullpercent.
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ASSIGN

ASSIGNdelegates authority over disk partitions, asynchronouslines, and devices

such as tape drives. ASSIGN gives the Operator complete controlof a partition or a

peripheral device for such purposes as performing backup procedures, formatting

partitions, and repairing file system partitions. The ASSIGN command also assigns

asynchronous communication lines and peripherals, including printers.

Although the ASSIGN commandis fully described in the PRIMOS Commands

Reference Guide, a description of howto assign disk partitions, asynchronouslines,
and tape drives is included here for your convenience.

Use the UNASSIGN command (described later in this chapter) to release previously

assigned tapes, disk drives, and asynchronouslines; use UNASSIGNatthe

supervisor terminal to forcibly unassign devices or lines assignedto users.

Format

DISK pdev [-PRIORITY_SELECT]

ASSIGN ASYNC -LINE a [-TO m]

device [-WAIT]

Assigning Disk Drives, Asynchronous Communication Lines, and
Devices Other Than Tape Drives

Thefirst part of this discussion covers the assigning of devices other than tape

drives. The formatfor assigning tape drives is covered separately in a later section
because of its complexity.

The ASSIGN commandhasdifferent formats depending on the intended use;the
formats appropriate to specific uses are explained in the following sections.

Assigning Disk Drives

Format

ASSIGNDISK pdev [-PRIORITY_SELECT]

Argument and Option

The specified physical device number, pdev, must already have been entered in the
Assignable Disks Table via the DISKS command. See the Operator’s Guide to File
System Maintenanceforinformation on determining pdevs and on the Assignable
Disks Table.
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The -PRIORITY_SELECT optiontells the ASSIGN commandto take overcontrol

of a particular dual-ported disk drive, whetheror not that drive is currently being

controlled through its alternate port. (A dual-ported disk drive is one which can be

physically attached to two different systems at the same time.)

 

WARNING

Neverpriority select a dual-ported disk drive while the other system attached to the drive is

running and has controlofthe disk. You could corruptthe disk’s file system byinterrupting

the other system’s write to disk.

Never place any system’s COMDEVona dual-ported disk drive; if someone inadvertently

priority-selects that disk from the secondary port, the first system behaves unpredictably, and

will probably crash.
 

Assigning Asynchronous Communication Lines

Before you can use the ASSIGN commandto assign line, that line must be

specified as assignable, either in the PRIMOS.COMIfile at startup orinteractively

with the SET_ASYNC command. Refer to the SET_ASYNC commandlaterin this

chapterforthe correct usage of this command. Referalso to the Rev. 23.0 Software

Installation Guide for a description of the PRIMOS.COMIfile.

Format

ASSIGN ASYNC -LINE vn [-TO m]

Options

The —LINE option assigns line n. You must specify this numberin decimal. The

—TO option assigns a range of lines from n to m inclusive, both decimal numbers.

At PRIMOSRev.21.0, the above format replaces the old ASSIGN AMLCformat;

you should convert your old ASSIGN AMLC commands to ASSIGN ASYNC

commands.

 

Note
XUEri.When you used ASSIGN AMLC,youspecified the line number in octal. With the ASSIGN
ASYNC command,specify the line numberin decimal. Do not confuse the two numbering
systems.
 

Assigning Devices Other Than Tape Drives

The ASSIGN commandgives the System Operator complete control of a disk ora

peripheral device.
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ASSIGNdevice [-WAIT]

Arguments and Option

ASSIGN

device may be any ofthe following devices:

CARDR

CENPR, CE2PR

CRa (nis 0 or 1)

GS0 - GS3

MG0-MG3

MTn(n is 0-7)

PRn (n is 0-3)

PTR

PUNCH

PLOT

SYNCnn (nn is 00-07)

-WAIT

Assigning Tape Drives

Serial card reader

Serial printer

MPCparallel card reader or reader/punch

Vector General graphics display terminal

Megatek graphics display terminal

Magnetic tape drive

Line printer

Paper tape reader

Paper tape punch

Printer/plotter

Synchronous communications line. Note that SYNCis

the preferred version of the older device name SMLC.

Indicates the user will wait until the requested drive is

available. Do not use the -WAIToption at the

supervisor terminalor the terminal will hang until the

tape drive can be assigned by PRIMOS. For more

information, see the Data Backup and Recovery Guide.

For full information on using ASSIGN with tape drives, see the Data Backup and
Recovery Guide.

Format

ASSIGN
MTn [-ALIAS MTidn])
MTX -ALIAS MTidn (Pons)
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Arguments and Options

MTn Assigns a specific tape drive, n. Magnetic tape (MTn) units are

numbered 0 through 7, inclusive.

MTX Sendsa user request to an Operator to assign an available tape drive.

Use the REPLY commandto reply to the user request. The

argument must be accompanied by -ALIAS MTldn, whichassigns a

logical device number /dnto the drive for reference purposes.

Legitimate values for /dn are 0 through 7, inclusive. The actual

drive assigned depends on any other options that appear on the

commandline.

 

Note

You cannot use the MTX form of the ASSIGN commandatthe supervisor terminal.
 

Users may also request certain special options with their tape drive assignments.
Use the REPLY commandatthe supervisor terminal to reply to requests that require

yourintervention; use the SETMOD commandtoset the modeoftape assignments
with regard to your presence or absence. See the Operator’s System Overview for

information on handling user tape assignment requests.

-7TRK
~9TRK

-ALIAS MTldn

-DENSITYbpi
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Operatorintervention required. Specifies either 7-track

or 9-track tape drive. Usually used in conjunction with

the MTX argument. The Operator must choosethe

correct tape drive.

Allowsthe user to specify tape drives with logical

device numbers /dns 0 through 7. Any physical device

may be used as long as the drive is specified by the

requested logical device number. If you do notuse this

option, the logical device numberdefaults to the

physical device number. This feature is particularly

useful in programsthat run from commandfiles or in

CPL programs. It allows the programstorefer to

logical device numbers, which remain constant.

Physical device numbers may change from run to run

because they depend onthe availability of particular

drives.

Operatorintervention may be required. Specifies tape

density in bpi (bits per inch). Acceptable values for n

are 800, 1600, 3200, and 6250 for the Model 4587; only

1600 and 3200 are acceptable for the Model 4660. You

must check the tape drive to makesureit is capable of

functioning at the desired density setting if your

intervention is required; if not, the assigned tape drive

supports the direct control of tape density by the user.



-FORMAT

-MOUNT

4601

—-RETENSION

-RINGON
—-RINGOFF

-SPEED n

|

ASSIGN

Specifies the data format to use when writing to a Model

4601 cartridge tape drive that you assign. -FORMAT

takes effect only when the headsare positioned at the

physical beginning of a tape. When addingto an

existing tape, the Model 4601 tape drive automatically

writes in the same formatas the data already on the tape

cartridge. When youassign a Model 4601 drive, the

default format is 4601.

~FORMAT4598specifies the format used by Model

4595, 4596, or 4598 drives. About 2GB ofdata can be

written on the tape. Once you assign a Model 4601

drive to write in 4598 format, it continues to write every

new tape in that format until you issue another ASSIGN

command. An ASSIGN commandwithoutthe

—FORMAToption restores the standard Model 4601

format.

—FORMAT4601 specifies the Model 4601 format

whichstores up to 5GB of data on each cartridge. Tapes

written in Model 4601 format cannot be read on a

Model 4595, 4596, or 4598 cartridge tape drive.

Operator intervention required. Indicates that a new

tape is to be placed on a previously assigned drive.

Causesthe tape to be fast-forwarded to end-of-tape and

then rewoundto beginning-of-tape. This action

stabilizes the tape-to-head pressure and stacks the tape

evenly on the reel. Applies to cartridge tape drives

(version 5 controller) only. If used on any othertape

drive, this optionis ignored.

Operatorintervention required. Specifies protection

rights as follows:

—-RINGON Read permitted and write permitted

—RINGOFF Read only; write protection in effect

You must removeorreplace the write-ring if one of

these optionsis specified.

Selects the speed n for a streamertape drive. Fora

Model4660, the -SPEED option can only be used with

a—DENSITY 1600 option, and n may be oneof25, 50,

or 100 inches per second (ips). For a Model 4587,the

—SPEEDoption can be used with any -DENSITY,and n

must be either 50 or 100 inches per second. For any

other modelof tape drive, this option is ignored.
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-TPIDid Operatorintervention required. Requests the Operator

to locate and mounta particular reel of tape, identified

by a tape ID. id is a tape identifier describing a

particular reel of tape and/or type of tape drive (name,

number,etc.). Identifiers cannot begin with a hyphen

(—), because hyphensare used to indicate the beginning

of the next option on the ASSIGN statementline.

-WAIT Indicates that the useris willing to wait until the

requested drive is available.

 

Caution
Do not use the -WAIT option of the ASSIGN commandat the
supervisor terminal. Doing so causesthe terminal to hang
until the tape drive can be assigned by PRIMOS.
 

Messages

Cannot assign active crash dump disk.

Youtried to assign a pdev that has been activated as a crash dumpdisk with the

CDD —ACTIVATE_DISK command.

Cannot assign active paging disk.

You tried to assign a pdev that has been included in the PAGINGdirective in the

COMFIGfile.

Format not supported on this drive.

You used -FORMATwith a drive other than the Model 4601. The driveis

assigned anyway.

Unable to reserve drive. Already reserved on another

system.

The drive is dual-ported and the other system has control of the drive. You

cannotuse the drive (the ASSIGN commandfails).

WARNING: An active paging partition is resident on PDEV

pdev.

You assignedthe file system portion (pdev) of an active paging partition,

presumably to run FIX_DISK onit. You should be awarethatthe partition is

being used for paging andbe surethatit is the intent to assign the file system

portion. The file system portion of a paging partition should not be used asa file

system if at all possible and should be of minimal size. It should be unnecessary

to assign sucha partition.

WARNING: the tape drive needs to be cleaned.

The tape drive needs to be cleaned (a DSM messageis also logged).

Forfull information on using ASSIGN with tape drives, see the Data Backup andaese a ai aid fn.

Recovery Guide.
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BATCH

BATCHallowsall users to monitor usage of the Batch subsystem; Batch

Administrators (members of the .,BATCH_ADMIN$ ACLgroup) and those working

at the supervisor terminal may also use the BATCH commandto interrupt andrestart

the Batch subsystem’s work.

Format

-CONTINUE

-DISPLAY
-PAUSE

BATCH _sTART [options]

~STATUS
-STOP

Options

-—CONTINUE Takes the monitor out of a pausedstate, allowingit to

begin processing jobs again; opposite of -PAUSE

(described below). This is the default mode. This

option can be only issued from the supervisor terminal

or by Batch Administrators.

-DISPLAY Displays detailed information in two tables. Thefirst

table lists the numberofjobs waiting, deferred, and held

in each queue. The secondtable lists the numberofjobs

currently executing and identifies each by userID, job

ID, phantom user number, and queue name. This option

can be issued from any terminal.

—PAUSE Tells the monitor to cease starting jobs, but to finish

processing jobsthat are currently executing; opposite of

—~CONTINUE. This option can be issued only from the

supervisor terminal or by Batch Administrators.

-START [options] Starts the monitor; opposite of-STOP (described

below). This option can be issued only from the

supervisor terminal. You may usethe following options

with -START:

~DISPLAYALL Allowsall users to see all jobs in

all queues; users cannot modify

Other users’ jobs. If you start

Batch withoutthis option, users

can display only information about

their own batch jobs(the default).
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-STATUS

-STOP

Starting Batch

-RLEVELrlv

-TIMESLICEts

Since this is an option of -START,

it is important for the System

Administrator to decideif this is a

desirable feature to implement on

your system.

Sets the scheduler priority of the

Batch monitor. The value for rlv

must be in the range 0 through 3

inclusive, with 3 the highest

priority. The default is 1. You

cannot specify the IDLE or

SUSPENDpriority levels for rlv.

Sets the major timeslice in tenths

of a second for the Batch monitor.

The value for ts must be in the

range 1 through 99,inclusive.

(See the CHAP tenths argument.)

The default depends on the type of

CPU you have. See CHAPfora

listing of the default values by

CPUtype.

Displays a one-line summary that includesthe total

numberof waiting, deferred, and held jobs, the number

of queues with waiting, deferred, and held jobs, and the

numberof executing jobs. The total numberof active

jobsis also given if there are waiting, deferred, and held

jobs in addition to executing jobs. If there are no active

jobs, the message No batch jobs. is displayed. This

option can be issued from anyterminal.

Stops the monitor; opposite of-START. This option

can be issued only from the supervisor terminal or by

Batch Administrators.

This commandis usually included in the PRIMOS.COMIstartupfile and thusis

normally part of the system startup routine. However, you may useit to stop and

restart the Batch monitor while the system is running.
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Format

-DISPLAY_ALL

-TIMESLICEts
BATCH -START mur rly

Options

Although the options -DISPLAY_ALL, -RLEVEL,and -TIMESLICE arenot
required, many installations use them. If you start the Batch monitor interactively
from the supervisor terminal, you should use the same valuesfor rlv andts specified
in yoursystem startupfile.

 

Note
The priority specified by the BATGEN commandfor a given queueis relative to the priority
of the Batch monitor. Thus, RLEVEL0 is the same as the BATCH -START priority;
RLEVEL1 is one lower than the BATCH -STARTpriority.

 

You can use the options -START, ~DISPLAY_ALL, —RLEVEL,and -TIMESLICE
in any order.

FIXBAT,INIT, and MONITOR,three otherutility programs, are part of the Batch
subsystem andare described later in this chapter. Other Batch commandsare
BATGEN,which configures, adds, and deletes Batch queues, and JOB, which
controls and monitors Batch jobs.

BATCH and BATGENare fully described in the Operator’s Guide to the Batch
Subsystem. JOBis described fully in the PRIMOS User’s Guide and the PRIMOS
Commands Reference Guide.
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BATGEN

System Operators typically use the BATGEN commandto monitor queues.

However, you mustbe a Batch Administrator in order to change the state of queues.

The Batch Administrator uses the BATGEN commandto configure, add, modify,

create an active window for, or delete Batch queues.

Monitoring Batch Queues

Format

-STATUS

—-DISPLAY [queue]
BATGEN [pathname}

Argument and Options

Normally, you do not specify pathnamewith this format, and BATGENdefaultsto

the live queue configurationfile, BATCHQ>BATDEF.

-DISPLAY[queue] Displays complete information on the queue named

queue. If no queueis specified, information is given for

all queues. The BATGEN commandis oneofthree

Batch commands. Other Batch commandsare BATCH,

which controls and monitors the Batch monitor, and

JOB, which controls and monitors Batch jobs. BATCH

and BATGENarefully described in the Operator's

Guide to the Batch Subsystem. The JOB commandis

described in the PRIMOS User’s Guide and the

PRIMOS Commands Reference Guide.

-STATUS Displays a tabular list of defined queues andthe status

of each queue (blocked or unblocked, capped or

uncapped,active or inactive, or flagged for deletion).
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Batch Queue Status

A queue can be blocked or unblocked, capped or uncapped,inactive, or flagged for
deletion.

Status Meaning

Blocked The Batch queue doesnot acceptjobs.

Unblocked The queueis available for job submission. This is the
typical state for a queue.

Capped The queue accepts jobs, but does not execute them until
the System Administrator or the Operator uncapsthe
queue.

Uncapped The queueis available for job execution. Thisis the
typical state for a queue.

Inactive The queue is notwithin its time window ofdaily activity
whenits jobs are executed.

Flagged for deletion The Batch Administrator deletes the queue.

Examples

The following exampleillustrates the -DISPLAY option.

OK, BATGEN -~-DISPLAY EXPRESS

[BATGEN Rev. 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc.]

Queue name = express, unblocked, uncapped.

Active window = FULL;

Default cptime=121, etime=6, priority=9;
Maximum cptime=120, etime=5; Funit=6;

Delta rlevel=0; Timeslice=99;

The following table explains the meaning of each parameterin the display.

Parameter Meaning

Queue name Showsthe nameofthe queue, followed byits status.

Active window Displays the queue’s time windowof daily activity,

within whichits jobs are executed. The time windowis

specified in 24-hour format, hh:mm-hh:mm,or by the

key word FULLif the queueis active atall times.
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cptime Specifies the maximum amount of CPU time(in

seconds)allotted to the queue. The job abortsifit

exceeds the time limit. NONE places no time limit on

the queue.

etime Specifies (in minutes) the elapsed time allowed before

the job is aborted. Details are the same as for cptime.

priority Displays the job’s priority within its queue. The value

of n ranges from 0 through 9,inclusive, with 9 being the

highest (most favored) priority. The default is

queue-dependent.

Funit Specifies the file unit used for commandinput. The

default depends on queue parameters but is usually 6.

Delta rlevel Showsthe numberoflevels a job’s priority is lowered,

at runtime, from the priority of the Batch monitor. A

value of 0 (the minimum value) meansa job runsat the

samepriority level as the monitor, while a greater value

(7 is the highest numerical value) lowers the job priority

by that many levels. A value of IDLE (the maximum

value and lowestpriority level) means that a job runs

only whenthe system is otherwise idle.

Timeslice The amountoftime (in tenths of seconds) a job
receives before PRIMOSservices the next user or

process.

The following example illustrates the -STATUSoption:

OK, BATGEN -STATUS
[BATGEN Rev. 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc.]

Queue: Status:

express unblocked uncapped

normal-1 unblocked uncapped

normal-2 blocked capped (inactive)

background unblocked uncapped

overnight unblocked uncapped

OK,

See also BATCH, FIXBAT,INIT, JOB, and MONITORin this chapter. Refer to the

Operator’s Guide to the Batch Subsystem for the BATGEN commandoptions

available to the Batch Administrator.
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BOOT_CREATE

BOOT_CREATE allows you to make a boot tape from which you can boot your
System if your system should fail. You can also boot or resumecertainutility
programs from this tape. See the discussion of the MAGSAV and MTRESUME
commandslater in this chapter.

To makethe system boot tape, you mustfirst create a List File, a file that contains
the pathnamesofall the directories and files necessary to restore your system to
normal working order. BOOT_CREATE thenusesthe information contained in the
List File to generate the system boot tape. When the BOOT_CREATE program is
run, it readsthe List File twice: the first pass checks that eachofthefiles listed is
present on the system and accessible; the secondpasscalls the magnetic tape save
utility MAGSAV,whichwrites the files to the boottape.

If any checkin thefirst pass of the List File is unsuccessful, BOOT_CREATE

displays an error message.

Although the tape generated by BOOT_CREATE isusedto restore data to a disk, the
tape itself does not actually do the restoration. The boottape lets you bring up
PRIMOSand PRIMOSlets you run software whichrestores the disk. All files are
restored with their original protection (ACLs or passwords)still intact.

Creating the List File

The List File containing the pathnames can reside anywhere in the system. You
create it by using a text editor such as ED or EMACS.

The List File must contain pathnames for MAGSAVto read, oneperline. The
directory PRIRUNshould be specified after the files required for MAGRSTas
shown in the example List File. You can addotherutilities and files needed by
PRIMOSas required; mostsites also include MAGSAV and NSED.

Format

When you are creating the file, you can specify the pathnameofthe directory orfile
that you wantto save, in several ways:

¢ <diskname>directory-name>object-name

© directory-name>object-name

© object-name

You can use the object-name format only if the object that you specify is in the
directory to which you are attached while running BOOT_CREATE. When you boot
from the boot tape or restore or resume objects from the boot tape, you must enter
the pathnamesexactly as they were saved to the boottape.
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List File Options

You can usethe following optionsinside the List File by appending them to the

pathnamesofthe specified directories and files. Use only one option with each

pathname.

~CHECK Allows youto checkfor the existence of an objectin a directory

without havingto saveit. If the file exists, nothing happens. If the

file does not exist, an error message is displayed and
BOOT_CREATE aborts. Notethatthefile is saved ifit is contained

in a directory specified elsewhere in theListFile.

-NO Causes BOOT_CREATE to display a wamingif the specified file or

directory cannotbe located or accessed, and then to continue writing

the remaining objects to the tape.

-YES Causes BOOT_CREATE to display an error messageif the specified

file or directory cannot be located or accessed and then to terminate

the program. —YESis the default if no option is specified.

The system boot can read only from logical tape 1; it is therefore vital that PRIRUN

appearonthefirst logical tape, and it is recommendedthat you save all your boot

files on a single logical tape.

Example List File

The following example gives the suggested contents of the List File and shows how

to create it using ED, the PRIMOSline editor. In this example,the file was created

in the MFDofa disk partition called TEST, the command device.

OK, ATTACH <TEST>MFD

OK, ED

INPUT

CMDNCO>MAGRST. RUN

CMDNCO>MAKE. SAVE

CMDNCO>NSED

CMDNCO>PRIMOS. COMI

CMDNCO>CONFIG

PRIRUN -NO

CMDNCO -NO

SYSTEM —-NO

{Return]

EDIT

FILE BOOTLIST

OK,
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Invoking BOOT_CREATE

After you have created the List File, make sure that a scratch tape is mounted on the
tape drive, the tape drive is online, and the tape is not write protected. Then run the
BOOT_CREATE program to generate a boottape.

Format

BOOT_CREATE[pathname] [options]

Arguments and Options

pathnameis the pathnameof yourList File. If you do not enter a pathname,the

System prompts you to enter one. The options to the commandlineare listed below.

If you created the List File in a password-protected directory and wantto use the
—-NO_QUERYoption, then you mustspecify the password in the pathname when
you give the BOOT_CREATE command. You mustenclose the complete pathname
in single quotation marks and separate the password from the directory name by one
space.

For example,if the List File is named BOOT.CRin the directory ENG1, and has the
password GRAPH,then the commandline would looklike this:

OK, BOOTCREATE 'ENG1>BOOT.CR GRAPH’ -~NO_QUERY

If you run the BOOT_CREATE program without the -NO_QUERYoption, youare
prompted for the password if one is required.

—MT[7] Suppresses the magnetic tape drive number prompt. n is the tape
drive number,selected from the range 0-7. If the -MT optionis

given without x, the default is drive 0 (zero).

-NO_QUERY Suppresses a promptfor the passwordof the directory containing
pathname. \fpathnameis contained in a password-protected
directory and youeither have not specified the password in the
commandline or you have specified the wrong password, an error
message is displayed and BOOT_CREATEaborts.

-HELP Displays the command format of BOOT_CREATE andexplains the
options available. Other options are ignored.
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Operator Prompts

BOOT_CREATE asksyouto supply answersto the following prompts:

Does <diskname>dirname>subdirname have a password?

You are asked this question when you give the BOOT_CREATE command. If

you answerYESto this prompt, BOOT_CREATE asksyoufor the password of

the directory that containsthefile you created. If, after answering YES,youfail

to give the password orgive an incorrect one, BOOT_CREATEaborts. If the

directory is not password-protected, answer NOto the prompt, and

BOOT_CREATE continues.

Enter list filename:

If you did notspecify a name in the BOOT_CREATE commandline for the List

File you created, you are asked to provide one.

Which drive are you using (0 to 7):

If you did not specify the -MT option in the BOOT_CREATE commandline,

you are asked to provide the numberofthe tape drive you are using.

Have you mounted the tape on drive <ldn>?

BOOT_CREATE asksthis question after you have entered a tape drive number

in response to the previous prompt. (/dn is the numberofthe tape drive.) If you

answer YESto this prompt, BOOT_CREATE continues. If you answer NO,

BOOT_CREATE asks you to mount the correct tape on the tape drive.

If you do not want the prompts displayed at your terminal, you can suppress them by

using the command-line options -MT and -NO_QUERY.If you run

BOOT_CREATE asa phantom process, you mayfind it useful to make command

output (COMO)files of the terminal output.

Example BOOT_CREATESession

The following example runs the BOOT_CREATE program with the command-line

option -NO_QUERY,anduses the file BOOT_LISTcreatedin the previous

example. The files PRIMOS.COMI and CONFIG do not appearin the display

because the -CHECKoption wassupplied with them. Sincethis is a continuation of

the example above,weare still attached to the MFD TEST. If for some reason you

run BOOT_CREATEwhile attached to a directory other than the directory in which

yourList File is stored, you will have to include a full MFD-qualified pathname,for

example, <TEST>BOOT_LIST.

 

OK, BOOTCREATE BOOT_LIST -MT 1 —NQ

[BOOTCREATE Rev. 23.1.0 Copyright (c) 1990, Prime Computer, Inc.]

No Warnings

Assigning Tape drive 1 to your job ......
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Device MT1 assigned.

Tape unit:1

Calling MAGSAV

WARNING: Only one reel can be loaded during system boot,

kkkkkK*KK because MTBOOT does not handle continuation reels.

[MAGSAV Rev. 23.2.0 Copyright (c) 1991, Prime Computer, Inc. ]

Tape unit (9 Trk): 1

Enter logical tape number: 1

Tape name: BOOT1

Date (01 08 92):

Rev no:

Name

Name

Name

or

or

or

Name

Name

Name

Name

or

or

or

or

Name or

Name

Name

or

or

Name

Name

or

or

Name or

Name or

Name

Name

or

or

Name

Name

or

or

Command:

Command:

Command:

Command:

Command:

Command:

Command:

Command:

Command>

Command>

Command:

Command:

Command:

Command:

Command:

Command:

Command:

Command:

Device released.

OK,

STTY

SA CMDNCO

MAGRST .RUN

$A CMDNCO

MAKE .SAVE

SA CMDNCO

NSED

SA CMDNCO

PRIMOS.COMI

$A CMDNCO

CONFIG

SA MFD

PRIRUN

SA MFD

CMDNCO

SA MFD

SYSTEM

SR

For further information on the BOOT_CREATE command,see the Operator’s Guide

to Data Backup and Recovery.
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BOOTRESTORE

The BOOT_RESTOREutility allows you to restore a boot tape on systems using

enhanced MAGSAV/RSTat PRIMOSRevs. 21.0 and 22.0. This utility is stored on

the system as BOOT_RESTORE.SAVE. You mustensure that you write the correct

utility, BOOT_RESTORE or MAGRST,to the boot tape when you generate the tape

using BOOT_CREATE.

Format

RUN BOOT_RESTORE.SAVE

Usage

Whenrecreating your system after a command device crash, you must have a boot

tape that contains a minimum working system, and a tape that contains a copyofthe

commandpartition. If you are using enhanced MAGSAV/RSTat PRIMOSRev.

21.0 or 22.0, both these tapes must be in non-ANSI format; if you are using

PRIMOSRev.23.0 andlater, the tapes must be in ANSI format. These conditions

are automatically ensured if you use BOOT_CREATE.

The procedure for booting from tape when using enhanced MAGSAV/RSTon a Rev.

21.0 or 22.0 system is almost identical when booting a PRIMOSRev.23.0 or greater

system. The only difference is that the BOOT_RESTORE.SAVEutility is stored on

the boot tape and this utility is resumed from tape.

Forfull details on booting from tape, refer to your CPU handbookorto the

Operator’s Guide to File System Maintenance.

For further information on the BOOT_RESTOREutility, see the Data Backup and

Recovery Guide.

C See CLOSE.
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CABallowsusers to changethe sizes of their system’s asynchronous buffers without

rebooting the system. The commandis available only from the supervisor terminal,

from the PRIMOS.COMIfile, or to DSM-privileged users (users who have been

given special privileges through DSMsecurity). Any buffer for which you do not

specify a newsize retains its previously specified sizeor, if no size was specified

earlier, its default size.

  
 

 

Format

( -IBS size )
-LINE num 4-OBSsize [-TO num [-EXCEPT num1 [.. . num10}}]

—-DMQSsize

CAB - ~NTSBUF[-IBS size] [-OBS size] ,

—-NTSABF[-IBS size] [-OBSsize]

—-REMBUF[-IBS size] [-OBSsize]

—-ON nodename
—-HELP
. a

Note

All numbers in arguments are decimal.

Options

—-DMOQSsize Alters the size of lines’ DMQ outputbuffers. size must

be one of 0, 15, 31, 63, 127, 255, 511, and 1023. If you

do notspecify size, the default is 31 8-bit characters. If

you do not specify the -DMQSoption,the lines’ DMQ

sizes do not change.

-EXCEPT num1[... num10]

-IBSsize

Alters the meaning of the -TO option, which allows a

range oflines to be affected by the CAB command. The

named lines are excluded from the range previously

specified with the -TO option. -EXCEPT is valid only

if -TO is specified; only 10 numbers maybespecified

after -EXCEPT.

Alters the input buffer size (IBS) of the specified lines.

Legal values for size range from 2 through 8190,

inclusive;if size is not specified or is specified as 0

(zero), input buffer size is reset to 256. If you do not

specify the -IBS option,the lines’ input buffer sizes do

not change.
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-LINE num

—-NTSABF

-NTSBUF

~OBSsize

-ON nodename

—-REMBUF

2-42 Operator's Guide to System Commands

Specifies which line(s) should be affected by the CAB

command. num maybe the only line affected,or if the

-TO option is present, may be the start of a range of

lines to be affected. You cannotuse this option in the

same CAB command as the -NTSBUF, —NTSABF, and

—REMBUEF options.

 

Note
The CAB commandaccepts line numbersspecified in

decimal, not octal. Valid Direct Connect line numbers range
from 0 through 511; valid NTS line numbersrange from 1024

through 1536. If the -LINE, -TO, or -EXCEPT options

specify line numbers from 512 through 1023, inclusive, CAB

will print an error message and the commandline will have no

effect. However, if the range specified by -LINE and -TO

includes numbers from 512 through 1023 (for instance,

—LINE 0 -TO 1027) without specifying the invalid numbers
directly, the CAB commandwill proceed normally, altering
valuesfor all lines within the valid range and ignoringall
lines outside the valid range.
 

Specifies the initial and default buffer sizes for all active

NTSassignable lines and the initial buffer size only for

all nonactive NTS assignable lines. You cannotusethis

option with the -LINE, —TO, and -EXCEPT options.

Specifies the initial and default buffer sizes for all active

NTSlogin lines andthe initial buffer size only forall

nonactive NTS login lines. You cannotuse this option

with the -LINE, —TO, and -EXCEPT options.

Alters the output buffer size (OBS) of the specified

lines. Legal values for size range from 100 through

8190, inclusive; if size is not specified or is specified as

0 (zero), size is reset to 384. If the -OBSoptionis not

specified, the lines’ output buffer sizes do not change.

Changes the asynchronousbuffer settings on a remote

system. If you do not supply this option, or if you

supply —ON with no nodename, the CAB commandis

executed on the local system. You must be enabled

through DSMto use the CAB commandon remote

systems.

Specifies the initial and default buffer sizes for all active

remote login files, and the initial buffer size only forall

nonactive remote login lines. You cannotusethis

option with the -LINE, -TO, and -EXCEPT options.



-TO num Specifies the endof a range oflines to be affected by the
CAB command. The —LINE option mustalso be

present if the -TO option is specified, and the num

following -TO mustbe greaterthan or equal to the

argument following -LINE. You cannotuse the -TO

option with the -NTSBUF, -NTSABF, and -REMBUF
options.

-HELP Lists the CAB command’s arguments andtheir uses. If
you specify other arguments with the -HELPoption, the
CAB commandignores them.

Example

For example, to change the input and outputbuffers on lines 1-29 and 31-45 to 128
characters, you would issue the following CAB command:

OK, CAB -IBS 128 -OBS 128 -LINE 1 -TO 45 -EXCEPT 30

For complete information on the CAB command,see the System Administrator’s
Guide, Volume II: Communication Lines and Controllers.
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Rev. 23.2 provides two system crash recovery facilities:

e Crash Dump to Disk (CDD)

e Automated System Recovery (SYSTEMRECOVER)

The twofacilities provide options for automatically performing crash recovery. You

can run crash dumpto diskby itself, or run it as an option of automated system

recovery. By using these crash recovery facilities, you can configure the desired

degree of automated crash recovery, from Operator invocation of each operation to

full automation of all crash recovery steps.

Two operator commandswere addedat Rev. 23.2 to configure and manage these

facilities: CDD and SYSTEM_RECOVER.The Maintenance Processor (MP)

command RUNwasenhancedto execute these operations following a system crash.

For information on SYSTEM_RECOVER,seeits entry later in this chapter; for

information on the MP commands,see the RAS Guidefor 50 Series System

Administrators.

The CDD command can be issued only by a System Administrator or from the

supervisor terminal.

Crash Dumpto Disk

Crash dumpto disk providesan alternative to writing crash dumpsto tape in the

event of a system halt. Prior to Rev. 23.2, all crash dumps were performedto tape.

Now you havethe option of performing a crash dumpto disk orto tape.

Crash dumpto diskor to tape can be specified as an option of the Automated System

Recovery (ASR)facility as described in the RAS Guidefor 50 Series System

Administrators.

There are two advantages of crash dumpto disk over crash dumpto tape:

¢ Crash dumpto disk can be performed without Operatorintervention, because

there is no need to mountreels of tape.

e Taking a crash dumpto disk is, in many cases, significantly faster than taking a

crash dumpto tape.
. .
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time required for collecting crash dump data.

The FS_RECOVERutility can analyze either a crash dumpto disk or a crash dump

to tape. For further details on crash dumpanalysis, refer to the RAS Guidefor 50

Series System Administrators and Using FS_RECOVER.
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Activating a Crash Dump Disk

You mustfirst create and then activate a crash dumpdisk before you canuseitto

perform a crash dumpto disk. When you take a crash dump, CDDwrites the system

crash informationintothis activated partition. To activate a crash dumpdisk,

perform the followingsteps:

1. Use the MAKE commandto formatthe disk (only necessary thefirst time
the disk is used).

2. Use the DISKS commandto addthe disk to the Assignable Disks Table.

3. Use the CDD -ACTIVATE_DISK commandto activate the crash dump

disk. Only one crash dumpdisk can be activatedat a time.

Performing a Crash DumpDisk

Once you have activated a crash dumpdisk, your system is ready to perform crash

dumpsto disk when needed. When a system halt occurs, you can perform the actual

crash dumpto disk in either of two ways:

e Automatically, by using Automated System Recovery (ASR)

e Manually, by using the Maintenance Processor command RUN 661

In either case, this operation writes the crash dumpinformation on the crash dump

disk. This preserves the crash information for later analysis and you may then

perform a Resident Forced Shutdown (RFS) and a system reboot.

Analyzing a Crash Dumpto Disk

You can use FS_RECOVERto analyze a crash dumpto disk. Only Version 3.0 (or

greater) of FS_RECOVERsupports crash dumpto disk. FS_RECOVERcan analyze

a crash dumpon the crash dumpdiskitself or a crash dumprecoveredto file.

Although FS_RECOVERcanread a crash dumpdirectly from the crash dumpdisk,

it is usually preferable to recover the crash dump before performing FS_RECOVER
analysis, for the following reasons.

e When youreactivate the crash dumppartition, the existing dumpis overwritten.

e In order to make a copy of the dumpavailable for use by PrimeService, you

must recover the crash dumpto file and then save it using MAGSAV.

Use the CDD -RECOVER_DUMPoption to perform this operation. CDD

-RECOVER_DUMP copiesthe crash information stored on the system’s crash dump

disk into a crash dumpfile stored in a user-specified file system directory.
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Format

CDD

 |

disk -ACTIVATE_ DISK

|

¢-NO_OVERWRITE
~ -VERIFY_OVERWRITE| | ~FULL_DUMP

_OVERWRITE | {retrace

-RECOVER_DUMPdirectory

—-QUERY_DISK

-VERIFY_DUMP
[disk]

-DEACTIVATE_DISK )
-STATUS_CODES

-MEMORYSIZE [-CPU_TYPE cpu]
{disk] -INFO [-DISK_TYPE[type]]

|4

-DUMP_SIZEsize

—-DUMP_SIZE_TABLE[start [step]]  -INFO
-HELP _NO_WAIT

Options

The disk option identifies the pdev or the nameof the crash dump disk. You can use

a nameif the file system portion of this disk has been added (using the ADDISK

command). In this case, the crash dumppartition shares the nameofthe addedfile

system partition. The disk argumentis required when you use -ACTIVATE_DISK

to initially activate a crash dumpdisk. You can omit the disk argument with

—RECOVER_DUMP, —QUERY_DISK, or -VERIFY_DUMP ifthe desired crash

dumpdisk for these operationsis the currently activated disk. —-INFO prompts for

disk if necessary.

Disk Activation Options

-ACTIVATE_DISKactivation dumptype

Activates a disk to serve as the crash dump disk. You

mustactivate a crash dumpdisk before performing a

crash dumpto disk. This disk must be a local disk with

enough free space to accommodate a crash dump. Only

one disk can be activated at a time. Onceactivated, a

crash dump disk remainsactivated until you explicitly

deactivate the disk (using the -DEACTIVATE_DISK

option) or until the next system cold start.

Because cold start deactivates the crash dumpdisk,it is

suggested that you activate a crash dumpdisk as part of

yourstartup procedures in PRIMOS.COMI. However,

you should be sure to use activation options that do not

overwrite an existing crash dump onthe disk.
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Activation Suboptions

-OVERWRITE

-NO_OVERWRITE

The disk that you activate must be on a Model 6580

(IDC1) or Model 7210 (SDTC) disk controller. A disk

on an IDC1 controller must have been made in -—DBS

ON (-IC) mode. If you specify a disk on an

unsupported controller, CDD -ACTIVATE_DISK

returns an error message.

—ACTIVATE_DISKhas two suboptions: you may

specify an activation suboption, which specifies what

CDDshould do whenactivating the crash dumpdisk,

and you may specify a dumptype suboption, which

specifies what type of dump to perform when a crash

occurs. If you do not specify these suboptions,

—ACTIVATE_DISKtakesthe defaults (see below). You

can change the dumptype suboption wheneveryoulike

by reissuing -ACTIVATE_DISK.

—ACTIVATE_DISKrequires that you specify disk to

identify the crash dumpdisk that you wishto activate.

You may omit disk if the crash dumpdisk is already

activated and you are using -ACTIVATE_DISKto

changethat disk’s dumptype suboption.

Whenyou activate a crash dumpdisk, any previous

crash dumponthatdisk is lost. For this reason,

—-ACTIVATE_DISKprovides activation suboptionsthat

permit you to specify what to do if the disk you wish to

activate already contains a crash dump.

Automatically overwrites any pre-existing crash dump

stored on the disk and activates the disk.

Doesnot overwrite a pre-existing crash dumpstored on

the disk. If the pre-existing dump has not been

recovered, CDD displays a messageindicating that the

dumpexists and exits without activating the disk. If the

dumphas been recovered, CDD displays a message

indicating that the dumpexists, then queries for

permissionto activate the disk, overwriting the existing

dump. Answer YES(overwrite the pre-existing dump

and activate the disk), or NO or QUIT(do not overwrite

pre-existing dumpand donotactivate the disk).
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-VERIFY_OVERWRITE

Dumptype Suboptions

-PARTIAL_DUMP

-~FULL_DUMP

Other Options

—-NO_OVERWRITE is the default activation suboption,

unless the -ACTIVATE_DISKoption and the

—RECOVER_DUMP option appear on the same

commandline (as described below).

Displays a messageif a pre-existing dumpexists and

queries for permission to activate the disk, overwniting

the existing dump. You can specify YES (overwrite the

pre-existing dumpandactivate the disk), or NO or

QUIT(do not overwrite pre-existing dump and do not

activate the disk).

Activates the crash dumpdisk to take a partial crash

dump. If the disk size is estimated to be too small to

contain a partial crash dump, CDD displays a warning

and activates the disk. The size of a partial crash dump

depends on manyfactors and cannot be knownprecisely

until the dumpis generated at crash time.

—PARTIAL_DUMP isthe default dumptype suboption.

Activates the crash dumpdisk to take a full crash dump.

If the disk size is calculated to be too small to contain a

full crash dump, CDDactivates the disk for a partial

crash dumpandreportsthis.

If the disk size is estimated to be too small for even a

partial crash dump, CDDalso displays a warning and

activates the disk.

-RECOVER_DUMPdirectory
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Recovers a crash dumpby copying it from the crash

dumpdisk specified by disk into a crash dumpfile in the

specified directory. -RECOVER_DUMPautomatically

generates a crash dump file DUMP.yymmdd.hhmmss.

The time stampindicates the date and time that the

system crash occurred.

—RECOVER_DUMPrequires you to specify the

directory to create for the crash dumpfile. Use the

directory argument of-RECOVER_DUMP to specify

the pathnameofthe directory. If you omit directory,

—RECOVER_DUMP prompts youfor the directory

name. If you have recovered this dump before, the

directory promptdefaults to the nameofthe directory

used previously.



—-QUERY_DISK

-VERIFY_DUMP

~DEACTIVATE_DISK

~STATUS_CODES

The directory must already exist. You can specify a

complete pathnameora top-level directory name. An

unqualified directory name(that is, one containing no >

characters) is assumedto be a top-level directory on the

currently attached file system partition. You can use an

asterisk (*) to specify the currently attached directory.

For performancereasons,it is recommendedthatthefile

system partition used for disk recovery be on a different

disk drive than the crash dumppartition.

If you specify both the -ACTIVATE_DISK and

—RECOVER_DUMP optionsin the same command,

CDDalways performs the -RECOVER_DUMP

operation before the -ACTIVATE_DISKoperation,

regardless of the order of the options in the command

line.

Retumsthe current status of a crash dumpdisk. You

can specify disk with this option or omitit and receive

the status of the currently activated disk (refer to the

—ACTIVATE_DISKoption). The status information

includes the partition name and/orits pdev, whether the

disk is currently activated, status of existing dump (no

dump, recovered dump,or unrecovered dump), and, if a

dumpexists, the type (full or partial), size, and date of

the crash dump. AtRev. 23.3, this display also includes

the maximum dumpsizethat will fit on the disk.

Determines whether an unrecovered dumpexists on a

crash dumpdisk. You can specify disk with this option,

or omit it and receive the status of the currently

activated crash dump disk. This option returns a subset

of the information returned by -QUERY_DISK.

Deactivates the currently activated crash dumpdisk. If

no disk is currently activated, this option does nothing.

Refer to the -ACTIVATE_DISKoption.

Lists the error and waming status codes returned in

SEVERITY$ when the CDD commandis executed from
within a CPL program. Forfurther details on

SEVERITY$,refer to the CPL User’s Guide. The

following SEVERITY$ values may be returned:

0 Command completed withouterror.

1 General error (any error other than the specific

errors listed below).
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—INFO Options

disk

-INFO
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The partition namespecified in disk has not

been added (using ADDISK). Use the pdev

numberof the disk rather than the partition

name,or add the disk.

The partition specified in disk could not be

assigned. One commonreasonforthis is that

you failed to add the disk to the Assignable

Disks Table (using the DISKS command).

General warning (any warning otherthan the

specific warningslisted below.)

You specified -RECOVER_DUMP,butthere is

no dumpto be recovered.

You specified -ACTIVATE_DISK,but an

unrecovered dumpexists and cannot be

overwritten, either because you specified

—-NO_OVERWRITE oryouspecified

—VERIFY_OVERWRITE and responded NO to

the overwrite prompt.

You specified -ACTIVATE_DISK,butthe

specified disk is too small for the dump type

that you specified. If you specified

—FULL_DUMP ona too-small disk, CDD

returns this warning, then defaults to a partial

dump. If you specified -PARTIAL_DUMP or

CDDhasdefaulted to a partial dump, CDD

retums this warmingif the disk is too small for a

partial dump.

You specified -VERIFY_DUMP, but no

unrecovered dumpexists.

Identifies the pdev of the disk proposed for CDDuse,or

the partition nameif the disk is split and added. If you

omit disk, you are promptedforit.

Provides detailed information via a series of screens and

promptsto assist you in creating an appropriate crash

dumpdisk. See the Operator’s Guide to File System

Maintenance for more information.

You can avoid the prompts by specifying the pdev

and/or disk type on the commandline.



-DISK_TYPE[type] Specifies the disk you plan to use for crash dumps. If
you omit the disk type, CDD displays a menu ofdisk
types and prompts youto entera disk type. Supported
types are those associated with a Model 7210 disk
controller or a Model 6580 disk controller (IDC1).
Disks attached to the IDC1 must be made in -DBS ON
(-IC) mode. This option has the same syntax as MAKE
~DISK_TYPEexceptthat only a subset of types are
supported.

-INFO Suboptions

-MEMORYSIZE [-CPU_TYPEcpu]
Tells CDD -INFOto calculate crash dumpsizes for
some system otherthan the current system. CDD then
produces recommendations for creating a crash disk to
be used on the other system. Use -CPU_TYPEonlyif
the other system is a 6000 Series system in orderto tell
CDDto include a PIOS dumpinthe calculations.

-DUMPSIZEsize Tells CDD to omitthe first screen in which full and
partial dumpsizes for a given system are calculated, and
to recommend —SPLITvalues for a crash disk that will
accommodate a dumpsizeofthe specifiedsize.

—-DUMP_SIZE_TABLE[start[step]]

Displays a table of optimal crash dumpsizes for your
System and the disk on which the dump will go. CDD
displays a table of dumpsizesthat are a fixed interval
apart. Specify a valueforstart to start at a particular
dumpsize. Specify a value forstep to indicate a
particular interval between dumpsizes.

-INFO Displays command syntax. —INFO displays only
-HELP _NOWAIT —INFO help. -NO_WAITscrolls output continuously.

FS_RECOVER Support for Crash Dumpto Disk

Starting with Rev. 23.2, FS_RECOVERsupports crash dumpto disk. Rev. 23.2 uses
FS_RECOVERVersion 3.0 and Rev. 23.3 uses FS_RECOVERVersion 4.0 to
analyze crash dumps(disk or tape). Version 4.0 supports CDD —INFO.

Versions 3.0 and 4.0 of FS_RECOVERcan analyze a crash dumpto disk either from
the crash dump disk itself or from a copy of the crash dumpdiskcreated by using the
CDD -RECOVER_DUMP command.

Instructions on installation and use of FSRECOVERare provided in Using
FSRECOVER.
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CHANGE_PROJECT

CHANGEPROJECT

CHANGE.PROJECT allowslocal users to changetheir login projects without

logging out and logging back in again.

The CHANGE.PROJECT commandis an optional facility that must be activated on

the system by the System Administrator. Use the CHANGE_PROJECT operator

commandto enable or disable project changing for all local users on the system.

Format for Operators

CHANGEPROJECT

Argument and Options

project

~DISABLE

-ENABLE

-HELP

[project]

-DISABLE
—-ENABLE
-HELP

Specifies the nameofthe project to change to. The

current user must have been assigned toit by the System

Administrator in order to access it. The STATUS

PROJECTS commandlists all users’ current projects. If

No project is specified, the user will be assigned to the

default project, if one exists on your system.

Disables project changing for all local users on the

system. The option takeseffect immediately forall

users. This option is only meaningful if you have

previously enabled project changing. Specifying

—DISABLEwhenproject changing is already disabled

has no effect. This is the default.

Enables project changingfor all local users on the

system. The option takes effect immediately forall

users and continuesin effect until system cold start or

until you explicitly disable project changing by using

the -DISABLEoption. Specifying -ENABLE when

project changing is already enabledhasnoeffect.

Displays command syntax.

For information on STATUS PROJECTSand on using CHANGE_PROJECT as a

user command,see the PRIMOS CommandsReference Guide.
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CHAP

CHAP

CHAPis an internal operator commandthat changesa user’s majortimeslice and
priority level in the ready list. CHAPis used toalter system response time for one or
more processes, It must be issued from the supervisor terminal.

Format

-IDLE

ALL priority [tenths]

CHAP {Aiserno| SUSPEND
-TIMESLICE milliseconds

Arguments and Options

ALL Specifies that changesare to be madeto all users or
processes exceptcertain privileged processes such as
User 1, BUFFER_SERVER, LOGIN_SERVER,
NETMAN, TIMER_PROCESS,andslaves.

~userno Specifies the numberof the user to be modified, in the
form —nnn. The user must be logged in. (You cannot
modify the priority and major timeslice of User1,
BUFFER_SERVER, LOGIN_SERVER, NETMAN,
TIMER_PROCESS,andslaves.)

-IDLE Places the specified process at the IDLE priority level
(explained below). This priority remainsin effect until
it is explicitly changed back to one of the normal
priority levels (0 through 3). IDLE without a hyphenis
a user option.

priority Specifies what priority level should be assigned to the
user. priority must be an integer from 0 (least favored
priority) through 3 (most favored priority), inclusive.

tenths Specifies the user’s new timeslice value in tenths of a
second. tenths must be an octal number. If tenthsis 0,
the user’s timeslice is reset to the default value for that
System;if tenths is 177777g (—1 decimal), the user’s
timeslice is effectively infinite. (This is explained in the
sectiontitled Timeslice of -1). Otherwise, tenths must
be an octal number from 1 through 327,inclusive.
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-SUSPEND Places the specified process at the SUSPEND priority

level (explained below). This priority remains in effect

until it is explicitly changed back to oneof the normal

priority levels (0 through 3). Specifying —userno

without other options restores a user to the default

priority level.

-TIMESLICEmilliseconds Specifies user’s new major timeslice valuein

milliseconds (thousandths of a second). (You can

changethe timeslice in units of tenths of seconds by

using the tenths argumentwith the priority argument).

milliseconds must be a decimal number, unlike the

tenths argument, whichis an octal number. If

millisecondsis 0 or missing, the user’s timeslice is reset

to the default value for that system;if millisecondsis —1,

the user’s timeslice is effectively infinite. (See the

sectiontitled Timeslice of -1.) Otherwise, milliseconds

must be from 4 through 32767, inclusive.

Setting Priorities

The default priority level is 1. All users logging in will be at this priority level

unless the default has been reset by a CHAP ALL command.

To reset a user’s priority and timeslice to the default values,issue the CHAP

commandforthat user with no additional arguments, as in CHAP —10.

If you specify the numerical priority level outside the range 0 through 3, you receive

an error messagetelling you that you have specified an invalid level.

Using the ALL Argument

If you use the ALL argument, those processes for which the particular priority

changeis not valid are skipped. You are issued a warning message telling you the

total numberof processes (nnn) that were skipped:

WARNING: <nnn> user(s) not affected by command. (CHAP)

If you use the CHAP ALL command,you alsoaffect the user version of the CHAP

command. (See the PRIMOS Commands Reference Guide for a description ofthe

user version of this command.) A user cannot use CHAP UPto set his or her own

priority level to be higher than the default priority level set by the system. If,

however, you use CHAP ALLtosetthe priority default level to 2 (normal default

being 1), then a currently logged-in user can use CHAP UPto raise his or her own

priority level to 2, and subsequent new users loggingin will be at priority level2.

You can changethe new default level only with another CHAP ALL command.

Whenthe system is cold started, the default priority level for usersis 1.
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CHAP

Using the -IDLE and -SUSPEND Options

IDLE and SUSPEND aretwospecial-purpose priority levels. IDLE allows you to

define a class of users whom the CPU services whenit is not servicing other users at

other priority levels; that is, when the CPUis otherwise idle. This can decrease

phantom users’ competition with interactive users. The IDLEpriority level can be

applied only to phantom users. If you attempt to apply it to a terminal process, you
get this error message:

Terminal process may not be made IDLE. (CHAP)

If you use the -SUSPEND option,a process is blocked from receiving service from

the CPU until you explicitly change its priority to some otherlevel. This option

allows the System Administrator or Operator to speed high priority jobs through the

system by temporarily suspending other jobs. The System Administrator or Operator

can also synchronize the execution of large jobs that are interfering with one another

by suspending one while the other is completed. If you suspend a terminal process,

the following warning message appearsat the terminal of the suspended process:

Process suspended

Any characters typed by the affected user before the process is madeeligible again

may be lost. The SUSPENDlevelis valid only for normal terminal users and

phantoms. If the requested priority changeis not valid for the user specified by the

—userno argument, the following error messageis issued:

~IDLE or -SUSPEND not valid for specified user. (CHAP)

 

Note

The -IDLE and -SUSPENDoptionsare notvalid for time-critical processes, which are

discussed in the section called Setting Timeslices.

 

Determining Priority Levels

To determinethe priority level of all users currently logged in, issue a STATUS

USERS command. Thepriority level for each user whois notat the default priority

levelis indicated at the end ofthat line of output in parentheses. Nothingis

displayedif a user is at the default level. For instance, in the following example,

users ELIZA, BAILEY, and BINGHAMareat the default priority level, JANE isat

level 0, DARCYis at level 2, and GUESTis at the IDLElevel.
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OK, STATUS USERS

User No Line No

User (In Decimal) Devices (AL in Decimal)

SYSTEM 1 asr <EAGLE> <SYSB16> AL024

ELIZA 3 1 <EAGLE2> <SYSB16>

DARCY 6 4 <EAGLE2> (2)

GUEST 7 7 <EAGLE2> (IDLE)

MARY 8 8 <EAGLE2>

JANE 64 35 <EAGLE2> (0)

BAILEY 65 rem <EAGLE> <SYSB16>

BINGHAM 66 rem <EAGLE> (from LONDN)

NETMAN 166 nsp <SYSB16>

NTSSERVER 182 nem <SYSB16>

TIMERPROCESS 183 kernel <SYSB16>

LOGOUT_SERVER 184 kernel <SYSB16>

LOGIN_SERVER 185 LSr <SYSB16> (3)

ISC NETWORKSERVER 189 ISCNsr <SYSB16> (0)

DSMSR 190 DSM <SYSB16>

DSM_LOGGER 191 DSM <SYSB16>

SYSTEMMANAGER 192 SMSr <SYSB16>

SYSTEM 193 slave <SYSB16> (0)

BATCH_SERVICE 194 phant <SYSB16> (2)

Setting Timeslices

You can changeusers’timeslices in either of two ways: by using the priority and

tenths arguments, or by using the -TIMESLICE milliseconds option. If you use the

tenths argument, the numberyouenter will be interpreted as an octal quantity of

tenths of seconds; if you use the -TIMESLICE milliseconds option, the number you

enter will be interpreted as a decimal quantity of milliseconds.

If you specify tenths or millisecondsas zero, or if you specify -TIMESLICE and
omit milliseconds, you reset the timeslice to that system’s default value. If you

specify priority, but omit tenths, the timeslice is unchanged. Finally, if you issue the

CHAP commandwithout the -TIMESLICEoption and withoutthe priority and

tenths arguments, the user’s priority is reset to 1 (the level at which users normally

run), and the timeslice is reset to the default value for that system.

Default Timeslice Values

The default timeslice for a particular system dependson that system’s model number.

Table 2-1 lists the default values for most systems.
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Table 2-1. Default Valuesfor Major Timeslices

 

CPU Model Mayor Timeslice in CPU Model Major Timeslice in

 

Number Seconds Number Seconds

500 1.997 5320 1.997

550 1.997 5330 1.198

650 1.997 5340 1.198

750 1.997 5370 1.198

850 1.997 5520 0.602

2250 1.997 5540 0.602

2350 1,997 6150 0.602

2450 1.997 6350 0.602

2455 1.997 6450 0.602

2550 1.997 6550 0.602

2655 1.997 6650 0.602

2755 1.997 9650 1.997

2850 1.997 9655 1.997

2950 1.198 9750 1.997

4050 1.997 9755 1.198

4150 1.198 9950 1.198

4450 1.198 9955 1.198

5310 1.997 9955-II 1.198
 

Timeslice of ~1

A special timeslice value, 1777773 (—1 decimal), provides support for time-critical
processes: processes,like transaction processing, that require small amounts of CPU
time separated by long idle periods. A time-critical process runs without
interference from other processes.

Whena process’ timeslice is set to 177777g, the schedulerallowsthe process to
continue running indefinitely. The process remains on the ready list while it waits
for some occurrencesuchasterminal inputordisk activity (for example, paging).
The processcan be interrupted only by a higher-priority processthatis eligible to
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run. Giving a processa timeslice of 177777g may cause other processes to get no

service.

Setting any process’s timeslice to 177777g automatically sets the timeslice for User 1

to the same value. This setting guarantees that the supervisor terminal always gets

service.

 

Caution
Neverset the timeslice to 177777in an ordinary computing environment. A timeslice of

1777773 gives uninterrupted andunlimited time to a process. Such a privileged process, if it

needed muchtime to complete, could produce aneffect similar to that of a system hang: other

users would not be serviced.
 

For information about CHAPas a user command,see the PRIMOS Commands

Reference Guide.



CLOSE

CLOSE

CLOSE,whenissued from the supervisor terminal, closes the specifiedfile forall

users; that is, users accessing the file immediately lose acess. The CLOSE command

closesfiles in one of three ways: by pathname, byfile unit number(unit), or by

closing all files (except a commandoutputfile) at once. In all cases, issuing CLOSE

for a file that is already closed does notresult in an error.

Format

pathname

CLOSE -UNIT funitl [... funitl6]

-ALL

Arguments and Options

pathname Specifies the nameofthe file. Ifpathname cannot be

found, an error messageis displayed and you are

returned to PRIMOS commandlevel. The pathname

specified must reside on a local disk partition.

—-UNITfunitl | ...funitl6] Closes up to 16 files specified by the space-separated

list of file unit numbers funit/ throughfunit]6. File unit

numbers range from 1 through 32762, depending on the

configuration of the system.

~ALL Closesall open files except for the command output

(COMO)file. You must close the commandoutputfile

by pathnameor by using the COMOUTPUT —END

command. The —ALL option ensuresthat buffers are

retrieved properly andthat the state of the file system is

reset.

If you stop a program by pressing the BREAKkeyor by

pressing Ctri-P, you should issue a CLOSE -ALL

command. Otherwise an error message may result when

you enter a subsequent command. After CLOSE -ALL

has been given, the stopped program cannot be

continued with the START command.

 

Caution
If you use CLOSE —ALL from within a commandor CPLfile, the file itself will be closed
andits execution terminated.

 

See also OPENin the PRIMOS Commands Reference Guide.
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CNAME changesthe nameofa file system object. Thefile system object must be

closed before you can change its name.

To use CNAME,you must have Delete (D) and Add (A)rights for an ACLdirectory

or ownerstatus for a password directory. You cannot change the nameofa directory

while attached to that directory. However, you can change a directory name while

attached to one ofits subdirectories.

Format

-FORCE |
CNAMEoldname newname [cREPORT

Arguments and Options

oldname

newname

—-FORCE

-REPORT

Examples

Specifies the nameof thefile, directory, segment

directory, or access directory you want changed. This

can be included in a pathname.

Replaces only the entryname of the pathname.

newnamecannot be specified as a path.

Allows you to change the nameofa file system object

that is currently in use. The length of the source and

target entrynames mustbe the same.

 

Caution
Usethis option very carefully. Misusing it may cause
unexpected results, such as the failure of a running program to
locate essential directories orlogfiles.
 

Causes a brief message reporting the successofthe

commandto be displayed, as shownin the example.

The following examples show valid and invalid uses of the -FORCEoption.

Rememberthat the entryname lengths must be equal only when using -FORCE.
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Example 1: These are valid because MTG and ALLare the samelength and the
length of CDE equals the length of FGH:

OK, CNAME MTG ALL -FORCE -REPORT

“MTG” name changed to ”ALL”.

OK, CNAME A>B>CDE FGH -FORCE

OK,

Example 2: These are invalid because the length of LIST is greater than the length

of F and the length of CDEis greater than the length of AB:

OK, CNAME LIST F -FORCE

The source and target entrynames must be the same length when

using the -FORCE option. F (CNAME)

ER!

OK, CNAME A>B>CDE AB -FORCE

The source and target entrynames must be the same length when

using the -FORCE option. AB (CNAME)

ER!

 

Caution
Do not change the namesofspecial directories such as CMDNCO.
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COMM_CONTROLLER

COMM_CONTROLLERenables you to accomplish the following tasks without

having to perform a warm start or cold start:

e Start up or shut down an ICS controller.

e Load an ICS, LTS, or LHC controller.

¢ Upline dump the memory of the LHC,LTS,or ICS controllerto a diskfile.

e Verify the integrity of an ICS controller.

Format

COMM_CONTROLLER

Subcommands

-INIT
-LOAD
-SHUTDOWN [options]
-UPLINE_DUMP

—-HELP

The COMM_CONTROLLER commandhasfive subcommands. Not all of them
apply to every type of controller. Specify only one subcommand on a commandline.

-INIT

-LOAD

-SHUTDOWN

-UPLINE_DUMP

Initiates an automatic shutdown onthe specified ICS

controller. An integrity check follows, and then the

controller is ready to be started.

Initiates a full downline load of a specified file or

protocol combination to a designated controller. The

controller is automatically shut down,verified, and

loaded.

Freezes the designated ICS controller and breaksall

logical connections betweenthe controller and

peripheral devices.

Initiates a request for a designated LHC, LTS, or ICS

controller to write the contents of its memory into the

specified file on the host system. Only one controllerat

a time can upline dumpdata to the host.



~HELP

Options

COMM_CONTROLLER

 

Note
Every 10 seconds, Network Managementpolls an ICS3 or

LHCcontroller that has been downline loaded. Network

Managementupline dumpsthe controller if two consecutive

polls have been missed, then reloads the controller

automatically, and resumespolling. The upline dumpfile for

an ICS3 controller is saved in UP_LINE_DUMP*>ICS,the

upline dumpfile for an LHC controller is saved in

UP_LINE_DUMP*>LAN300.
 

Displays the associated help text. If you do not specify

a subcommand, the COMM_CONTROLLERsupplies

—HELPbydefault.

You may issue the options associated with the main subcommandsat any point on

the commandline. However, the combinations of options for a specified

subcommandare restricted. Refer to the /CS User’s Guide for information on these
restrictions.

-ALL Maybe supplied only if the -DEVICE optionis also

present. -ALLspecifies that the subcommand you have

requested should be applied to all controllers of the type

supplied with the -DEVICE option. You cannotuse the

~DEVICE_ADDRESSoption with —ALL.

~DEST_NODE_ADDRESSlts-address
Specifies the LTS address of the destination terminal

server. This address is assigned by the manufacturer

and is located on a metal tag attached to the LTS. Use

the LIST_LTS_STATUS commandto determine

Its-address. Specify lts-address in either the short

format, nn—nn—nn,or the long format,

nn-nn-nn-nn-nn-nn, in hexadecimal, with or without

leading zeros. You cannot use the -DNA and -DNN

options together on the same commandline.

-DEST_NODE_NAMEIts-name

~DEVICEdevice

Specifies the LTS nameofthe destination terminal

server. /ts-name can contain as many as 16 characters.

Use the LIST_LTS_STATUS commandto determine

lts-name. You cannot use the -DNN and —DNAoptions

together on the same commandline.

Specifies the device type. The following devices are

supported: ICS1, ICS2, ICS3, LHC, and LTS.
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-DEVICE_ADDRESSdevice-address
Specifies the device address of the designated device,

whichis a 2-digit octal number. Use either the

LIST_COMM_CONTROLLERScommand (a SIM

command) or the STATUS COMM commandto

determine this address. Valid ICS device addresses are

10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 32, 35, 36, 37, 52, 53, and 54 (octal).

Valid LHC addresses are 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 32, 35, 36,

37, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, and 56 (octal).

—-NO_QUERY Executes the command without prompting you for

confirmation.

—PATHNAMEpathname Specifies the pathnameofthe object file to be used with

the -LOAD or -UPLINE_DUMP subcommand. If you

specify the filename alone, the DOWN_LINE_LOAD*

directory is assumed for the load operation and the

UP_LINE_DUMP*directory is assumed for the upline

dump operation. If you do not specify this option, a

default file is used with the -LOAD and

—UPLINE_DUMPsubcommands.

~PROTOCOLtoken Specifies a communications protocol token combination

used by the LHC, ICS2, or ICS3 controllers. The

supplied protocol token combinationis validated and

subsequently mappedto an appropriate downline load

file in the DOWN_LINE_LOAD*directory.

The valid protocol tokens are

LHC Controller ICS2/3 Controller

PRIMENET ASYNC

NTS SDLC

TCP_TEL HDLC

BSCRJE

BCSX25

 

aAtae
puwivw

Do notspecify both the NTS and TCP_TELprotocols for the

same LHCcontroller.

You must specify a token with the -PROTOCOLoption.

Before Rev. 22.0, the PRIMENETprotocol was called

LLCX25.
 

loading of multiple
nthadc a
Wi OGL

The COMM_CONTROLLER command allows the concurrent
cantrallearc af the came tune nravidedcontrollers of the same type, provided that they are connected

and are using the samefile and protocol combinations.
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Forfurther information about controllers, downline loading, and upline dumping,

refer to the JCS User’s Guide and the System Administrator’s Guide, Volume IT:
Communication Lines and Controllers.
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CONFIG

CONFIGis used in the PRIMOS.COMIfile to configure PRIMOSaccordingto the

parameters specified in the configuration file (usually named CONFIG).

Format

CONFIG -DATA config-filename

Option

-DATA config-filename Specifies the nameofthefile that holds your system

configuration commands. This file must be stored in the

CMDNCO directory and is usually named CONFIG.

For complete information on the CONFIG command and on PRIMOS.COMI,see

the Rev. 23.0 Software Installation Guide and the System Administrator’s Guide,

Volume I: System Configuration.
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CONFIGUSERS

CONFIG_USERSreplaces EDIT_PROFILE. The CONFIG_USERS command

allows the System Administratorto

e Create anew System Administration Directory (SAD). The SAD contains a

database that includes information aboutthe users of your system and any groups

and projects you create. Whenyouinstall a Rev. 23.0 or subsequent system for

the first time, you must define each user and project for your system. You must
create a SAD before yourusers can log in.

e Maintain system security, and to create, change, and delete profiles for

individuals and for projects. For example, use CONFIG_USERStoregister a

user ID andotheruserattributes when you add a new userto your system.

The three interfaces that CONFIG_USERSsupports are the

e Primary interface consisting of menu-driven screensthat allow the System

Administrator to add, change,list, and delete profiles for individuals and

projects. These screens also enable the System Administrator to design system

security through such thingsas the control of password attributes and the
addition of ACL groups.

e Secondary interface using the PRIMOS commandlinethat allows the

Administrator to perform certain simple operations such as adding a useror

deleting a project without needing to view the screens.

e Internal CONFIG_USERS commandinterface that allows CONFIG_USERSto

be run from the console, from nonscreen terminals, and from several simple CPL
files.

Format for Screen and Command-line Interfaces

pathname
*

CONFIG_USERS -TTPtype [options]

—MFD_PASSWORDpassword

Arguments and Options

To invoke the screeninterface, issue this command with the -TTP option. To invoke

the command-line interface, issue this commandwith options for addingor deleting
a user, or for adding ordeleting a project.

If you do not specify options and the .TERMINAL_TYPE$global variable is notset,
CONFIG_USERSprompts forthe terminal type. If you issue -ADD_USER without
the user-id argument or-ADD_PROJECT withoutthe project-id argument,
CONFIG_USERSenters screen mode.
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pathname) References or creates a SAD outside the command MFD

x in a local or remote ACL-protected directory. Use this

option also to create and use a test SAD without

disrupting other system users. The asterisk (*) in place

of the pathnamecreates a SADin the currentdirectory.

(PRIMOS CommandLine Only)

-TTPtype Specifies your terminal type, such as a PST 100 or

PT200. Use PT200-C for a color PT200. This

argumentis unnecessary if you haveset the global

variable .TERMINAL_TYPE$. Otherwise, you are

queried you for your terminal type. If you wantto use

the command-line interface of CONFIG_USERS

without the screens, you cannot include the —-TTP

argument.

(PRIMOS CommandLine Only)

-MFD_PASSWORDpassword
Specifies the owner password for the MFD. If the MFD

is password-protected, you must include this argument.

(XXXXXXis the Prime-supplied password.)

(PRIMOS CommandLine Only)

 

Note

It is strongly recommendedthat you use ACLsinstead of

passwords. If your MFD has ACLs, CONFIG_USERS

establishes the proper ACL rights for the System

Administrator.
 

-ADD_PROJECT[project-id]

Adds a project to the system. If you omit the project-id,

the Add Project screen appears.

-ADD_USER[user-id] Adds a userto the system. If you use this option with

the -PROJECT option, you addthe userto that project.

If you omit the user-id, the Add Single User screen

appears.

-DELETE_PROJECTproject-id

Deletes a project from the system.

-DELETE_USER user-id Deletes a user from the system. If you use this option

with the -PROJECT option, you delete the user only

from that project (not from the entire system).

-MESSAGE[filename] Saves the messages that appearat the bottom ofthe

screensinto a file in the current directory. If you do not

specify a filename, the messages are saved in
CONFIG USERS.MESSAGE.N74 Na a NY Ree er ea ere

(PRIMOS CommandLine Only)

OF
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-NO_WAIT Suppresses the --More-- prompt and does not pause
after every page of output. Outputscrolls continuously.

Use this option only with -USAGE or —HELP.

—ORIGIN pathname Provides the pathnameforthe user’s initial attach point
-IAP (IAP) or origin directory.

-PASSWORDpassword Specifies the password for

a

user.

—~PROJECTproject-id Allows Project Administrators (or System
Administrators) to perform their operations only on the
specified project.

-~PROJECT_ADMINISTRATORuser-id

States the user ID of a new Project Administrator. Use

this option with the -ADD_PROJECT optionto specify

the administrator of the new project.

-PROJECTED_USERSnumber-of-users

States the estimated numberof users on the system. If

you use this option with the -ADD_PROJECT option,it

provides an estimate of the numberofusers on the

project.

-QUIT If you included the -BRIEF argument,this argument

ends the CONFIG_USERS command modeandreturns
you to the PRIMOSprompt.

(CONFIG_USERS CommandLine Only)

-USAGE Displays command syntax.

-HELP Displays information for invoking CONFIG_USERS,
whichincludes the commandsyntax and

a

description of
each option.

Formatfor the Internal CommandInterface

pathname

CONFIG_USERS |-MFD_PASSWORDpassword [-BRIEF]

options

Arguments and Options

When CONFIG_USERSsees the -BRIEF argument, it switches to the internal
commandinterface and displays a CONFIG_USERS> prompt. After the prompt, you
can enter CONFIG_USERS command-line options. The CONFIGUSERS> promptis
displayed until you enter —QUITto leave the internal commandinterface.
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Note

Whenyou issue a CONFIG_USERS commandatthe supervisorterminal, CONFIG_USERS

automatically goes into internal command mode.
 

All options discussed above except for -TTP and -MESSAGEmaybe usedin the

internal commandinterface. Also, the -HELP and -USAGEoptions provide

information about the internal commandinterface only.

The following options are used only with the internal commandinterface:

-SYSTEM_ADMINISTRATORuser-id

Specifies the user ID of the System Administrator.

-QUIT Leaves the internal commandinterface of

CONFIG_USERSandreturms to the PRIMOS command

level.

Forfurther information about CONFIG_USERS,see the System Administrator's

Guide, Volume III: System Access and Security.
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CONVERT_AMLC_COMMANDS

At Rev. 20.2, the AMLC command wasreplaced by the SET_ASYNC command,

whichprovides a morestraightforward way of configuring your asynchronouslines.

CONVERT_AMLC_COMMANDSisa utility that converts AMLC commandsto

their equivalent SET_ASYNC commands. See the explanation of the SET_ASYNC

commandlater in this chapter.

Invoking the CONVERT_AMLC_COMMANDSUtility

CONVERT_AMLC_COMMANDSis not a PRIMOS command;rather, it is located

in the TOOLSdirectory as CONVERT_AMLC_COMMANDS.RUN.

Format

infile outfile

RESUME TOOLS>CONVERT_AMLC_COMMANDS {"rrexacre|
—-HELP

Arguments and Options

infile Specifies the pathnameofany file containing AMLC

commandsthat you want converted to SET_ASYNC

commands. Typically, AMLC commandsare located in

the PRIMOSsystem startup file PRIMOS.COMD).

outfile Specifies the pathnameofthefile that will contain the

converted SET_ASYNC commands. Anyother

commandsin the inputfile are placed in the outputfile

unchanged.

-INTERACTIVE Allows you to enter AMLC commandsinteractively.

CONVERT_AMLC_COMMANDSdisplaysthe

suggested SET_ASYNCalternative at your terminal.

This option is described in more detail under the

heading Using the -INTERACTIVEOption.

-HELP Displaysthe valid optionsfor this utility.

CONVERT_AMLC_COMMANDScannot generate commandlines longer than 160

characters, which is the current maximum command-line length permitted by the
PRIMOS commandprocessor.
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Examples

Example 1: The following example is an excerpt from a PRIMOSsystem startup

file containing AMLC commandsalong with other commands.

CONFIG -DATA CONFIG

COMO PRIMOS.COMO

RWLOCK PRIMOS.COMO UPDT

ADD 51460 3062 61062 100463 3260 61260

COMO -NTTY

AMLC TTY

AMLC TTY

AMLC TTY

AMLC TTY

AMLC TTY

AMLC TTY

AMLC TTY

/* Open como file to record this startup

2413

2413

2413

2413

2413

2413

2413n
O

f
F
W
N

F
F
©

SHARE SYSTEM>ED2000 2000 /* SHARE the ED editor

/*

Example 2: After you use the CONVERT_AMLC_COMMANDSutility, the output

file contains the conversions to SET_ASYNC commands,plus any other commands

that were presentin the inputfile, as in the following example.

CONFIG -DATA CONFIG

COMO PRIMOS.COMO /* Open como file to record this startup

RWLOCK PRIMOS.COMO UPDT

ADD 51460 3062 61062 100463 3260 6126

COMO —-NTTY

SET_ASYNC
SET_ASYNC
SETASYNC
SET_ASYNC
SET_ASYNC
SET_ASYNC
SETASYNC

-LINE

-LINE

-LINE

-LINE

-LINE

-LINE

-LINE D
O
F

W
D

N
Y

FP
F

O
O —-PRO

-PRO

—-PRO

~PRO

—-PRO

—PRO

—-PRO

TTY

TTY

TTY

TTY

TTY

TTY

TTY

-DSC

-DSC

-DSC

-DSC

-pDsc

-bDsc

-DSC

-NO_LOOP
-NO_LOOP
~NO_LOOP
-NO_LOOP
-NO_LOOP
-NO_LOOP
-NO_LOOP

SHARE SYSTEM>ED2000 2000 /* SHARE the ED

/*

-SPEED CLOCK

-SPEED CLOCK

-SPEED CLOCK

~SPEED CLOCK

-SPEED CLOCK

-SPEED CLOCK

-SPEED CLOCK

editor

-NO_REV_XOFF
-NO_REV_XOFF
-NO_REV_XOFF
-NO_REV_XOFF
-NO_REV_XOFF
-NO_REV_XOFF
-NO_REV_XOFF

-SB

-SB

-SB

-SB

-SB

-SB

-SB o
e

oe
o
e

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE D
O
D
D
O
O

D
O

To interpret the AMLC commandsin the outputfile, refer to SET_ASYNClaterin

this chapter. Refer also to the System Administrator’s Guide, VolumeIT:

Communication Lines and Controllers.
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Using the -INTERACTIVEOption

You can view the SET_ASYNCequivalent of an AMLC commandbyusing the
—INTERACTIVE(-INTER)option as follows:

OK, RESUME TOOLS>CONVERTAMLCCOMMANDS -INTERACTIVE

Whenthe right angle-bracket (>) prompt appears, enter a valid AMLC command.

Type QUITto end the program. The following example shows a sequence of AMLC

commandsentered interactively at the prompt, with their SET_ASYNCequivalents:

OK, RESUME TOOLS>CONVERTAMLCCOMMANDS -INTERACTIVE

[CONVERT_AMLCCOMMAND Rev. 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc.]

> AMLC TTY 71 2413

SETASYNC -LINE 57 -PRO TTY -DSC —-NO_LOOP -SPEED CLOCK ~NO_REV_XOFF -~SB 1 -PAR ODD -CL 8

> AMLC TTY 72 2423

SET_ASYNC —LINE 58 -PRO TTY -DSC ~NO_LOOP -SPEED CLOCK -NO_REV_XOFF -SB 2 -PAR NONE -CL 8

> AMLC TTY 73 1537

SET_ASYNC -LINE 59 -PRO TTY -NO_DSC -LOOP -SPEED 75 ~NO_REV_XOFF -SB 2 -PAR EVEN -CL 8

> QUIT

OK,

For more information on CONVERT_AMLC_COMMANDS,seethe System
Administrator’s Guide, Volume II: Communication Lines and Controllers; for more
information on the PRIMOS.COMI file, see the Rev. 23.0 Software Installation
Guide.
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CONVERT_ENV

CONVERT_ENV is a utility that converts pre-Rev. 21.0 Spooler environmentfiles

into a format suitable for Spooler environmentfiles at and after Rev. 21.0.

CONVERT_ENV is not a PRIMOS command;itis a utility stored in the directory

SPOOL*.

Format

-ENVIRONMENT name

RESUME SPOOL*>CONVERTENV

,

old-env new-eny

-HELP

Arguments and Options

~ENVIRONMENTname Searchesfor the pathname SPOOLQ>E.nameand

producesthe file SPOOL*>name.ENV from it.

old-env Indicates the pathnameof a pre-Rev. 21.0 environment

file.

new-env Specifies the pathnameofthe file in which the

converted environmentfile is to be stored.

—~HELP Prints a list of CONVERT_ENV options and their

meanings.

Usage

The old environmentfile should have a namein the format E.environment-name, and

the converted file will have a namein the format environment-name.ENV. You may

decide that you wantseveral slightly different versions of a given environment; in

that case, you can convert the old environmentfile to Rev. 21.0, then edit the

converted output file to create the new versions. In any case,it is wise to treat the

outputfile as a template that you can then edit to suit each different way that you use

a particularprinter.

If you specify both old-env and new-env, you canfile both pathnames wherever you

wishin the file system.

See also PROP and SPOOLlaterin this chapter.
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CONVERT_TOACLS
CONVERT_TO_ACLSisa utility delivered as part of the Prime Security Audit

facility. It is not a PRIMOS command;rather,it is a utility located with other C2

software utilities in the TOOLSdirectory. CONVERT_TO_ACLSconverts any

existing password directories to Access Control List (ACL) directories. All MFDs

must be manually converted to ACL directories before this utility is run.

Format

~DEFAUL
RESUME TOOLS>CONVERT_TO_ACLS {-NONE. "|

Options

-~DEFAULT Tells CONVERT_TO_ACLSto use the default ACL as

the new ACL for each converted passworddirectory.

The default ACL is the ACL protecting the parent

directory.

—-NONE Makes CONVERT_TO_ACLSprovide the following

ACLfor each converted password directory:

System Administrator: ALL

SREST : NONE

See the System Administrator’s Guide, Volume III: System Access and Security for

information on setting up a C2-secure system, and for directions on adding the

TOOLSdirectory to the COMMANDSsearch rules for the System Administrator

and for the supervisor terminal. Until the search rules have been added, you must

use RESUME toinvokethisutility.

Refer to the PRIMOSUser’s Guide and the System Administrator’s Guide, Volume

III; System Access and Security for more information on Access Control Lists

(ACLs).
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CRASH_AUDIT

CRASH_AUDITis a utility delivered as part of the Prime Security Auditfacility. It

is not a PRIMOS command;ratherit is a utility located with other C2 software
utilities in the TOOLSdirectory. CRASH_AUDIT completes a partially written

audittrail file after a system halt. The utility ensures that system buffers holding

audit trails have been written to an audittrail file.

In order to run the CRASH_AUDITprogram, you must meet several requirements:

e Maintain a RINGO.MAPfile on the system. It is normally located in

LOAD_MAPS*.

e Take a tape dumpafter every unplanned system halt. See your CPU handbook

for directions on tape dumps.

e After the system is cold started, submit the tape dump to the CRASH_AUDIT

utility.

Format

RESUME TOOLS>CRASH_AUDIToptions

Options

—-DUMPFILEpathname

—-MAPpathname

—-MTn

-OUTFILEpathname

Specifies that the tape dumpis to be read into the disk

file with the specified pathname.

Specifies the pathname for the RINGO.MAPfile. If you

do not give this pathname,the defaultis

LOAD_MAP*>RINGO.MAP.

Specifies that the tape dumpis to be read from magnetic

tape unit n, where values for n may range O through7,

inclusive.

Specifies that the audit records are to be written to the

audit file with the specified pathname. The name must

differ from the nameofthe original security auditfile

interrupted by the system halt.

See the System Administrator’s Guide, Volume IIT: System Access and Security for

information on setting up a C2-secure system, and for directions on adding the

TOOLSdirectory to the COMMANDSsearchrules for the System Administrator

and for the supervisor terminal. Until the search rules have been added, you must
use RESUME to invokethisutility.
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DEVICE_ACLS

DEVICE_ACLS,whichis part of Prime system security, enables the System

Administrator to provide access control on devices such as printers. Controlis

implemented through a directory called DEVICE*. This directory contains a number

of subdirectories, each of which correspondsto a specific device on the system.

Whendevice access control is in effect, the access rights on the appropriate directory

in DEVICE* are checked. Refer to the System Administrator’s Guide, VolumeIIT:

System Access and Security for details in setting up the DEVICE* directory.

Format

DEVICE_ACLS {

Options

Device access control remains in effect as long as DEVACL —ONisin effect. The

default at cold start is -OFF.

Device List for Device ACLs

A list of the names of commonly found device subdirectories in DEVICE* follows.

These devices may be protected through device access control commands.

Subdirectory

CENPR

CE2PR

CARDR

PTR

PUNCH

PRa

CRa

MTn

SYNCn

Device Description

The Centronicsprinter.

The second Centronicsprinter.

Theserial card reader.

The paper tape reader/punch.

The card punch.

MPCprinter n, where n ranges 0-3,inclusive.

Parallel card reader n, where n ranges 0-1, inclusive.

Magnetic tape unit n, where n ranges 0-7, inclusive.

SYNCline n, where n ranges 00-07,inclusive.

Preceding zeros must be present.

 

Note

SYNCis the preferred version of the older device name
SMLC.
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PLOT

MGn

GSn

GPn

ALn

DKn

DEFAULT

DI See DISKS.
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Spare device n, where n ranges 1-5, inclusive. These

devices may be assigned, but presently do not

correspond to any configured device.

The plotter.

Megatek graphics device n, where n ranges 0-3,

inclusive.

Vector General graphics station n, where n ranges 0-3,

inclusive.

General Purpose Parallel Interface device n, where n

ranges 0-7, inclusive.

Asynchronousline number2, where n is a decimal

number. If the line being affected is a local line, n must

be from 0 through 377, inclusive;if the line affected is

an NTSline, n must be from 1024 through 1535,

inclusive. Leading zeros should be dropped. Thus,for

asynchronousline number 007, the device directory

must be named AL7.

Disk partition n, where n is the octal pdev of the

partition. When making a pdev assignable by meansof

the DISKS command,you can also create, and set

access on, a corresponding DKndevice directory within

DEVICE*. If you are altering a previous DKn directory

by increasingthe size of the partition or by unassigning

the partition, first update the device ACLsonthe old

DKn.

A default directory that is checked when an added

partition is assigned. If you do notcreate a specific

DKzdevice directory for a given partition, the device

ACLsmechanism will provide accessto it for any users

with a U right to DEFAULT.



DISK_PAUSE

DISK_PAUSE

DISK_PAUSEallows Operators and System Administrators to suspend disk I/O
activity in order to replace a defective SCSI disk drive within a Model 75500-6PK
device module. Issue this command from the supervisor terminal. Use of this

commandis restricted to a Model 75500-6PK device module.

The Disk Replacement Procedurefor the Model 75500-6PK Device Module
document describes the procedure for replacing a defective or damageddisk drive.
This procedure should be used after you view the PrimeService video that
demonstrates the procedure described in the document. In orderto usethis
procedure, you must have Rev. 23.2 or greater of PRIMOSrunning on your system
and you must have a replacementdisk drive.
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DISKS

DISKSalters the Assignable Disks Table, adding or removing the specified

partitions. The DISKS command maybe given only from the supervisor terminal.

Format

DISKS [NOT] pdevO [... pdev7]

Arguments and Options

pdevO ... pdev7 are upto eight physical device numbers. As many as 64 disk

partitions may be contained in the Assignable Disks Tableat any one time. To see

whatdisks are in the table, use the STATUS DEVICE command. You must specify a

physical device numberto adda partition to this table or removea partition from the

table.

For example, to add physical device numbers 20260, 50260, 60260, 70260, 10020,

110260, and 20262 to the Assignable Disks Table, type

OK, DISKS 20260 50260 60260 70260 10020 110260 20262

Either you or a user can use ASSIGN DISKto assign or UNASSIGNDISKto

unassign only those partitions placed in the table with the DISKS command.

Starting at Rev. 21.0, partitions may be assigned by users or by Operators.

Use the NOT option to removea disk partition from the Assignable Disks Table. For

example, to unassign partition 20260 and removethe partition from the Assignable

Disks Table, enter the following:

OK, UNASSIGN DISK 20260

OK, DISKS NOT 20260

Disk partition 20260 may now be addedto the system with the ADDISK command.

 

Note

Removinga partition from the table does not cause the partition to be unassigned. Use the

UNASSIGN DISK commandto unassign a partition from a user, as noted above.
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DISPLAY_LOG,a Distributed Systems Management (DSM) command, replaces the
PRINT_SYSLOG and PRINT_NETLOG commandsat Rev. 21.0. Starting at Rev.
23.0, DISPLAY_LOGfunctions even if DSM is notrunning. In this case, access to
logs is controlled by standard file system ACLs. DISPLAY_LOGallows you to
displayeitherall or part of a log at yourterminal orto writeit to

a

file.

DISPLAYLOG

Format

logname

DISPLAY_LOG -DEFAULT [options]
—~UNDELIVERED

Options

You must specify a Jogname, -DEFAULT, or -UNDELIVEREDtoselect a log file.
logname must be a valid PRIMOS pathname. -HELP and -USAGEoverride all
other options.

PRODUCT
NODE

-CENSUS| ceveRITY
REV21

-DEFAULT

Gives you a count of each messagetype in the log. The
messagesare not displayed. At Revision 23.0, there are
four new arguments to the -CENSUSoption. They
provide more specific information than wasavailable
previously. If you do not specify an argument, the
default is PRODUCT.

Argument Description

PRODUCT Provides message counts by product.

NODE Provides message counts by node.

SEVERITY Provides message counts by level of

severity.

REV21 Provides message counts as they were given
prior to Rev. 23.0, that is, LOGREC and
NETRECmessage-IDs, and is compatible

with systems running a pre-Revision 23.0

version of DSM. Theother three arguments

are compatible only with systems running

Revision 23.0 or greater DSM.

Displays the DSM*>LOGS>UMH>DEFAULT.LOGlog
file. You cannot use -DEFAULTwith the logname
argument.
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BRIEF
~FORMAT| 4FULL

formatname

-~NO_HEADER

-NO_WAIT

Allowsyou to choose several display formats. BRIEF

(the default) gives you the message data in summary

format, and is mostsuitable for unsolicited messages.

For messages containing substantial amounts of

information (such as SIM response messages) full or

tabulated formats are preferred. FULL gives you a

dumpofthe contents ofall the fields and records in the

message. Full format reflects the internal structure of

the message and mayrequire skilled interpretation.

formatnameallows youto specify one of the tabular

formats available for use on SIM response messages.

Refer to the DSM User’s Guide for detailed information

on custom formats.

Suppressesall header informationincluding the

date/time stamp. The format of the message data

display is unaffected. This option applies only to the

default brief format and hasno effect if you use the

—FORMATFULLoption.

Suppresses the --More-- prompt and does not pause

after every page of output. Output scrolls continuously.

output-filename [-NO_QUERY]

-PRIVATE_LOG

—-REMARKmessage

-SYSTEM_LOG {ra

—-UNDELIVERED
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Writes a log to a namedfile. If you use -NO_QUERY,

you are not notified if you overwrite an existing file.

Defines the log as a private log. If you do not specify

—PRIVATE_LOG,a system log is assumed.

Inserts a remark (which may not exceed 160 characters)

in the log. -REMARK mustbe the last option on the

commandline; everything following -REMARKis

entered into thelogfile.

nadeproup |

Defines the log as a system log. If you do not specify

node or nodegroup,the local node is assumed.

Displays DSM*>LOGS>UMH>UNDELIVERED.LOG.

You cannot use -UNDELIVEREDwith the logname

argument.



-USAGE

-HELP [-NO_WAIT]

DISPLAY_LOG

Displays the command’s syntax. ~USAGEcannotbe

used with other options.

Explains how to use the command. If you specify

—NO_WAIT,output is not paginated at your terminal.

—HELPcannotbe used with the otheroptions.

Message Selection Options

In addition to the above options, you may specify any of the messageselection

optionslisted below. You mayspecify up to eight items with each option, the

exceptions being the -LOGGED_AFTER and -LOGGED_BEFOREoptions which
mayhave only one date/time each, and the three product options which may be used
to specify a maximum ofeight productsin total. If you select no messageselection

options, all messagesin the log are displayed.

You can extract specific messages for display by the following selection criteria:

e Theorigin of the message (CCUSTOMER_PRODUCT, —PRIME_PRODUCT,

—PRODUCT, -NODE,and —USER)

e The severity of the message (-SEVERITY)

e The time the message was logged (-LOGGED_AFTERand

~LOGGED_BEFORE)

e The type of message (-MESSAGE_ID)

—CUSTOMER_PRODUCTnames

Retrieves messagesthat were generated by specified

customerproducts. The default is to retrieve messages

from all customerproducts.

-LOGGED_AFTERdate/time

Allowsyouto select messages logged after a specific

date and time. The format for date/time can be any of

the following formats:

¢ YY-MM-—DD.HH:MM5:sSS(ISO)

e MM/DD/YY.HH:MM:SS (USA)

e DD Mon YY HH:MM5SS(Visual) (The monthis

spelled outas its three-letter abbreviation, with the
first letter capitalized.)

If you specify -LOGGED_AFTERor

~LOGGED_BEFORE without any arguments,all

messagesthat have been receivedsincethestart of the

day are displayed.
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~LOGGED_BEFOREdate/time

-MESSAGEIDtype

—-NODEnodes

-PRIME_PRODUCTnames

—~PRODUCT names

—SEVERITYseverities

-USER usernames

Allows you to select messages that were logged before a

specific date and time. Formats for date/time are

identical to those for-LOGGED_AFTER.

If you specify -LOGGED_AFTERor

—LOGGED_BEFORE without any arguments,all

messagesthat have been received since the start of the

day are displayed.

Retrieves messages of specified LOGREC and

NETREC message-IDs. For a completelisting ofthe

message types recognized by DISPLAY_LOG,referto

the DSM User’s Guide. The default is to return

messagesof all types. This option is provided for

compatibility with pre-Rev. 21.0 systems.

Displays messages from the specified nodes. The default

is all nodes.

Retrieves messagesthat were generated by specified

Prime products. The default is to retrieve messages

from all products.

Retrieves messages that were generated by specified

Prime or customer products. The default is to retrieve

messages from all products.

Allows you to select messagesofa particular severity,

whichis useful in conjunction with unsolicited

messages from PRIMOS or PRIMENET. Referto the

DSM User’s Guide for further information.

Displays messages from the specified users.

PRIMOSuser namesare not necessarily unique on the network; there may be two

users named Smith, one on node SILVER and one on node GOLD. If you wantto

retrieve messages from Smith on SILVER,you mustspecify both the user name and

the PRIMENETnode.

DMPS See DUMP_SEGMENT.

DMPU See DUMP_USER.
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DUMP_SEGMENT

DUMP_SEGMENTisan internal commandthatspecifies which segments forall
users are written to tape during a partial tape dump. The segments must be specified
according to their octal numbers. These segmentsarein addition to the default
segments. (Note that you cannot removethe default segments; you can only add to
them.) DUMP_SEGMENT can be issued only from the supervisor terminal.

Format

segment—numberl [ . . . segment-number10]

DUMP_SEGMENT|-RANGElow-segment-no high-segment-no
-~HELP

Arguments and Options

segment-numberl . .. segment-number10

Allows youto specify segments to be dumped by
number. You can specify up to 10 segments in any one
commandline.

-RANGElow-segment-no high-segment-no

Specifies a range of segments to be dumped. You may
also issue this option in the same commandline as
segment-number, if you wish to dumpa specific
segmentas well as a range of segments.

-HELP Displays commandsyntax. If you specify other options
with —HELP,theyare ignored.

At cold start, the default values for DUMP_SEGMENTareasfollows:

© 0g to 1777. (These contain the kernel Operating system andits databases.)

© 60003 to 6003for all logged-in users.

¢ 4000to 7777. for the process that was using the CPUatthe timeofthe halt.

These are the segmentsthat are dumped by default with a partial tape dump. See the
handbookfor your CPU for information on performing

a

partial tape dump. Use
DUMP_SEGMENTto add other segments to segments that will be dumpedat the
next partial tape dump.

Three related commands are DUMP_USER, LIST_DUMP, and RESET_DUMP,
whichare discussedlater in this chapter.
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DUMP_USER
DUMP_USERisan internal commandthatspecifies which users will have all of

their segments written to tape during a partial tape dump. The segments numbers

range from 4000g through 7777s, inclusive. DUMP_USERcan be issued only from

the supervisor terminal.

Format

usernamel [ .. . username!10]
DUMP_USER fee

Argumentand Option

usernamel...usernamel0 Allowsthe user to specify a maximum of10 user IDs

for each commandline.

-HELP Shows command syntax; no further action is taken after

the exampleis printed.

Related commands are DUMP_SEGMENT, LIST_DUMP, and RESET_DUMP,

which are discussedin this chapter.
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ELIGTS

ELIGTSis an internal command that modifies the eligibility (minor) timeslice for

system users. Rarely used by Operators, this commandis used primarily to balance

response time for interactive users (lowersetting) against overall system throughput
(highersetting).

Format

tenths
ELIGTS {STIMESLICE mittseconds

Arguments

tenths Specifies the minortimeslice in tenths of a second.

tenths is interpreted as an octal number, and mustbe

from 0 through 517g, inclusive. If you specify tenths as

0, the timeslice is set back to the default for your

particular system.

-TIMESLICEmilliseconds Specifies the minortimeslice in milliseconds

(thousandths of a second). milliseconds is interpreted as

a decimal number, and must be from 4 through 32767,

inclusive.

 

Note

Rememberthat ELIGTSinterprets the milliseconds argument as a decimal numberand the

tenths argumentas an octal number.

 

The argument to ELIGTS defines how longa user will run on the high-priority 22.0,

the default value was three-tenths of a second. At Rev. 22.0 andlater, the default

value depends on the model of your CPU; before 22.0, the default value was

three-tenths of a second.

At Rev. 23.0, CPUs have been divided into three categories — slow, mid, and fast

range. To determine the default minor timeslice for your CPU,consult Table 2-2.
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Table 2-2. Default Valuesfor Minor Timeslices

 

CPU Model Minor Timeslice in CPU Model MinorTimeslice in

 

Number Seconds Number Seconds

500 0.333 5320 0.333

550 0.333 5330 0.200

650 0.333 5340 0.200

750 0.333 5370 0.200

850 0.333 5520 0.100

2250 0.333 5540 0.100

2350 0.333 6150 0.100

2450 0.333 6350 0.100

2455 0.333 6450 0.100

2550 0.333 6550 0.100

2655 0.333 6650 0.100

2755 0.333 9650 0.333

2850 0.333 9655 0.333

2950 0.200 9750 0.333

4050 0.333 9755 0.200

4150 0.200 9950 0.200

4450 0.200 9955 0.200

5310 0.333 9955-II 0.200
 

The default major timeslice (set by the CHAP command)is also machine-dependent,

but a user does not remain onthe readylist for this interval. When the minor
timachra anf CDITT tima hac hoan ncod 1ear ie maYeAd fram the ready Het tr the
umMesrice Vi Wi UU LLtlaod ULL UolLU, a user 19 moveGa LAVAL ULI Freacy LISt Ww UI

eligibility scheduler queue, and the user timeslice is decreased by the minor

timeslice. The eligibility queue is checked by the scheduler after checking for

interactive users (on the high-priority queue) and before checking the low-priority

queues. A user cycles between the readylist and the eligibility queue until the user

timeslice is exhausted, at which time the useris entered into the low-priority queues

(which are controlled by the CHAP command).
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FIX_DISK

FIX_DISKis an external commandthat checks and restores PRIMOSfile system

integrity on any partition. FIX_DISKis described fully in the Operator’s Guide to

File System Maintenance.

Format

FIX_DISK -DISK pdev [options]

Options

You must specify -DISK pdev on the commandline. pdev specifies the physical

device numberofthe partition to be fixed. See the Operator’s Guide to File System
Maintenancefor information on determining physical device numbers.

 

Note
Delete any pre-Rev. 23.3 version of FIX_DISK. If you have only one copy of FIX_DISK,
you cannotaccidentally run an older version. The Rev. 23.3 version of FIX_DISKis in

CMDNCO0>FIX_DISK.SAVE. FIX_DISKdisplays a copyrightline and its revision number

wheneveryourun it; check the revision numberif you don’t know which version you are
running.

 

FIX_DISKtakes the sameset of options when run from PRIMOS commandlevel or
whenrun from magnetic tape.

At Rev. 23.3, the following options are obsolete and are replaced by the options

shownin the right column. Theold optionsare still supported.

Obsolete Options Replacements

~ALL_CONTROLLER —DBS OFF

—-INTELLIGENT_CONTROLLER -DBS ON

—OVERRIDE_DEFAULT_INTERLEAVE —-SECTOR FORWARD

—RESTORE_DEFAULT_INTERLEAVE —SECTOR REVERSE

-DISK pdev Specifies the pdev of the partition you are repairing.

The —DISK option must be used and mustbe thefirst
option on the commandline. pdev must immediately

follow the -DISK option.

-ADD_BADSPOTrec-numl [... rec-num16]

Specifies as many as 16 record numbers to be added to

the badspotfile. FIX_DISK attempts to map the bad

records to new locations. Record numbersare octal, and

are offset from the beginning of the partition. You must

use the -FIX option with -ADD_BADSPOT.
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~AUTO_TRUNCATION

~CHECK

Truncatesor deletes directories nested too deeply ina

directory tree. If you omit this option and the maximum

depth is reached, FIX_DISK aborts. Maximum depth is

changed with the -MAX_NESTED_LEVELoption.

The default is 99.

Checks to see whethera partition was shut down

properly. If the partition was not shut down properly,

FIX_DISK should be run with the -FIX option and you

may wish to include the -FASToptionif the partition is

robust.

-COMMAND_DEVICE[pdey]

Operator’s Guide to System Commands

Indicates that FIX_DISKis to operate on the command

device; this option shuts the command device down,

assignsit, repairs it, unassigns it, and starts it up again.

There are two reasonsto use the optional pdev

argument.

e If all three of the following facts are true:

o You are switching -DBS ON (-IC) to -DBS

OFF (AC)(or vice versa) or are converting

from pre-Rev. 21.0 to Rev. 21.0.

o Thepartition being repaired is not thefirst, or

head zero,partition.

o The head zero partition ofthis disk is the

commanddevice.

e If the first partition is the commanddevice and you

wantto display the dynamic badspot (DBS)file

while running ED on anotherpartition on the

spindle.

Whenyouuse this option, FIX_DISK mustbe invoked

from the supervisor terminal. Warn all users, then log

out all users, and shut downall servers. You must

restart servers when FIX_DISKfinishes, particularly the

Login server and DSM.

 

Note

If you are running FIX_DISK onthe partition where DSM*is
located,all logging is disabled and no messagesare recorded.

Refer to the Operator’s Guide to File System Maintenancefor

more information onrestarting the logging mechanism.
 



—~CONVERT_19

-CONVERT_20

-~CONVERT_21

-CONVERT_22.1

-DBS
OFF
ON |

FIX_DISK

Converts a partition to a Rev. 19.0-format partition from

an earlier revision. Converts the BADSPT file to Rev.

19.0 format, initializes quota information, disables the

display of warning or error messagesrelated to quotas,

and creates a new revision stamp. You mustuse the

—FIX option with -CONVERT_19.

Converts a partition to a Rev. 20.0-formatpartition from

an earlier revision. Directories created after the

conversion are hashed. Existing directories are not

hashed; they retain their current formats. In converting

from pre-Rev. 20.0, -CONVERT_20 converts the

BADSPT file to Rev. 20 format, initializes the quota

information, disables the display of warning orerror

messagesrelated to quotas, and creates a new revision

stamp. The MFD is not hashed. You must use the —FIX

option with -CONVERT_20.

Converts a partition to a Rev. 21.0-formatpartition from

an earlier revision. When a badspotfile exists, it is read

and the data is written to the DBSfile if this spindle

supports Dynamic Badspot Handling. (See the

—DISK_TYPEoption.) The DBSfile and the RMAare

created andinitialized onthe first, or head zero,

partition of the spindle. You must convert the head zero

partition before converting otherpartitions on the

spindle and you must assign the head zero partition

when converting other partitions on the spindle. The

revision stamp is updated. You must use the —FIX and

the -DISK_TYPEoptions with -CONVERT_21.

Converts a Rev. 22.0 partition to a Rev. 22.1 standard

partition having unlimited CAM file extents by updating

the partition’s DSKRAT. You must use the -FIX option

with -CONVERT_22.1.

ONselects Dynamic Badspot Handling mode and OFF

selects Nondynamic Badspot Handling modeforthis

Rev. 21.0 orlater partition on a spindle that supports

DBS. Either-DBS OFF (-AC) or —DBS ON (-IC)is

recommended when converting to Rev. 21.0 with the

—CONVERT_21 option. The entire spindle(all

partitions on the spindle) must be in the same mode.

DBSallows Dynamic Badspot Handling, mirroring, and

use of the disk as a crach dump disk. You mustuse the

—FIX option with —-DBS.
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FIX_DISK

-DISK_TYPEtype

—-DUFE

~DUMP_DBS
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Specifies the type of disk to partition. This option must

be supplied with the -CONVERT_21 option with disk

types that support Dynamic Badspot Handling since the

size of the DBS file and RMA dependonthe disk type.

If it is not supplied, you are prompted for the disk type.

The valid types are

CMD SMD

68MB 158MB

160MB 600MB

MODEL_4475 MODEL_4711

MODEL_4714 MODEL_4715

MODEL_4719 MODEL_4721

MODEL_4729 MODEL_4730

MODEL_4731 MODEL_4732

MODEL_4735 MODEL_4845

MODEL_4860

Disk types that support Dynamic Badspot Handling are

SMD (300MBand 80MB)

68MB MODEL_4475

158MB MODEL_4735

160MB MODEL_4845

600MB MODEL_4860

Deletesall inconsistent file entries or entries of

unknowntype. —DUFE is the default (see -SUFE). If

you use -DUFE ordo not specify -SUFE, unknownfile

entries are eliminated, directories containing unknown

file entries are compressed, and the DSKRATisaltered

to indicate which recordsare actually in use. Use

—SUFE to avoid the accidental deletion of valid file

entries caused by running the wrong version of

FIX_DISK. You cannot use both -DUFE and —SUFE

on the same commandline.

Displays the dynamic badspot (DBS)file. If the
mnstittam Trcrm amir Aoewnt wnaomnd f
pal uuon is in VYTalnie Badspot Handling mode (-DBS

ON or -IC), the DBSfile is up-to-date; if in

Nondynamic Badspot Handling mode (DBS —OFF or

-~AC), the DBSfile may not be up-to-date. Use this

option with —-DISK pdevto specify the first partition

where the DBSfile is located or with -COMDEVpdev

if the first partition is the command device. This is

useful only on disks that support Dynamic Badspot
Handling (see -~DISk TYPE)
BAGAIUALAIE (ow avivyirn ab kbsjJe



—-FAST

FIX_DISK

Rapidly checks the condition of a robustpartition or

rapidly repairs a robust partition. You must include the

—FIX optionto repair the partition. See the Operator’s

Guide to File System Maintenance for recommendations

on when to use —-FAST(fast FIX_DISK). You can also

use this option with a standard partition where the only

file system inconsistency is a damaged quota system. If

there are other problemson the standard partition,

FIX_DISKdefaults to ignoring the -FASToption and

full FIX_DISKis run.

 

Notes

Because -FASTchecksonlythe last two records of DAM and

CAM files,the integrity of all records in these files is not
checked andtherefore not guaranteed. To ensurethe integrity
of the entire partition, ran FIX_DISK -FIX withoutthe

—FASToption.

Onrobustpartitions, FIX_DISK —-FAST maynotdetect errors

in CAMfile data blocks, although these errors will be visible
when youtry to access damagedfiles through PRIMOS. To

be absolutely sure thatall file system errors are detected, run

full FIX_DISK.

See the Operator's Guide to File System Maintenance for
recommendations on running FIX_DISKafter a system crash.

 

To repair a partition, you must use the —FIX option.

Directs FIX_DISKto perform the following

modifications to the disk:

e Correct quota information.

e Truncate or delete defectivefiles.

e Generate a corrected DSKRATif the currentoneis

bad.

e Mapthe badspotrecords to the BADSPT file or to

the DBSfile if the spindle supports these files.

If you omit -FIX, no disk modifications are performed.

Use -FIX wheneverrepair or conversion operations are

to be performed. However, if you suspect that the disk

drive is faulty, do not use -FIX. It is important to run

FIX_DISK once without using the -FIX option.

FIX_DISK then reports inconsistencies, but does not

attempt to repair them.
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-INTERACTIVE

-LEVELn

-LIST_BADSPOTS

-LIST_FILE

-MAX_EXTENTSIZEsize

~MAX_NESTED_LEVEL n

-MIN_EXTENTSIZEsize

-NO_QUOTA
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You must use the -FIX option wheneveryou specify

any of the following options:

~ADD_BADSPOT -INTERACTIVE

—CONVERT_19 -MAX_EXTENT_SIZE

—CONVERT_20 -MIN_EXTENT_SIZE

—CONVERT_21 -SECTOR FORWARD (-ODI)

—CONVERT_22.1 —SECTOR REVERSE(-RDI)

-DBS OFF (-AC) —UFD_COMPRESSION

—DBS ON(-IC)

Asks questions leading to the construction of a

consistent DSKRATif the current DSKRATis defective

or missing. If you omit -INT and the current DSKRAT

is bad or missing, FIX_DISK aborts. You must use the

—FIX option with -INTERACTIVE.

Usethis option if FIX_DISK haspreviously aborted and

generated an error message.

Sets n (decimal) as the lowestlevel in the tree structure

to be displayed by FIX_DISK. When you omitthis

option, the default value is level 1, the first level in the

MFD.

Displays octal record numbers ofall badspots and, for

equivalence blocks, displays record numbersofthe

badspot and the remapped record. In addition to the

record number,the track, head, and sector numbers are

also listed for badspots and equivalence blocks.

Displays filenamesin all directories down to the

directory level displayed according to the -LEVEL in

effect at the time.

Specifies that you wish to change the maximum extent

size for CAM files at Rev. 22.0 and later. You must use

the -FIX option with -MAX_EXTENT_SIZE.

Sets n (decimal) as the maximum depth to which

directories can be nested. The default maximum depth

is 99 levels.

Specifies that you wish to change the minimum extent

size for CAMfiles at Rev. 22.0 and later. You must use

the —-FIX option with -MIN_EXTENT_SIZE.

Assumesthe partition is not a quota partition; disables

quota checking. You mustusethis option onall

pre-Rev. 19.0 disks because these disks cannot be quota

disks.



FIX_DISK

-NUMBER_OF_RETRIESnumber

—-NUMRTY

FORWARD
-SECTOR {REVERSE

-SUFE

-~TRUNCATE

-UFD_COMPRESSION

|

Specifies the numberof times FIX_DISKisto try to

read a failing record. Eachretry includesnine different

ways of reading a record. The default is tworetries.

FORWARDchangesthefile record allocation direction

to forward andthe interleave factor to 3. This option is

valid with Rev. 20.0 andlater standard partitions. You

must use the -FIX option with -SECTOR FORWARD

(formerly —-ODI).

REVERSEchangesthefile record allocation direction

to reverse andthe interleave factor to 1. This option is

valid with Rev. 20.0 and later standard partitions. You

must use the -FIX option with-SECTOR REVERSE

(formerly -RDI).

Savesall inconsistentfile entries or entries of unknown

type. If you omit -SUFE,the default is -DUFE andall

unknownfile entries are eliminated, directories

containing unknownfile entries are compressed, and the

DSKRATis altered only to indicate which records are

actually in use. Use -SUFE to avoid the accidental

deletion of valid file entries caused by running the

wrong version of FIX_DISK. You cannot use both

—DUFE and -SUFE on the same commandline.

Truncates files when an uncorrectable badspotis found

or an uninitialized record in a CAM file on a robust

partition is found. Whena file is truncated,thepart of

the file that is located at or beyondthefile pointeris

eliminated from the file. If the file pointer is at the

beginning ofthefile, all the informationinthefile is

removed,butthe filename remainsinthefile directory.

Normally, when FIX_DISK encounters an uncorrectable

badspotor uninitialized record, it creates a null record (a

record filled with zeros) on a good portion ofthe disk

and appends the remaining recordsof the original file to

the null record.

Compressesdirectories by eliminatingall entries forfile

system objects flagged as being deleted. Useofthis

option results in a decrease in the search time for

top-level directories. You must use the —FIX option

with -CMPR.

Use this option to increase the numberoffree records

available on a partition.
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-HELP Displays a list of FIX_DISKoptionsand brief

explanations of their operation. You can use this option

alone and from any terminal.

For complete information and examples of using FIX_DISK,see the Operator's

Guide to File System Maintenance.
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FIXBAT

FIXBATisa utility that checks the integrity of the Batch queue database. FIXBAT
is not a PRIMOS command;rather,it is supplied in the directory BATCHQ as
FIXBAT.SAVE.

Format

~DAYS

RESUME BATCHQ>FIXBAT|-QUIET

Options

-DAYSn

-QUIET

-STARTUParguments

-STARTUP{arguments}

Removesall canceled, completed, or aborted jobs that

are n or more days old from the Batch queues. 7 ranges

from 1 through 60 days. If nis 0, all inactive jobs are

removed from the queue. Use the JOB -STATUSor

JOB —-DISPLAY ALL commandto display jobs. The

default for n is —1 which means do not removejobs.

Suppresses the messageto the terminal when FIXBAT

removesa job from the queue.

This option cannotbe usedinteractively; it can be issued

only indirectly, when youstart up Batch with the

BATCH —-START command. If FIXBAT —-STARTUPis

in the START_BATCH_MONITOR.COMIfile, the

phantom running FIXBAT becomesthe Batch monitor

when FIXBATisfinished.

The -STARTUP option takes one of four arguments,
described below. These arguments tell FIXBAT whatto

do with the Batch monitor commandoutputlogfile.

Argument Description

DELETE Opens O_LOG as a command outputlog

file. (An existing O_LOGfileis truncated

whenthe newfile is opened, and the

existing contents are destroyed.)

NOLOG Takes no action with regard to command

outputfiles. Nologfile is kept.

SAVE Renamesthe current commandoutputlog
file OLDLOGanddeletes any existing

OLDLOGfile. Creates a new logfile

named O_LOG.
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SPOOL Spools the current commandoutputlog

file, and names it BATCH.LOG. Creates

and opens a new O_LOGfile.

See also BATCH,INIT, JOB, and MONITORinthis chapter. See the Operator's

Guide to the Batch Subsystem for a complete description of FIXBAT.
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FSRECOVER

System Administrators use the FS_RECOVER utility to reducethe timeforfile
System recovery after a system crash. You can invoke FSRECOVERatthe
supervisor terminal, while logged in as System Administrator, or under the user ID
SYSTEM.

FS_RECOVERcanassessthegeneral state of yourfile system and provide an
automated interface to FIX_DISK,even if your System has not crashed. If your
system crashed and you took a crash dump, you can use FS_RECOVERto read and
analyze the crash dump. The object of FS_RECOVERisto reduce the time to
recover by eliminating the need to run FIX_DISK on partitions that do not need to
have FIX_DISKrun on them. FS_RECOVERworksin conjunction with
AUTOPSYto analyze crash dumpsand determine the integrity of the file system.

Format

FSRECOVER

Updating FS_RECOVER

Update your version of FS_RECOVERto Version 4.0. Version 4.0 of
FS_RECOVERissupplied on a separate magnetic tape. The FS_RECOVERutility
can be installed independently of the revision. The available versions of
FS_RECOVERareasfollows:

e Version 4.0 is supplied with Rev. 23.3 and supports CDD -INFO.

e Version 3.0 is supplied with Rev. 23.2. This version supports PRIMOS
Revisions 21.0 through 23.2. Support for crash dumpto disk is provided only in
this or a later version. This version does not work in the Rev. 23.3 environment.

e Version 2.0-21.0 is available as an Independent Product Release for PRIMOS
Revisions 21.0 or greater and is supplied with Rev. 23.1. This version provides
only limited functionality in the Rev. 23.2 environment.

e Version 1.0-21.0 is available as an Independent Product Release for PRIMOS
Revisions 21.0 or greater. This version does not work in the Rev. 23.1, 23.2, or
23.3 environment.

FS_RECOVER Support for Crash Dumpto Disk

Only Versions 3.0 and 4.0 of FS_RECOVERcan be used to analyze crash dumpto
disk. All versions of FS_RECOVERcan beused to analyze crash dumptotape.
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Version 3.0 and later of FS_RECOVERcananalyze a crash dumpto disk either from

the crash dumpdisk itself or from a copy ofthe crash dumpdisk created by using the

CDD -RECOVER_DUMPcommand.

FSRECOVERis supplied at Rev. 23.3 as an optional product on a separately

installed magnetic tape. Instructions oninstallation and use of Version 4.0 of

FS_RECOVERare provided in Using FS_RECOVER.
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FTOP

FTOP provides the Operator’s interface to the File Transfer Service (FTS). FTOP
allows the Operatorto start, stop, control, and monitor the status of FTS phantoms.
It can be invokedonly by users logged in as SYSTEM. The -START_MNGRoption
must be invoked from the supervisor terminal; the -START_SRVR option should be
invoked from the supervisorterminal in order for servers to function properly.

Format

FTOP [options]

Options

-ABND_SRVRServer-name Makesthe server server-nameabort all currentfile
transfers, place the requests on hold andlog out.

 

Note

Whenpossible, stop servers by using the -STOP_SRVR

option. Forcing a server to log out with -ABND_SRVRis not

recommended.

 

-ABRT_SRVR_LINKserver-namelink-number

Causesthefile transfer server called server_nameto

abort the currentfile transfer on the link link_number

and to place the request on hold. The server continues

to run andis not logged out.

~-LIST_SRVR_STS[server-name]

Lists the status of the server server-name. The
information listed includes the state of the serveritself
and the state of each ofthe eightfile transfers the server
is capable of running. Each transferis identified by a
link numberin the range 1 through8,inclusive. If you
do not specify server-name,the statusofall configured
servers is listed.

-START_MNGR[manager-name]

Starts up the FTS manager phantom. If you do not
specify manager-name, the manager is named

YTSMAN.
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Note

You can only issue FTOP -START_MNGRfrom the

supervisor terminal or from the PRIMOS.COMI file. If you

include FTOP -START_MNGRin the PRIMOS.COMI file,

FTSwill be started automatically as part of every cold start.
 

-START_SRVRserver-nameStarts up thefile transfer server server-name as a

phantom. If server-nameis already running, FTOP

displays an error message.

You should invoke FTOP -START_SRVR only from the

supervisor terminalin order to ensure that the server

phantom is created with the FTOP server’s user name

and that the phantom’s priority and timeslice agree with

those of the FTOP server. You can add this commandto

the PRIMOS.COMIfile so that the appropriate servers

start automatically after every coldstart.

-STOP_MNGR Makes the FTS manager complete its current work and

log out. An error messageis displayed if the FTS

manageris not currently running.

Stopping the FTS managerprevents remote requests

from being received and serviced.

-STOP_SRVRserver-name Makesthe server server-name complete currently

proceedingfile transfers and then log out. If the

specified serveris not currently running an error

messageis displayed. You should normally use

—STOP_SRVRinstead of -ABND_SRVRto halt an FTS

server.

-HELP [subject] Gives information on the requested subject. If no

subjectis specified, FTOPlists the available subjects.

For a summary of FTOP usage, type

OK, FTOP -HELP USAGE

or

OK, FTOP

For complete details on FTOP, see the Operator’s Guide to Prime Networks.
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HELP

HELPinvokes a menu-based Help facility that may be used to read PRIMOS Help
files. Each PRIMOS commandhasa Helpfile that explains the syntax and options
for the command. In mostcases, the Helpfile also refers you to the manual
containing the most comprehensive information on that command.

MenuInterface

The Help menuinterface provides the following:

¢ Search andselection of commands,topics, and characterstrings, including the
use of abbreviations and wildcards

e Hierarchically organized Helpfiles

e Ability to navigate through a given database from entry to entry and from level
to level within multilevel Help files

e Backward and forward movementwithin text

e Direct access to cross-referenced material

e Multiple database access

e Display of both system-created and user-created databases

e Use of ACLs (Access Control Lists) by the System Administrator to restrict
access to database entries or particular files so certain users cannot read them

Restricting Access to Online Help Databases

If there are .HELPfiles that certain users or user groups shouldnot be able to access,
you can movethese files to a separate directory whose access can then be restricted
by using ACLs.

For example, if nonadministrative users should not have access to information on
operator commands, you could create a subdirectory in the HELP*directory called
ADMIN.TEXT,copy thesefiles into it, and give access rights to this directory only
to designated users and/or user groups. The commandsyntax to accessfiles in the
HELP*>ADMIN.TEXTsubdirectory would be

OK, HELP -DATABASE ADMIN

Only those users to whom you gaveaccessrights for the ADMIN.TEXT would be
able to view the information in the HELPfiles containedinit.

Forinformation on using Help, type HELP HELPon the PRIMOS commandline.
Fordetailed information aboutthe Help facility, see New PRIMOS HELP. Seethe
PRIMOSUser’s Guide for more information on ACLs.
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IDBMS

IDBMSinitializes DBMSfrom the supervisor terminal. When DBMSisshared,

IDBMSexecutes automatically without the -CONFIG option.

Format

IDBMS[-CONFIG]

Option

-CONFIG Activates the CONFIGutility, which allows you to

modify system-wide parameters that control the

e Number ofROAM buffers allocated to a new

transaction

e Length of time a transaction waits for the release

of a read/write page lock

e Length of time a transaction waits for buffer

allocation

New values for parameters becomeeffective when you share DBMSor use IDBMS

without the -CONFIG option.

For further information, sce the DBMS Administrator’s Guide.
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INDEX_LIB_MANAGER

INDEX_LIB_MANAGERis the DRB extended index library manager command.It

provides administration tools for extended index libraries created by MAGSAV and

MAGRST.

The DRB configuration file allows you to set up default library index pathnames and

the numberofdirectory levels to be searched. It is a text file named CONFIG_FILE.

Create a directory called DRB* and place CONFIG_FILEin it. You can maintain

CONFIG_FILEbyusing yourusual texteditor.

Format

-DELETE [-NO_QUERY]

INDEX LIB MANAGER 4MPORT [pathname] [selection—options]
- = -REPORT[sort—options] SerecHOn—-OPHons

-HELP

Options

-DELETE [-NO_QUERY] Deletes the index files that match selection criteria. You
are queried before each indexfile is deleted unless you

specify the -NO_QUERYoption.

—IMPORT[pathname] Copies any index files from the alternative index

libraries, as specified in the configuration file, into the

main index library using selectioncriteria.

Alternatively, you can supply the pathname of an index

file to be imported or the pathnameof an index library

that contains indexfiles to be imported. The default

pathnameis in the DRB configurationfile.

-REPORT Lists the index files that match the specified criteria.

—REVERSE, —SORT_DTW, —SORT_VOLIDare only

used with the -REPORToption.

-HELP Displays the commandsyntax andbriefly describes the

options.

Sort and Selection Options

~REVERSE Reversesthe sort order. Only use this option with the

—REPORToption.

-SORT_DTW Sorts the index files by the date they were written with

the most recentfirst. This is the default if you specify

any date selection criteria. Only use this option with the

—REPORToption.
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-SORT_VOLID

-DATEdate

Sorts the index files by volume ID. This is the default if

you do not specify any date selection criteria. Only use

this option with the -REPORToption.

Specifies that only index files written on this date

should be processed.

-INDEX_LIBRARYpathname

-VOLUME_ID volume_id

-WRITTEN_AFTERdate

-WRITTEN_BEFOREdate

Lists the index files as specified by pathname. If you do

not use this option, INDEX_LIB_MANAGERusesthe

system default index library, specified in the DRB

configuration file.

Specifies that only index files for the given volume ID

are processed. You can use wildcards.

Specifies that only index files that were written after this

date should be processed.

Specifies that only index files that were written before

this date should be processed.

For more information on these features, see the Operator’s Guide to Data Backup

and Recovery.
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INIT

BATCHQ>INITis a utility that initializes the Batch database. At Rev. 21.0 andlater,

Operators cannot invokethis utility unless they are also Batch Administrators. INIT

can be invoked from the supervisor terminal only if SYSTEMis also a Batch

Administrator.

BATCHQ>INIT will not run until the system date and timeareset.

After setting the date and time, use the RESUME commandto invoke INIT.

Format

-RESET_QUEUES
RESUME BATCHQ>INIT| _opnq INIT

Options

-RESET_QUEUES Creates an empty BATDEFfile replacing any existing

BATDEFfile and thus destroying any existing queue

configurations. If you do not specify RESET_QUEUES,

the existing BATDEFfile, with its queue definitions,is

left as is. The queuesare also automatically reset if the

BATDEFfile is not present when INIT is run. This

option is run automatically the first time that you run

Rev. 20.0 or later Batch on a pre-Rev. 20.0 system;it

destroys any information that was keptin the old

BATDEFFfile.

-SEM_INIT Reinitializes only the semaphoresused by the Batch

subsystem without removing any jobs from queues.

This option enables the System Administratorto restart

Batch without having to resubmit jobs. Use

—SEM_INITif the SEMFIL was left open after

BATCH_SERVICE abnormally quit. Ensure that

neither FIXBAT nor BATCH_SERVICEis running

when you usethis option.

See also BATCH, FIXBAT, JOB, and MONITORinthis chapter. See the Operator’s
Guide to the Batch Subsystem for more information.
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INITIALIZE.SEARCHRULES

INITIALIZE_SEARCH_RULES,with no arguments, reads the current default

search rules from SEARCH_RULES%,parses and evaluates them, and moves them

into dynamically allocated DTAR 1 (segments 2000-3777) Ring 3 read-only

memory, and then activates the use of these system-wide search rules. This produces

significant performance gains during command environmentinitialization.

If system-wide search rules are active, when command environmentinitialization is

done, the preprocessed rules are simply copied from Ring 3 read-only memory to the

user’s environment. When the system-widesearch rulesare inactive, old-style

commandenvironmentinitialization processing is done: each processreads the
search rules from SEARCH_RULES*,parses, and evaluates them.

ISR’s useis restricted to the supervisor terminal, the System Administrator, or a

console phantom,and should be included in the system startup sequence. The ISR

—STATUSinformationis not restricted.

 

Note

If system-widesearch rulesare active, you must run ISR whenever you changea file in the

SEARCH_RULES?directory before users initializing their command environmentsee the

 

changes.

Format

-OFF

INITIALIZE_SEARCH_RULES| -STATUS
~ ~ ~HELP

Options

-OFF Tells the system to access the system-wide search rules

from SEARCH_RULES*,rather than main memory.

-STATUS Displays the current status whichis either active or

inactive in read-only memory.

-HELP Displays command syntax.

See MONITOR_SEARCH_RULESlaterin this chapter. See the PRIMOS

Commands Reference Guide forEXPAND_SEARCH_RULES,

LIST_SEARCH_RULES, and SET_SEARCH_RULES.

For more information on the Search Rulesfacility, see the Advanced Programmer's

Guide IT: File System and the System Administrator’s Guide, Volume I: System

Configuration.
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JOB allowsthe Batch Administrator to monitor, hold, release, change, cancel, or
abort a user’s Batch jobs. Batch Administrators may also use the JOB commandto
submit and modify their own jobs. System Operators who are not Batch
Administrators may use the -DISPLAY and -STATUSoptions to monitor their own
Batch jobs only. Anyoneusing the supervisor terminal may use the -HOLD and
—RELEASEoptions.

All users can view all jobs in all queuesif the Batch Administrator configures
BATCH —START —DISPLAY ALL.

Modifying Users’ Jobs

Format

[Yobid] -DISPLAY (aL -QUEUE queuename
[jobid] -STATUS TODAY —-USER userid

jobid -HOLD

jobid -RELEASE

JOB

Arguments and Options

jobid Specifies the numbergiven the job by the Batch
subsystem in the form #gnnnn, where q is the number of
the job’s queue and nnn uniquelyidentifies the job
within that queue.

ALL Selects and displays all jobs in the queue, regardless of
state. If you do not select ALL or TODAY,only

running, waiting, and executing jobsare selected.

-DISPLAY Displaysthe status and parameters of Batchjobs.

-~HOLD Holds a job in the queue. You can issue -HOLDonly
from the supervisorterminal.

~QUEUEqueuename Displays jobs in the job queue queuename. Use the
BATGEN —DISPLAY commandto list the queue names
and characteristics. If you do notselect this option, jobs
in all queues are displayed.

-RELEASE Releasesa held job so that it can run. You can issue
—-RELEASEonly from the supervisor terminal.

-STATUS Displays the status of Batch jobs.
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TODAY Selects and displays all jobs submitted on the current

day, regardlessofstate. If you do not select TODAYor

ALL,only running, waiting, and executing jobs are

selected.

—USER userid Displays jobs for user userid. If this option is omitted,

these commands default to displaying all jobs for Batch

Administrators. Users who are not Batch

Administrators can display only their own jobs unless

the Batch subsystem was configured with -DISPLAY

ALL.

The options to the JOB commandthat Batch Administrators alone may issue

(-ABORT, —CANCEL, —CHANGE,and -RESTART)are fully discussed in the

Operator’s Guide to the Batch Subsystem.

Running, Waiting, Deferred, and Held Jobs

A job can be in one ofseveral states:

Running The job is executing as a phantom process.

Waiting The job is in the Batch queue, waiting for the Batch

monitorto start a phantom andinitiate the job. Waiting

jobs are considered eligible to run — that is, they can

begin running as soonas their phantoms become

available. A job may be waiting because there are other

jobs aheadofit in a queue or becauseits queue is not

presently processing jobs.

Deferred Thejob is in the Batch queue waiting forthe time

specified by the -DEFER option. Atthat time it

becomeseligible for execution and becomesa waiting

job.

Held The job has been suspended by the System Operator.

Operators usually hold a job so that it can wait for some

event (a tape drive’s becoming available, for instance).

A held job does not becomeeligible to run until the

System Operatorreleasesit.

Note that jobs in all four of the states listed above are considered active jobs. Thus,

the JOB -DISPLAY commandlists both running (executing) jobs and waiting,

deferred, and held jobs.

Holding a job is useful when you knowthat a needed resource (such as magnetic

tape, disk space, or the line printer) is not available. When the resource becomes

available, you can release the job with the following command:



See also BATCH,FIXBAT,INIT, and MONITORinthis chapter.

See the Operator’s Guide to the Batch Subsystem for more information on the JOB
command. JOB is discussed from a user perspective in the PRIMOS Commands
Reference Guide and the PRIMOS User’s Guide.
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LABallowsyou to display the asynchronousline buffer sizes for any line on your

system. LABdisplaysthe currentsizes of each line’s buffers, the default buffer size

for each activeline, andtheinitial buffer size for each inactive line.

LABcanbe used to display buffer sizes for NTS lines and PRIMENETremote login

lines as well as for terminal lines. Whenissued at the supervisor terminal or by a

DSM-privileged user, LAB displays buffer size information onall lines; when issued

by ordinary users, LAB displays information only for those lines owned bythe

issuing user.

 

Note

LABonly checks whethera user is DSM-privileged when the user supplies the -ON option.

If a DSM-privileged user working at an ordinary terminal does not supply the -ON option,

she will be given no more privileges than anyordinary user; she will be able only to list her

own buffersizes.
 

Format

Options

-LINE n [-TO num [-EXCEPT nl [.. . n10])] ~ACTIVE

-NTSABF -ALL
LAB -NTSBUF -NO_HEADER

-REMBUF -NO_WAIT

-HELP —-ON nodename

-ACTIVE Requests that buffer information be printed for all active

asynchronouslines on the system. —ACTIVEcannot be

used with the —LINE or—ALLoption.

-ALL Requests that buffer information be printedforall lines

within the specified range, whether they are active or

not. By default, LAB prints buffer sizes only for active

lines; the -LINE and/or -ALLoptions override this

behavior. If -ALL is not accompanied by the -LINE
option. the asynchronousline buffer sizes for all lines onVpesvass thaw GY BVO 2444 Uneee wes Ew A we8 ae

the system are displayed.

-EXCEPT nl[... n10] Excludes up to 10 line numbers from a rangeoflines

specified with the -LINE and —-TO options. -EXCEPT

cannot be used with the -NTSBUF, —NTSABF,and

—REMBUF options.
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-LINE n

—ON nodename

-~NO_HEADER

-NO_WAIT

—-NTSABF

-NTSBUF

-REMBUF

Specifies which line(s) should be listed. If you don’t

specify the -TO option as well, LAB prints buffer sizes

only for line n. If you do specify —TO as well as

—LINE, is the line numberofthe first line to be listed.

—LINE cannotbe used with the -NTSBUF, —NTSABF,

and -REMBUFoptions.

 

Note
Specify line numbers for LAB in decimal,not octal. Valid
Direct Connectline numbers range from 0 through 511,
inclusive; valid NTS line numbers range from 1024 through

1536, inclusive. If the -LINE, -TO, or -EXCEPT options

specify line numbers from 512 through 1023, LAB will print

an error message and the commandline will have noeffect.

However,if the range specified by -LINE and —-TOincludes

numbers from 512 through 1023 (for instance, -LINE 0 -TO

1027) without specifying the illegal numbersdirectly, the

LAB commandproceeds normally, altering values for all lines

within the legal range and ignoring lines outsidethatrange.

 

Asksfor information about a remote system. If the -ON

option is absent, or if no nodenameis specified, LAB

gives information only about the local system. If you

are using LAB awayfrom the supervisorterminal, you

must specify -ON in order for LAB to check whether

you havespecial privileges under DSM,and thusare

allowed to get information onall terminallines.

Suppresses the top header and entry type headersin

multipage displays.

Suppresses the --More-—— prompt and does not pause

after every page of output. Output scrolls continuously.

Specifies that the initial TFLIO buffer sizes for NTS

assignable line buffers should be displayed. -NTSABF

cannot be used with the -TO, -LINE, and -EXCEPT
options.

Specifies that the initial TFLIO buffer sizes for NTS

login lines should be displayed. ~-NTSBUF cannot be

used with the -TO, -LINE, and -EXCEPT options.

Specifies that the initial TFLIO buffer sizes for remote

buffers should be displayed. -REMBUFcannotbe used

with the -TO, -LINE, and -EXCEPT options.
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-TO num Specifies the end of a range of lines to be affected by the

LAB command. The —LINE option mustalso be present

if you specify the -TO option, and the num following

—TO must be greater than or equal to the argument

following -LINE. —TO cannotbe used with the

—NTSBUF, —NTSABF, and -REMBUF options.

-HELP Lists the options and command syntax for LAB. Any

other options present on the commandline are ignored.

Examples

OK, LAB

[LAB Rev. 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc.]

$---~~-------++----+5+55+

| | Current Buffers i | Default/Initial Buffers |

| -----------------44----rr|

| Line | Input | Output | DMQ || Input | Output | DMO |

|------+---------+-----~----+--------+4+----------+---------+--~---- |

| 0 | 256 | 1024 | 127 || 256 =| 1024 | 127 |

| 5 | 256 =| 1024 | 127 [| 256 | 1024 | 127 |

| 16 | 256 =| 1024 | 127 || 256 | 1024 | 127 |

| 30 | 256 =| 1024 | 127 || 256 | 1024 | 127 |

|} REM | 512 | 4096 | kaKK | | 512 | 4096 | *x** |

$—-------------------5+

OK,

Notice that remote buffers have no DMQ buffer sizes. If you ask to see only remote

buffers, the display has entries only for input and output buffers, as shown below:

OK, LAB -REMBUF

{LAB Rev. 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc.]

Node: MAUVE

| Input | Output |

| --------+--------4+----------+

| REMBUF | 512 | 4096 |

For more information, see CABearlier in this chapter and see the System

Administrator’s Guide, Volume IT: Communication Lines and Controllers.
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LABEL

LABELwrites tape labels on magnetic tapes and verifies existing tape labels. These
labels can be in IBM® format (9-track EBCDICor 7-track BCD), ANSI format

(9-track ASCII), or Prime format (nonstandard Level 1 volumelabels followed by a
dummy HDR! label and twofile markers). You can also use LABELto read
existing VOL1 and HDR1labels.

Format

LABEL MTn

T-ACCESS char
-INIT
-OVERWRITE
—OWNER owner

EVEN
-PARITY|opp

-TYPE type

-VOLUME volume-id 
Options

 4
If you use LABEL without the -VOLUME option on a tape which is alreadylabeled,
it will read the existing label. (To read a BCD or EBCDIClabel, you mustspecify
the appropriate -TYPE option.) If you want to relabel a previously labeled tape, you
must use the —INIT option.

MTn

~ACCESSchar

-INIT

-OVERWRITE

Specifies the tape drive on which the tape to be labeled

is mounted. n, an integer in the range 0 through 7

inclusive, is the tape drive’s number. This argument

must be present and mustbe the first option on the

command line. You must previously have assigned the

tape drive to yourself.

Specifies a single character which defines accessrights

to this tape. This characteris ignored for Prime and

IBM format labels. On ANSIlabels, this characteris

copied as the accessif present; otherwise, the ACCESS
field is left blank.

Tells LABELthat this tape is being written for the first

time. This option must be used on unformatted tapes or

on tapes whose labels should be overwritten.

Overwrites a BRMStape. If you try to overwrite an

ARCHIVE, BACKUP, or TRANSPORT BRMStape,

you must use the -OVERWRITE option.
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EVEN
-PARITY {opp

-TYPEtype

-VOLUMEvolume-id

-HELP

Identifies the owner of the tape. owner is a string which

contains, for ANSI labels, 1 through 14 characters; for

IBM labels, 1 through 10 characters. If you specify a

label which is shorter than the allowed maximum

length, it is blank-padded onthe right to the maximum

length. If you omit owner, LABELuses yourlogin

nameas the default value.

Specifies EVEN or ODDparity for the label. This

option may be used only with the -TYPE B option.

Specifies what sort of label you want written. The legal

types are shownbelow:

Type Description

ANSI87 ANSI X3.27-1987 standard label.

BCD IBM label for 7-track BCDtapes.

EBCDIC IBM label for 9-track EBCDICtapes.

PRIME PRIMEASCIIlabel. This is the

default. ANSI and A are synonyms

for label type PRIME.

STANDARD_1 ANSI X3.27-1978 standard label.

Specifies the volume number which uniquely identifies

this tape reel. volume-id must be from one through six

characters long;if it is shorter than six characters,it is

blank-paddedon the right to make six characters.

—VOLSERand —-VOLIDare synonyms for -VOLUME.

If this option is not present, LABELattempts to read an

existing label from the tape; if this option is present,

LABELwrites a new labelto the tape.

Displays the command’s options.

LCB See LIST_CONTIGUOUS BLOCKS.

LDMP See LIST_DUMP.

LG See LIST_GROUP.
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LIST_ASSIGNED_DEVICES

LIST_ASSIGNED_DEVICESdisplays all the devices that have been allocated with

the ASSIGN command.

LIST_ASSIGNED_DEVICESis used with the Distributed Systems Management

(DSM) facility. DSM provides networked systems managementfrom any

convenient point on the network.

Format

LIST_ASSIGNED_DEVICES[devicename1] [ ... devicenamen]] [options]

Argument and Options

devicenamel ... devicenamen Lists one or more devices; if you do not specify a

devicename, LIST_ASSIGNED_DEVICESlists all

currently assigned devices. (A list of valid devicenames

is given in the explanation of the ASSIGN command

earlier in this chapter.)

-NO_WAIT Suppresses the --More-— prompt and doesnot pause

after every page of output. Output scrolls continuously.

node Specifies that assigned devices be listed on a particular
~ON nodegroup network nodeor node group. If you do not specify

—ON, LIST_ASSIGNED_DEVICESexecutes on the

node on whichit is invoked.

-PRIVATE_LOG pathname [-NTTY]

Records the command’s output in a DSMprivate log. If

pathnamedoesnotcurrently exist, it is created; if it does

exist, Output is appendedtothefile.

This option will not work unless both of the following

conditions apply:

e You have access to the DSM PRIVATE_LOGGER

function.

e The user DSM_LOGGERhas ALLaccessto the

directory containing thelog.

If you do not specify -NTTY, commandoutput is sent

both to the user’s terminal and to the specified log. If

you specify -NTTY, commandoutputis sent only to the

specified log.
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Note

The —NTTY option starts a phantom that runs under your user

name. Commanderrors are written to a COMOUTPUT file in

your origin directory, so you must have Write (W) accessto

that directory for -NTTY to work.
 

-SYSTEM_LOGpathname [-NTTY]

namel ...namen
-USER

Sends command outputto a local system log. pathname

must begin with DSM*>LOGS,and mustnot contain a

system partition name. The specified pathname must

already exist. You cannot use the -SYSTEM_LOG

option unless you have access to the DSM

SYSTEM_LOGGERfunction.

If you do not specify -NTTY, command outputis sent

both to the user’s terminal and to the specified log. If

—NTTYis specified, commandoutputis sent only to the

specified log.

 

Note
The ~-NTTY option starts a phantom that runs under your user

name. Commanderrors are written to a COMOUTPUT file in
your origin directory, so you must have Write (W) accessto

that directory for -NTTY to work.
 

numberl ... vuntern|
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Specifies that only devices assigned to the specified

users are to be displayed. The users can be designated

either by name or by number and you can mix names

and numbers on the same command line. You can also

specify a range of user numbers in the format

first-number:last-number. The defaultis all users.

Lists the command’s options and explains their use. All

other options on the commandline are ignored.

fwerl aing haw, tn wan

(except -NOWATToton the command line are ignored.

If you specify -NO_WAIT,output doesnot pauseafter

each screenful of information.



Frequency Options

LIST_ASSIGNED_DEVICES

The frequency options (-FREQ, —START, —STOP, and -TIMES)allow you to

specify that a given commandbe issued repeatedly during a specific period. If you

specify any of these four options, the system provides default values for the
remainderasfollows:

Argument Default

—-FREQ 0

—START Now
—STOP Never

—TIMES Infinite

It is therefore important that you specify valuesfor all of the frequency optionsif

you want the commandissuedless often than the default values.

-~FREQ number

-STARTstarttime

-STOPstoptime

-TIMES n

Specifies that the command be repeated every number

seconds. number is rounded downto the nearest

multiple of 4; thus, if you specify -FREQ 15,the

commandis repeated every 12 seconds. If numberis

specified as 0, the commandexecutes continuously,

beginning anew after output from the last commandis

finished. If number is smaller than the timeit takes to

execute the command,the effect is the sameasif

number werespecified as 0.

Begins processing at the specified starttime. starttime

may be entered in either of two formats:

e ISO standard (YY-MM-—DD.HH:MM:SS)

e USA standard (MM/DD/YY.HH:MM:SS)

If you do not specify -START,the command begins

executing immediately.

Stops processing at the specified stoptime. stoptime

may be in the same formatas starttime in the -START

option, described earlier.

Asks that the commandbe executed no more than n

times overthe specified period. If the command can be

executed more than n timesin the specified period,

execution stops after n is reached.
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LIST_ASYNC

LIST_ASYNCdisplays the status and configuration of someorall of the system’s

asynchronouslines, andofall terminals attached to the Local Area Network.

LIST_ASYNCis used with the Distributed Systems Management (DSM)facility.

DSMprovides networked systems management from any convenient pointon the

network.

Format

LIST_ASYNC

Argumentand Options

linenumberl [ . . . linenumbern]

linenumberl :linenumber2
| [options]

anenamber [...oe

linenumber] :linenumber2

-DETAIL

-NO_WAIT
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Specifies which lines should be displayed;lines that are

not specified are not displayed. linenumber must be a

decimal integer from 0 through 32767, inclusive. You

can give a list of numbers separated by spaces; specify a

range of numbers, separating the first and last numberin

the range with a colon; or do both on the sameline. If

no number argumentis given,all lines currently in use

are displayed.

Displays complete information onall lines. Normally,

LIST_ASYNClists this information for each line: line

number, line use, whetherthe line is autospeed enabled,

line speed, protocol, user number, and user name. If

you specify -DETAIL, LIST_ASYNCalsolists for each

line: whether echo is enabled, whetherthe line echoes

LINEFEED when RETURNissent, whetherthe line is

parity enabled, what parity modethelineis in, character

bit length, numberof stop bits, buffer sizes for input,

output, and DMQ buffers, whether XON/XOFF is

enabled, reverse protocols, whether output is suspended,

whethererror detect is enabled, whethertheline is

looped, XON lag size, and XOFF lagsize.

Suppresses the --More-—— prompt and does not pause

after every page of output. Output scrolls continuously.



node
-ON nodegroup

LIST_ASYNC

Requests that the commandbe executed on a particular

network node or nodegroup. If you do not specify -ON,

the commandexecutes on the node on whichit was

invoked.

~PRIVATE_LOG pathname [-NTTY]

Specifies that the command’s output be recorded in a

DSMprivate log. If the pathname doesnotcurrently

exist, it is created; if it does exist, output is appended to

the file.

This option worksonly if both of the following are true:

e You have access to the DSM PRIVATE_LOGGER

function.

e The user DSM_LOGGERhas ALLaccessto the

directory containing the log.

If you do not specify -NTTY, command outputis sent

both to the user’s terminal andto the specified log. If

you specify -NTTY, command output is sent only to the

specified log.

The —-NTTYoption starts a phantom that runs under

your user name. Commanderrors are written to a

COMOUTPUTfile in yourorigin directory, so you must

have Write (W) accessto that directory for-NTTY to

work,

~SYSTEM_LOGpathname [-NTTY]

-USER |
name

number|

Requests that output be sent to a local system log.

pathname must begin with DSM*>LOGS,and must not

contain a system partition name. The specified

pathname must already exist. You cannot use the

—SYSTEM_LOGoption unless you have accessto the

SYSTEM_LOGGERfunction.

If you do not specify -NTTY, commandoutputis sent

both to the user’s terminal andto the specified log. If

you do specify -NTTY, commandoutputis sent only to

the specified log.

The —NTTYoption starts a phantom that runs under

your user name. Commanderrors are written to a

COMOUTPLUTfile in yourorigin directory, so you must

have Write (W) accessto that directory for -NTTYto

work.

Specifies that only lines associated with the specified

users are to be displayed. The users can be designated

either by name or by number.
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—USAGE

-HELP [-NO_WAIT]

Frequency Options

Lists the command’s options and explainstheir use. All

other options on the commandline are ignored.

Explains how to use the command. All other options

(except -NO_WAIT) on the commandline are ignored.

If you specify -NO_WAIT,output does not pauseafter

each screenful of information.

The frequency options (-FREQ, —START, —STOP, and -TIMES)allow you to
specify that a given commandbe issued repeatedly during a specific period. If you

specify any of these four options, the system provides default values for the

remainderas follows:

Argument Default
—FREQ 0

—START Now

—STOP Never
—TIMES Infinite

It is therefore important that you specify values forall of the frequency options if

you want the commandissuedless often than the default values.

—-FREQ number

-STARTstarttime

-~STOPstoptime

~TIMES n
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Specifies that the command be repeated every number

seconds. numberis rounded down to the nearest

multiple of 4; thus, if you specify -FREQ 15,the

commandis repeated every 12 seconds. If numberis

specified as 0, the command executes continuously,

beginning anewafter output from the last commandis

finished. If number is smaller than the timeit takes to

execute the command,the effect is the sameas if

numberwere specified as 0.

Makes the commandbegin processing at the specified

Starttime. starttime may be entered in either format:

e ISO standard (YY-MM-DD.HH:MM:SS)

e USAstandard (MM/DD/YY.HH:MM:SS)

If you do not specify -START, the command begins

executing immediately.

Makes the commandstop processing at the specified

stoptime. stoptime maybe in the same format as

Starttime in the -STARToption, describedearlier.

Asksthat the command be executed no more than n

times overthe specified period. If the command can be

executed more than n times in the specified period,

execution stops aiter n is reached.



LIST_CONFIG

LIST_CONFIG

LIST_CONFIGdisplays the cold-start values, default values, and current values of

the system variables that can be set by configuration directives at cold start.

LIST_CONFIGis used with the Distributed Systems Management (DSM) facility.

DSMprovides networked systems management from any convenient point on the

network.

Format

LIST_CONFIG[directive-names]

Option

directive-names Enables you to specify a list of directive names, and

displays the cold-start values, default values, and current

values of those system variablesthat can be set by the

configuration directives listed; directives are not

displayedif they are not specified onthelist.

Wildcarding can be used. The default is all directives.

For more information, see the DSM User’s Guide.
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LISTCONTIGUOUS_BLOCKS

LIST_CONTIGUOUS_BLOCKSprovidesinformation about available space on a

partition. This commandis most useful on a partition containing CAMfiles.

Format

partition—name

pathname

-LDEVldev

-DISPLAY n
-FREEsize
—-HELP

LIST_CONTIGUOUS_BLOCKS

Arguments and Options

At Rev. 23.0 and subsequentrevisions, you can use three different arguments to

specify the partition about which you are requesting information.

partition-name Refers to the six-character (or less) namethat is given to

the partition when formatted with MAKE. You cannot

use partition-nameif the partition was added to the

system with a mount-point pathname. (See the

pathname argumentbelow.)

pathname Refers to the pathname of any directory on the desired

partition, including the mount-point pathname. If a disk

is added to the system with a mount-point pathname,

that pathnameor the pathnameof anyotherdirectory on

the partition must be used instead of the partition name.

This pathname mustbe fully qualified, that is, it must

begin with the root (Master File Directory) directory.

(Refer to the System Administrator’s Guide, VolumeI:

System Configuration for information on mount-point

pathnames.)

-LDEV Idev Refers to the logical device numberofthe partition.

Specify the logical device numberin decimal, notoctal.

If you do not give a partition-name, a pathname,or an

Idev, the MFD ofthe current attach pointis used.

—DISPLAY n Causes LIST_CONTIGUOUS_BLOCKStodisplay the

sizes of up to n fragments, or blocks, of free contiguous

space larger than 32 records orlarger than a size

specified by the -FREE option. The default number of

blocks is 20 and the range of the numberofblocksthat

you can specify is from 6 through 1024,inclusive. Ifn

is Outside this range, n is set to 20.
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-FREEsize Specifies the minimum size,in records, ofthe largest

blocks of free contiguous space that you wantdisplayed.

The default minimum size is 32 records and the range of

size that you can specify is from 0 through 9999 records,

inclusive. If size is outside this range,it is set to 32.

~HELP Displays the command’s usage and options.

For more information about this command,see the Operator’s Guide to File System
Maintenance.
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LIST_DISKS
LIST_DISKSlists, for every local disk currently added to the system,the partition

name,Idev, pdev, size, numberof free records, and whetherthepartition is robust.

For remote disks currently added to the system, LIST_DISKSlists Idev, partition

name, and node name. (LIST_DISKScannottell whether a remote disk is robust or

not.)

LIST_DISKSis used with the Distributed Systems Management (DSM) facility.

DSMprovides networked systems management from any convenientpointon the

network.

 

Note

If your system is running the NameServer, the LIST_DISKS commanddoesnotlist remote
disks unless you have manually added them to the local Disk Table. (See ADDISKearlier in

this chapter for more information on adding remote disks.) To see all disks and portals to

which your system has access, use the LIST_MOUNTS commandinstead of LIST_DISKS.

(See LIST_MOUNTSlater in this chapter for more information.)
 

Format

diskname [| . . . disknamen]

LIST_DISKS </dev [ . . . ldevn [options]
Idev1 :Idev2

Arguments and Options

disknameor Idev Specifies which disks youare interested in. If neither of

these is specified, information is displayed forall disks

attached to the system. diskname may include

wildcards. Idev, the disk’s logical device number, must

be an octal number. Use the format Idev/:ldev2 to

specify a range of logical device numbers.

-DETAIL Requests that LIST_DISKSprovide,in addition to its

usual data, controller number, drive unit number,

starting head, and ending headforall local partitions.

-LOCAL Requests that only information about local disks be

displayed. If -LOCALis not specified, information is

displayed for both local and remote disks.

-NO_WAIT Suppresses the --More-— prompt and does not pause

after every page of output. Output scrolls continuously.
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node Requests that the command be executed on particular
-ON nodegroup network node or nodegroup. If you do not specify —-ON,

the commandexecutes on the node on whichit was

invoked.

~PRIVATE_LOG pathname [-NTTY]

Requests that the command’s output be recorded in a

DSMprivate log. If the pathname does notcurrently
exist, it is created; if it does exist, output is appended to
the file.

This option worksonly if both of the followingare true:

e You have access to the DSM PRIVATE_LOGGER

function.

¢ The user DSM_LOGGERhas ALLaccessto the

directory containingthe log.

If you do not specify -NTTY, commandoutputis sent

both to the user’s terminal andto the specified log. If

you specify -NTTY, commandoutputis sent only to the
specified log.

 

Note
The -NTTYoptionstarts a phantom that runs underyouruser
name. Commanderrors are written to a COMOUTPUT file in
yourorigin directory, so you must have Write (W)accessto
that directory for -NTTY to work.

 

-REMOTE[nodename] Requests that only information about remote disks be
displayed. If you specify nodename,only diskson that
PRIMENETnodeare displayed. If you donot specify
nodename,all remote disks are displayed. Remember
that on remote disks LIST_DISKSlists only disk name,
pdev, and the nameofthe disk’s node.

 

Note
The -REMOTE optiontells you only about local and remote
disks that are added to the system on which you gave the
command. If you wantinformation on disks that are attached
to other systems on your network (but are not addedto your
Own system), use the -ON option.
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-SYSTEM_LOGpathname [-NTTY]

—-USERS

-USAGE

—-HELP [-NO_WAIT]

Frequency Options

Requests that output be sent to a local system log.

pathname must begin with DSM*>LOGS,and mustnot

contain a system partition name. The specified

pathname must already exist. You cannot use the

—~SYSTEM_LOGoption unless you have accessto the

SYSTEM_LOGGERfunction.

If you do not specify -NTTY, command outputis sent

both to the user’s terminal andto the specified log. If

you specify -NTTY, commandoutputis sent only to the

specified log.

 

Note

The -NTTYoption starts a phantom that runs under your user

name. Commanderrors are written to a COMOUTPUTfile in

your origin directory, so you must have Write (W) accessto

that directory for -NTTY to work.

 

Displays information aboutusers on the specified disks.

For local disks, information is displayed aboutall users;

for remote disks, only users local to your system are

displayed.

Lists the command’s options and explainstheir use. All

other options on the commandline are ignored.

Explains how to use the command. All other options

(except -NO_WAIT)on the commandline are ignored.

If you specify -NO_WAIT,the -HELPoutput does not

pause after each screenful of information.

The frequency options (-FREQ, —START, and -STOP, and ~TIMES)allow youto

specify that a given commandbe issued repeatedly during a specific period. If you

specify any of these four options, the system provides default values for the

remainderas follows:

Argument Default

—FREQ 0
—START Now

—STOP Never

—TIMES Infinite

It is therefore important that you specify values forall of the frequency optionsif

you want the commandissuedless often than the default values.
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-FREQ number

-STARTstarttime

-STOPstoptime

~TIMES n

LIST_DISKS

Specifies that the command be repeated every number

seconds. numberis rounded down to the nearest

multiple of 4; thus, if you specify -FREQ 15,the

commandis repeated every 12 seconds. If numberis

specified as 0, the commandexecutes continuously,

beginning anewafter output from the last commandis
finished. If number is smallerthan the timeit takes to
execute the command,the effect is the same as if

number were specified as 0.

Makesthe commandbegin processing at the specified

starttime. starttime may be entered in either of two
formats:

e ISO standard (YY-MM-—DD.HH:MM:sSS)

e USAstandard (MM/DD/YY.HH:MM:SS)

If you do not specify -START,the command begins

executing immediately.

Makesthe commandstop processingat the specified

Stoptime. stoptime maybe in either of the formats

specified for starttime in the -STARToption, described
earlier.

Asksthat the commandbe executed no more than n

times overthe specified period. If the command can be

executed more than n times in the specified period,

execution stops after n is reached.
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LIST_DUMP

LIST_DUMP is an internal commandthat displays the current parameters for a

partial tape dump. These parameters are the default parameters plus any added by

the DUMP_SEGMENT and/or DUMP_USER commands. This command may be

issued only from the supervisor terminal.

Format

LIST_DUMP[-HELP]

Option

-HELP Displays the syntax of the command.

Three related commands are DUMP_SEGMENT, DUMP_USER,and

RESET_DUMP, whichare discussedin this chapter.
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LIST_GROUP

LIST_GROUP lists the ACL groups to which the user belongs.

Format

LIST_GROUP

Example

Typically, the ACL groups determineaccessto files and directories other than the
user’s. Each user may be a memberof a maximum of 32 groups. Group namesare
preceded bya period; for example, .OPERATORSindicates a group bythat name.

OK, LISTGROUP
Groups are: .OPERATORS .TPUBS .BATCHADMINS

See LIST_ACCESSearlierin this chapter and the [GROUP_LIST] command
function in the PRIMOS Commands Reference Guide. See also the Operator’s
System Overview. For information on ACLsand groups, see the PRIMOS User's
Guide.
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LIST_LHC_STATUS

LIST_LHC_STATUSdisplays status information pertaining to a LAN Host

Controller 300 (LHC300), a componentof a LAN300 network installation.

LIST_LHC_STATUScan be used to determinethe integrity of an LHC thatis

attached to either the local host system or to a remote system on the network.

The LIST_LHC_STATUS commanddisplaysits report in three parts:

e Provides identification and performance data on the LHC controller

e Summarizesand lists current connection data from the LHC controller

e Reports operating system and network managementstatus information from the

LHCcontroller

Format

LIST_LHC_STATUS[options]

Options

-ALL Displays all the information provided by the

—~PERFORMANCEand -MANAGEMENT options and

an overview ofthe information provided by the

—CONNECTIONoption. —ALLis the default if you do

not specify a screen option.

-CONNECTIONconnection-type
Selects the Connection screen. connection-type may be

either PRIMENET or NTS. PRIMENETselects

PRIMENETconnection information. NTS selects NTS

connection information. If you do not specify a

connection-type, both types are selected. You cannot

use this option with the -PERFORMANCE or

—~MANAGEMENT options.

The Connection screen presents a comprehensive review

of all connections currently active on the controller and

provides a higher layer view of controller activity than

that given by the Performancescreen.
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Note
The amountof data displayed in the individual connection

listing section for an LHC can be substantial because ofthe

large numberof possible connections. An LHC running both
PRIMENETand NTScan have a maximum of 288 active

connections at any one time (256 PRIMENETand 32 NTS).

An LHCrunning PRIMENETexclusively can have a
maximum of 256 active connections. An LHC running NTS
exclusively can have a maximum active connection count of

128.
 

-~DEST_LHC_NUMBERlhc-number

Identifies the LHC on a particular node. When used

with the -DEST_NODE_NAME option,

—DEST_LHC_NUMBERidentifies the target LHC on

the network. [hc-numberis an octal number and must

be in the range 0 through 7, inclusive. You cannot use

this option with the -DEST_NODE_ADDRESSor

—LAN_NAME option. If you specify this option

without the -DEST_NODE_NAME option,the LHCis

assumed to be on the local host.

-DEST_NODE_ADDRESSlhc-address

Identifies the destination Local Area Network

(LAN300) address for the LHC. Specify lhc-address, in

hexadecimal, in either the short format, nn—nn—nn, or

the long format, nn—nn—nn—nn—nn—nn, with or without

leading zeros. When you usethe short format, the

standard LAN300 address extension is added before the

given address. You cannotuse this option with the

—DEST_NODE_NAME, ~DEST_LHC_NUMBER,or

—LAN_NAMEoption.

-DEST_NODENAMEhostname

Identifies the host on which the LHC resides. hostname

cannotbe greater than six characters. You cannot use

this option with -DEST_NODE_ADDRESS.

Use -DEST_NODE_NAMEin combination with the

~DEST_LHC_NUMBERoptionor with the

—LAN_NAMEoptionto identify a specific LHC on the

host. If you do not specifically identify an LHC,the

default LHC onthe destination host will be used.
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~LAN_NAMEnetname

—-MANAGEMENT

-NO_WAIT

—-PERFORMANCE

—-HELP

Identifies the name of the Local Area Network

(LAN300) to which the LHCis attached. netname

identifies the LHC when the node addressor the LHC

numberis not known. You cannot use the LAN_NAME

option with -DEST_NODE_ADDRESSorwith

—DEST_LHC_NUMBER. The maximumlength of

netnameis 32 characters.

Selects the Managementscreen, which displays

operating system and network managementstatistics

pertinent to the current operation ofthe controller. The

Operating system statistics report current CPU utilization

and I/O bustraffic rates as well as error conditions

detected. The network managementvaluesreport local

managementfunctions supported and alarms generated

by individual applications.

You cannotuse this option with the -CONNECTIONor

—PERFORMANCEoption.

Suppresses the --More-—— prompt and doesnot pause

after every page of output. Output scrolls continuously.

Selects the Performance screen, which displays

information about the operational state of the host

controller. Specifically, this screen identifies the

controller, displays a comprehensive review of MAC

and LLCstatistics, and displays several operating

system anderrorstatistics. You cannot use this option

with the -CONNECTION or -MANAGEMENT option.

Displays information about the commandandits

options.

LIST_LHC_STATUSispart of the LAN300 Network Managementfacility. This
facility aids the Network Administrator in managing a LAN300 installation. For

more information, see the Operator’s Guide to Prime Networks.
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LIST_LTS_STATUS

LIST_LTS_STATUSdisplays status information pertaining to a LAN Terminal

Server 300 (LTS300), a component of a LAN300 networkinstallation.

LIST_LTS_STATUS maybe used to determine the integrity of an LTS attached to

the network.

The LIST_LTS_STATUS commanddisplaysits report in three parts:

e Provides identification and performance data from the LTS terminal server.

e Summarizes and lists current connection data from the LTS terminal server.

e Reports operating system and network managementstatus information from the

LTSterminal server.

Format

LIST_LTS_STATUS[options]

Options

-ALL Displaysall the information provided by the

—PERFORMANCEand -MANAGEMENT options and

an overview of the information provided bythe

—CONNECTIONoption. The —ALLoptionis the

default if you do not specify a screen option.

-CONNECTIONconnection-type

Selects the Connection screen, which presents a

comprehensive review ofall connections currently

active on the terminal server. This screen provides a

higher layer view ofserveractivity than that given by

the Performance screen. You cannotuse this option

with the -PERFORMANCE or -MANAGEMENT

option.

—-DEST_NODE_ADDRESSIts-address

Identifies the destination Local Area Network

(LAN300) address for the LTS. Specify lts-address in

either the short format, nn—nn—nn,or the long format,

nn—nn—nn—nn—nn—nn,in hexadecimal, with or without

leading zeros. When youusethe short format, the

standard Prime LAN300 address extension is added

before the given address. You cannotuse this option

with the DEST_NODE_NAME option; however, you

must specify one or the other.
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-DEST_NODE_NAMEIts-name

-MANAGEMENT

-NO_WAIT

-PERFORMANCE

-HELP

Identifies the LTS by its namein the configurationfile.

lts-name cannotbe greater than 16 characters. You

cannotuse this option with the -DNA option; however,

you mustspecify oneorthe other.

Selects the Managementscreen, which reports operating

system and network managementStatistics pertinent to

the current operation of the terminal server. These

statistics report current CPU utilization and error

conditions detected. The network managementvalues

report local managementfunctions supported and alarms

generated by individual applications. You cannot use

this option with the -CONNECTIONor

—PERFORMANCEoption.

Suppresses the --More-— prompt and does not pause

after every page of output. Output scrolls continuously.

Selects the Performance screen, which displays

information about the operational state of the terminal

server. Specifically, this screen identifies the terminal

server, displays a comprehensive review of MAC and

LLCstatistics, and displays several operating system

and errorstatistics. You cannotuse this option with the

—CONNECTION or -MANAGEMENT option.

Displays information about the commandandits

options.

LIST_LTS_STATUSis part of the LAN300 Network Managementfacility. This

facility aids the Network Administrator in managing a LAN300 installation. For

more information, see the Operator’s Guide to Prime Networks.
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LIST_MEMORY

LIST_MEMORYdisplays memory usage by the numberof segments,resident

pages, and wired pages per user process. You can either use namesor user numbers
to identify the user or use the -TYPE option to specify usertypes.

LIST_MEMORYis used with the Distributed Systems Management (DSM) facility.

DSMprovides networked systems management from any convenientpointon the
network.

Format

LIST_MEMORY {

-TYPE usertypes

Options

username

usernumber

-TYPE usertypes

usernames

usernumbers

Allowsyou to specify a list of either user namesor of

user numbers. The memory usageofusers not specified

in this list is not displayed. For the user_names

argument, you can use wildcarding on all name

arguments. You can specify ranges of user numbers by

the syntax n:m. The default is to display all logged-in

users.

Allowsyouto specify a list of user types. The memory

usage of users who do not constitute one of these types

is not displayed. Valid user types are: TERMINAL,

REMOTE, SLAVE, SERVER, BATCH, CHILD,and

PHANTOM.Thedefault is all user types.

Forfurther information, see the DSM User’s Guide.
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LISTMOUNTS
LIST_MOUNTSdisplays list of all disks and portals to which your system has

access. (See the ADD_PORTAL commandearlierin this chapter for the definition

of a portal.) This commanddiffers from STATUS DISKSand LIST_DISKSin that

it displays the contents of the Global Mount Table (GMT)instead of the contents of

the local Disk Table. If your system is running the Name Server, STATUS DISKS

and LIST_DISKSno longerdisplay remote disks unless you manually added the

disks to the Disk Table with the ADDISK command. (Refer to the ADDISK

commandin this chapter to see when you would add remote disks this way.) For

more information on the Name Server and the Global MountTable,see the Rev. 23.0

Prime Networks Release Notes or the PRIMOS User’s Release Document.

Format

LIST_MOUNTS

Options

 |-HELP

~DISK [diskname]

-MOUNT_PATHpathname

~NO_SORT

~NO_WAIT
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'-DISK [diskname] 7

-MOUNT_PATH[pathname]

-NO_SORT

-NO_WAIT

—-PORTAL[systemname [diskname}]

-SYSTEM systemname  |

Displays only disk mounts and does notincludeportals.

Specifying diskname displays only those disksthat

match the nameorprefix specified. Prefix is any

numberof characters at the beginning of the disk name.

You can specify wildcards in diskname.

If neither the -DISK nor the -PORTALoptionsare

given,all disks and portals are displayed. You cannot

use the -PORTALoption with the —DISK option.

Lists mounts that match the specified pathname or

pathnameprefix. (A prefix is any numberof characters
at the beginning of the pathname.) You cannot use

wildcards with this option.

Lists mounts in the order in which they are stored in the

Global MountTable (an order convenient for PRIMOS)

instead of sorting alphabetically by mount-point

pathname.

Suppresses the --More-~— promptand does not pause

after every page of output. Output scrolls continuously.



LIST_MOUNTS

-PORTAL[systemname (diskname]]|

-SYSTEM systemname

-HELP

Example

Lists portals only and doesnotlist disks. Using the

Systemname argumentlists portals to the system

matching the system nameorprefix specified. (A prefix

is any numberof characters at the beginning of the

system name.) Using the diskname argumentwith the

Systemname argumentlists portals directed to the

specified disk on the specified system. You can use

wildcards in both systemname and diskname.

If neither the -PORTALnor the —DISKoptionsare

given, both disks and portals are displayed. You cannot

use the -PORTALoption with the —DISK option.

Displays disks and/or portals mounted on the system

that match the systemnamespecified. You can use

wildcards in systemname.

Displays commandsyntax.

A sample LIST_MOUNTSdisplay is shown below.

OK, LISTMOUNTS

[LISTMOUNTS Rev. 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc.]

Mount

type

System

name

Disk Mount

name pathname

ACCNTS <ACCNTS

ADMENL <ADMENL

APPLIC <APPLIC

ARCENU <ARCENU

ARCHIV <ARCHIV

AUX1 <AUX1

BABEL <BABEL

<BABEL>TCG>LAB ==> EN.FF1<NXS3>

<IOSUB6>MANNY>TEST>HC2105 ==> EN.P6<HC2105>

IOSUB6>TCPIP>BACKP2 ==> EN.D73<BACKP2>

<IOSUB6>TCPIP>BACKPA ==> EN. FF3<BACKPA>

<IOSUB6>TCPIP>CORA_W ==> EN.D68<CORA_W>

<IOSUB6>TCPIP>MIKE22 ==> EN.D68<MIKE22>

<IOSUB6>YI>NXS2 ==> EN.FF2<NXS2>

<IOSUB6>YI>NXS3 ==> EN.FF1<NXS3>

IPR1 <IPR1

IQAMFD <IQAMF'D

Thefirst column of the display shows the mounttype,that is, either a disk or a
portal. The second columnshowsthe system on which thedisk or portal is mounted.
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For disk mounts, the third column showsthe nameofthe disk. Ifit is a portal

mount, the third column is empty. The fourth column showsthe mount-point

pathnamefor disks. For portals, the fourth column showsthe mount-point pathname

of the portal, followed by an arrow pointing to the nameof the system to which the

portal reference is directed. If it is a disk-directed portal (as opposed to

root-directed) the nameofthe disk to which the portal reference is directedis listed

at the end of the fourth column.

For example, in the first mount shown in the above display, the word disk in the first

columnshowsthatit is a disk mount. The name of the system shown in the second

column, SYSA,is the system on whichthe disk is mounted. The nameofthe disk

(as formatted with MAKE), shownin the third column, is ACCNTS. The

mount-point pathnameofthis disk is <ACCNTS,whichindicates that the disk was

added to the root directory with the name ACCNTS. (By default, disks that are

added without using the -MOUNT_PATHoption to ADDISKare mountedin the

root directory with the same nameas the nameofthe disk.)

The first portal mount shown islisted as portalin the first column. The system on

whichthe portal is mounted is shownin the second column to be SYSD. Thethird

columnis blank becausethis is a portal mount and not a disk mount. The

mount-point pathnameofthe portal is shownin the fourth column as
<BABEL>TCG>LABwhich meansthat the portal is mountedat that location on

system SYSD. This is a disk-directed portal, so users whoattach to that mount-point

pathnameare directed to the disk <NXS3> on system EN.FF1as indicated to the

right of the arrow. If this were a root-directed portal, there would be no disk name

after EN.FF1 and, instead, users attaching to <BABEL>TCG>LABwould be

directed to the root directory of system EN.FF1.
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LIST_PRIORITY_ACCESS

LIST_PRIORITY_ACCESSdisplays the contents of a priority Access Control List

(ACL)in effect on the given partition.

Beginning at Rev. 23.0, you cannot use LPAC on remotepartitions addedin the root

directory unless those partitions have been added to your local Disk Table. You also

cannot use LPAC on remote partitions mounted below the root whetheror not they
are in your Disk Table.

Format

LIST_PRIORITY_ACCESSpartition-name

Option

partition-name Specifies the partition on which you wantto list the

priority ACLs.

LIST_PRIORITY_ACCESSis discussed in the Operator’s System Overview and in

the System Administrator’s Guide, Volume III: System Access and Security. See also
SET_PRIORITY_ACCESSlaterin this chapter.
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LISTPROCESS

LIST_PROCESSdisplays, for every current user process on the system, its user

number, name,type, and project ID.

LIST_PROCESSis used with the Distributed Systems Management (DSM)facility.

DSMprovides networked systems management from any convenient point on the

network.

Format

usernamel [| .. . usernamen|

LISTPROCESS usernumberl { . . . usernumbern|* [options]

usernumberl:usernumber2

Arguments

You can specify which processesinterest you by using one or more of the username

and usernumber arguments, separating the names and numbersby spaces. User

processes not specified are not displayed. You can use wildcards in username,or

you can specify a range of usernumbersto be displayed by giving the first andlast

numbers in the range separated by a colon,as in usernumber] :usernumber2. If you

do not specify either username or usernumber, informationis displayed onall user

processes.

Options

-DETAIL Asksthat detailed information be specified about each

user ID. LIST_PROCESSalwaysreturnsthe following

information abouteach user:

e User number

e User name

e User type

e User’s project ID

If -DETAILis specified, LIST_PROCESSreturnsthe

following additional information about each user:

Initial attach point Current attach point

Current abbrevfile Current COMIfile

Current COMOfile Connect time

CPU time consumed ‘I/O time used

Messagestate Remote IDs

ACL group membership
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-NO_WAIT Suppresses the --More-— prompt and doesnot pause

after every page of output. Outputscrolls continuously.

node Asksthat the command be executed ona particular

-ON nodegroup network node or nodegroup. If you do not specify —-ON,

the command executes on the node on whichit was

invoked.

-PRIVATE_LOGpathname [-NTTY]

Asksthat the command’s output be recorded ina DSM

private log. If the pathname doesnot currently exist, it

is created; if it does exist, output is appendedto thefile.

This option worksonly if both of the followingare true:

e You have access to the DSM PRIVATE_LOGGER

function.

e The user DSM_LOGGERhas ALLaccessto the

directory containing the log.

If you do not specify -NTTY, command output is sent

both to the user’s terminal and to the specified log. If

you specify -NTTY, commandoutputis sent only to the

specified log.

 

Note
The -NTTYoptionstarts a phantom that runs under your user

name. Commanderrors are written to a COMOUTPUT file in

your origin directory, so you must have Write (W)accessto

that directory for -NTTY to work.

 

-PROJECTproject-idl [ ... project-idn]

Restricts output to user processes which belongto the

specified project-ids. You may use wildcards when

specifying project-ids.

-SYSTEM_LOGpathname [-NTTY]

Asksthat output be sent to a local system log.

pathname must begin with DSM*>LOGS,and must not

contain a system partition name. The specified

pathname mustalready exist. You cannotuse the

—SYSTEM_LOGoption unless you haveaccessto the

SYSTEM_LOGGERfunction.

If you do not specify -NTTY, command outputis sent

both to the user’s terminal and to the specified log. If

you specify -NTTY, commandoutputis sent only to the

specified log.
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-TYPEtypel [... type7]

—-USAGE

-HELP [-NO_WAIT]

Frequency Options

 

Note

The -NTTYoption starts a phantom that runs under your user

name. Commanderrors are written to a COMOUTPUT file in

your origin directory, so you must have Write (W) access to

that directory for -NTTY to work.
 

Asksthat only users of the specified type be included in

output. If -TYPEis not specified, users of every type

are included in output. The valid types are

terminal remote slave

server batch child

phantom

Lists the command’s options and explains their use. All

other options on the commandline are ignored.

Explains how to use the command. All other options

(except -NO_WAIT) on the commandline are ignored.

If you specify -NO_WAIT, the -HELPoutput does not

pause after each screenful of information.

The frequency options (-FREQ, —-START, —STOP, and —-TIMES)allow you to

specify that a given commandbe issued repeatedly during a specific period. If you

specify any of these four options, the system provides default values for the

remainderas follows:

Argument Default

—FREQ 0

—START Now

—STOP Never

—TIMES Infinite

It is therefore important that you specify values for all of the frequency optionsif

you want the commandissuedless often than the default values.

~FREQ number
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Specifies that the commandbe repeated every number
seconds. number is rounded down to the nearest

multiple of 4; thus, if you specify -FREQ 15,the

commandis repeated every 12 seconds. If numberis

specified as 0, the command executes continuously,

beginning anew after output from the last commandis

finished. If number is smaller than the timeit takes to

execute the command,the effect is the sameasif

numberwere specified as 0.



-STARTstarttime

~STOPstoptime

-TIMESn

LIST_PROCESS

Makesthe commandbegin processing at the specified

Starttime. starttime may be entered in either of two
formats:

e ISO standard (YY-MM-—DD.HH:MM:SS)

e USA standard (MM/DD/YY.HH:MM:SS)

If you do not specify -START, the commandbegins

executing immediately.

Makesthe commandstop processingat the specified

Stoptime. stoptime may be in the same format as

starttime in the -STARToption, described earlier.

Asksthat the commandbe executed no more than n

times overthe specified period. If the command can be

executed more than n timesin the specified period,

execution stops after n is reached.
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LISTREGISTERED_EPF

LIST_REGISTERED_EPFis a general user commandthatlists the dependencylist

and/or the unresolved entrypointsforall registered EPFs or a specified registered

EPF.

 

Note

You must have Translator Family Release T3.0 or a subsequentrelease installed before you

can use this command.
 

Format

-DEPENDENCYLIST

LIST_REGISTERED_EPF [epf—name] -UNRESOLVED_ENTRYPOINTS

-HELP

Argument and Options

epf-name Specifies the name of the EPFthatis registered. If you

do not specify epf-name, this commanddisplays

information aboutall registered EPFs.

—-DEPENDENCYLIST Lists the EPFs that are necessary for the specified EPF

to run. This includes the EPFs explicitly coupled at

registration as well as the EPFs that have been implicitly

coupled during dynamic linking. This option shows

whichofthe listed EPFs are Direct (explicitly coupled)

and which are Indirect (implicitly coupled).

-UNRESOLVED_ENTRYPOINTS

Lists the unresolved entrypoints in the specified EPF.

This option enables the System Administrator to see the

entrypoints that are needed to make the EPF executable.

-HELP Displays command syntax.

If you do not specify any option, LIST_REGISTERED_EPFdisplays both the

dependencylist and the unresolved entrypoints for the given EPF. There can be

multiple registrations of the same EPF as shownin the following example.

For more information on registered EPFs, see the Advanced Programmer’s Guide I:

BIND and EPFs and the System Administrator’s Guide, Volume I: System

Configuration.
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LIST_SCHEDULER_ATTRIBUTES

LIST_SCHEDULER_ATTRIBUTESdisplays the current schedulerstatus in the
format shown below. It is available to general users as well as to Operators and
Administrators.

Format

LIST_SCHEDULER_ATTRIBUTES

Example

A sample LIST_SCHEDULER_ATTRIBUTESdisplayis shown below.

OK, LIST_SCHEDULER_ATTRIBUTES

Scheduler Status

Short Job setting (0 to 4) : 4
Queues : Lopriq, Eligq and Hipriq.

target ratio : 1 : infinite : infinite
Priority levels : Priority 0 to 4

target ratio >: 1:2:4:8:16
Eligibility time slice (ms): 101
Maximum scheduled jobs : 108

OK,

See SET_SCHEDULER_ATTRIBUTESlaterin this chapter for an explanation of
the Schedulerattributes.
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LISTSERVER_NAMES

LIST_SERVER_NAMESlists the server namesonthelocal node, giving the user ID

and memberprocess numberfor each server, it also displaysthe total numberof

servers on the local node.

Format

LIST_SERVER_NAMES[-HELP]

Option

-HELP Displays command usage.

Example

LIST_SERVER_NAMESlists server information as follows. Servers are listed in

alphabetical order by server name.

OK, LIST_SERVER_NAMES

[LISTSERVER_NAMES Rev. 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc.]

27 Servers for node NEHWON

Server Name UserID Member Process (es)

DSMSMSR$ SYSTEMMANAG 195

DSMSRS$ DSMSR 193

DSM_LOGGER DSM_LOGGER 194

ISCSNETSVR ISC_NETWORK_SERVER 189

TBRTDBJCBBBC SYSTEM 1

TBRTDBJCBBBG SLAVES 150

TBRTDBJCBBDG NTS_SERVER 182

TBRTDBJCBBDJ TIMERPROCESS 183

TBRTDBJCBBDN LOGOUT_SERVER 184

TBRTDBJCBBHN NETMAN 166

TBRTDBJCBCRV JINIAN 22

TBRTDGZJBBDC AERIN 29

TBRTDGZJBBGX ALANNA 31 32 33 34 40 41 42 43

TBRTDGZJBBXZ GARION 30

-- More? --

Forfull information on this command, see the PRIMOS CommandsReference Guide.

See also the LIST_SESSIONS command below. For more information on server

gan thn ¢C;uobrsuisnames, sec the Su Reference V: Event Synchronization.tinpe
FUULLNOCS ANOUUFrencc o RA WOTbE WDPUP er Ur beeen
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LISTSESSIONS

LIST_SESSIONSlists InterServer Communications (ISC) sessions. A session links
two active servers.

This commandcan list overview or detail information about a single ISC session,

about all of the sessions belonging to a single ISC server, or about all ISC sessions.

LIST_SESSIONScan list only information aboutsessions on the local node.

If you specify no options, LIST_SESSIONSdisplays overview information aboutall

ISC sessions. If there are no sessions, LIST_SESSIONSreturmsthe message No
Sessions.

Format

-DETAIL
-SERVERNAMEname [-SESSION number]

LIST_SESSIONS _Ucep ycorid

—-HELP

Options

~DETAIL Lists detailed information for the sessions selected by
the other LIST_SESSIONSoptions. If you do not

specify -DETAIL,this commandlists session overview

information.

-SERVER_NAMEname [-SESSION number}

Lists session information forall sessions owned by

server name. name cannot be the ISC Network server.

If you specify the -SESSIONoption,this optionlists

information for session number owned by server name.

—USERuserid Lists session information for sessions owned by userid.

-HELP Displays commandsyntax.

Example Using No Options

By default, the LIST_SESSIONS command displays overview information about
each listed session. Sessions are sorted by server name, then by session number
within each server name. If you display informationforall servers, each local
session is represented by two entries, one for each server. A remote sessionis
represented by only one entry for the server that is on the local system.
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OK, LISTSESSIONS

[LISTSESSIONS Rev 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc. ]

NODE SYS.01 SESSIONS:
+ee eeaoeee

+

| Server Name Ses#

| Mate User ID

|
+weeeeeee

+

| DSMSMSRS 1

i DSM_LOGGER

|
| DSMSMSRS$ 3

{ SYSTEMMANAGER

|
| TKQBGVKZBBBC 1

| NAMESERVER

|
+ eee eeeeeeaeee

+

Init? Phase User ID

Mate Node Mate Server Name

yes DXFER SYSTEM_MANAGER

local node DSM_LOGGERS

no DXFER DSM_LOGGER

SYS.04

yes ESTAB SYSTEM NAMESERVER

local node

This LIST_SESSIONSoverview information contains the following parameters:

Parameter

Server Name

Ses#

Init?

Phase

User ID

Mate User ID
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Description

The 12-character nameof the server that ownsthis

session. System server namescan be less than 12

characters.

The session numberthatthis server uses to identify this

session. The server on the otherside of the session

identifies the session with a different session number.

If yes, the server is the session initiator. If no, the server

is the session recipient.

The current state of the session. The following phase

codes are possible:

DXFER Datatransfer

ESTAB Establishing

EXCPT Exception pending

PEND Pending

TERM Terminating

UNDEF Undefined

The user ID of this server.

The user ID ofthe server on the other end of the session.

If this user ID cannot be determined, this parameter

displays a question mark (?) within parentheses.



Mate Node

Mate Server Name

Example Using the -DETAIL Option

LIST_SESSIONS

The node nameofthe server on the otherside of the
session. If both servers are on the same node,this
parameter displays local node. If this node name cannot
be determined,this parameter displays a question mark
(?) within parentheses.

The server nameofthe serveron the other end of the
session. This server nameis only displayed if Init?=
YES; otherwise,this field is blank.

If you specify the -DETAIL option, the LIST_SESSIONS command displays
detailed information about each listed session. You canlist detailed information
aboutall sessions on the current node, or use the "SERVER_NAME or
—SERVER_NAMEand —SESSIONoptionsto select specific sessions for detailed
display. Session detail informationis displayed as follows:

OK, LISTSESSIONS -DETAIL

[LISTSESSIONS Rev. 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc.]
Session # 1 of server BBBBBBCVBBBC

Session detailed state:

Mate user ID:

Mate node name:

Normal service: CONFIGURED

Max ctl: 128 Max data: 2048

Normal Send

Queue size 7

Free slots 7

Total sent 0

Exp Send

Queue size 0

Free slots 0

Total sent 0

Normal Recv

Queue size

Msgs on Q

Total recd

Queue size

Msgs on Q

Total recd

ESTABLISHED

DSM_LOGGER

local node

Expedited service: NOT CONFIGURED
Max expedited size: 0

Oo
o
O

Message area

Block size 512

Number of blocks 100

Current % in use: 3

Max % in use: 0

The LIST_SESSIONS —DETAILinformation contains the following parameters:

Parameter

Session #

Server

Description

The numberby whichthis server identifies the session.
The server on the otherside of the session identifies the
session with a different session number.

The 12-character nameof the server that ownsthis
session.
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Session detailed state

Mate user ID

Mate node name

Normal service

Expedited service

Maxctl

Max data

Max expedited size

Queuesize

Free slots

The currentstate of the session. The possible states are

as follows:

ESTABLISHED

EXCEPTION

EXCEPTION BEFORE ACCEPT RECEIVED

PENDING

REQUEST RECEIVED

SESSION ACCEPTED

SESSION REJECTED

SESSION REQUESTED

TERMINATED

TERMINATED BEFORE REPLYING

TERMINATED PENDING

TERMINATING

UNDEFINED

The user ID ofthe server onthe other end ofthesession.

If this user ID cannot be determined, this parameter

displays a question mark (?) within parentheses.

The node nameofthe server on the otherside of the

session. If both servers are on the same node,this

parameterdisplays local node. If this node name cannot

be determined, this parameter displays a question mark

(?) within parentheses.

CONFIGUREDindicates that normal messageservice 1s

provided for this session; NOT CONFIGURED indicates

that normal messageservice is not provided forthis

session.

CONFIGUREDindicates that expedited message service

is provided for this session; NOT CONFIGURED

indicates that expedited message service is not provided

for this session.

The maximum length (in bytes) of the control part of

normal messages.

fab
iThe maximumiengih(in bytes) o

normal messages.

The maximum length (in bytes) of expedited messages.

The queue length for normal and expedited message

send and receive queues.

The numberof free messageslots available on each of

the send queues.



Total sent

Msgs on Q

Total recd

Block size

Numberof blocks

Current % in use

Max % in use

LIST_SESSIONS

The numberof normal and expedited messages

successfully sent.

The numberof messageson each receive queue.

The numberof normal and expedited messages

successfully received.

The length in bytes of the blocks that comprise the

session’s data part messagearea.

The numberof blocks that comprise the session’s data

part messagearea.

The percentageof the session’s data part message area

that is currently in use.

The maximum percentage of the session’s data part

message area that has been used since the beginning of

this session.

See also LIST_SERVER_NAMESearlierin this chapter.

Fordetails on ISC sessions, see the Subroutines Reference V: Event Synchronization.
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LIST_UNITS

LIST_UNITScan be used to display either the

e Openfile units for any system user

e IDofall users with either a particularfile open, or anyfile open in a particular

directory

e Current attach points of all users on the system.

The command-specific options determine which subsetof the informationis to be

displayed. They can be used singly, or in combination to make the subset more

specific.

LIST_UNITSis used with the Distributed Systems Management (DSM)facility.

DSMprovides networked systems management from any convenientpoint on the

network.

Format

usernames

usernumbers

LIST_UNITS -DETAIL

-FILETYPE(filetype

~PATHNAMEpathname walk-options

Options

usernames

{tsermumbers} Specifies a list of open units by user namesorbyuser

numbers. You can use wildcarding and rangesof user

numbers. The default is all users.

-DETAIL Displays detailed information on users’ openfile units.

The default is to display a count of open units and users’

attach points.

-FILETYPEfiletype Allows youto select a file type for display. File types
are: SAM, DAM, CAM, SAMSEG, DAMSEG, ACAT
GI. WL RVs Bc aiva 2 RLV ER AVERFRIN yg Be Bearey SRNBe

and UFD.
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—-PATHNAMEpathname [-WALK_FROM/WALK_TO[level]

Allowsyou to display openfile units and user attach

points undera specified pathname. pathnamecan be a

pathnamethat includes the disk partition, a pathname

beginning with the nameofa top-level directory, or a

pathnamerelative to your current attach point.

Wildcarding can be used onall elements of the

pathname,including the disk partition. Tolist open file

units On a remote node, you should specify the disk

name, or use wildcarding on the disk partition.

Wildcarding on the disk partition can be usedto list file

units on several nodes at once. To walk a directory, use

the -WALK_FROM and -WALK_TOoptions. Specify

level as a decimal integer. The defaults are

-WALK_FROM 2 and -WALK_TObottom-of-tree.

For further information, see the DSM User’s Guide.

LO See LOGOUT.
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LOGOUT

LOGOUTlogsout a specified process. LOGOUTclosesfiles, unassigns devices,

clears attach points (initial, home, and current), breaks network connections, and

returns assigned segmentsto the free segmentpool.

Do not use this command during a RESUSsession.

At Rev. 23.3, the LOGOUT command hasbeen enhancedto allow greaterselectivity

in logging out processes. This enables the System Administratoror a userat the
supervisor terminal to select classes of jobs to be logged out. A nonprivileged user

mayselect, as previously, jobs with the same user name.

 

Note

To log out any users other than yourself, you must issue this command from the supervisor

terminal.
 

Format

-BATCH
username ~CHILD

—usernumber
LOGOUT witdusername |~NO-VERIFYALL -PHANTOM

~QUERY

Arguments and Options

username Specifies the user nameofthe user being logged out.

(You can use STATUS USERSor LIST_USERSto

determine the names and numbers ofall users.)

—usernumber Specifies the decimal numberofthe user being logged

out. (You can use LIST_USERSor STATUS USERSor

to determine the names and numbers ofall users.) If the

useris a local terminal using a remote process, the

terminal is logged out of both systems. If the useris a

remote terminal using a local process, the processis

logged out and returned to the pool of free remote login

processes.

Users can use wildcards with their own user numbers to

select processesto log out.

The System Administrator can use wildcards on any

user numbersto select processes to log out. For

example,

OK, LOGOUT ~-15+
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wildusername

ALL

-BATCH

-CHILD

-NO_VERIFY

-PHANTOM

—~QUERY

LOGOUT

where + matches any one character and logsoutall user

numbers of the form 15n.

Allows the System Administrator to use wildcarding to

match and log out appropriate user processes except for

the originating login. A System Administrator could

use this argument when logging outall people on the

system having the sameprefix or suffix. For example,

OK, LOGOUT CS101_@@ -NO_VERIFY

Logsout most currently logged-in local and phantom

users. ALL also disconnects remote users from your

system and returns them to theirown. Many system

phantoms, including LOGOUT_SERVER,

LOGIN_SERVER,and TIMER_PROCESS,are not

affected by LOGOUT ALL;such processes havetheir

own shutdownprocedures.

In addition to logging out all users except User 1 (the

supervisor terminal), LOGOUT ALLautomatically

performs a MAXUSR 0 command,which prevents any

subsequent logins until MAXUSRis reset. You should

issue LOGOUT ALLa few minutes before you issue a

SHUTDN ALL commandin orderto allow a more

orderly shutdown of PRIMOS. (See the Note below.)

LOGOUTALLcan be issued only from the supervisor

terminal. See also the MAXUSR command.

Selects and logs out only matching Batch phantoms.

Selects and logs out only matching child processes.

Disables querying when you use wildcarding.

Selects and logs out only matching phantoms.

Enables querying when youare not using wildcarding.

You are queried by default when you use wildcarding.

You can usethis option with -BATCH, —CHILD,and

—PHANTOM.
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Forced Logout

Whenconfiguring users, the System Administrator can specify a forced logout time

in the LOUTQMdirective to force users to be logged out if there has been no

activity at their terminals for longer than the allowable maximum inactive time limit.

Whenthis force logout occurs, the normal logout messageis preceded by the

following message:

**k*XEROM PRIMOS: maximum inactive time limit exceeded.

If users are logged out by a commandissued at the supervisor terminal, the message

forced logout. appears, followed by the normal logout message.

 

Note
PRIMOSallowsa process between one and two minutesof grace time following a forced

logoutif the program being run bythe processis set up that way. For example, Prime’s

EMACStext editor uses that grace time to save any work the user has in progress. Also, the

actual process of logging out may take sometimeif the system is heavily loaded,

particularly if your system has an external logout program that performsany lengthy

functions (such as checking for electronic mail, performing accounting, and so on).
Therefore, allow at least three to four minutes for a forced logoutto take effect before

issuing the SHUTDN ALL command.
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LOOPBACK

LOOPBACKsendstest data packets between target components on the LAN300

network and reports the network operation back to the network user. This loopback

is accomplished while the network is online andis used to verify the integrity of the

network software operation and the network path between target components. Only

members of the ACL group .NETWORK_MGTS$mayissue the LOOPBACK
command.

The loopbacktest is an echo operation: a source point sends a test message to a

destination point which, in turn, echoes the packet back to the source. The two

messagesare then compared at the source and the results are reported to the user.

You can adda third point to the loopbacktest so that the results are sent to a point

that is different from the source point.

Format

LOOPBACK[options]

Options

-DEST_LBK_LAYER Jloopback-layer

Identifies the loopback layer at which the test packet

will loop back. loopback-layer must have a value of

either NMSR or NME.

If you do not specify -DEST_LBK_LAYER,the default

destination loopback layer depends onthe destination

node. If the destination node is an LTS,then the default

destination loopback layer is the NME.If the

destination nodeis a host, then the default destination

loopback layer is the NMSR.

-DEST_LHC_NUMBERlhc-number

Identifies the LHC on a particular node. This option,

used with the -DEST_NODE_NAME option,identifies

the target LHC to whichthetest packetis sent.

lhc-numberis an octal number and must be in the range

0 through 7, inclusive. You cannotusethis option with

the -DEST_NODE_ADDRESSand -LAN_NAME

options. If you do notuse this option with the

—DEST_NODE_NAMEoption,the specified LHCis

assumed to be on the local host.
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-DEST_NODE_ADDRESSnode-address

Specifies the destination network address for the LHC

or LTS to which the test packet is sent. You may

specify node-address in either the short format,

nn—nn—nn, or the long format, nn—nn—nn—nn—nn-nn,in

hexadecimal, with or without leading zeros. When you

use the short format, the standard Prime LAN300

address extension is added before the given address.

You cannot use the -DEST_NODE_ADDRESSoption

with other options that define addressesin the network,

for example, -DEST_NODE_NAME,

—DEST_LHC_NUMBER,or -LAN_NAME.

-DEST_NODE_NAMEnodename

Identifies the node (either a host or an LTS) on which

the test packet will loop back. nodename cannot be

greater than 16 characters.

—LAN_NAMElanname Identifies the name of the Local Area Network

(LAN300) to which the LHC and/or LTSis attached.

Use this option to identify the LHC and/or LTS when no

other information (for example, the node address, the

LHC number, or the node namefor an LTS) is known.

You cannot use the --LAN_NAMEoption with the

options -DEST_NODE_ADDRESS,
—DEST_LHC_NUMBER, -SRC_NODE_ADDRESS,
or -SRC_LHC_NUMBER.

—SRC_LBK_LAYERloopback-layer

Identifies the loopback layer from whichthe test packet

is sent. loopback-layer must have a value of either

NMSRor NME.If you do not specify the

—SRC_LBK_LAYERoption,the default source

loopback layer depends uponthe source node. If the

source nodeis an LTS,then the default source loopback

layer is the NME.If the source nodeis a host, then the

default source loopback layer is the NMSR.

-SRC_LHC_NUMBERlhc-number

Identifies the LHC on a particular node. When you use

this option with the -SRC_NODE_NAME option,the

target LHC to whichthe test packetis sentis identified.

lhc-numberis an octal number and mustbe in the range

0 through 7, inclusive. You cannotuse this option with

the -SRC_NODE_ADDRESSor the -LAN_NAME

options. If you use this option without specifying

—SRC_NODE_NAME,it is assumedthat the specified

LHCis on the local host.
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LPAC

LRE

LSA

LPAC

-SRC_NODE_ADDRESSnode-address

Specifies the network address for an LHC or LTS on the

network from whichthetest packet is sent. Specify

node-address in either the short format, nn—nn—nn,or

the long format, nn—nn—nn-nn_ nn-nn,in hexadecimal,

with or without leading zeros. When youuse the short

form, the standard Prime LAN300 addressextensionis

added before the given address.

You cannot use the -SRC_NODE_ADDRESSoption

with other options that define an address on the network,

for example, the options -"SRC_NODE_NAME,

—SRC_LHC_NUMBER,or -LAN_NAME.

-SRC_NODE_NAMEnodename

-HELP

Identifies the node (either an LHC or an LTS) from

whichthe test packet is sent. nodename cannot be

greater than 16 characters.

You should use this option should with either the

—SRC_LHC_NUMBERoption or the -LAN_NAME

option to specify an LHC or LTS. If you do notspecify

this option, the local originating node namewill be the

source node name.

Lists the format of this commandandits options. You

cannot use this option with any ofthe other options.

LOOPBACKispart of the LAN300 Network Managementfacility. This facility

aids the Network Administrator in managing a LAN300 installation.

For more information, see the Operator’s Guide to Prime Networks.

See LIST_PRIORITY_ACCESS.

See LIST_REGISTERED_EPF.

See LIST_SCHEDULER_ATTRIBUTES.
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MAGRST

See MESSAGE.

MAGRST

MAGRSTis a logical restore utility that you use to restore file system objects from

tape to disk. You can only use MAGRSTto restore tapes previously saved using

MAGSAV. Because MAGSAVsavesobjects as logical entities, you can use

MAGERSTto restore individual objects to disk. You cannotdothis if you use a

physical save utility to write to the tape. Invoke MAGRSTbyissuing the MAGRST

command with none, one, or more of the available command-line options.

At Rev. 23.1 and later, the MAGRSTfacility permits index library management

functions on the extended indexes.

Format

MAGRST[options]

Options

~CAMRBF Restores all RBF subfiles as CAM files.

-INDEX_LIBRARY[level] [pathname]

-~NO_ATTRIBUTES

Creates an index file in the index library if one does not

already exist. The $I response to the Ready to
Restore: promptis invalid with this option. level

specifies the numberof directory levels to be indexed.

A default level may be defined in the DRB

configurationfile, or, if not, the default is two.

pathnamespecifies the pathnameofthe index library.

You can set up a default pathname in the DRB

configuration file.

By default MAGRSTrestoresthe attributes

DTA/DTC/DTMfrom tape. This option disables the

restoring of these attributes from tape andthe attribute

values of the restored object are set to those of the

current date and time.
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~QUERY

-TTY

—-UNLOAD

-HELP

Use this option when restoring Recovery Based Files

(RBFs). If a master RBF of the same nameexists on

disk, the system prompts youto state if you wish to

overwrite the existing copy. If you answer YES,the

system deletes the master and slave RBFs from disk,

and restores the objects from tape; if you answer NO,

the system continues with the next object to restore. If

you omit this option, the system overwrites existing

master RBFsof the same name,but not existing slave

RBFsif they are slavefiles of a different master RBF;

an error message is displayed andthe restore is aborted.

You canalso use this option to instruct MAGRSTto

query you whenrestoring an EPFthatis currently in

use. For further information on RBFs,refer to the

ROAM Administrator’s Guide.

Use this option when running MAGRSTfrom CPL or

commandinput (COMI)files. It instructs MAGRSTto

promptyouto enter the tape unit number from your

terminal. All other information is taken from the CPL

or COMIfile.

Instructs MAGRSTto rewind and unload the tape when

the end ofthe tape is reached.

Displays command syntax and options.

Refer to the Operator’s Guide to Data Backup and Recovery for further information

on this command.
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MAGSAV

MAGSAVisa logical save utility that you useto save files and directories from disk
to tape, so that each objectis stored on tape as a logical entity instead ofits
componentrecords being stored in separate areas of the storage medium as they
might be on disk. When youuse a physical save utility, the partition has the same
format on tape as it had on disk. A logical save is slower than a physical save but
does enable you to restore individual objects from the tape created. Invoke
MAGSAVusing the MAGSAV commandwith none, one, or more ofthe available
command-line options.

 

Caution
Starting at Rev. 23.0, MAGSAVdoesnotcross logical mount points. A different way of
doing backupsis required. See the Operator’s Guide to Data Backup and Recovery for more
information on the MAGSAV commandand on new backup recommendations. For more
information on logical mountpoints, see the System Administrator’s Guide, Volume I: System
Planning and Configuration.

 

At Rev. 23.1 and later, the MAGSAVfacility permits index library management
functions on the extended indexes.

Format

MAGSAV[options]

Options

-BIG Wnites a tape with 16-Kbyte tape blocks, provided the
MTRSdirective in the system configurationfile is set to
16 Kbytes (200003 halfwords)or greater. You mustset
the MTRSdirective before you invoke MAGSAV. You
can use this option only if you are using a system
running on PRIMOSRev.22.0 ora later revision, and
the tape is in ANSI format. You cannotusethis option
if you are writing a non-ANSItape;therefore, the option
—BIG cannotbe used with options -REV19 and
-REV20. If you omit the -BIG option, MAGSAV
automatically writes 12-Kbyte blocksto tape
irrespective of the setting of the MTRSdirective.

-BOOT Use this option when youcreate a boot tape. See the
Operator’s Guide to Data Backup and Recovery for
more details on -BOOT.
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-INC Specifies an incremental save. Only files and

directories with a DTM (date/time modified)later than

the DTB (date/time backed up) are saved. If you do not

specify ~INC,all specified files and directories are

saved. This option is used primarily by Operators.

-INDEX_LIBRARY[level] [pathname]

Creates an extended indexlibrary file and deletes any

redundantindex files. level specifies the number of

directory levels to be indexed. The defaultis set up in

the DRB configurationfile. If no default is set in the

configuration file, the default is two levels. pathname

specifies the pathnameofthe library files to be created.

You can set up a default pathnamein the DRB

configuration file. If you omit this option, the default

pathnameis used. If you omit this option and a default

pathnamehas not been defined, you receive an error

message.

-~LABEL Instructs MAGSAV to prompt you for a volumeserial

ID for any reel encountered during the save that does

not contain an ANSI label. The volumeserial ID is an

alphanumeric string of a maximum length of six ANSI

characters that forms part of the tape’s ANSI label and

that uniquely identifies a particular reel of tape. This is

particularly useful if the save spans more than one tape

reel. If you specify a string that contains non-ANSI

characters you are promptedto reenter the volumeserial

ID. You cannot use this option if you are writing a

non-ANSItape; therefore, the option -LABELcannot

be used with options -REV19 and -REV20. If you omit

the option, MAGSAV automatically writes an ANSI

label on tape that containsa null entry for the volume

serial ID.

-NO_ACL Instructs MAGSAVnot to save ACLs, passwords, or

access categories (ACATs) associated with saved

objects. If you omit this option,file access information

is saved to tape.

-NO_DTA Instructs MAGSAV notto modify the DTA (date/time

accessed) of any files or directories saved. This option

uses the special backup key to openfiles. You can use

this option only if you are a memberof the ACL group

-BACKUPS$,andalso have protect (P) access rights to

the disk object. You can also use this option if you

invoke MAGSAVfrom the supervisorterminal. If you

omit the option, the DTA of saved objectsis set to the

current date/time.
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-~NO_RBF

—QUERY

-REVI19

-REV20

-SAVE_UFD

-TTY

—-UNLOAD

~UPDT

~HELP

MAGSAV

Instructs MAGSAVnotto save any Recovery Based

Files (RBFs). Refer to the ROAM Administrator’s

Guide for more information onthesefiles.

Instructs MAGSAVto prompt you for confirmation

before overwriting existing logical tapes. You cannot

use this option if you are writing a non-ANSItape;

therefore, the option -QUERYcannotbe used with

options -REV19 and -REV20.

Writes a tape in non-ANSIformat, readable on systems

running on PRIMOSRevisions 19.0 to 19.4.14.

Automatically saves CAM files as DAM files. You

cannot use -REV19 with -BIG, -LABEL, or -QUERY.

Writes a tape in non-ANSI format, readable on systems

running on PRIMOSRevisions 20, 21, 22, and 23. You

cannotuse this option with options -BIG, -LABEL,or

—QUERY.

Instructs MAGSAVto saveall directory entries, whether

or not the directories have been modified sincethe last

save. The contents of these entries are saved only if

they have been modified. This enables youto recreate

the directory structure on disk when yourestore the

tape. Use this option to save the directory structure

when running incremental saves where the save tape is

written in non-ANSIformat, that is, when running

incremental saves using options -REV19 or -REV20.

Use this option when running MAGSAVfrom CPLor

commandinput (COMI)files. Instructs MAGSAVto

promptyou to enter the tape unit number, and the

response to the overwrite query (See option -QUERY),

from your terminal. All other information is taken from

the CPL or COMIfiles.

Instructs MAGSAVto rewind and unload the tape when

the end of the tape is reached.

Instructs MAGSAVto update the DTB ofanyfiles or

directories that are saved. You can usethis option only

if you are a memberof the ACL group BACKUPSorif
you invoke MAGSAVfrom the supervisor terminal.

This option is used primarily by System Operators.

Displays commandsyntax and options.

Refer to the Operator’s Guide to Data Backup and Recovery for more information

on MAGSAV.
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MAKE creates PRIMOSpartitions, preparing them for use in the PRIMOSfile

system or as paging or crash dumpdisks. MAKE also requires you to name each

partition.

The MAKE commandstarts the MAKE utility program, whichis stored in

CMDNCO as MAKE.SAVE.In addition, you can run MAKE asa standaloneutility,
or execute MAKE through the MTRESUME command. See the handbook for your

processoror the Operator’s Guide to File System Maintenanceto learn howto use

MAKE standalone;for details about MTRESUME,secits entry in this chapter.

Before using MAKE,you mustplace the disk in the Assignable Disks Table (using

the DISKS command)andassign it (using the ASSIGN command).

 

Notes

Versions of MAKE atorafter Rev. 20.0, unlike earlier versions, create ACL-protected

partitions. The protection placed on the MFD whenthepartition is formattedis
SYSTEM:ALL; $REST:LUR.All directories created on thesepartitions will be
ACL-protected by default and are hashed. (You can still create password directories on

post-Rev. 20.0 disks, but they will not be hashed.)

To avoid the possibility of mistakenly invoking a pre-Rev. 23.3 version of MAKE,it is
recommended that you delete the older versions of MAKE. If you invokean earlier version,

you may notget the results you expect.
 

Format

MAKE[-DISK[pdev] -PARTITION [name] -DISK_TYPE[type]] [options]

Arguments and Options

pdevis the physical device numberofthe disk to be created, name is the name to be

assigned to the disk partition, and type is the type of disk on which the partition

resides. If you fail to specify the -DISK, -PARTITION, or -DISK_TYPEoptions,

MAKE promptsfor the missing information. For every option that expects an

argument, MAKE promptsif the option is supplied but the argumentis mising or

invalid. See the Operator’s Guide to File System Maintenancefor detailed

information on how to use MAKE andon how to construct physical device numbers.

 

Caution
You must enter the -DISK keyword on the commandline immediately before the pdev
argument. Otherwise, PRIMOSinterprets pdevas the starting address of the MAKE program,
and doesnotstart at location 1000g as expected by MAKE.If you enter -DISKin any other
position, the results are unpredictable. For example, you maylose data.
 

At Rev. 23.3, the following options are obsolete and are replaced by the options
shown in the nicht column. The old optionsare still sushown1nthe ngnt in. Lf P Stil Suweaea Be WAR NeerWw - rrviews
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Obsolete Options Replacements

~ALL_CONTROLLER —-DBS OFF

—-INTELLIGENT_CONTROLLER —DBS ON

—COPY_BADSPOTS_BY_DEVICE

—COPY_BADSPOTS_BY_NAME

—OVERRIDE_DEFAULT_INTERLEAVE

-RESTORE_DEFAULT_INTERLEAVE

—COPY_BADSPOTSpdev

—COPY_BADSPOTSdiskname

~SECTOR FORWARD

-SECTOR REVERSE

Options nowhavethree-letter abbreviations (e.g.,DSK, -FMT, —-RPT). All old

option abbreviationsare still supported. See HELP MAKE, MAKE -HELP, or

MAKE -USAGEforall abbreviations.

—DISK [pdev}

~PARTITION [name]

—-DISK_TYPE[type]

-BADSPOT_LEVEL[n]

Specifies the physical device numberofthe partition

that you are creating. If you do use —DISKor do not

include pdev with -DISK, MAKE promptsforthe

necessary informationto create a partition.

Specifies a valid name of up to six characters for the

partition you are creating. If you do notincludethis

option on the commandline or do not include name with

this option, MAKE prompts for a name.

Specifies the type of disk to be processed by MAKE.If

you do not specify -DISK_TYPEordo notinclude

type, MAKE promptsfor type andlists the valid typesif

you want a list. Use the correct type to avoid error

conditions. The valid types are

CMD SMD

68MB 158MB

160MB 600MB

MODEL_4475 MODEL_4711

MODEL_4714 MODEL_4715

MODEL_4719 MODEL_4721

MODEL_4729 MODEL_4730

MODEL_4731 MODEL_4732

MODEL_4735 MODEL_4845

MODEL_4860

Disk types that support Dynamic Badspot Handling are

SMD (300MBand 80MB)

68MB MODEL_4475

158MB MODEL_4735

160MB MODEL_4845

600MB MODEL_4860

Specifies the level of badspot checking that you wantto

take place. n ranges from 0 through 4. The default
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values are shown in the -DISK_TYPEdisplay for each

disk type. If you do not specify n with this option,

MAKE prompts forit. MAKEsetsthelevel to 0 for

disks with vendor flaw maps and MAKEignoresthis

option on SCSIdisks associated with the Model 7210

disk controller downloaded with ICOP+ except the

Model 4721 which you shouldsetto 0 in thatcase.

-BAUD_RATE[baud] Specifies the initial baud rate of the supervisor terminal

if it is to be different from the default baud rate of 300

bps. If you use this option but do not include baud on

the command line, MAKE promptsfor a valid baudrate.

Valid baud rates are 110, 300, 1200, and 9600.

ory Bapspors | 72°”
-COPY_BAD T diskname

Specifies the pdev or disknameofthe partition

containing the badspotfile, BADSPT,that MAKE is to

copy. If you do notinclude pdev or disknamewith this

option, MAKE prompts for it. You can include upto

four instances of pdev or disknameor a combination of

these on the commandline. pdev must be an assigned

partition and diskname must be an added partition.

OFF OFF specifies that the partition should be created to be

-DBS {ON compatible with a 4004, 4005, or IDC1 controller in

nonintelligent mode. —DBS OFF is applicable only to

disk types capable of Dynamic Badspot Handling or

mirroring. MAKE defaults to -DBS OFF when running

MAKE standalone.

ONspecifies that the partition should be created to be

compatible with the Model 6580 (IDC1) intelligent disk

controller capable of Dynamic Badspot Handling and

mirroring. -DBS ONis applicable only to disk types

capable of Dynamic Badspot Handling or mirroring.

Dynamic Badspot Handling occurs on the entire disk, or

spindle. You must create thefirst, or head zero,
rastiti f+h inAla haf, : st1partition of the spindle before creating otherpartitions
on the spindle and you musthave the head zero partition

assigned when youcreate otherpartitions on the spindle.

You cannot use -DBS ON (-IC) when running MAKE

standalone.

~DISK_REVISION[rev] Specifies the revision ofthe partition that you want

MAKE tocreate. rev must be 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, or

22.1. If you do not includerev or if you include an

invalid rev, MAKE promptsfor a valid rev. If you do
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-FORMAT

-~FORMAT_OK

~-INIT

-LIST_BADSPOTS

MAKE

not include this option, MAKE creates a Rev.

22.1-formatpartition.

Specifies that the disk has never been used on a Prime

system and MAKE shouldinitialize the data patterns on

the partition. If you wantto create pre-Rev. 21.0

partitions on a spindle that supports Dynamic Badspot

Handling and that has previously been partitioned as a

Rev. 21.0 orlater disk, use the -FORMAToption to

remodify the record headers.

 

WARNING
Do not use the -FORMAToption on anypartition of a spindle
on which a DBSfile is active (-DBS ONor -IC) unless you
remakeall partitions on the spindle.
 

—FORMATisignoredif the disk is a SCSI disk on a

Model 7210 or a Model 2382 disk controller because

badspots are handled by the disk drive.

Permits MAKE to enable the -FORMAToptionif

MAKE determinesthis is necessary to make the

partition correctly. -FORMAT_OKis intended for use

with -NO_QUERY when MAKE isrun as a phantom.

It is applicable only to a head zero partition that has an

exisiing DBSfile (i.e., on a disk type that can be

connected to an IDC1 controller).

In such a case, MAKE aborts if -NO_QUERYis

specified and formatting is necessary but you have not

permitted formatting by specifying -FORMATor

—FORMAT_OKin the commandline. Either option

gives the necessary permission and allows MAKE to

proceed, but -FORMAThasthe disadvantagethat the

disk will always be formatted, whether necessary ornot.

-FORMAT_OKpermits formatting if needed, but avoids

it whenit is not, and thereby saves processing timein

the latter case. See the Operator's Guide to File System

Maintenance about running MAKEasa phantom.

Specifies that MAKE shouldinitialize the file system

portion ofthe partition. To save processingtime,it is

recommendedthat you do notuse this option because

PRIMOSinitializes the file system.

Causes MAKE tolist all known badspots on the

partition when MAKE finishescreatingthepartition.

Badspots are sorted by partition such that badspots on

each partition are grouped together.
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—~MAP_UNCORR

—~MAX_EXTENT_SIZEsize

-MIN_EXTENTSIZEsize

~NEW_DISK

~NO_FLAW_MAP

-NO_INIT

-~NO_QUERY
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Specifies that records with correctable errors are not to

be considered badspots. It is recommended that you do

not use this option.

Specifies the maximum extent size for CAM files at

Rev. 22.0 and later. If you do not specify the maximum

extent size, MAKE defaults to 32 records.

Specifies the minimum extentsize for CAM files at Rev.

22.0 and later. If you do not specify the minimum

extent size, MAKE defaults to 16 records.

Specifies that this is the first time the partition is being

created and that MAKE should notlook for an existing

badspotfile but should create a new badspotfile if

necessary. -NEW_DISKmayalso specify that you

knowthe partition is corrupt. Use this option onlyif

this is a new disk and there is no badspotfile (BADSPT

or DBS)orthe partition is corrupt; if you use this option

and a badspotfile exists, MAKE promptsto be sure that

you wantto ignore an existing badspotfile. Do not use

—NEW_DISKonthe headzero partition of a disk type

that supports Dynamic Badspot Handling unless you are

certain that there is no data of importance on any

partition on the disk. Use of -NEW_DISK may

suppress warningsof data loss on otherpartitions.

Specifies that MAKE should not process vendor flaw

maps but should use the default level of badspot

checkingfor the disk type involved. The default levelis

4 and the disks that have vendorflaw mapsare the

Models 4735, 4845, and 4860. Using the flaw mapis

the default and is recommended.

Specifies that MAKE isnotto initialize the file system

portion of the partition. This is the default.

Mayuse when running MAKE with phantoms. The

command-line options used must leave no doubtas to

how MAKEisto proceed so that MAKE doesnot

prompt for confirmation when (1) the specified disk

type maybe incorrect, (2) MAKE requires or

recommends that -FORMATbe enabled in orderto

rebuild or remove the DBSfile when creating a head

zero partition on a spindle that supports Dynamic

Badspot Handling,or (3) the head zero partition is not

assigned whencreating a nonhead zero partition on a

spindle that supports Dynamic Badspot Handling or
MAKErecommendsthat -FORMATbeenabled.



-~QUERY_BADSPOTS

-REPORT

FORWARD
-SECTOR { REVERSE

-spurr |

-~USAGE

-HELP

recs
MAXIMUM|

|

MAKE

You must include the associated arguments with the

other command-line options used with -NO_QUERY.

The correct -DBS argument and either -FORMATor,

preferably, -FORMAT_OKshould also be used,if

applicable. If you use -FORMATor-FORMAT_OK

with -NO_QUERY, MAKE will proceed but you may

risk data loss. Run MAKE first without -NO_QUERY

and with -BADLEV0 to see any warning that MAKE

may display. -NO_QUERYdoesnot suppress prompts

issued by MAKE if you use the -NEW_DISKoption.

Specifies that you want to enter known badspots

manually,either from a list or from a hard-copy flaw

map provided by the manufacturer. You can enterthe

badspotseither as octal record numbers or as decimal

head, track, and sector numbers.

Provides periodic updates on the progress of the MAKE

operation in formatting a disk, in checking for badspots

and in initializing the file system. -REPORTalso

causes MAKE to display the numberof badspots found

in a flaw map,if one is present, and in the BADSPT and

DBSfiles,if they exist.

Specifies the method offile record allocation. The
FORWARDargumentspecifies forward allocation with
an interleave factor of 3. The REVERSE argument

specifies reverse allocation with an interleave factor of

1. If you do not specify -SECTORwith the

FORWARD (-ODI) argument or the REVERSE
argument (-RDI), MAKE sets the method based on the
CPU and disk controller in your system. If you run

MAKE standalone, MAKE promptsfor the method of

file record allocation. This option replaces the -ODI

and —RDIoptions. MAKE ignoresthis option on SCSI

disks associated with the Model 7210 disk controller
downloaded with ICOP+.

Specifies that the disk is to be a split partition to be used
for paging or for a crash dumpto disk, with recs records
reserved as paging or crash dumprecordsandtherest of
the records reservedfor file system data. If you omit
recs, MAKEdisplays the maximum numberofavailable
records and prompts for the numberofpaging records.
If you use the MAXIMUMargument, MAKE usesthe
maximum numberofavailable records for the paging or
crash dumpspace, leaving a minimal file system space.

Displays the commandusageandlists the options.

Displays the command usageanddescribestheoptions.
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MAXSCH

MAXSCHcontrols the numberof processes simultaneously active on the system.

(An active process is one that is on the readylist or that is waiting for disk I/O to

complete.)

The default formula does not always provide the optimal value for your system. You

can determinethis optimal valueby first issuing the USAGE command,described

later in this chapter. In general, if the percentage of I/O activity on the USAGE

report is too high,this indicates too much paging activity, and you should lower the

MAXSCHnumber.If the percentageof idle time is high, you should increase the

MAXSCHnumber. Fordetails, refer to the discussion of how to interpret the

USAGEcommandin the Operator’s Guide to System Monitoring.

Format

MAXSCH x

Argument

The minimum value of x is 1. The default value of x depends upon factors such as

the amount of main memory onthe system, the numberof drives on which there are

paging partitions, and the numberof active CPUs. The default value of x for a

particular machine can be calculated with this formula:

x =(c—1) + (m+ 3MB) * (0.8 + (0.2 * n))

where

c is the numberof active CPUS.

m is the numberofmegabytes (MB) of main memory.

nis the numberofdrives on which there are paging partitions.
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MAXUSR

MAXUSRis an internal commandthat controls the numberof users whoare allowed

to log in. After a cold start, no users can log in until the MAXUSR command has

been issued. If MAXUSRis issued before the system date and time have beenset,it
is ignored.

Format

n

-NTS_USERS n
-PHANTOM_USERSn

MAXUSR
-REMOTE_USERS n
-TERMINALUSERS n

Options

n

-NTS_USERS n

Sets the maximum numberofusers allowedto log in. If

you do not specify a value for n, then the maximum

numberof users is the maximum specified in the system

configuration file.

Whenit is necessary to limit the numberofusers on the

system, you can use MAXUSRto specify that no more

than 7 users are allowedto log in. If the numberof

users currently exceeds n, current users are not logged

out, but new users may notlog in, and only the

supervisor terminal (User1) is permitted tostart

phantoms. Users who attempt to log in receive the error

message Too many users; please try again

in a few minutes. Nonprivileged users whotry to

start phantomsreceive the error message No phantoms

available.

Sets the maximum numberof NTSusers allowedto log

in. If you do not specify n, or if you omit this option,

the default is the numberspecified by the NTSUSR

configuration directive. If you specify a value for n that

exceeds the value of your NTSUSRdirective,

MAXUSRprints the following error message:

NTS User value exceeds number of

configured NTS users. NTSUSR_value NTS
users will be allowed.
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-~PHANTOM_USERSn

-REMOTE_USERSn

~TERMINAL_USERS n

Sets the maximum numberof phantom users and child

processes that can be spawned. Thislimit does not apply

to privileged phantom processes and the supervisor

terminal process; these processes can always spawn

phantomsuptothe limit specified by NPUSR,

regardless ofthe limit set by the -PHANTOM_USERS

option. If you do not specify n, or if you omitthis

option, the default is the numberspecified by the

NPUSRconfiguration directive. If you specify a value

for n that exceeds the value of your NPUSRdirective,

MAXUSRprints the following error message:

Phantom User value exceeds number of

configured phantom users. NPUSR_value

phantom users will be allowed.

Sets the maximum numberof remote users allowed to

log in. If you do notspecify n, or if you omit this option,

the default is the numberspecified by the NRUSR

configuration directive. If you specify a value for n that

exceeds the value of your NRUSRdirective, MAXUSR

prints the following error message:

Remote User value exceeds number of

configured remote users. NRUSR_value

remote users will be allowed.

Sets the maximum numberoflocal terminal users

allowed to log in. If you do not specify n, or if you omit

this option, the default is the numberspecified by the

NTUSRconfiguration directive. If you specify a value

for n that exceeds the value of your NTUSRdirective,

MAXUSRprints the following error message:

Terminal User value exceeds number of

configured terminal users. NTUSR_value
terminal users will be allowed.

MAXUSR, System Startup, and System Shutdown

Thefirst time the MAXUSR commandis issued after the system date and time have

been set, the Login Please. messageis issued atall terminals connected to the

system via nonassignable asynchronouslines. Terminals connected via assignable

asynchronouslines do notreceive this message. After the login message has been

issued, the system responds to commandsissued from terminals; until then, PRIMOS

mayecho characters typed on those terminals, but does not respond to them.
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At Rev. 23.3, when you specify MAXUSR0 (no logins permitted), the Login
Please. messageis not sentto users’ terminals following a userlogin attempt that
failed becauselogins are not permitted. Instead the system displays the
maxusr_prompton theuser’s terminal. The Login Please. messageis
redisplayed on the user’s terminal when you reset MAXUSRto permit userlogins.
In prior revisions, the Login Please. message was displayed regardless of
whether MAXUSRpenmitted userlogins.

Whenthe system is to be shut down,setting MAXUSRto 0 prevents new logins.
LOGOUTALLautomatically sets MAXUSRto 0, removes the Login Please.
message from users’ terminals, and logs outall users.

Using Multiple MAXUSR Options

Whenyousetlimits on a particular process class by specifying the -NTS_USERS,
—-PHANTOM_USERS, ~-REMOTE_USERS, or -TERMINAL_USERS options, you
only set an upperlimit for that process class; these options do not reserve processes
for a particular class. Forinstance, typing

MAXUSR 5 -REMOTEUSERS 4

does not meanthat fourofthe userslots on the system are saved for remote users; it
only meansthat no more than four remote users mayuse the system at one time. If
five local users log in immediately after cold start, then no remoteusers are
permitted on the system.

If you wantto reserve precisely four slots for remoteusers, specify upperlimits for
all other classes, as in

MAXUSR 5 -TUSR 1 -NTSUSR 0 -PUSR 0 -RUSR 4

 

Notes

The MAXUSR commanddoesnotprint an error messageif you give an incorrect argument.
If you specify a maximum numberofusers that is not a valid numberoris higher than the
maximum in your system configuration file, MAXUSRsets the userlimit at the limit in your
configuration file.

The MAXUSR commandallowsyouto set process-class limits that are higherthan the total
limit, as in

MAXUSR 5 -TERMINALUSERS 6 -NTS_USERS 6

This does not increase the overall limit, which remains at 5; no more than five NTS and/or
terminal usersare allowedto log in. In general, you should always check your MAXUSR
commandformatcarefully to make sure that you havenotspecified process-class limits that
conflict with one another or with the overalltotal.
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MESSAGE

MESSAGEis an internal commandused to send messagesto users or to other

Operators. Both users and Operators may send messages. Messages maybe sent

from

e Anyuser terminal to any user terminal, which may be on a different node in the

network

e Anyuserterminal to the supervisorterminal

e Thesupervisor terminalto all users

e The supervisor terminalto a specified user

e The supervisor terminal to another supervisor terminal on a different node on the

network

 

Note

Whenusing the MESSAGE command,do notinclude the terminal’s kill character in the text

of the message. Doing so prevents words before the kill character from being sent. (Use the

TERM -DISPLAY commandtolist the kill character of your terminal.) For example, assume

that the kill character is the question mark during the following message:

OK, MESSAGE ALL -NOW -FORCE

Who owns the red sports car? Your lights are on.

The first sentence (everything up to and including the question mark) is not sent, and users

receive only the message Your lights are on.

You maywishto include the terminal’s BELL character(usually Ctrl-G) as part of your

message. This will alert users to check their terminals for your message.

 

Defining MESSAGEAttributes

At Rev. 23.3, the MESSAGE commandallows the System Administrator or Operator

to define messageattributes. You can define a maximum line length to be 80 or 512

characters. Also, you can specify a carriage retumn/line feed to be placed in the

output message.

If you want messagesto be longer than 80 characters, ensure that the output buffers

are large enough to accommodate the extra length. If the output buffers are not large

enough, long messageswill not be delivered and an error will be reported to the

sender.

Options

-DISABLE_CRLF Disables carriage return/line feed substitution in

messages. This option can be used onlyat the

supervisor terminal.
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-DISPLAY

-~ENABLE_CRLF

-MAX_LENGTH value

-HELP

MESSAGE

Allowsall users to display the current messagesettings

(which are set by the Operator). For example,

Maximum message length allowed: 80

characters.

CRLF substitutions: DISABLED

Enables carriage return/line feed substitution in

messages. This option can be used only at the

supervisor terminal.

Sets the maximum numberof characters allowed in a

message. value must be either 80 or 512 characters.

This option can be used only at the supervisor terminal.

The default is 80 characters with no carriage return/line
feed substitution.

Lists commandsyntax.

Operator-to-User Messages

Format

username

MESSAGE 2-usernumber
ALL

text ofmessage

Arguments

username

-usernumber

ALL

[options}

Specifies a user ID. All users logged in as username

receive the message.

Specifies the numberofa specific user process,

preceded by a hyphen, or dash. Only theuserspecified

as —usernumberreceives the message. To determine the

user numbers for the various users, issue the STATUS

USERS command.

Represents all users on the system. All users (except

slave processes) receive the message. This argument can

be used only at the supervisor terminal.
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text of message

Options

~FORCE
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If you use MESSAGE ALL —NOWfrom the supervisor

terminal, the message has the header Bulletin from

MU 09:28 instead of the header shown below;if you

use MESSAGEALLwithout -NOW,the message has

no header and caneasily be mistaken for normal system

output. Also, this messageis displayed forall

subsequentusersthat log in. It is wiser alwaysto use

the -NOW option with MESSAGE ALL.

Specifies the messageto be sent. Operators and System

Administrators can set the maximum message length to

be 80 or 512 characters. Sending a messagefirst

displays a line of information onthe receiver’s terminal:

the senderidentification and the time the message was

sent; and then the text of the message. For example,

*xx*x SYSTEM (user 1 on MU) at 09:28

Jane -- the tape drive is yours now.

Depending ontheattributes set by the Operator, the

message may be one or morelines in length.

To specify a carriage return in a message, use %/. If you

specified the -ENABLE_CRLFoption,carriage returns

will be executed. Otherwise, %/ will appear asa literal.

To specify a % sign when carriage returns are activated,

use %%.

Allows youto override a user’s receive state (see the

following section, Receive States) to send messagesto a

logged-in user’s terminal no matter what. This optionis

effective only when used from the supervisor terminal.

If -FORCEis notused, reception of the message may

be blocked by someorall ofthe intended recipients. If

this happens when ALL(sendingtoall users) is

specified, the user numbers ofall users whoare

blocking receipt of the message are displayed. If this

happens when youare sending to a specific user, you are

asked if the message should be forcibly sent to each user

whois blocking receipt of the message.



MESSAGE

-NOW Sends the message immediately. This is undesirable if

the user is engaged in a Sensitive operation, butis

essential if you will soon shut downthe system. Only

interactive terminal users receive a message sent with

the -NOW option.

If -NOWis not specified, the messageis stored in a

broadcast buffer (MESSAGEALL)orin single user

buffer. The messageis displayed at the user’s terminal

(without any distinguishing header) whenthat user

returns to PRIMOS commandlevel. A messagethatis

in the broadcast buffer(MESSAGE ALLwith no

—NOWoption)is also displayed after a user issues the

LOGIN command. To cancel a broadcast message,

issue another broadcast message with a nullline as text

ofmessage.

When —NOWisspecified, stored messagesare not

affected. If you use -NOW with —ON, then -NOW

mustbe the last word on the commandline.

—-ON nodename The messageis sent to the specified user or users on the

system nodenameratherthan on the local system. This

option should immediately follow the username or

—userno argument. ALL cannot be used with-—ON. If

you specify ALL with -ON, PRIMOSattempts to send

the messageto the user with the username ALL. If

there is no user with the name ALL, PRIMOSsendsan

error message indicating that you attempted to send the

message to an unknown addressee.

Operator-to-Operator Messages

Format

-FORCE
MESSAGE -1-ON nodename [Now |

text of message

Whenyouusethis format,text ofmessage is displayed at the supervisor terminal of
the node specified by nodename.

If the nodenamegivenis not connectedto the local node, then the error message
Unknown node. (SMSG$) is displayed after the Operator enters the message to be
sent.
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Note

The nodename ofthe originating system is notdisplayed at the receiving system. The

sending Operatorshould includethe originating nodenameas part of the messagetext.
 

The -FORCE and -NOWoptions function as described previously.

Receive States

Users mayset the receive state of their terminals with the -ACCEPT, -DEFER,and

~REJECT options of the MESSAGE command.

Format

MESSAGEoption

Options

-ACCEPT Enables reception of all messages.

-DEFER Inhibits immediate messages; accepts messages sent

without the -NOW option. PRIMOSinformsthe sender

that the receiver’s status is -DEFERifthe sender uses

the -NOWoption. —DEFERprevents others from

establishing a TALKsession with you.

-REJECT Inhibits all messages. The -FORCE option does not

override this option if the MESSAGE commandis

issued from a user terminal. -REJECT prevents others

from establishing a TALK session with you.

Use the -STATUSoption (abbreviation: -STAT) of the MESSAGE commandto

determine the receive state of each user. For example,

OK, MESSAGE -STATUS

User No State

SYSTEM 1 Accept

HARRIET 2 Reject

PETER 8 Defer

HONORIA 10 Accept

BATCH_SERVICE 102 Accept

YTSMAN 105 Accept

FTP 106 Accept

SYSTEM 109 Accept
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You mayuseeither of the following formats to determine the messagestatus of an
individual user:

MESSAGE -STATUS (isername|

The format to determinethe receive state of the terminal youare usingis

MESSAGE-STATUS ME

You cannot use the -ON option with -STATUS ME.
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MIRROR_OFF

MIRROR_OFF allows you to removea partition from a mirrored pair. Disk

mirroring consists of having a secondary partition that duplicates all writes to the

primary partition. The result is two logically equivalentpartitions. If one partition

fails, the other can be used inits place.

The MIRROR_OFF command can be issued only from the supervisor terminal. At

least one option is required with this command.

Do not use MIRROR_OFF during a RESUSsession.

Format

MIRROR_OFFpdevl pdev2

Arguments and Options

pdevl pdev2

-FORCE

-SHUT_BOTH
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-SHUT_BOTH [-FORCF]
-~SHUT_PRIMARY
-~SHUT_SECONDARY
~HELP

Specify the physical device numbers of the two

partitionsthat are presently mirrored and that you want

to shut down as a mirrored pair. You may omit these

arguments if you are using the -HELP option. Tolist

the physical device numbers of mirroredpartitions, use

the STATUS DISKS command.

Is similar in operation to the -FORCE optionof the

SHUTDN command. —FORCE makesit possible to

shut downa partition even if problemspreventit from

being read. You can use this option only with

—SHUT_BOTH.

Turnsoff the mirror and shuts downboth partitions,

giving them an identical date/time stamp. If one

memberof a mirrored pair has already been shut down,

an error messageis displayed at the supervisor terminal.

This option is invalid with paging partitions. Paging

partitions can be shut down only at system shutdown,

with the SHUTDN ALL command.If paging partitions

are specified, an error messageis displayed.



-SHUT_PRIMARY

-~SHUT_SECONDARY

—-HELP

MIRROR_OFF

 

Caution
If there are disk partitions mounted below the partition you
are shutting down, you must shut down the lower-mounted
partitionsfirst. If this is the case, PRIMOSdisplays a warning
message when you specify the -SHUT_BOTHoption to
MIRROR_OFF.
 

Turnsoff the mirror, if it was on, and shuts down the

primary partition. A subsequent attemptto mirrorthis

primary partition and secondary partition pair requires a

catch-up copy because the date/time stamps cannot

match. The reason for the mismatchis that the

partitions were not shut down at the same time. This

optionis valid only if the mirror is on orif the primary

partition is bad. Otherwise, an error messageis

displayed at the supervisor terminal.

Turnsoff the mirror,if it was on, and shuts down the

secondary partition. A subsequent attempt to mirrorthe

primary partition and the secondary partition requires a

catch-up copy, because the date/time stamps will not

match. The reason for the mismatchis that the

partitions were not shut downat the sametime. This

option is valid only if the mirror is on orif the

secondary partition is bad. Otherwise, an error message

is displayed.

Lists the legal arguments for the MIRROR_OFF

command.

See the Operator’s Guide to File System Maintenancefor information on disk
mirroring; see also the MIRROR_ON command.
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MIRROR_ON

MIRROR_ONallowsyouto create a mirrored pair of disk partitions. Disk

mirroring consists of having a secondary disk that duplicates all writes to the

primary disk. Theresult is two logically equivalent disks. If one diskfails,

processing on the other disk continues. Since mirrored pairs are logically equivalent,

two disks in a mirrored pair must either be both robust partitions or both standard

partitions.

Do not use MIRROR_ONduring a RESUSsession.

The purposeof disk mirroring is to increase system availability by makingit possible

to process with pairs of logical disks. These logical disksare identical; if onefails,

the other is a duplicate and is available for use. The changeoverto the duplicate disk

is automatic. With mirroring, all records are written to both the primary partition

and the secondary partition. Reading of the records, however, is split between the

two mirrored partitions. This reduces the average timeit takes to read a record.

This command maybeissued only from the supervisor terminal. For this command

to be valid, one of the mirroring configuration directives (MIRROR, COMDVM,

PAGINM) mustbe in the configuration file.

 

Notes

If you do not shut down a mirrored disk properly with the MIRROR_OFF command,the next
time youtry to start that disk with MIRROR_ONyouwill see the following messageat the

supervisor terminal:

Are you sure you want to do a catch-up copy?

Your system boot will pause until you answerthis question, and no users will be allowed to

log on until the question is answered.

If, after a warm start, you try to use MIRROR_ONon disk on anintelligent controller, you

maysee the following messageat the supervisor terminal:

Could not OPEN PDEV pdev due to controller or device errors.

(mirror_on)

If you see this message, wait until you see the following message:

DLL and init ICOP complete controller_address - (disk_init)

This message meansthat the firmwarefor the intelligent disk controller has been reloaded.

You can then issue the MIRROR_ON command again.
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MIRROR_ONpdev1 pdev2

Arguments and Options

pdevl pdev2

-MOUNT_PATHpathname

MIRROR_ON

-MOUNT_PATHpathname

-PRIORITY_SELECT

-PRIVATE
-REPLACE
-HELP

Specify the physical device numbers of the two

partitions that you want to mirror.

Specifies a logical mountpointfor the partition. The

mountpoint may be any existing, local directory in the

tree structure except for an MFD. The mount point may
also be in the root directory.

 

Note

If you do not specify a mountpoint using the
-MOUNT_PATH option,the partition is mounted in the root
directory by default. In this case, a directory is created in the

root with the same nameasthe nameofthe disk partition that

is added. You can, however, mounta partition in the root
directory with a separate directory name (for example,

<MANUFACTURING)if you use the -MOUNT_PATH

option.

 

The supervisor terminal must have access to the mount

point. The mount-point pathname mustbe fully

qualified, that is, beginning at the root. Users attached

to the mount-pointdirectory or its parent directory at the

moment the MIRROR_ONis performed continue to see

the contents of the original directory until they leave

that attach point. See the System Administrator’s Guide,

Volume I: System Configuration for detailed information

on logical mounts.

 

Caution
Donot add a disk to the root with a namelonger than six
charactersif there are pre-Rev. 23.0 systems in your network
that mustaccessthe disk. If you do, they will not have access
to the disk.
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-PRIORITY_SELECT

—-PRIVATE

-REPLACE
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Takes over control of a dual-ported disk drive. (A

dual-ported disk drive is one which can be attached to

two systems simultaneously, although only one system

has control over the disk drive at any moment.) Always

use -REPLACE (described below) with

—~PRIORITY_SELECT when the NameServeris

running on yoursystem.

 

WARNING
Neverpriority-select a dual-ported disk drive while the other
system attached to the drive is running. You could corrupt the
disk’s file system by interrupting the other system’s write to

disk.

Neverplace any system’s COMDEVona dual-ported disk

drive; if someone inadvertently priority-selects that disk from
the secondary port, the first system behaves unpredictably and

will probably crash.
 

Allowsthe Operator to add a partition and preventit

from being accessed by remote systems with remotefile

access (RFA). Private disk partitions added to the local

system are displayed by the LIST_MOUNTS command.

Private disk partitions that are located on remote

systems are displayed by the LIST_MOUNTScommand

only if the requestoris at the supervisor terminal oris

the System Administrator.

Forcesall systems in the commonfile system name

space to reference the new system (the one doing the

MIRROR_ON)forthe specified disk partition instead of

the system it was originally added to. Use this option

wheneveryou are adding a disk that has been moved

from one system to another without being explicitly shut

downfirst, as in the case of a dual-ported disk drive.

(This option is only necessary if the Name Serveris

running on yoursystem.)

For example,if disk PUBS12 is physically moved from

System A to System B andis not explicitly shut down,

using the -REPLACE option when addingthe disk to

System B causesall systems in the name space to look

for PUBS12 on System B instead of on System A. It

accomplishes this by overriding the old entry in the

GMTforthat partition and replacing that entry with the

new information. When you specify this option, you

receive the following query:



MOFF

MON

The -REPLACE option forces all systems in

your common file system namespace to

reference your system for this disk

instead of the system the disk was

Originally added to. Do you really wish

to do this?

Answer YESif you want the MIRROR_ONto take
place.

If the NameServeris running on your system, you must

specify this option wheneveryouuse the

—PRIORITY_SELECT option.

 

Caution
Never use the -REPLACEoptionunless you are absolutely
certain that the physical disk has been moved from one system
to another without being explicitly shut downfirst.

 

If you attempt to mirror a pairof partitionsthat are not

identical, the system issues the following warming

query:

A catch-up copy of primary device <pdevl>

to secondary device <pdev2> will be

Started. Are you sure you want to

continue?

If you are running MIRROR_ONfrom a COMIfile, you
maystill answerthis query from yourterminal.

-HELP Displays command syntax.

See the Operator’s Guide to File System Maintenance for more information on disk
mirroring. For more information on configuration directives, see the System
Administrator’s Guide, Volume I: System Configuration.

See MIRROR_OFF.

See MIRROR_ON.
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MONITOR

BATCHQ>MONITORisthe program that monitors the Batch subsystem. It can be

run only by the BATCH_SERVICEphantom thatis started by the BATCH -START

command.

At Rev. 21.0 and later, BATCHQ>MONITORdoesnot send messagesto the

supervisor terminal each time it begins orfinishes a job. (The Batch Administrator

can specify otherwise.) MONITOR does, however, continue to send and record

these messagesto the Batch monitorlogfile. The Batch subsystem always sends

error messagesto the supervisorterminal, evenif the initiation and termination

messages are suppressed.

To display job initiation and termination messages, edit the Batch startup command

file (BATCHQ>START_BATCH_MONITOR.COMI)and changethe line that runs

the Batch monitor (the RESUME MONITOR command) to read RESUME MONITOR

instead of RESUME MONITOR —HUSH. The changetakeseffect the next time the

Batch monitoris started up.

Format

RESUME BATCHQ>MONITOR[-HUSH]

Option

-HUSH Preventsjob initiation and termination messages from

being logged to the supervisor terminal. These

messages appearin the Batch monitorlogfile.

If your system tends to run many small Batch jobs, you

may not wantto get these job execution messages on the

supervisor terminal since they are so commonandwill

obscure morevital diagnostic information.

See the Operator’s Guide to the Batch Subsystem for details. See also BATCH,

FIXBAT,INIT, and JOBearlier in this chapter.
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MONITOR_SEARCH_RULES

The external PRIMOS command, MONITOR_SEARCH_RULES,displaysstatistics
on the frequency of dynamiclinking to subroutinesin libraries. These statistics can
be displayed for the whole system orfor an individual user. The System
Administrator can use system-wide monitoring to optimize the orderof the search
Tules in the system-default ENTRY$search list. The System Administrator can give
programmers rights to use per-user monitoring information to tunetheirprivate
ENTRY‘searchlists for specific programsor suites of programsor to examine their
applications’ dynamic-linking behavior.

Format

—-CHECK

—-REPORT[report—filename}
MONITOR_SEARCH_RULES -START [-PER USER] [-HELP]

-STOP [-PER_USER]

Options

-CHECK Checks for erroneoussearch rules in the ENTRY$

searchlist.

-REPORT[report-filename] [report-suboptions]

Produces a system-wide report. If report-filenameis

omitted, the report is displayed at the terminal.
report-suboptions producesper-user reports, detailed
reports, and new ENTRYS$searchrulesfiles as

documented belowin the section Reports From

MONITOR_SEARCH_RULES.

~START [-PER_USER] Starts system-wide monitoring. The -PER_USER
suboption starts per-user monitoring. Both the option

and the suboption are available at the supervisor
terminal only.

-STOP [-PER_USER] Stopsall monitoring, both system-wide andper-user.
The -PER_USERsuboptionstops per-user monitoring
only. Both the option and the suboptionare available at
the supervisor terminal only.

-HELP Displays the command’s syntax and usage.

Each option is explained in moredetail below.
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Starting and Stopping MONITOR_SEARCH_RULES

MONITOR_SEARCH_RULESrunsas a static-modelibrary, so System

Administrators must place the keyword -STATIC_MODE_LIBRARIESfirst (after

~PRIMOS_DIRECT_ENTRIES)in the ENTRY$searchlist, that is, before any EPF

libraries. Otherwise, MONITOR_SEARCH_RULESwill notcountstatistics for

routines in the EPFlibraries that come before -STATIC_MODE_LIBRARIESin the

ENTRY$search list. The same advice applies to users who intend to monitortheir

private ENTRY$searchlists.

To start. MONITOR_SEARCH_RULESat yoursupervisor terminal, type

MONITORSEARCHRULES —START [-PER_USER]

The -PER_USERsuboptionstarts both per-user and system-wide monitoring. If you

previously started system-wide monitoring with the "START option, then -START

—PER_USERstarts per-user monitoring only. If you previously started per-user

monitoring and then stopped it with -STOPrather than with -STOP -PER_USER,

then -STARTalso begins per-user monitoring.

A typical use of MONITOR_SEARCH_RULESmight be

1. Start MONITOR_SEARCH_RULESatthe supervisor terminal.

2. Gather statistics for a representative period, such as a week.

3. Reorder the ENTRY$search rules onceonly.

4. Stop MONITOR_SEARCH_RULESatthe supervisor terminal.

For mostsites this procedure is adequate, provided that the process of gathering

statistics and reordering search rules is repeated when libraries are changed (for

example, after upgrading to a new revision), or when new applications are

introduced, or when existing applications are significantly changed.

MONITOR_SEARCH_RULESusesoneshared segmentto hold its shared

statistics-gathering routine, plus one dynamically allocated shared segmentto store

the statistics it gathers as the system runs. One additional shared, dynamically

allocated segment for every 10 users is used to hold per-userstatistics if per-user

sampling is enabled.

 

Caution
MONITOR_SEARCH_RULESinstaiis itseif as the first availabie static-modelibrary.
Because it cannot countstatistics for static-modelibraries before itself, MSR displays a

warningif it finds that library number1 is notnull, then installs itself as library number 2 or

greater, overwriting anyotherstatic-mode library occupying thatposition.
 

Use this commandat the supervisor terminal to stop MONITOR_SEARCH_RULES:

MONITORSEARCHRULES -—STOP [-PER_USER]
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Used alone, the -STOPoption stopsall monitoring, but doesnot return the segments

allocated for per-user monitoring. Used with the -PER_USERsuboption,the

—STOPoption stops per-user monitoring only andreturnsall segmentsallocated for
per-user monitoring. If -STOP has already been issued, then "STOP -PER_USER
simply returns the segments allocated for per-user monitoring. Once per-user
monitoring segments are freed, no per-user reports can be generated. If -STOP has
notalready been issued, then -STOP —PER_USERlets system-wide monitoring
continue.

Reports From MONITOR_SEARCH_RULES

The —REPORToption of MSRdisplaysstatistics in a wide array of formats. The
formatof the report depends on which suboption of -REPORTis specified. The
commandsyntax of the -REPORToptionis as follows:

-DETAIL

MSR -REPORT[report-filename] “USER [usernumber]
~NEW_FILE[new-ENTRY$-filename}

The -REPORToption of MONITOR_SEARCH_RULESsupportsthe suboptions
below. Any numberof these suboptions may be combined,butall of them require
the -REPORToption.

-DETAIL Producesa detailed, entrypoint-by-entrypoint report that
maybe either system-wideorper-user.

-USER[usernumber] Producesa report that shows dynamic-linkingstatistics
for the whole system andfor the user specified by

usernumber.

~NEW_FILE [new-ENTRY$-filename]

Produces a new, optimized ENTRY$searchrulesfile

that may be either system-wide orper-user. If

new-ENTRY$-filename is omitted, a file named

NEW.ENTRYS$.SRis written in the currentdirectory.

report-filename and new-ENTRY$-filename maybe filenamesor pathnames. If
report-filename is omitted, the report is displayed at the terminal.

Each suboptionis described in more detail below.

The System-wide Report

The -REPORToption of MONITOR_SEARCH_RULESproducesa system-wide
report.

MONITOR_SEARCHRULES -REPORT [report-filename]
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If report-filenameis not specified, the report is displayed at the terminal. If

report-filenameis specified, the report is written to the specified file in the current

directory orto the file specified in a pathname.

Theresulting report shows the numberof dynamiclinksto each library since

MONITOR_SEARCH_RULESwasfirst implemented. Eachlink is a search by

PRIMOSfor a subroutine called by a program; PRIMOSsearchesfor the subroutine

in the libraries named in the ENTRY$searchlist. Subsequentcalls by the same

program to the same subroutine(until the program returns to PRIMOS command

level) do not cause PRIMOSto search for the subroutine, so MSR doesnot count

these calls.

The report is sorted from the most frequently accessedlibrary to the least frequently

accessed library. Here is a sample system-widereport:

OK, MONITORSEARCHRULES -REPORT

[MONITORSEARCHRULES Rev. 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc.]

Dynamic link monitor is installed as static library 1;

166 entries in use (out of 3275 max); 4 users being monitored individually.

Library Total Count

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>SYSTEMLIBSPRC.RUN 1869

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>APPLICATIONLIBRARY .RUN 484

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>SYSTEMLIBSPRG.RUN 260

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>TRANSLIBSPRC.RUN 125

Segment 4377 109

Segment 2126 98

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>SITLIBRARY.RUN 81

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>ECLSLIB.RUN 80

Segment 2342 29

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>TRANSLIBSPRG.RUN 28

Segment 2026 12

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>FTINLIBRARY.RUN 7

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>X409LIB.RUN 6

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>SPSLIB.RUN 5

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>DSMLIB.RUN 1

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>DSMLIB.RUN 1

Routines from Unknown Libraries Total Count

USINVK 2

Erroneous search rules :

LIBRARIES*>OLD_LIB.RUN Not found

OK,
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166entries in use (out of3275 max) gives the numberof dynamic links accessed out
of the total possible dynamic links contained in the ENTRY$searchruleslist being
monitored.

Theleft columnshowsthe library’s pathname or sometimesjust a segment number.
Segment numbers appear whenit is not possible to determine from PRIMOS exactly
whichlibrary is being linked to, for example, when two or more EPFlibraries share
the samelinkage segment, and the link is to library linkage rather than to procedure.
In this fairly uncommoncase, a LIST_SEGMENT nnnn -NAME command(where
nnnonis the segment number) showsthe libraries concerned. A second and more
commoncase is when the link is to a static-modelibrary, whose segment number
alwaysfalls between 2000 and 3777octal.

Afterthe list of libraries comesa section showing attempted links to routines that
could not be foundin libraries in the currently active ENTRY$searchlist. These
routines mayexist in EPFlibraries used by some users via ENTRY$searchlists
different from the onein usebytheuser issuing the MONITOR_SEARCH_RULES
—-REPORT command. Alternatively, the routines may notexist on the system atall,
and the linking may have occurred asa result of software checking for the absence or
presence of a special routine. The example above was caused by MAGSAV
searching for the routine U$INVKoninvocation. U$INVKis present only on
Systems running ROAM; when MAGSAVfailed to find U$INVK,it simply assumed
there were no ROAMfilesto save.

The final section of the report showsanylibraries in the current ENTRY$searchlist
that have been erroneously specified — nonexistentfiles (as in the example above) or
files with insufficient access rights orfiles of the wrong type. The
MONITOR_SEARCH_RULES —CHECK commandproducesa quick report
showing only this section; this commandis available at any time, even when
monitoring has not yet been started.

The Per-user Report

MONITOR_SEARCH_RULEScan expand a system-wide report to show individual
linkage counts for a specified user. This facility lets the System Administrator
examine the differences between varioususers’ library usage and hence optimize and
customize ENTRY$searchlists for different users or classes of users. Secretaries,
for example, may benefit from an ENTRY$searchlist quite different from the one
used by programmers.

The per-user report can also be useful to a programmer when tuning an application.
The programmerwatchesthe linkage counts as a test program runs. This facility lets
the programmercreate an ENTRY$searchlist tuned specifically for a program or a
suite of programs. Besides improving performance, such tuning maysavea user(or
system) from running out of segments because unusedlibraries were mapped in and
searched before the needed ones were foundin the default, nonoptimal ENTRY$list
search. Watching whatlibraries a program linksto can also help in verifying that
there are no hiddenerrors (such aslinking to a subroutine in an earlier revision
library or finding two subroutines of the same namein two separate libraries) or
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potential performance bottlenecks (such as making frequent attemptsto find

unknown routines via the CKDYN$routine or a LINKAGE_FAULTS$onunit, or

linking to a large EPF library for a simple but importantfunction that might be more

efficiently used as in-line code).

Per-user reports are available on any userby specifying the appropriate user number

as an argumentto the -USER suboption. Per-userreports are sorted on the count for

the specified user. Here is a sample per-user report:

OK, MONITORSEARCHRULES -REPORT -USER 1

[MONITORSEARCHRULES Rev. 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc. ]

Dynamic link monitor is installed as static library 1;

166 entries in use (out of 3275 max); 4 users being monitored individually.

Library Total Count User 1 Count

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>SYSTEMLIBSPRC.RUN 1893 169

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>SYSTEMLIBS$PRG.RUN 260 90

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>SITLIBRARY .RUN 81 53

Segment 2126 98 27

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>APPLICATIONLIBRARY.RUN 500 15

Segment 2026 12 8

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>SPSLIB.RUN 5 5

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>TRANSLIB$PRC.RUN 125 2

Segment 2342 32 1

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>TRANSLIBS$PRG.RUN 34 0

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>X409LIB.RUN 6 0

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>ECLSLIB.RUN 80 0

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>FTNLIBRARY.RUN 9 0

Segment 4377 109 0

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>DSMLIB.RUN 1 0

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>DSMLIB.RUN 1 0

Routines from Unknown Libraries Total Count User 1 Count

USINVK 2 1

Erroneous search rules

LIBRARIES*>OLD_LIB.RUN Not found

OK,

A requestfor a per-userreport fails if only system-wide monitoring is started

(although the requeststill produces a system-wide report). In this case, the user

should ask the System Administrator to start per-user monitoring at the supervisor

terminal with the MONITOR_SEARCH_RULE —-START ~PER_USER command.
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MONITOR_SEARCH_RULEScan produce detailed reports showing complete
subroutine-by-subroutine breakdowns oflibrary usage, for the whole system orfor
an individual user. A detailed report shows the nameofa subroutine,its link
address, andits linkage count. In cases where the subroutine linkage is to an Entry
Control Block (by far the most commoncase), the segmentcontainingthe procedure
code forthe routine is also displayed; other linkages are either to short-called
routines, whichstart at the link addressitself, or occasionally to data other than a
subroutine. The detailed report concludes with the usual library report, whichis in
fact a sum ofthe per-userroutine reports, bylibrary.

MONITOR_SEARCH_RULES

Used with the -USER suboption, -DETAIL producesa detailed per-user report.
Used without the -USER suboption, -DETAIL producesa detailed system-wide
report. The following is an exampleof a detailed per-user report:

OK, MONITOR_SEARCHRULES -REPORT -USER 1 -DETAIL

(MONITOR_SEARCH_RULES Rev. 23.3.0

Dynamic link monitor is installed

166 entries in use

Routine Name

CLOSSA

PSDATE

EMSGSF

SERL$1

RANDSA

SERL$2

SPSADDRESS

PSFREE

PSOR

LCKSSF

PSCPYC

Library

(out of 3275

Address

of Link

4377/170040

4407/7144

6006/16034

6006/7646

4377/171702

6006/7704

4314/152126

4377/131566

4407/10260

6006/15634

4404/30762

Copyright (c) 1992,

as static library 1;

Prime Computer, Inc. ]

max); 4 users being monitored individually.

Proc

Seg

4372

4404

2126

2126

4372

2126

4324

4403

4404

2126

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>SYSTEMLIBSPRC.RUN

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>SYSTEMLIBSPRG.RUN

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>SIT_LIBRARY.RUN

Segment 2126

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>APPLICATIONLIBRARY.RUN

Segment 2026

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>SPSLIB.RUN

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>TRANSLIBSPRC.RUN

Total Count

N
R

N
M

N
M

M
B

@
W

N
H

95

10

Total Count

1893

260

81

98

500

12

5

125

User 1 Count

O
N
O
O

A
O

F
H

13

User 1 Count

169
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2 198

Segment 2342 32 1

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>TRANSLIBSPRG.RUN 34 0

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>X4093LIB.RUN 6 0

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>ECLSLIB.RUN 80 0

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>FINLIBRARY .RUN 9 0

Segment 4377 109 0

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>DSMLIB.RUN 1 0

<REV220>LIBRARIES*>DSMLIB.RUN 1 0

Routines from Unknown Libraries

USINVK

Erroneous search rules :

LIBRARIES*>OLD_LIB.RUN Not found

OK,

The New ENTRY$ Search RulesFile

Total Count

2

User 1 Count

1

Finally, the -NEW_FILE [new_ENTRY$_filename] suboption produces a new

version ofthe currently active ENTRY$search rulesfile, sorted into optimal order.

The -NEW_FILE suboption must be used with the -REPORToption and can be

used with any of the other -REPORTsuboptions. If new_ENTRY$_filenameis

omitted, the file NEW.ENTRY$.SRis written in the current directory. The

SET_SEARCH_RULES commandactivatesthis file as anew ENTRY$searchlist.

The new, optimized ENTRY$searchrules file has a headerline stamped with the

date and time. The header contains a messagestating that the file was reorganized

by MONITOR_SEARCH_RULES.After the header, any commentlines at the

beginningof the old file are copied to the new file. Search rules follow the comment

lines, sorted into optimal order: the most frequently used appearfirst. The rules are

sorted for the whole system or, if the -USER suboptionis used, for an individual

uSer.

Lines describing EPF libraries that do not show up in a MONITOR_SEARCH

_RULESreport (that is, they effectively have a count of zero) are copied from the

old file to the end of the newfile in the sameorderas that ofthe old file. This

behavior occurs evenif an error (such as a nonexistent file or insufficient access

rights) is detected, because the problem maybe correctedlater or may apply only to

the user running MONITOR_SEARCH_RULESandnotto all users.

MONITOR_SEARCH_RULESattempts to place the keyword -SYSTEM optimally

by adding together the numberof dynamiclinksto libraries named specifically in the

file and subtracting that numberfrom the total numberof dynamiclinks. Rulesthat

are definitely invalid — such as a misspelled keyword (for example, -SYYYSTEM)

or a meaningless function (for example, [RUBBISH])ora directory instead of an
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EPF(for example, [HOME_DIR] instead of [HOME_DIR]>EPF.RUN) are not
preserved in the newfile.

Here is an example of using the NEW_FILEsuboption:

ORK, MONITOR_SEARCHRULES -REPORT MSR.REPORT -USER 59 ~NEWFILE

[MONITORSEARCHRULES Rev. 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc.]

Creating new ENTRYS$ search rule file ...

New ENTRYS search rule file NEW.ENTRYS.SR created.

See INITIALIZE_SEARCH_RULESearlier in this chapter. See the PRIMOS

Commands Reference Guide for EXPAND_SEARCH_RULES,

LIST_SEARCH_RULES,and SET_SEARCH_RULES.

For more information, see the Advanced Programmer’s Guide II: File System and the

System Administrator's Guide, Volume I: System Configuration.

See MONITOR_SEARCH_RULES.
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MTRESUME

MTRESUME performs two major functions: running programsand printing a tape

index. First, you can useit to invoke the following utility programs from magnetic

tape:

e COPY_DISK

e FIX_DISK

e MAGSAV and MAGRST

e MAKE

e PHYRST

 

Note

At Rev. 23.0, COPY_DISK and PHYRSThavebeen replaced by PSR (although youcan still

use COPY_DISK and PHYRSTifthey are already on your system). PSR, however, cannot

be run from tape using the MTRESUME command.
 

Second, you can use MTRESUMEtoprint an index of a tape mounted onthe system

tape drive.

No matter how you want to use MTRESUME,you must be aware of the conditions

under which MTRESUMEcan beinvoked. These conditions are

e Theutility programs listed above must have been written to the tape using the

MAGSAVor BOOT_CREATE command.

e The tape drive must be assigned to your process.

e PRIMOS mustbe running.

Each function requires a different command-line syntax and is explained below in

moredetail.

Starting Utility Programs

When MTRESUME isusedtostart one ofthe utility programslisted above,it first
; the fil tainscopies the file containing the specifi

program.

ram to memoryand then invokes the

 

Note

At Rev. 23.0, MTRESUME invokes EPF .RUN files from magnetic tape as well as SAVE

files. Previously, it would invoke only .SAVEfiles. This is important as the new version of
MAGRSTis MAGRST.RUN instead of MAGRST.SAVE. MTRESUME continuesto have

limits for both EPF andstatic mode programs,thatis, if the invoked program attempts to link

to libraries that are not installed on disk, you receive a linkage fault at runtime.
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Format

-LOGICAL_TAPE m
MTRESUME MIEM pathname _cOMMANDOPTIONSoptions

-HELP

This command-line format directs PRIMOSto read the pathnamefrom a

MAGSAV-formatted magnetic tape mounted on unit n into memory. The formatalso

directs the read operation to start at segment 4000s at the starting address specified
by the file’s RVEC.

The MTRESUME commandignores the 16-bit RVEC ending address and continues

loading until the end-of-file (EOF) is reached. Segment boundariesare crossed, as
necessary.

A commonuse of the MTRESUME commandusingthis format is to resume

MAGRSTfrom tape to restore system software during the bootstrap procedure.

You would also use MTRESUME inthis format if the commanddevice is damaged
so that the FIX_DISK utility program on the disk (stored in

CMDNCO>FIX_DISK.SAVE)is inaccessible. Then you could use MTRESUME to

run FIX_DISK from the magnetic tape. A sample commandline follows:

OK, MTRESUME MTOQ CMDNCO>FIXDISK.SAVE -CMDOPT -DISK 1060 -FIX

You cannot use MTRESUMEto invokeutility programs that assumethat any

libraries are installed. The utilities listed earlier do not make this assumption.

Arguments and Options

MTn pathname Designates the tape drive, MTO through MT7,from

which you are resumingthe utility program pathname.

-LOGICAL_TAPE m Specifies the numberof the logical tape to be used. The

default is logical tape one (-LT1).

-COMMAND_OPTIONSoptions

Specifies the options for the command being invoked

from tape. This must be the last option on the command

line. Replace the argument options with the set of

options appropriate to the commandbeing invoked.

-HELP Displays the command’s syntax. Do notuse any other

options with -HELP.
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Creating a Tape Index

MTRESUME canalso be used to create a tape index: list of files that have been

saved by MAGSAVon tape. The indexis displayed at the supervisor terminal and

is not written into a file.

Format

MTRESUME[options]

Options

-INDEX Specifies that an index of the tape is to be displayed on

the terminal screen or printed at the terminal printer.

You must supply both the MTn argument and the

—INDEXoption if you wantto print a tape index.

-LOGICAL_TAPE m Specifies the numberofthe logical tape to be used. The

default is logical tape one (-LT 1).

MTn Designates the tape drive from which you resumethe

utility program. n is an integer from 0 through 7,

inclusive. You must supply both the MTn argument and

the -INDEXoption if you wantto print a tape index.

-NO_WAIT Suppresses the --More-— prompt and does not pause

after every page of output. Output scrolls continuously.

You cannot specify both -PAGE_LENGTHand

—NO_WAIT.

—PAGE_LENGTHlines Lets you change the numberoflines to be displayed or

printed before pausing. lines is a decimal value that

specifies the numberof lines to display orto print.

If you do not specify this option, MTRESUMEuses a

default page size of n lines. nis the value assigned to

the numberof screen lines. You cannot specify both

—PAGE_LENGTHand —NO_WAIT.

—-HELP Displays command syntax. Do not use any other‘yO eM

options with -HELP.
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Messages

In addition to the errors sent by the PRIMOS command environment, MTRESUME
generates the following error messages:

A file name (filename) and -INDEX can not both be

specified. (MTRESUME)

The -INDEXoptionis used to display an index for the tape currently mounted

on the tape drive. This index is printed on the supervisor terminal; it cannot be
writtento file.

A file name or -INDEX must be specified. (MTRESUME)

If you supply the -INDEX option, MTRESUME prints out an index ofthe

specified tape. If you supply afilename argument, MTRESUME runsthe

specified program. You must supply oneofthese two.

Command line options and -INDEX can not both be

specified. (MTRESUME)

The -COMMAND_OPTIONSoption mayonly be specified when you are

running a program with MTRESUME;it has no meaning when you run

MTRESUME with the -INDEX option.

Device not assigned, MTn (MTRESUME)

Assign the tape drive, MTn, using the ASSIGN commandandtry again.

Device not connected, MTn (MTRESUME)

The controller for the specified tape drive, MTn, does not exist. Reenter the

commandwith a valid drive number.

Empty file, cannot resume filename (MTRESUME) .

Thefilename you specified contains no data, and therefore cannot be run. Check

to be sure that you specified the correct name.

File is too small, cannot resume filename (MTRESUME).

The file you specified is too small to be a runnable file. Check to be sure that

you specified the correct name.

Incorrect number of words in tape block. Unable to use
tape. (MTRESUME)

Check to make sure that you have mounted the proper tape. MTRESUME
cannotread the tape you mounted.

Invalid logical tape specified: tapenumber. (MTRESUME)

You specified a logical tape number which wasnegative. Logical tape numbers
mustbe zero orgreater.
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Invalid magtape specifier “userspecifier” (MTRESUME)

You entered something other than MTO through MT7to specify a magnetic tape

drive. Enter your commandagain, giving a proper magtape specifier.

Invalid rvec, cannot resume filename.

Start x, End y, PB z (MTRESUME).

Thefilename you havespecified is not a Static Mode (.SAVE) program, and

MTRESUME cannotrunit. Be sure that you have specified the correct filename

and mountedthe proper tape. (For details on Static Mode, see the Programmer's

Guide to BIND and EPFs.)

Magtape error on MTn, controller statuS: XXXXXX XXXXXX,

recovered (MTRESUME)

Magtape error on MTn, controller statuS: XXXXXK XXXXXX,

unrecovered (MTRESUME)

The preceding two messagesstate that MTRESUME encountered either a

recoverable or an unrecoverable error while reading from the tape. (The

numbers xxxxxx xxxxxx (octal values) are the hardware status wordsthat

correspondto statv(2) and statv(4) as passed back by the subroutine T$MT. See

the Subroutines Reference IV: Libraries and I/O for the definitions of these

wordsand for a discussion of the subroutine T$MT.) If the erroris

unrecoverable, MTRESUMEreturns you to PRIMOSlevel. Clean and align the

tape headsortry anothertape.

Magtape MTn at physical end of tape. (MTRESUME)

Rewind the tape; check to makesure that you did not specify too large a logical

tape number.

Magtape MTn offline or not ready. (MTRESUME)

Put the tape drive, MTn,online, or mount and load thetape.

Missing end of file, not a valid MAGSAV tape. (MTRESUME)

The tape you are trying to read was not completely written by MAGSAV. Check

to makesure that you are using the properversion ofthe tape.

Not a file: filename (MTRESUME).

Thefilename you gaveis not the nameof a program;it is somefile-system

object, like a directory, which cannot be executed. Be sure that you have

specified the proper filename and mounted the propertape.

Pathname not found or inaccessible, pathname (MTRESUME)

The pathname youspecified was not found onthe tape.
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Tape block out of sequence; should be x is y. Unable to

use tape. (MTRESUME)

Something is wrong with the tape which you mounted. Check that you have

mounted the propertape.

This is not a MAGSAV tape. (MTRESUME)

The tape you are trying to read was written by sometape utility other than

MAGSAV. MTRESUME canonly read tapes which were written with

MAGSAV.

Running MTRESUMEtoStart a Utility Program

This is an example of using MTRESUME tostart the utility MAGRST. Notice that

you must use the MAGRST.RUNfile, not the MAGRST.SAVE file.

OK, ASSIGN MTO

OK, MTRESUME MTO CMDNCO>MAGRST.RUN

This is a revision 23 MAGSAV+ tape.

Date: 031392

Revision: 0

Reel: 0

Name: BOOTL

[MAGRST Rev. 23.1.Q1 Copyright (c) 1990, Prime Computer, Inc.]
TAPE UNIT (9 TRK): 0

(Tape not at load point)

ENTER LOGICAL TAPE NUMBER: 1

NAME :DATE (MM DD YY): 03-13-92

REV NO: 0

REEL NO: 0

READY TO RESTORE: YES

**x* STARTING RESTORE ***

Restoring Password UFD into existing ACL UFD: CMDNCO

Restoring Password UFD into existing ACL UFD: DOS

***xEnd Logical tape***

***Restore Complete***

OK, UNASSIGN MT0O -UNLOAD

Device released.

OK,
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Example Tape Index

The next example showsan indexlisting sent to the supervisor terminal. A Rev.

23.3 tape was mounted andindexed.

OK, ASSIGN MTO

Device MTQ assigned.

OK, MTRESUME MTQ -INDEX

This is a revision 23 MAGSAV+ tape.

Date: 03-13-92

Revision: 0

Reel: 0

Name: BOooT1

--- Start of logical tape ---

PRIRUN

MAKE . SAVE

MAGRST.RUN

MAGSAV. RUN

FIXDISK.SAVE

PSR.RUN

NSED

PRIMOS .COMI

CONFIG

--- End of logical tape ---

OK,
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NTS_ASSOCIATE

NTS_ASSOCIATE mapsa physical line on an LTS controller to a PRIMOSline

number. This commandis restricted to Network Administrators, System Operators,

or System Administrators who are members of the.NETWORK_MGTSACLgroup.

Format

NTS_ASSOCIATE {Le

Options

-LINElinenumber

-LTS_NAMEIts-name

-LTS_LINEIts-linenumber

-~PERMANENT

-HELP

-LINE linenumber -LTS_NAMEIts-name -LTS_LINEIts—linenumber reeamanen|

Specifies the physical line numberto be associated with

an LTS controller. linenumberis the decimal numberof

the NTS assignable line, in the range 1024 through

1535, inclusive. The maximum line numbermaybe less

than 1535 depending on your system configuration.

Identifies the LTS that you wantto associate with a

particular PRIMOSline. /ts-name, which may have a

maximum of 16 characters, is usually designated in the

NTSconfiguration file by the Network Administrator

through the use of the CONFIG_NTS command.

Specifies the physical LTS line number. Each LTShas

eight physical lines. Jts-linenumberis a decimal number

in the range 0 through7, inclusive.

Indicates if this line is to be reconnected automatically

when a disconnect occurs. If an association already

exists and a change from temporary to permanent, or

permanent to temporary, is desired, you can issue the

NTS_ASSOCIATE commandusingeither the -LINE

option or the -LTS_NAME and LTS_LINE options.

A permanently associated line is also connected when

you issue the ASSIGN commandforthatline,

regardless of whether the connection was completed.

This is useful for Spooler lines when the LTS maynot

be running before the line is assigned.

Provides information about the proper formatof the

commandandits options.

For more information, sce the NTS User’s Guide.
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NTS_LINE

NTS_LINE places a terminal connected to PRIMOSvia a LAN Terminal Server 300

(LTS300) into Command mode.

When youhavesuccessfully connected to an NTS host and loggedin, you are

automatically in Data Transfer modewith a default set of session parameters

configured at the LTS. You may wishto or need to alter some of those parameter

settings. To do so, you must switch to the LTS Command modebytyping an escape

character. If the escape character on yourterminal is disabled, you can still enter

Command mode with the NTS_LINE command.

NTS_LINE is a commandused with the Prime Network Terminal Service (NTS).

Format

—COMMANDNTS_LINE {HELP

Options

-COMMAND Returns you to Command mode.

~HELP Displays the Help file for this command.

For more information, see the N7S User’s Guide.
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NTS_LIST_ASSOCIATE

NTS_LIST_ASSOCIATE displays the current associations of assignable PRIMOS

NTSline numbers with their corresponding LTS nameor LTSline numbers. It also

specifies whetherlines are permanently associated.

Format

-LINE linenumber

-~HELP

NTS LIST ASSOCIATE [assab Its-name [-LTS_LINE Its—linenumber]

Options

If you invoke the NTS_LIST_ASSOCIATE command withoutany options, the

system displays the associationfor all lines on every LTS. The display also indicates
any permanentassociations.

-LINElinenumber

-LTS_NAMEIts-name

-LTS_LINE /ts-linenumber

-HELP

Displays the association for a specific PRIMOS NTS

line. linenumberis the decimal numberof the NTS

assignable line, in the range 1024 through 1535,

inclusive. The maximum line numbermaybe less than

1535 depending on your system configuration.

Displays the association for a specific LTS. Its-name

may have a maximum of16 characters andis usually

designated by the Network Administrator in the NTS

configuration file with the CONFIG_NTS command.

Displays the association for a specific LTS line number.

lts-linenumberis a decimal numberin the range 0 .

through 7, indicating the LTS physical line number.

Displays information on the syntax of the command and

its options.

For more information, see the NTS User’s Guide.
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NTS_UNASSOCIATE
NTS_UNASSOCIATE breaks the mapping of an associated LTSline with a

PRIMOSline numberin the NTSassigned line range. You cannot break an

association if the line is currently assigned.

NTS_UNASSOCIATE is a privileged commandandis restricted to the Network

Administrator or System Operator.

Format

-LINE linenumber
NTS UNASSOCIATE 4-LTS_NAME lIts-name [-LTS_LINE ltsctinenumber]

- -HELP

Options

-LINElinenumber Specifies the physical line numberassociated with an

LTScontroller. linenumberis the decimal numberof

the PRIMOSNTSassignableline, in the range 1024

through 1535, inclusive. The maximum line number

maybe less than 1535 depending on your system

configuration.

-LTS_NAMEIts-name Specifies the name of the LTS to whichthe lineis

associated. /ts-name may have a maximum of16

characters and is usually designated by the Network

Administrator in the NTS configuration file with the

CONFIG_NTS command.

~LTS_LINEIts-linenumber Specifies the physical LTS line number. [ts-linenumber

is a decimal numberin the range 0 through7, inclusive.

-HELP Provides information about the proper format of the

commandandits options.

For more information, see the NTS User’s Guide.
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PASSWORD_DIRS

PASSWORD_DIRSis used to prevent (-OFF option) or allow (-ON option) the

creation of password directories. The System Administrator may wantto prevent

users from having password directories, thus forcing them to set access controllists

on their files and directories. To prevent users from creating password directories,

the System Administrator must issue the -OFF option to PASSWORD_DIRS.

Format

~OFF
PASSWORD_DIRS ("ON

Options

—OFF Specifies that the creation of additional password

directories is prohibited. When this optionis in effect,

any attempt to create a password directory, either from

the program level or the commandlevel, is prevented.

If a user specifies the -PASSWORDoption to the

CREATE command,the following error message

appears:

Use of password directories not allowed on

this system (create).

Password directories are not allowed on a C2-secure

system. See the CONVERT_TO_ACLS command

earlier in this chapter, which enables C2 software users

to removeold passworddirectories from the system.

-ON Specifies that the creation of password directoriesis

allowed. This is the default for the system if the

PASSWORD_DIRScommandis not usedat cold start.
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You can calculate or display a physical device number (pdev) by using the PDEV

command. A pdevis a unique numbergenerated from four values which specify a

disk drive: controller number, unit number, starting head, and numberof heads.

This command doesthe following:

e Lists the controller address, disk drive unit number,starting head (or surface),

and numberof headsof a given pdev.

e Displays the ldev, pdev, controller address and number, disk drive unit number,

numberofthe starting head, and numberof heads of one or morelocal disks.

e Converts a given controller address, disk drive unit number, starting head, and

numberof headsinto a pdev.

e Displays internal usage information.

You can also use PDEV as a command function with other commandsby enclosing

PDEVandits options in square brackets ([ ]) after the command.

Calculating PDEVs

You should checkall pdevs that you calculate using the PDEV commandagainstthe

pdevs in Chapter 3 of the Operator’s Guide to File System Maintenance). The
PDEV commandwill allow you to calculate inappropriate pdevs. For example, you

should not have an odd numberofsurfacesin a partition in the middle of a disk. In

addition, PDEV will allow you to calculate pdevs that are beyond the range of the

table in Chapter 3. To obtain the values you needto construct a pdev for SMDsand

FMDs,see Chapter 3 in the Operator’s Guide to File System Maintenance.

Format

-DECODEpdev

-DISK diskname
PDEV 4_ENCODE options

-HELP

Options

~DECODEpdev Takes a pdev as input and displays the components

making up the pdev. It displays the following:

e Disk controller address and controller numberin

parentheses

e Disk drive unit number

e Starting head number

e Numberof headsin the partition
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-DISK diskname

PDEV

Displays the pdev of the namedlocal disk, diskname.

diskname can include wildcards, in which case PDEV

displays the pdevsofall disks matching the wildcarded

name.

In addition to the pdev of diskname, PDEVdisplays the

e Logical device number(Idev) of the local disk

e Controller octal address and number

e Disk drive unit number

Starting head number

e Numberof headsin the partition

You can use PDEV with the —DISKoption as a

command function in another command. When you use

PDEV as a commandfunction, you cannot use

wildcards in diskname.

—ENCODE -CONTROLLERaa-UNIT u-STARTING_HEAD n-NUM_HEADS m

-HELP

Generates a pdev from these four values passed as

options:

e —CONTROLLERcontroller address (aa), whichis

one of these octal numbers: 24(0), 26(1), 25(2),

22(3), 45(4), 27(S), 46(6), 23(7). You can also use

the controller numbercorrespondingto this

address.

@ -—UNITdisk drive unit number(u), which is an

octal number from 0 through 7.

e -STARTstarting head (or surface) number(n),

which is an even numberfrom 0 through 30.

e ~—HEADS numberof heads (m)in the partition,

which is an even numberunlessthe partition is the

last partition on a disk with an odd numberof

heads, or surfaces. These numbers range from 1

through 31.

PDEVdisplays the input information andthe resulting

pdev.

Displays a summary of the command’s functions.
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Examples

Example 1: This example displays the device values of a disk with a pdev of 4060.

OK, PDEV -DECODE 4060

For PDEV 4060, controller = ’26 (1), unit = 0, start head = 0, heads = 16

Example 2: This example displays the pdev and its device values of a disk called

OSDSK3.

OK, PDEV -DISK OSDSK3

Disk LDEV PDEV Controller Unit Start Heads

OSDSK3 2 7660 ‘27 (5) 0 0 30

Example 3: This example showsusing a wildcard to display a list of pdevsand their

device values.

OK, PDEV ~DISK P@

Disk LDEV PDEV Controller Unit Start Heads

PERFOR 4 6260 ‘27 (5) 0 0 24

PERF 5 41666 *27 (5) 3 8 6

PMANGR 12 62761 °23 (7) 0 12 11

OK,

Example 4: This example shows using PDEVto get the pdev of a disk device with

the specified values.

OK, PDEV -ENCODE -CONTROLLER 27 -UNIT 2 -START 12 -HEADS 10

For controller = '27 (5), unit = 2, start head = 12, heads = 10, PDEV = 62664

Example 5: This example showsusing a PRIMOSargumentlist with PDEV to get

the pdevs of disk unit 0 on each ofeight different controllers.

OK, PDEV -ENCODE -CONTROLLER (0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7) -UNIT 0 -START 2 -HEADS 28

For controller = '24 (0), unit = 0, start head = 2, heads = 28, PDEV = 17020

For controller = '26 (1), unit = 0, start head = 2, heads = 28, PDEV = 17060

For controller = '25 (2), unit = 0, start head = 2, heads = 28, PDEV = 1/120

For controller = '22 (3), unit = 0, start head = 2, heads = 28, PDEV = 17160

For controller = ’'45 (4), unit = 0, start head = 2, heads = 28, PDEV = 17220

For controller = '27 (5), unit = 0, start head = 2, heads = 28, PDEV = 17260

For controller = '46 (6), unit = 0, start head = 2, heads = 28, PDEV = 17320

For controller = '23 (7), unit = 0, start head = 2, heads = 28, PDEV = 17360

For more information about pdevs, see the Operator’s Guide to File System

Maintenance.
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PRATIO

PRATIO allows the Operator to changethe pagingratios of the pagingpartitions

currently installed on the system. This command maybe usedonlyat the supervisor

terminal. The paging partitions are established by the PAGING or PAGDEVand

ALTDEYVdirectives in the system configuration file and are activated at startup. A

maximum ofeight paging partitions may be allocated on a system.

 

Note
Changing the PRATIO values changes the percentage of new pagingactivity only. Pages

currently in use remain wheretheyare.

 

Format

PRATIO |

Options

percent] ... percent8

—-DISPLAY

percent] [ .. . percent8]

-DISPLAY

Determinesthe percentage of paging activity that is to

take place on each paging partition. Thetotal of

percentagesfor all paging partitions must equal 100.

The default paging ratio for a paging partitionis

calculated by PRIMOSat cold start. It is based on the

size of the paging partition in relation to thetotal

number of paging records. For example, if you have

four paging partitions and one of them has 15% ofthe

paging records,then that partition’s paging ratio is 15%

(thatis, it is used 15% ofthe time for paging).

Provides information on the percentage of paging

activity currently specified for each paging partition,as

set at cold start by PRIMOSorin a subsequent PRATIO

command.
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Examples

Example 1: The following example shows a system with four paging partitions.

OK, PRATIO -DISPLAY

PRATIO values for each paging partition

 

Partition # 1 PDEV = 110061 PRATIO = 14 %

Partition # 2 PDEV = 100263 PRATIO = 28 %

Partition # 3 PDEV = 100463 PRATIO = 29 %

Partition # 4 PDEV = 110261 PRATIO = 29 %

Example 2: Using the PRATIO command, you can change the percentage of paging

activity of these paging partitions, as in the following example.

OK, PRATIO 10 20 20 50

If the total of the PRATIO values does not add up to 100, the system generates an

error message. An error messageis also displayed if you have more PRATIOvalues

than there are paging partitions on the system.

 

Caution
The default PRATIO valuesare calculated by PRIMOSatcold start. These values are usually
optimum for the performance of most systems. Generally, you should not change these
values without good reason. Deviating too much from the values calculated by PRIMOScan

cause problemslater on, especially if you are running at a high paging threshold. Do not set
any percentage so highthatthe partition is likely to fill completely. When that happens,
PRATIO maythen behave unpredictably. Paging is distributed properly amongthepartitions

so long as no onepartition is allowedto fill completely.
 

Refer to the Operator’s Guide to File System Maintenancefor information on

partitioning physical disks. Refer also to the System Administrator’s Guide, Volume

I: System Configuration for information on paging devices.
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PRINT_SECURITY_LOG

PRINT_SECURITY_LOGis used in a C2-secure system to invoke the Audit Report

facility. The System Administrator usesthis facility to examine the contents of an

audit file. You create this file by issuing the SECURITY_MONITOR command,

whichis discussed later in this chapter.

Format

PRINT_SECURITY_LOG -LOGFILEpathname[options]

Arguments and Options

-LOGFILEpathname pathnameis the audittrail file whose contents are to be

displayed. The file must be a closedfile on disk. If the

file has been backed upto tape already,it first must be

restored to disk.

-EVENTS[args] Selects the set of event categories to be reported. If you

omit this option, a report of all events specified below is

displayed. The -EVENTSoption may take one or more

of the following event category arguments(args):

Argument Description

ATTACHES Specifies that attach operations are to

be reported.

FILE_SYSTEM Specifies that file system events are

to be reported.

PRIV_OPS Specifies that events involved with

privileged operations are to be

reported.

SYSTEM Specifies that system events are to be

reported.

~EVENT_TYPES[args] Specifies the event types to be reported. If you omitthis

option, all event types are reported.
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-NO_HEADER

-NO_WAIT

The -EVENT_TYPESoption takes one or more ofthe

following event type arguments,(args):

Argument Description

FAILURE Specifies that failed events are to be

reported.

NO_ACCESS Specifies that access failure events

are to be reported.

SUCCESS Specifies that successful events are to

be reported.

Suppressesthe table header (normally for screen

displays).

Suppresses the --More-— promptand does not pause

after every page of output. Output scrolls continuously.

Phantomsused to create COMOfiles mustuse this

option.

-NUMBER_OBJECT[num-obj-list]

Reports only those audited numberobjects that are

specified in num-obj-list. The num-obj-list may contain

a maximum of 16 number objects separated by blanks.

If no num-obj-list follows -NUMBER_OBJECT,then

all numberobjects are reported.

A numberobject may be a positive number, such as a

file unit numberor a segment number. It may be a

negative number, such as an imaginary address used

with an EPF.

-TEXT_OBJECT[text-obj-list]

~USERS[userid-list]

~HELP
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Reports only those audited text objects that are specified

in text-obj-list. The text-obj-list may contain a

maximum of 16 text objects separated by blanks. If no

text-obj-list follows -TEXT_OBJECT,thenall text

objects are reported. A text object may be eithera full

or partial pathname. You can also specify a device

nameby designating a subdirectory to DEVICE*.

Selects only those records generated by the users in

userid-list. The userid-list may contain a maximum of

16 user IDs separated by blanks. If no userid-list

follows the -USERSoption,then all users’ records are

reported.

Displays a summary of the command’s options.
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Running a Phantom

To get a permanentcopyof the security log, send PRINT_SECURITY_LOGoutput
toa COMOfile. You can avoid tying up a terminal while the log is being displayed
by creating this COMOfile from a small CPL program which youstart as a
phantom.

The CPL program should contain the following lines:

COMO your-filename.COMO

PRINT_SECURITY_LOG -LOGFILE your-logname -NO_WAIT

COMO -E

OK, PH CPLname

Example

After the phantom prints the report, you can spoolit to a printer that has a wide
margin format. See the sample outputfile below:

Event Group Date/Time Type User# Code User

Description

Object (s)

ATCH 91-07-05 07:04:23 Succ 17 0 **userid not set**

Attach to directory

<OP_SYS>SAD

FS 91-07-05 07:04:23 succ 17 0 **xuserid not set**

Open file

<OP_SYS>SAD>UVF Unit requested: 32 Unit assigned: 32

FS 91-07-05 07:04:23 SUCC 17 ) *xuserid not set**
Open file

<OP_SYS>SAD>MPF Unit requested: 31 Unit assigned: 31

FS 91-07-05 07:04:23 succ 17 0 **userid not set**

Check existence of file

<OP_SYS>SAD>SDF

FS 91-07-05 07:04:23 succ 17 0 **userid not set**

Open file

<OP_SYS>SAD>MGF Unit requested: 30 Unit assigned: 30
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PROPdisplays the status of system printers and printer environments. Operators and

the Spool Administrator use PROPto perform the following operations on the

Spooler:

e Monitor the Spooler’s status

e Control despooler phantoms

e Changeto anotherprinter environment

e Verify a printer environment

e Suspend a currently printing job and restart it later

All options except -DISPLAY, -REPORT_SIZE, -STATUS, —VERIFY, and -HELP

require you to be a privileged user.

Format

environment—name[options]

PROP <{system—options}

—-HELP

Environment Options

At Rev. 23.3, the Spool Administrator can give specific users RX ACL rights to use

the PROP commandby changing the ACL onthe environmentfile.

You cannot use system options on the same commandline with environment-name.

environment-name Specifies the name of an environmentfile that contains

directives which define the setup and operation ofthe

printer. The Spool Administrator (who is a memberof

the SPOOL_ADMINISTRATOR$group) creates the
printer environment. The environmentspecifies such

details as the printer or plotter to be used, type of paper,

numberoflines to be printed on a page, the width

(margins) of a page, the type characteristics, whether or
not a header appears on the output, and so on.+ G& 22V0UN ER EE Sha agrikr oO

Details of the environment are in an environmentfile.

For more information,refer to the Operator’s Guide to

the Spooler Subsystem.
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~ABORT

~BACKn

-CONTINUE

~DISPLAY [-NO_WAIT]

-DROP

-HANG

-NOW
~FINISH
-IDLE

PROP

Causes the despooler phantom to stop printing the

current file; the request is left in the spool queue. If the

abortedfile is large, this option allows the Operator to

force the printing of all short files, and then restart the

aborted file from the beginning. This option also forces

a previously requested paper change, hang, or shutdown

to occur immediately, provided that the request was

made by using the -FINISH suboption with the

appropriate option. In addition, -ABORTimplies a

—CONTINUE. See -HANG and —-STOP.

Causes the despooler phantom to back up a given

numberof pages (n) andreprint the data from that point

integer

not supply n, the default value is 1. The maximum

value of nis 100 (allowing you to back up to 100

pages).

The —BACKoptionis useful for situations in which

very large files have been partially printed when a

printer problem occurs. The -BACKoption allowsthe

Operatorto restart the printing ofthe file, beginning

from the point at which printer problems began.

Takes the despooler phantom outof hangor lineup

modeso that it can continue printing or scanning.

Printer operation continues whereitleft off.

Displays the status of environment-nameand displays

the contents of the corresponding environmentfile. If

you do not specify -NO_WAIT, the --More-- prompt

prints after each page of information, and you must

press Return to see the next page. If you specify

~NO_WAIT,output scrolls continuously.

Causes the despooler phantom to stop printing the

current file and to delete the request from the spool

queue. This option also forces a previously requested

hang or shutdownto occur immediately, provided that

the request was madeby using the -FINISH suboption

with the appropriate option. (The SPOOLoption

—CANCELdeletes a file from the spool queueif it has

not started printing, or attempts to issue a—DROP

requestif it has started printing on localprinter.)

Temporarily suspendsprinting and/or scanning the

queueby stopping the phantom that services the

environment-name.
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-LINEUP[linum]

-FINISH
~RELEASE |{ioe 1

—NOWsuspendsthe phantom immediately. The print

request remains in the spool queue andthe file is printed

whenyourestart the phantom. —FINISH suspendsthe

phantom afterit finishes the currently printingfile.

~IDLE suspendsthe phantom whenit has no more work

to do. Whenthe phantom hangs,it sends you the

message Hanging; printing may continuefor a short

while as buffers empty. The default is FINISH. Use

the -ABORT, —CONTINUE, —DROP, or -RESTART

option, as appropriate, to resume printer operation.

Causes the despooler to back up tothe start of the

current page,print Jinum lines of the documentand then

to pause and display the message paperalignment check

to the Operator. Restart despooling by issuing another

PROP commandwith either the -CONTINUE option

(which doesnotreprintthe first part of the data) or the

—LINEUPoptionto repeat the lineup sequence.

 

Note

You may specify -LINEUP as part of the -START command,

as in

PROP PR1 -START -LINEUP 5

In this case, the lineup is done onthefirst file eligible for

printing.
 

Releases a suspendedprint job andrestarts it from the

page at which it was interrupted. Use —FINISHto

release the despoolerafter it prints the current job. Use

—-IDLEto release the despooler when it becomesidle

(when there are no morefiles to print).

-~-NOW
-RESET[new_env] |4-FINISH

~-IDLE

Operator’s Guide to System Commands

Causes the despooler phantom to shut downandrestart.

Use this option if the environmentfile has been

amended. The optional new-env argument allows you to

replace one despooler environment with another using

only one command. This sequence is commonly used

when you are changing paper types.



-RESTART

-START

-STOP

—-SUSPEND

~VERIFY

-NOW
-FINISH
-IDLE

PROP

Use -NOW, —FINISH,or IDLEto specify when the job

is to begin printing. -NOW asksthat the job begin

immediately, -FINISH asksthat the job begin when the

currently printing file has completed, and -IDLE asks

that the job begin whenall other jobs in the queue have

completed. The default is -FINISH.

Causes the despooler phantomto restart the currently

printing file. This is often used after the printer halted

because the paper bin is empty, there is a paper jam,or a

similar cause. Printing ofthe file restarts from the

beginningofthe file. This option also forces a

previously requested paper change, hang, or shutdown

providedwas"

made by using the -FINISH suboption with the

appropriate option. In addition, -RESTARTimplies a

—CONTINUE. See -HANGand —-STOP.

Starts up the named environment. Usethis option to

start the Spoolerinitially or after you have used -STOP.

Causes the named despooler environmentto shut down.

Thisis used to stop printing or scanning the queue.

—NOWshuts downthe phantom immediately. FINISH

shuts downthe phantom afterthe currentfile is finished

printing. -IDLE shuts down the phantom whenit has

no more work to do. The default is -FINISH. Usethe

—STARToption to start up another phantom to service

environment-name. A message displays when the

phantom shuts down successfully. In addition, -STOP

implies a—CONTINUE. See -ABORT and -HANG.

Halts a currently printing job and allowsotherjobs to

begin printing. The suspended job can later be restarted

from the point at whichit was interrupted with the

—RELEASEoption.

Checksthe syntax of an environmentfile and notifies
you of any errors.
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System Options

—~COLDSTART[-NO_QUERY]
Initializes the Spooler data structures and resets the

queue control information. This option may be issued

manually during cold start or placedin thefile

PRIMOS.COMI. —NO_QUERYallowsthe Spool

Administrator to cold start the Spooler subsystem

without having to answeryes to the query Okay to

shut down env. Only members ofthe group

SSPOOL_ADMINISTRATORS$are allowed to usethis

option.

 

Caution
It can still take sometimeto actually stop the active
environments, so do nottry to start environments without

verifying that the phantomshave logged out.
 

-ENV_LANGUAGElangname

-MAX_SIZE [nnnn]

-MIN_SIZE [nnnn]

-REPORT_SIZE

Defines the Standard Internationalization Tool (SIT)

supported language of the environmentfile. This is only

useful at multilingual sites. You can use this option

with —-START and —VERIFY.

Sets the maximum disk record size of files entered into

the local spool queue. Spooledfiles with record sizes

greater than the maximum set by -MAX_SIZE are

rejected by the spool queue. nnnn is the numberof

records. If you omit -MAX_SIZE,there is no limit on

the file size. OnlySPOOL_ADMINISTRATOR$

group members are allowedto use this option. The

default maximum size is zero. You can reset the

maximum size to zero by entering 0 or nothing on the

commandline.

Sets the minimum disk recordsize offiles entered into

the local spool queue. Spooled files with record sizes

less than the minimum set by -MIN_SIZE arerejected

by the spool queue. nnnn is the numberofrecords. If

you omit -MIN_SIZE,the default value of 0 (nolimit)

is used. Only .SPOOL_ADMINISTRATORS$group
membersare allowed to use this option. The default

minimumsize is zero. You can reset the minimum size

to zero by entering 0 or nothing on the commandline.

Reports the current system spooljob size limits.



PSLOG

PSLOG

-ALL Displays a list of the currently active environments and
“STATUS xo_warr| indicates the status of each one. —ALL asksfor

informationon all environments (whetheror not they
are Currently active). -NO_WAITtells PROPnotto
pauseat the end of each screenful of information. By
default, PROP pauses after each screen andprints out
information only on active printer environments.
Possible status indications are: Aborting, Backing Up,
Dropping, Hanging, Idle, Lineup, Printing, Reset,
Restarting, Starting Up, and Stopping. If the status is
Printing, the filename, current copy, request number,
node name(if printed from another system), and page

_numberare shown._

The —ALLoptionlists all environments, along with their
status. The status of inactive environmentsis Inactive.

-HELP Displays commandsyntax.

Changes at Rev. 21.0

The PROP command changedsignificantly at Rev. 21.0. With the pre-Rev. 21.0
PROP command,users created printer environmentfiles with the -CREATE option
and modified environmentfiles with the -MODIFYoption. These two options and
their subcommandsare not supportedator after Rev. 21.0.

At Rev. 21.0 and later, PRIMOSrequires the Operator or Spool Administrator to
create these environmentfiles, one for each environment, as regular ASCIIfiles and
place them in the SPOOL*directory. Thesefiles may be created with any PRIMOS
editor, including EMACSand ED. Refer to the Operator’s Guide to the Spooler
Subsystem for detailed information aboutcreating environmentfiles.

 

Caution
Environmentfiles created with pre-Rev. 21.0 PROP commandsdonot work with the Rev.
21.0 or later Spooler. You must create new environmentfiles, using the Rev. 21.0 format, in
orderto run the Spooler under Rev. 21.0 or later PRIMOS.

 

The CONVERT_ENVutility is available to convert pre-Rev 21.0 environmentfiles
to templates that can then be modified for use on Rev. 21.0 orlater Spoolers. This
utility is explained earlier in this chapter.

For a full description of printer environment directives, see the Operator’s Guide to
the Spooler Subsystem.

See PRINT_SECURITY_LOG.
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PSR

The PSR commandenables youto

e Copy a physical disk partition to another disk partition

e Protect a partition from being accidentally overwritten by a restore or copy

e Restore a physical disk partition from tape

e Save a physical disk partition to tape

This command replaces COPY_DISK, PHYSAV,and PHYRST.

Format

-COPY
-NO_PROTECT

PSR <-PROTECT {-HELP]
—-RESTORE
-SAVE

Options

-COPY Copies an entire partition to another partition.

-NO_PROTECT RemovesPSR write-protection from a partition before

you restore or copy the partition.

—-PROTECT Reinstates PSR write-protection on a partition afterit

has been restored or copied.

-RESTORE Restores a physical disk partition from tape.

-SAVE Saves a physical disk partition to tape.

-HELP Displays commandsyntax.

The —COPY, —RESTORE,and —SAVEoptionsare explained furtherin the following

sections.
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The -—COPYOption

The —-COPYoption copies an entire partition to anotherpartition.

Note that you cannot copyto or from the command device. If you wantto either

save, Copy, or restore the commanddevice,use a logical utility.

 

WARNING
At the end of the copy you must run FIX_DISKto reset record pointers.
 

Format

 

 

PSR -COPY[source -TO target [-CHECK]]

Options and Arguments

source Identifies the pdev ofthe partition that you wantto copy.

-TO target Identifies the pdevof the partition to which you wantto

copy the original partition.

-~CHECK Specifies that you want PSRto read back the datait

copies to the target partition so that you can check to be

sure the copied data is readable.
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The -RESTOREOption

—RESTORErestores an entire partition from tape. The partition must have been

saved to tape by PSR using the -SAVE option. You cannotrestore parts of a

partition with PSR.

Note that PSR cannot restore to the commanddevice. To save andrestore a

commanddevice, you mustuse logical save andrestore utilities.

 

WARNING
At the end ofthe restore you must run FIX_DISKto reset record pointers.
 

Format

-CHECK
PSR -RESTORE [-tNLoaD|

Options

—-CHECK Specifies that you want PSR to read back the data it

restores to the target partition in order to check that the

restored data is readable.

-UNLOAD Tells PSR to unload tape at the end ofthe reel.
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PWDIR

The -SAVE Option

The —SAVE option savesan entire physical disk partition to tape. It does so without

reference to the logical structure of the data on the disk; therefore, a partition is the

smallest unit that you can restore from a PSR save.

Format

volume-id:pdev ARRIVE -NO_VOLUME_ID
PSR -SAVE| pdey “INC -UNLOAD

Options and Arguments

pdev Thepartition’s physical device number. You caneither

specify pdev alone or combineit with the volume-id. If

you specify both together, the format is volume-id:pdeyv.

volume-id A namecreated by the user that uniquely identifies the

disk pack, for example, PACK6. This is optional but

recommended.

-ARCHIVE Tells PSR to perform an archive save.

~BASE Tells PSR to run a base savethat is to be thestart of a

sequenceof incremental saves.

-INC Tells PSR to perform an incremental save.

-NO_VOLUMEID Tells PSR that you are not using uniquely identified

tapes and that it should not prompt you for the volume
ID.

-UNLOAD Tells PSR to unload tape at the end ofthe reel.

For more detailed information, see the Operator’s Guide to Data Backup and
Recovery.

See PASSWORD_DIRS.
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RECORD_TO_PATH

RECORD_TO_PATHtakesa record address and returnsthe pathnameofthefile

system object to which that record currently belongs. RECORD_TO_PATH works

on local online disk partitions only. The System Administrator or any memberofthe

-RAS$ ACL group can invoke this commandfrom any terminal, or at the supervisor

terminal.

One common use of RECORD_TO_PATHisto identify the file system object

associated with a record cited by a recoverable disk read error. You can then decide
whetherto run FIX_DISK immediately, or continue running temporarily and avoid
using this record. For example, you can copythefile system object to another

location, and reroute accessto that new file system object.

Format

-DISK nn
RECORDTOPATH -RECORD_ADDRESSnn [nn2] .. . [nn16] {PDE nA

-HELP

Options

~RECORD_ADDRESSnn [nn2]... [nn16]

Specifies the address of the record, expressed as an octal

number. You can specify up to 16 record addresses,

separated by blanks (or commas), following this option.

All addresses on the commandline must be on the same

local disk partition. RECORD_TO_PATHreturns a

separate pathname message for each record address.

-DISK nn Designates the local online disk partition on which the

-PDEV nn record resides. nn is the physical device number(pdev)
of the partition, expressed as an octal number. These

options are synonyms;useeither one.

-HELP Displays the online help text for this command.

Messages

You must specify both the -RECORD_ADDRESSand the -DISK (or -PDEV)

option for each call to RECORD_TO_PATH. RECORD_TO_PATHreturns a

pathname for each record address, up to 16 pathnames.

First record of object

This indicates that the specified recordis the first record of the file system

object.
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Insufficient access rights.

The specified record is inaccessible due to insufficient access rights.

Invalid physical device number (off line?).

You specified a disk partiton that is invalid or not currently online.

Record address nn on device nn is NOT used.

The specified record is not used by anyfile system object.
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REGISTER_EPF

REGISTER_EPF,which can only be issued by the System Administratororat the

supervisor terminal, registers an EPF,thatis, it places an EPF in main memory to

improve performanceandavailability. The EPF being registered may notbe linked

to until all of the named EPFsare also registered. A registered EPF is suspended

until all of the routines which are referenced by the EPFare resolved.

You must have Translator Family Release T3.0 or a subsequentrelease installed

before you can use this command.

 

Caution
Wheneveryouare askedto register an EPF, check first to be sureit is a legitimate EPF and

not a virus program.
 

Format

-DIRECT_DEPENDENCYLIST epfl [... epfn]

~INIT program—option1 [...program—option-n]

REGISTER_EPF epf_name -INIT_.DEPENDENCY_LIST epfs

-SEARCH_DDL_FIRST

-HELP

Arguments and Options

epf_name Specifies the name of the EPFto be registered.

-DIRECT_DEPENDENCYLISTepfl[... epfn]
Specifies the list of EPFs that are directly referenced by

the EPF being registered. This list is optional and may

include a subset of the EPFs actually needed. The EPF

being registered remains in the suspendedstate (thatis,

registered but not able to be executed) until all of the

listed EPFsare registered.

~INIT program-options1 [ ... program-option-n|]

Specifies the set of options required bythe initialization

routine when executed forthe first time. The

program-options are passed to the procedure that was

designated as the initialization routine when the EPF

waslinked.

-INIT_DEPENDENCYLISTepfs
Indicates the order in which theinitialization routines of

the EPFs in the dependencylist should be run.
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-SEARCH_DDL_FIRST Indicates that the EPFslisted within the direct
dependencylist be searched before any otherlibraries

whentrying to snap links residing in the EPF being

registered.

~HELP Displays command syntax.

See the System Administrator's Guide, Volume I: System Configuration or the

Advanced Programmer’s Guide I: BIND and EPFs for more information on
registered EPFs.
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REMOVE_PORTAL

REMOVE_PORTALdeletes a portal. A portal is a file system object mounted over

an existing local directory that serves as a gateway to anotherfile system name

space.

Format

mountpoint-pathname
REMOVE_PORTAL {EL

Argument and Option

mountpoint-pathname Specifies the pathnameofthe local directory where the

portal is mounted. The pathname mustbe fully

qualified.

-HELP Displays commandsyntax.

Messages

A pathname must be given for the portal mount point.

(removeportal)

You must specify the exact pathnamefor the portal you wish to remove.

A portal does not exist at the given pathname.

(remove_portal)

Either the portal has already been removedor you have given the wrong

pathname.

Mount point pathname must be fully qualified.

(removeportal)

The pathname youspecify for the portal you are trying to remove must begin

with the root.

Portals can only be defined on local directories.

(remove_portal)

You have attempted to removea portal that was added on a remote system and

you cannotdo so.
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Portals can only be removed by the node where they were
added. (removeportal)

You have attempted to removea portal that was mounted on a remote system and
you cannot do.so.

Specified mount point cannot be attached to.

(removeportal)

You have attempted to removea portal from a mountpoint to which you do not
have access or the mountpoint you specified does not exist.

See ADD_PORTAL earlier in this chapter and the Rev. 23.0 Prime Networks Release
Notes for more information.
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REMOVE_PRIORITY_ACCESS
REMOVE_PRIORITY_ACCESSremovesa priority ACL (Access Control List)

from a partition and overrides the effect of a previous SET_PRIORITY_ACCESS

command.

Format

REMOVE_PRIORITY_ACCESSdiskname

Argument

diskname Specifies the nameofthe disk partition from which the

priority ACLis to be removed. This command may be

issued only from the supervisor terminal or by the

System Administrator.

Use the LIST_PRIORITY_ACCESS command(described earlierin this chapter) to

display the priority ACL ineffect for a disk partition. See also the command

SET_PRIORITY_ACCESSlater in this chapter.
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REPLYis usedto reply to users’ magnetic tape requests. There are two formatsfor
REPLY.

Format

REPLY —usernum -TAPE

ABORT
GO
pdn

RESEND

Arguments to -TAPE Option

In this form of the REPLY command,you must include the —usernum (user number)

and —TAPEoptions, or an error messageresults.

ABORT

GO

pdn

RESEND

You are unable to assign the requested drive because no

drive is available, the tape is not found, and so on. The

following messageis displayed at the user’s terminal:

Device not available. Magtape assignment

request aborted (asnmt$)

You approve the request. The message displayed at the

user terminal indicates that the desired tape drive has

been assigned. Use GO to answerall requests that did

not specify the MTX —ALIAS MTidn option.

Use the pdn optionin all cases wherea userspecifies

the MTX —ALIAS MTI/dn option. Select a suitable

drive, perform any special requests, then use this option

to send the drive’s physical device numberto the user’s

terminal. The following messageis then displayed at

the user’s terminal:

Device MTpdn Assigned.

The most recently sent assignment request from user

—usernum is repeated at the supervisor terminal.

Four additional REPLY optionsare available for your use.
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Format

-ALL RESEND

REPLY -REPEATseconds

-TAPE RESEND

—usernum RESEND

Options

-ALL RESEND Repeats all outstanding (unanswered) requests at the

supervisor terminal.

-REPEATseconds Allows you to set how frequently (in seconds) requests

are repeated. The seconds parameteris a decimal

number. The default repeat frequency is 180 seconds

(three minutes).

-TAPE RESEND Repeats the most recentof all outstanding requests at

the supervisor terminal.

-usernum RESEND Repeats all outstanding requests from the specified user

number.

See the Operator’s System Overview for examples of handling tape assignment
requests. See also the ASSIGN commandfor assigning tapes and the SETMOD

commandforsetting the mode of tape assignments.
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RESETDUMP

RESET_DUMP isan internal commandthatresets the parametersofa partial tape
dumpto the default values. The default is that the following segments are to be
written to tape during a partial tape dump.

© 0g to 1777. (These contain the kernel operating system andits databases.)

© 60003 to 60038 for all logged-in users.

¢ 4000s to 7777. for the processthat was using the CPU atthe timeofthe halt.

The Operator can change the default values with the DUMP_SEGMENT and
DUMP_USER commands. The LIST_.DUMP commanddisplays the current values.

Format

RESET_DUMP[-HELP]

Option

-HELP Displays command syntax.

Three related commands are DUMP_SEGMENT, DUMP_USER,and LIST_DUMP,
which are discussedearlier in this chapter.
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RESUSis a DSM (Distributed Systems Management)facility that gives you access

to the same commandprivileges at a user terminal that you would haveat the

supervisor terminal.

Format

RESUS ¢

(—ENABLE

~DISABLE[-FORCE]

-START [-ON nodename]

~STOP

nodename
-STATUS -o» adept

-USAGE 
Options

—-ENABLE

-DISABLE

|ELP [~-NO_WAIT]

}

a

 
Enables RESUSat any user terminal. Once RESUSis

enabled, any authorized local or remote user can gain

supervisor terminalprivileges on the system by issuing

RESUS -START.In effect, your user terminal becomes

the logical supervisor terminal. Once RESUSis

enabled, the real or physical supervisor terminal no

longer functions as the supervisor terminal; it only

echoes commandsthat you enter and the system’s

responses. It ignores all input except the RESUS

—DISABLEand RESUS —DISABLE —FORCE

commands. When RESUSis enabled, the system and

error prompts change to

nodename.RESUS_OK>

nodename.RESUS_ER>

Disables RESUSat the local system. This optionis

valid only at the physical supervisor terminal. Disabling

RESUSat one system hasno effect on the ability of

authorized users on that system to gain control of other

systems where RESUSis enabled.

—DISABLEis not honored if another RESUSuseris

already in control of the system. In this case, you must

use -DISABLE —FORCEtoforcibly disable RESUS.

The -ENABLEand —DISABLEoptionscan be issued

only at the physical supervisor terminal.
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-DISABLE -FORCE

~START [-ON nodename]

-STATUS -ON

-STOP

nodename

nodegroup

RESUS

Forcibly disables RESUSatthe local system,even if
anotheruser is controlling the system through RESUS.
The user’s terminal is disabled from functioning as a
supervisor terminal and normal supervisorterminal
activity is returned to the physical supervisorterminal.
This option is valid only at the physical supervisor
terminal.

 

Notes

When youforcibly disable RESUS,the User 1 process
remainsin the most recently entered subsystem. Toreturn
system control to the physical supervisor terminal, quit the
subsystem in the normal way. For example,if you are in
BATGEN,type QUITto return to PRIMOS commandlevel.
To identify the subsystem,refer to the supervisor terminal
record: the outputof a hard-copy supervisor terminal, for
instance.

Whenyou enter the RESUS -DISABLE -FORCE command
at the supervisor terminal, there may be a short delay before
the commandis executed. The RESUS command accepts
type-ahead.

 

Assumescontrol of a system where RESUSis enabled.
If you do not specify a nodename,the local system is
assumed. —STARTis not available from the supervisor
terminal, or from a terminal at which you are already
using RESUS.

You cannotcontrol more than one system at a time
through RESUS,and only oneusercan be in control of
a System at any time.

|
Displays information aboutthe enable/disable status and
current users of RESUS on a system or node group. If
you do notspecify a nodegroup,the local system is
assumed.

Terminates the RESUSsession and returns the terminal
to PRIMOS commandlevel at the system where you are
logged in. The following messageis displayed at the
Supervisor terminal when the RESUSsession ends:

17 Oct 91 14:37:22 Thursday : RESUS facilities
no longer in use

OK,
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-USAGE Displays the command format.

-HELP [-NO_WAIT] Displays information on how to use the command.

—~HELPoverrides other options. If you specify

-NO_WAIT,display is not paginated at your terminal.

Precautions When Using RESUS

RESUScreates a special environment. It is a systems control facility that operates

through the networking software. Table 2-3 lists the PRIMOS commandsthat you

should avoid using during a RESUSsession.

Table 2-3. PRIMOS Commandsto Avoid in a RESUS Session

 

Command Effect ofCommand
 

AMLCor
SET_ASYNC

EMACS

ICE

LOGOUT

NETLINK

These commandscan deassignthe line to the terminal. Re-

coverby disabling RESUSat the physical supervisor termi-

nal and reconfiguring the line.

The EMACSsubsystem is specific for a terminal type, and

therefore may lock the supervisor terminal keyboard. Also

avoid using other terminal-specific subsystems. Check doc-

umentation for subsystemsto see if they are terminal specif-

ic,

ICE (INITIALIZE_COMMAND_ENVIRONMENT) is an

emergencyreinitializing commandthat resets your com-

mand environmentto the login state andresets all terminal

prompts to PRIMOSdefaults. If ICE is used within

RESUS,the special RESUS prompts arelost for the remain-

der of the session and are restored only when RESUSis next

enabled.

This commandcan log out the DSM server. If the DSM

server is inadvertently logged out while RESUSisbeing

used on a system,the supervisor terminal function can be

temporarily lost. Restore normal function by disabling

RESUSatthe physical supervisor terminal.

These commandscause RESUSto hang because they may

request input from the physical supervisor terminal’s key-

board. Recover by disabling RESUSat the physical super-

visor terminal (by using the RESUS -DISABLE —-FORCE

command) and answering the appropriate prompt.

Your NETLINK session is switched to the physical supervi-

sor terminal and will be lost at your terminal. Recover by

disabling RESUSat the physical supervisor terminal and

quit the NETLINK session from there.
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Table 2-3. PRIMOS Commandsto Avoid ina RESUS Session (continued)

 

Command Effect ofCommand
 

STOP_DSM This commandstops the DSM facility. The operation of

RESUSitself depends on DSM runningon the system.

TERM This commandallows remote or local system users to cus-

tomize their operating environment. Such changes remain
in force on the supervisor terminal when the system returns

to local control. Becauseothers will use the supervisorter-
minalafter you, it is good practice to notto alter the envi-
ronmentat all, either when operating the system from the
supervisor terminal, or from a user terminal through
RESUS.

USRASR This commandcan hangthe User1 process and requires

special recovery procedures. For those procedures,see the
manualfor your terminal.
 

 

Caution
When using RESUS,take care when using subsystems, such as EMACS and PRIMON,
whichtake advantageofspecial terminal characteristics. The user terminal must be identical
to the supervisor terminal (for example, both must be PT200s). Otherwise, because the
RESUSsession echoesat the physical supervisor terminal, the supervisor terminal maylock.
Use RESUS -STOP(to return the logical supervisor terminal to User Terminal mode) before
using EMACSorany other program which redrawstheterminal screen, unless you are
certain the two terminals are of the sametype.

 

Refer to the DSM User’s Guide for detailed information on the RESUS command.
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RJE is not a PRIMOS command. Remote Job Entry (RJE) Phase II products are

separately priced Prime software that enable multiuser Prime systems to emulate

other vendor’s RJE terminals over half-duplex, point-to-point, synchronous, and

dialup or dedicated communicationslines.

The two PRIMOS commandsused with RJE are the

RJQ command,which providesuserinterface to RJE

RJOP command,which provides operator control of RJE

The following terminals can be emulated with RJE:

IBM 2780 and 3780

HASP

CDC 200UT

Honeywell GRTS

Univac 1004

ICL 7020

XBM (CO3)

For detailed information on the Prime Remote Job Entry emulators, see the Remote

Job Entry Phase II Guide and the PRIMOS CommandsReference Guide.

See also RJOPin this chapter.
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RPAC

RJOP

RJOPis the Remote Job Entry (RJE) operator commandthat provides special RJE

operational privileges to the RJE local site operator.

Before invoking RJOP, the Operator mustcreate a site definition file that contains

information aboutthe particular type of RJE being emulated,the line type used, and
other emulatorattributes.

Format

RJOP

Usage

RJOPallowsthe Operator to monitor and control the transmission and reception of

files, and to send messages to a remote machine. Other commandsprovided through

RJOPallow the manipulation and control of access to RJE file transmission queues.

The Operator can also use the RJQ commandto queuefiles for transmission, list RJE

queue entries, cancel unwanted entries from the queue, andrestart aborted file
transmissions.

For detailed information, see RJOP and RJQ in the Remote Job Entry Phase II Guide
and RJQ in the PRIMOS CommandsReference Guide.

See REMOVE_PRIORITY_ACCESS.
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SE See SETIME.

SEARCH_INDEXLIB

SEARCH_INDEX_LIB

SEARCH_INDEX_LIB searches DRB (Data Recovery and Backup) extended index
libraries, created by MAGSAV or MAGRST,for a specified search string. The DRB

configuration file allows you to set up default library index pathnamesand the

numberof directory levels to be searched. It is a text file named CONFIG_FILE.

Create a directory called DRB* and place CONFIG_FILEin it. You can maintain

CONFIG_FILEbyusing yourusualtext editor.

Format

SEARCH_INDEX_LIB search_string [options]

Argument and Options

search_string

-DATEdate

Specifies the string used when searching the indexfiles.

You can include wildcardsin this string and it can be a

fully qualified pathnameora partial pathname. In cases

where more than one saved object matchesthe string

you have entered, list of all the matching objects will

be displayed. The volume ID, save number, and

checkpoint numberare also displayed for each

occurrence. If you enter this command without a search

string or you enter an invalid search string, you receive

an error message.

Specifies that only saves written on this date are listed.

-INDEX_LIBRARYpathname

-LATEST

~OLDEST

-REVERSE

-WRITTEN_AFTERdate

Uses the specified pathnameasthe index library

directory. If you do not specify -INDEX_LIBRARY,

SEARCH_INDEX_LIBusesthe system default index

library, specified in the DRB configurationfile.

Lists the most recent copy ofthe specified object.

Lists the oldest copy of the specified object.

Reverses the sort order, so that the savesofa file are

listed with the newestfirst.

Specifies that only saves written after this date are

searched.
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-WRITTEN_BEFOREdate Specifies that only saves written before this date are

searched.

-HELP Lists commandsyntax and describes each option.

For more information, refer to the Operator’s Guide to Data Backup and Recovery.
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SECURITY_MONITOR

SECURITY_MONITORrunsthe Audit Collection facility. Different command
options allow the System Administrator to

e Start and stop the facility

e Turn audits of certain users on and off

e Enable and disable audits of event groups and event types

e Tune the Audit Collection facility to record only those events that conclude a
given way, such as only attachesthat fail

e Managethe audittrail file

The SECURITY_MONITOR commandis a privileged command. The System
Administrator mayuse it at any terminal underhis or her ownuserID; otherwise,it
maybe run only from the supervisor terminal.

A complete description of the options and arguments for this commandis in the
System Administrator’s Guide, VolumeIII: System Access and Security,
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SECURITY_STATUS

SECURITY_STATUSprovides information onthe status of audit collection.

SECURITY_STATUSis a valid command on C2-secure systems only when issued

by the System Administrator or from the supervisor terminal. The command,

without options, produces a summary display of all online users and of the events

and event types being audited. This command, with options, displays the specific

information requested.

Format

—~GETF

-LIST_EVENTS

SECURITYSTATUS -LIST_USERS

~HELP

Options

-GETF Retrieves the nameofthe log file open for audit

collection.

~LIST_EVENTS Displays a list of event groups being audited.

-LIST_USERS Displaysa list of all users being audited.

-HELP Displays help information.

Example

If you invoke SECURITY_STATUSwith no options, information similar to the

following example is displayed:

[SECURITYSTATUS Rev. 23.3 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer,

Inc.]

Auditor process: AUDITOR (user 193)

Users audited: TIM, BOB, SCROOGE, SYSTEM

Events audited: File System: ALL

System: ALL

Priv ops: ALL

Attaches: ALL

# buffers configured: 4

# buffers written: 84

Audit trail file: <BANKIT>BOB>SECLOG1 . 880826.084514

A complete description of the options and arguments for this commandis in the

System Administrator’s Guide, Volume III: System Access and Security.
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SET_ASYNC

SET_ASYNCconfigures an asynchronousline connected to an AMLCor ICS

controller. SET_ASYNCspecifies the line numbers in decimal, provides extended

command-line options, and, thus, is more straightforward and easierto use than the

older AMLC command,which it replaced at Rev. 20.2. If you are taking advantage

of the Rev. 22.0 and later support of up to 960 terminallines, you must use
SET_ASYNCinstead of AMLCto configure yourterminal lines.

Do not use SET_ASYNC during a RESUSsession.

You can issue the SET_ASYNC commandinteractively or in a commandinput

(COMI)file (for instance, PRIMOS.COMI,the system startupfile). However, only

System Administrators or the Operator working at the supervisor terminal may issue
certain options.

All numeric input to SET_ASYNC mustbe in decimal.

Ator after Rev. 21.0, you can also use the SET_ASYNC commandinteractively

from your ownterminal while the system is running either to change the

characteristics of lines you have assigned or to temporarily change the characteristics

of your terminal line.

Note that interactive terminal users may not specify the following options with the
SET_ASYNC command:

~ASSIGNABLE

-DCD_LOGIN

—LOOP_LINE

-~NO_DCD_LOGIN

-NO_LOOP_LINE

-NO_SPEED_DETECT

—SPEED_DETECT

Interactive SET_ASYNC commandsare not maintained through a cold start. In

addition, these changesare valid for the current login session only and revert to the

system login characteristics for the line(s) affected when youlog out.

If you intend to assign asynchronouslines at a later time, you must designate them as

assignable with the SET_ASYNC command(eitherinteractively or in the
PRIMOS.COMIfile) before using the ASSIGN command.

Format

SET_ASYNC [-LINEx] [-TO y] option] [option2...]

The —LINE option configures an asynchronousline with the decimal line number of
x. The -TO option enables you to specify one set of configuration values for lines x
through y. Specify one or more optionsto set various parameters for the
asynchronouslines, as explained below.
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It is not necessary to reset every value for the line; any values that you do not

specifically modify remain as they were before you used SET_ASYNC. For

example, the default line speed is 1200 bps. You can change the speed to 9600 bps

without affecting any other values that were previouslyset, as follows.

OK, SET ASYNC -LINE 8 -SPEED 9600

After you use SET_ASYNCto changeoneor several options for a line, you may

wantto reset the line to the default settings. To do so, you can specify the
—DEFAULToption,ratherthan resetting the options individually. Refer to Table 2-4

for a listing of the default values assigned with the -DEFAULToption of

SET_ASYNC.

OK, SET_ASYNC -LINE 8 -DEFAULT

You may also use SET_ASYNCwith the -SYSTEM option to return the line to the

system defaults, that is, the system line characteristics that existed at the beginning

of the login session. These settings may be established by the cold-start defaults, by

the SET_ASYNCoptions specified in the PRIMOS.COMIfile, or by the
SET_ASYNCoptionsissued by the System Administrator from the supervisor

terminal.

OK, SET_ASYNC -LINE 8 -SYSTEM

For more information on the PRIMOS.COMI file, see the Rev. 23.0 Software

Installation Guide.

Options

YES Specifies whetherthe line is assignable. YES specifies

-ASSIGNABLE {XO that the line is an assignable line. NO (the default)
specifies that the line is not an assignable line. Use

—ASGNNOtoreset a line that was previously

assigned.

-CHAR_LENGTH a Sets the character length to n bits. n may be 5,6, 7, or

8. The default is 8 bits.

-DATA_SENSE_ENABLE Enables the DSS (Data Set Sense) protocol ontheline.

DSSis also knownasreverse channel protocol. The

default is -NO_DATA_SENSE_ENABLE.

-DATA_SET_CONTROL Sets DSC (Data Set Control) on the line. DSC is a

handshakingsignal that is momentarily sent to wake up

a line. This option, whichis the default, is required for

modemsand port selectors, but is ignored by terminals.
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-DATA_SET_SENSE {row|

-DCD_LOGIN

-DEFAULT

-DISLOG

-DISPLAY

-ECHO

-ERROR_DETECTION

Sets the specified value, either HIGH (the default) or

LOW,of the DSS (Data Set Sense) protocol. The Data

Set Sense protocol must be enabled with the

—DATA_SENSE_ENABLEoption.

Disallows login requests on lines that have nocarrier

signal. The default is NO_DCD_LOGIN. An attempt

to log in on a line that has no carrier signal causesthis

error messageto display on the user’s terminal:

Line must have DCD (Carrier) present for

Login.

This failed login also displays a message on the system

console:

Attempted login on line 37. No DCD

(carrier) present.

Sets all parameters (except those specified in the current

command, whichare set to the value given) to their

default settings. See Table 2-4 for the default settings.

Enables logout whentheline is disconnected. This

option may be specified only by the System

Administrator from the supervisor terminal.

Displaysall the current line characteristics for the line

or lines specified. Except for -—LINE and -TO,

described below, no othersettings can be specified with

this option.

This option displays whether or not a DCD(carrier

signal) is required for login.

Sets the line to full duplex. The line is echoed by the

host. This is the default.

Sets the line to send a NAKcharacter (225g)if an input

parity or input buffer overflow erroris sensed.

~NO_ERROR_DETECTIONisthe default.
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-LINE n

-LINE_FEED

-LOOP_LINE

When SET_ASYNCis used by the Administratorat the

supervisor terminal, the -LINE option must be given to

specify the line number(s), in decimal, of the

asynchronousline(s). When specified at an interactive

terminal by a user, LINE can be omitted. In that case,

the line numberof the user’s terminal is assumed.

Interactive terminal users can specify only their own

terminal line numberor the numberofa line they have

assigned. n must be a decimal numberfrom 0 through

512, inclusive for local lines, from 1024 through 1535,

inclusive for NTSlines.

Sets the line to echo a line-feed character when you

press Retum. This optionis valid only if the

—NO_ECHOoptionis specified. The default is

—NO_LINE_FEED.

Sets the looped line characteristics, which instruct the

hardware to return all transmitted data back on the

receive line. This option is used only for testing

purposes. The default is -NO_LOOP_LINE. This

option is not for interactive users.

-NO_DATA_SENSE_ENABLE
Disables the DSS (Data Set Sense) protocol on theline.

This is the default.

-NO_DATA_SET_CONTROL

-NO_DCD_LOGIN

-NO_DISLOG

-NO_ECHO
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Disables the DSC (Data Set Control) line attribute. The

default is -DATA_SET_CONTROL.

Ignores carrier detect for login requests on the specified

line (permits login attempts regardless of the presence or

absence ofa carrier signal).

If this option is not set (or reset to -DEFAULT), the

system does not check for the presenceof a carrier

signal as part of the login procedure.

This option is set or unset by the System Administrator.

—NO_DCD_LOGIN hasnoeffect if specified by a

logged-in user. This is the defauit.

Disables logout when line is disconnected. This

option can be specified only by the Administrator from

the supervisor terminal. The default setting is

—NO_DISLOG.

Sets the line to half duplex. Theline is not echoed by

the host; the user application must handle echo. The

default is -ECHOae
ao swat.
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-NO_ERROR_DETECTION
Prohibits the line from sending a NAKcharacter (2253)

if an inputparity or input buffer overflow erroris

sensed. This is the default.

-NO_LINE_FEED Doesnot echoa line-feed character when you press
Return. This is the default. (See the -LINE_FEED

option, described earlier.)

-NO_LOOP_LINE Disables the looped line characteristic. This is the
default. (See the -LOOPoption, described earlier.)

-NO_REVERSE_XOFF Disables Reverse Flow Control forthe line. This is the
default.

-NO_SPEED_DETECT Disables Auto Speed Detect on the specified line. This

option can be issued only by the System Administrator

from the supervisor terminal. The default setting is

~NO_SPEED_DETECT.

-NO_XOFF Prevents the line from recognizing Ctrl-S (XOFF, 2233)

and Ctrl-Q (XON,2218) characters to stop andstart the

flow of data on the line from the hostto the terminal.
The default is -KOFF.

~PARITYvalue Sets the line parity to value. value is ODD (for odd

parity), EVEN (for even parity), or NONE (to disable
parity entirely). The default is NONE.

~PROTOCOL[name] Sets nameasthe line protocol. The values for nameare

Value Description

TTY The standard terminal protocol. This is the

default when you specify the -DEFAULT
option.

TRAN The transparent protocol usually used on

lines connected to peripheral devicesor to

other computers. No echoing is done and

no response is madeto carriage returns,

line feeds, Ctrl-P, or otherspecial

characters.

All data passes through unaltered. An

exception occurs when XON/XOFF is

enabled, in which case transmission ceases

when the XOFF characteris received from

the terminal.
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TTY8

TTY8HS

TTYNOP

TTYUPC

TT8BIT

ASD

TTYHS

TTYHUP

TRANHS
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Configures a line to transmit and receive a

full 8 bits of data to and from the host

computer, thus enabling communication

with other computers that may or may not

support ASCII-8. Otherwise identical to

the TTY protocol.

Identical in functionality to the TTY8

protocol, this protocol is used with

terminal lines connected to an older model

AMLCboard (5052 or 5054).

Configuresa line to ignore all traffic.

Similar to the TTY protocol, except that

data is transmitted only in uppercase.

Used for devices that can receive data only

in uppercase.

RunsArabic terminal support for terminal

output. With this protocol, the input

protocol is TTY.

Used for Auto Speed Detect. At Rev. 19.4

andlater, the speed of a terminal attached

to a specifically configured line can be

detected automatically. Only the speeds

110, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600,

and 19200 can be detected.

Similar to TTY, except that per-character

interrupts are supported. This protocolis

used with terminal lines connected to an

older model AMLC board (5052 or 5054).

Similar to TTYUPC, except that

per-characterinterrupts are supported.

This protocol is used with terminal lines

connected to an older model AMLC board

(5052 or 5054).

Similar to TRAN,exceptthat

per-characterinterrupts are supported.

This protocol is used with terminal lines

connected to an older model AMLCboard

(5052 or 5054).



-RESET_XOFF

-REVERSEXOFF

~SPEED[value]

SET_ASYNC

 

Note

The TTYHS, TTYHUP, TTY8HS, and TRANHSprotocols

are obsolete and should never be used with lines attached to

the 5154 AMLCboard (also known as AMLCQ or DMQ
AMLCboard).

 

Restarts the flow of data on the line after a Ctrl-S has

been issued. You can type this either at the system

console orat the terminal controlling the particularline.

(This option is equivalent to pressing Ctrl-Q at the

terminal that issued the Ctrl-S.)

 

Caution
If you usethis option on an NTSline, you receive the
following message:

Reset_Xoff option on an NTS line may result in

data loss. Do you want to continue (Y/N) ?

 

Type a Y if you wish to continue. You cannotusethis

option unless XOFF waspreviously set.

Enables Reverse Flow Control for a line connected to an

ICS controller. Reverse Flow Control allows the ICS

controller to send an XOFF characterto a terminal to

indicate that the PRIMOSinput queueis full and cannot

receive any more data. When the queueis no longer

full, the controller sends an XONcharacterto the

terminal to resume transmission. The defaultis

—NO_REVERSE_XOFF.

Sets the baud rate of the line to value. value may be any

of the following:

50 75 110 134.5
150 200 300 600
1200 (default) 1800 2400 3600
4800 7200 9600 19200
CLOCK Jl J2 J3

However,if value is not one of the hard-wired speeds
(110, 134.5, 300, or 1200), the current values for the
programmableclock, or the jumpered speeds, you have
used an invalid speed value and will receive an error
message.
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~SPEED_DETECT

-STOPBITS n

-SYSTEM

-TOy

-USER_NUMBERn

-XOFF

-HELP
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For more information on AMLCLK and ASYNC

JUMPERdirectives, see the System Administrator's

Guide, Volume II: Communication Lines and

Controllers.

The CLOCKvalue usesthe rate of the programmable

clock as specified by the AMLCLKconfiguration

directive. The J1, J2, and J3 values use one of the three

jumpered speedsthatare either assigned to hardware

jumper wires (on AMLCboards)orincludedin the

ASYNC JUMPERconfiguration directive. The default

speeds for the jumpered valuesare 75, 150, and 1800

baud, respectively.

Enables Auto Speed Detectfor the line. The speedof a

terminal attached to a specifically configured line can be

detected automatically before login. Only the speeds

110, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, and 19200 can

be detected. This option can be specified only by the

System Administrator from the supervisor terminal.

Specifies how manystopbits to use on the line. n may

be 1 or 2; the default is 1.

Sets all line characteristics to the system login

characteristics that existed at the beginning of the login

session. The only options that can be specified with the

—SYSTEMoption are -LINE and —-TO.

Instructs SET_ASYNCto usethe sameset of

configuration values forall lines beginning from line x

specified in the -LINE option through liney, inclusive.

The value of y must be greater than the valueof x in the

—LINE option.

At Rev. 22.0, support of this option was removed. To

changea line’s asynchronousbuffer sizes, use the CAB

command,which is documentedearlier in this chapter.

Sets the line to recognize Ctrl-S (XOFF, 223g) and

Ctrl-Q (XON, 221g) characters to stop andstart the flow

of data on the line from the hostto the terminal. Thisis

the default.

Displays a list of the SET_ASYNCoptions and syntax.

If you specify the -HELP option with any other options,

the other options are ignored.
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SET_ASYNCSettings Using the -DEFAULT Option

Table 2-4 lists the default settings that a line receives when you use SET_ASYNC
with the -DEFAULToption alone. The following exampleillustrates a typical use
of the SET_ASYNC command:

OK, SET_ASYNC -LINE 5 -TO 20 -PROTOCOL TTY -SPEED 9600 -DEF

This commandline configures lines 5 (decimal) to 20 (decimal) as loginable,
full-duplex lines with TTY protocols and baudrates of 9600 bps. At the sametime,
the -DEFoptionresets the lines to the remaining defaults, as listed in Table 2-4.

Table 2-4. SET_ASYNC Settings With the -DEFAULTOption

 

Parameter Setting

 

-~ASSIGNABLE NO

~CHAR_LENGTH 8

~DATA_SET_CONTROL

-DATA_SETSENSE

-~ECHO

-~LINE_FEED

-NO_DATA_SENSE_ENABLE

-NO_DCD_LOGIN

-NO_DISLOG

-NO_ERROR_DETECTION

-NO_LOOP_LINE

-NO_REVERSE_XOFF

-NO_SPEEDDETECT

~PARITY NONE

~PROTOCOL TTY

-SPEED 1200

-STOP_BITS 1

-XOFF

Lineis not an assignable line, butis a loginable
line.

Characterlength is 8 bits.

Data Set Controlattributeis set.

HIGH.

Full-duplexline.

Line feed character for Return is echoed.

Data Set Sense (or reverse channel) protocolis
disabled.

System does not checkfor the presence of a
carrier signal as part of the login procedure.

Disables logout whena line is disconnected.

Line does not send a NAKcharacterif an input
parity or input buffer overflow is sensed.

Loopedline characteristic is not set.

Reverse Flow Controlis not enabled.

Auto Speed Detectis disabled.

Line parityis disabled.

Line uses the TTY protocol.

Line speed is 1200 bits per second.

1 stop bit.

Ctrl-S stops and Ctrl-Q starts the flow ofdata
from the CPU to the terminal.
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Examples

Example 1: The following exampleillustrates the use of SET_ASYNCtodisable

Ctrl-S and Ctrl-Q (-KON and—XOFF).

OK, SET_ASYNC -DISPLAY

[SETASYNC Rev 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992 Prime Computer, Inc.]

LINE = 0

PARity = NONE ECHO

PROtocol = TTY XOFF

SPEED = 9600 NO_LOOP

StopBits = 1 LineFeed

CharLength = 8 NOData_Sense_Enable

REVerse_XOFF = OFF NO_ERRorDETection

ASsiGNable = NO NOSpeedDetect

Data_Set_Sense = LOW DISLOG

Owner Process = 2 Data_Set_Control

OK, SET_ASYNC -LINE Q -NOXOFF

[SET_ASYNC Rev 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992 Prime Computer, Inc.]

OK, SET_ASYNC -DISPLAY

[SETASYNC Rev 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992 Prime Computer, Inc.]

LINE = 0

PARity = NONE ECHO
PROtocol = TTY NO_XOFF

SPEED = 9600 NO_LOOP
StopBits = 1 LineFeed

Char_Length = 8 NO_Data_Sense_Enable

REVerse_XOFF = OFF NO_ERRor_DETection
ASsiGNable = NO NOSpeedDetect
Data_Set_Sense = LOW DISLOG

Owner Process = 2 DataSetControl

OK,

Example 2: The following example demonstrates how to use SET_ASYNCto

display the values for line 12. All the parametersare set to default values.

OK, SET_ASYNC —LINE 95 -DISPLAY

[SETASYNC Rev 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992 Prime Computer, Inc.]

LINE = 95

PARity = NONE ECHO

PROtocol = TTY XOFF (Output Suspended)

SPEED = 9600 NO_LOOP
Stop_Bits = 1 LineFeed
CharLength = 8 NOData_Sense_Enable

REVerse_XOFF OFF NO_ERRorDETection
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ASsiGNable

Data_Set_Sense

Owner Process

NO NO_Speed_Detect

LOW NO_DISLOG
97 Data_SetControl

DCD Required NO

With the addition of the -RESET_XOFF optionat Revision 23.0, the display now
indicates whether data flow has been suspended on a given line as shown beside
XOFF above. This helps you determine whichline needs to be reset so that data will
flow again. See -RESET_XOFF inthis optionlist for more information.

For more details on SET_ASYNC,including a completelist of error messages, see
the System Administrator's Guide, Volume II: Communication Lines and Controllers.
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SET_LSR_DEFAULTS

The System Administrator invokes the SET_LSR_DEFAULTSutility in the

SYSTEM directory to set up LOGIN_SERVERdefaults. The defaults are the

LOGIN_SERVERpromptand the promptredisplay characteristics that the

LOGIN_SERVERisto use whenitis started at cold start or whenit is restarted (via

START_LSR)after it has been shut down.

Setting up LOGIN_SERVERdefaults also allows the LOGIN_SERVERtoinherit

the desired promptand redisplay characteristics whenitis started upinitially at cold

Start.

The Login server prompts can use the RDY expandable prompt variables. These

variables are listed in the PRIMOS Commands Reference Guide. The unexpanded

promptcan be up to 80 characters long and the expanded prompt can be up to 256

characters long.

Usage

The LOGIN_SERVER must be stopped before running SET_LSR_DEFAULTS.If

you run the SET_LSR_DEFAULTSutility while the Login serveris running,

PRIMOSreturns the following error message:

OK, RUN SYSTEM>SET_LSR_DEFAULTS

File "“SYSTEM>LOGINSERVER.CPL” could not be opened. (OPENFILE)

Error: The LOGINSERVER’s defaults file can not be opened up for

writing. The LOGIN_SERVER must be shut down before running

SET_LSR_DEFAULTS. If the LOGIN_SERVER is not running then check the

ACL on “SYSTEM>LOGINSERVER.CPL”.

ER, STOP_LSR

Really? YES

OK,

Format

RUN SYSTEM>SET_LSR_ DEFAULTS
-
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Sample Session

OK, RUN SYSTEM>SET_LSR_DEFAULTS

Retrieving current LOGINSERVER defaults...

Prompt redisplay: disabled
Login prompt has not been set and will default to “Login please.”
Login READY prompt has not been set and will default to "OK,”
Login ERROR prompt has not been set and will default to “ER!”
Login MAXUSR prompt has not been set and will default to
“Please try again later.”

Retries: no retry attempts allowed before remote connection is dropped.
Implicit login: disabled

Do you wish to change the defaults (y/n)? y

Prompt redisplay, when enabled, causes the LOGINSERVER to redisplay the
LOGIN_SERVER prompt if a null or blank login command line is encountered.

Prompt redisplay is currently disabled. Would you like to enable it (y/n)? y

The current LOGIN_SERVER prompt is not set and is "Login Please.” by default.
Would you like to change it (y/n)? y
New LOGINSERVER prompt (<cr> = “Login Please.”) :Welcome to %sn.

The current LOGIN_SERVER READY prompt is not set and is "OK,” by default.
Would you like to change it (y/n)? y
New LOGIN_SERVER READY prompt (<cr> = ”OK,”):login:

The current LOGINSERVER ERROR prompt is not set and is “ER!” by default.
Would you like to change it (y/n)? y
New LOGINSERVER ERROR prompt (<cr> = "ER!”):Error! login:

The current LOGINSERVER MAXUSR prompt is not set and is
“Please try again later.” by default.
Would you like to change it (y/n)? n

Configuring the number of allowable retries allows the System Administrator to
allow users between 1 and 10 attempts at logging in without closing the Virtual
Circuit (if the user is logging from a remote system over Primenet) or
NTS connection (if the user is logging through the Network Terminal Server).
Not setting the number of retries (or setting the number of retries to 0) allows
the user only 1 attempt at logging in.

The current number of retries is currently:0 (0 = none)
Would you like to change it (y/n)? y
Number of retries (1-10 or 0 for none): 2
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Implicit login, when enabled, allows users to login to the system by typing

his/her user id (at the login prompt) and password, if one exists (at the

password prompt). This, essentially, allows users to login without using the

LOGINSERVER’s LOGIN command.

Implicit login is currently disabled. Would you like to enable it (y/n)? y

Prompt redisplay enabled

Login prompt: “Welcome to 3sn.”

Login READY prompt: “login:”

Login ERROR prompt: “Error! login:”

Login MAXUSR prompt has not been set and will default to

“Please try again later.”

Retries: 2 retry attempts allowed before remote connection is dropped.

Implicit login: enabled

Ok to save new settings (y/n)? y

The defaults for the LOGINSERVER have been updated. The changes will not take

effect until the LOGINSERVER is restarted or the system is coldstarted.

OK,

After setting the defaults, the System Administrator may simply issue the

START_LSR command. The LOGIN_SERVERthenstarts with the current

defaults. The System Administrator may specify different optionsto the

LOGIN_SERVERduring startup but doing so overrides the preset defaults.

See also START_LSR and STOP_LSRinthis chapter.
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SET_PGALARM

At Rev. 23.0 and later, PRIMOS monitors paging space depletion and generates

warnings as paging thresholds are crossed. Receiving such warnings enables the

Administrator to take steps to prevent the paging disk from becoming completely full

and thereby halting PRIMOS. This reduces the need to run FIX_DISK.

SET_PGALARM cando twothings:

e Disable warning messages from being generated by PRIMOSatthe first two

paging thresholds.

e Resetall paging monitoring and alarm functions after those functions have been

disabled and the problems subsequently corrected; notify DSM ofthereset.

(Notifying DSM allows paging alarmsto be better grouped for analysis.)

Format

-DISABLE
SET_PGALARM -ENABLE

-HELP

Options

-DISABLE Inhibits warning messages from being generated and

logged at the first two paging thresholds only. It should

be used only after the System Administrator is aware

that the paging disk is nearly full, has noted the

problem, and has decided the system should continue to

operate under those conditions. (See the Caution.)

~ENABLE Reenables the generation and DSM logging of warning

messages following use of the -DISABLEoption. (See

the Caution below.) Thisis the default; if you issue

SET_PGALARMwith no option, warning messagesare

reenabled.

-HELP Briefly describes the options.

 

Caution
If you’ve disabled the warning messages with the -DISABLEoption, you must issue the

SET_PGALARM commandeither alone or with the -ENABLEoption oncethe paging
problem has been resolved. Failure to do so prevents any warnings from being generated the
next time paging spaceis being depleted. Instead,the first indications of a problem areerror
messagesand forced logoutofusers.
 

Refer to the System Administrator’s Guide, Volume I: System Configuration for more

information on paging partitions, paging space monitoring, and the five paging
thresholds.
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SET_PRIORITY_ACCESS

SET_PRIORITY_ACCESSspecifies a user’s access to an entire partition, and

overridesall other Access Control List (ACL) specifications. The commandsets a

priority ACL onthe specified partition for the users specified. This command can be

issued only from the supervisor terminal or by the System Administrator.

Format

SET_PRIORITY_ACCESSdiskname access-control-list

Arguments

diskname Specifies the nameofthe partition to be affected.

access-control-list Displaysthe list of identifiers and accessrights.

Usage

Users can be included in the access-control-list argument by user name, group name,

or $REST(all users not listed by nameor not in a listed group). If users are in this

list, the access rights specified are granted to them wheneverthey use the specified

disk and while the priority ACL remainsin effect. The priority remainsfor the users

(even if the priority ACL has been removed by REMOVE_PRIORITY_ACCESS)

until they attach awayfrom the directory orlog out.

If all users are to be affected by a list of priority ACLs, the $REST specifier must be

present in access-control-list. There is no implied $REST:NONE,as with regular

ACLs.

If a user is not specified in the priority-ACL list, the access rights granted the user

are taken from the normal ACL and password information on the disk volume.

A $RESTspecifier in a priority ACL overrides normal security protections specified

on the disk; therefore, Operators should only specify $REST:NONE.If a priority

ACL included $REST:LUR,for example,all users would be ableto readallfiles,
even if they normally would be denied access by ACL information onthe disk.

For security reasons, use of this command causes an event (event type PACL)to be

logged in the system event log file. In addition, a messageis displayed at the

supervisor terminal. The message includesthe date and timeat whichthe priority

ACL wasadded,the partition to which it was added, and the user numberand user

nameof the user who addedit. No event or message occurs whena priority ACLis
removed.

To remove a priority ACL, use the REMOVE_PRIORITY_ACCESS command. To
lict anrioritv ACT neethe TIST PRIORITV ACCESS ceammand
aace a pisvasey 2 RNAse HOW LAI Bedi od 2 ANANJENA A BOPANNEVULLiaih
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Example

To set priority access, use the following format:

OK, SETPRIORITYACCESS BTSUN8 DRG:ALL BTUBS8:LURRW SREST:LUR

See LIST_ACCESSearlier in this chapter for a table that lists the available access

rights. See the PRIMOS User’s Guide for a discussion of ACLs and the meaning of

ACL symbols. For other commandsassociated with ACLs, see the Operator’s

System Overview and the System Administrator’s Guide, Volume III: System Access
and Security.
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SETQUOTA
SET_QUOTAis used to set the maximum storage quota on a directory or

subdirectory. A quota is the maximum numberofrecordsthat a directory can

contain.

If you attempt to set a quota on a directory or subdirectory to which you have

insufficient access rights, the message Insufficient access rights. is

displayed. If this happens, use the SET_PRIORITY_ACCESS commandatthe

supervisor terminal to acquire sufficient access on the disk partition containing

pathname. Then use the SET_QUOTA commandagain.

Ifpathnamehas no current quota (quota = 0), and there are users attachedorfiles

open in the directory or its subtree,a File in use. filename (set_quota)

messageis generated. This can happen on system directories, such as CMDNCOand

BATCHQ,because users and phantom processes frequently access them. To

successfully set a quota on a directory that is in use, either wait until all users and

phantomslog outor set a quota before they log in after a system cold start.

You cannot set a quota on an MFD.

Format

SET_QUOTApathname [-MAX n]

Arguments

pathname Specifies the pathnameofthe directory on which a

quotais to be set. If a quota is to be placed on the

current directory, you mustgive the full pathname.

However,if the quota is to be placed on a subdirectory

of the current directory, you can specify only the name

of the subdirectory.

~MAX n Specifies the maximum numberofrecordsthe directory

can use. If n is zero, the quota is removed, and the

directory can use as muchstorage as necessary, being
limited only by the available disk space or by a quotaBeeeesewee Wess wane Sev BRGY EGE GPE VE Uy eee

placed on a parent directory. Omitting the -MAX

option removes a quota, andis therefore the same as

specifying -MAX 0.
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SET_SCHEDULER_ATTRIBUTES

SET_SCHEDULER_ATTRIBUTESenables the System Administrator to tune the

PRIMOSScheduler to meet the requirementsof a particular site. With the SSA

command, you can now make adjustments to the Scheduler whichallow greater

control over how CPUresourcesare distributed amonguserpriority levels and
betweenshorter and longerjobs.

 

Note

Before using this command,be sure you read and understand the CHAP, ELIGTS,and

MAXSCHcommands presented earlier in this chapter. The SSA commandbuilds on an

understanding of those commands. Also, read the background information on the Scheduler

and the detailed explanation of the new Scheduler features presented in the System

Administrator's Guide, Volume I: System Configuration.
 

Whendetermining how to modify the Schedulerattributes, refer to the -"SCHED

option of the USAGE commandlaterin this chapter as well as the detailed

explanation of the Schedulerin the System Administrator’s Guide, Volume I: System

Configuration. Use of the -SCHED option to USAGEallowsyouto gather data on

system performancethat helps you determine whatkind of adjustments to maketo
the Schedulerattributes.

Format

[-ELIGIBILITY_TIMESLICEn
-MAXIMUM_SCHEDULED_JOBS n
-PRIORITY_BIAS n

SET_SCHEDULER_ATTRIBUTES| -PRIORITY_RATIO a bc de
-QUEUE_RATIO a bc
-SHORT_JOB n

|-HELP |  
Options

The options to SSA are explained below. If you issue the SSA commandwith no

options,it sets the Schedulerto the default values. The default values for queue ratio

and priority ratio are explained below under Options. The default values forthe
ELIGTS and MAXSCHoptionsare given in the writeups for those commandsearlier
in this chapter.
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-ELIGIBILITY_TIMESLICE n

Sets the system-wide parameter of ELIGTSinn

milliseconds. ELIGTS determinesthe length of the

minortimeslice. The valid range is 4 through 32767. If

no argumentis specified, the value is set to the default.

For more information and the default setting of

ELIGTS,see the ELIGTS commandearlier in this

chapter. (This option sets the same parameteras the

ELIGTS command.) Also see the System

Administrator’s Guide, Volume I: System Configuration

for more information on the minortimeslice.

-MAXIMUM_SCHEDULED_JOBSn

~PRIORITY_BIAS n
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Sets the system-wide parameter of MAXSCHto n.

MAXSCHcontrols the numberof processes

simultaneously active on the system. (An active process

is one that is on the ready list or that is waiting for disk

I/O to complete.) The valid range is 1 through the

maximum numberof configured users. If no argument

is given, the valueis set to the default. For more

information and the default setting of MAXSCH,see the

MAXSCH commandearlier in this chapter. (This

option sets the same parameter as the MAXSCH

command.)

Tunes -PRIORITY_RATIOto oneoffive

predeterminedsets of ratio values. This option tunes the

sameratios as does the -PRIORITY_RATIO option but

it does so in a simplified way.

ncan be a value of 0 through 4. These values determine

how muchfavoring,or bias, is given to higher priority

jobs over lowerpriority jobs. 0 represents no bias and 4

represents the greatest amountof bias. The default

setting is 2.

Followingare the ratios that correspond to the 0 through

4 values. As you can see, you have a choice ofonly five

sets of ratio values when you use -PRIORITY_BIASas
opnosed to manypossible combinations of ratio valuesVPPYby fatty Prouswurde MEVVk aE OF GD

when you use the -PRIORITY_RATIO option.

—PRIORITY_BIAS,however,is simpler to use.
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n Priority Levels0 1234

0 11111

1 12358

2 1248 16 (default)

3 1392781

4 1 4 16 64 255

~PRIORITY_RATIO abcde

-QUEUE_RATIO abc

~SHORT_JOB n

Controls the distribution of CPU resources among the

five processpriority levels. ato b toc to d toe is the

ratio of CPU service available to processesat priority

levels 0 through 4. The default settings are 1 to 2 to 4 to

8 to 16. (These were the settings in earlier revisions of

PRIMOS.) With the -PRIORITY_RATIO option, you

can adjust these settings to whateveris optimum for

yoursite. Priority levels determine which processesare

given higherpriority. -PRIORITY_RATIO determines

how much favoritism is given to higherpriority

processes over lowerpriority processes.

Priority ratios must be specified in nondescendingorder,

that is, e must be greater than or equal to d, d must be

greater than or equal to c, and so on. All five arguments

must be present. The maximum valueallowed is 256.

Determinestherelative distribution of CPU resources

amongthe low,eligibility, and high Scheduler queues.

(a correspondsto theratio setting of the low Scheduler

queue, b correspondsto theratio setting of the eligibility

queue, and c correspondsto the ratio setting of the high

Scheduler queue.) The ratios must be specified in

nondescending order, that is, b must be equal to or

greater than a, and c must be equal to or greater than b.

This option specified with no argumentssetsthe ratios

to the default values of 1 to infinite to infinite. (To

specify a value of infinite, use either the word infinite or

the letters inf.) a may notbe setto infinite. The

maximum noninfinite value is 1024.

Tunes -QUEUE_RATIOto one offive predetermined

sets of ratio values. This option adjusts the sameratios

as does the -QUEUE_RATIOoption butin a simpler

way. There is, however, an extensive rangeofsetting

choices available when you use the -QUEUE_RATIO

option, whereas you can choose only from amongfive

sets of ratio values when you use -"SHORT_JOB.
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-HELP

You can specify values of 4, 3, 2, 1,0, UP, or DOWN

for n. The higherthesetting, the greater the favoritism

given to shorter jobs over longerjobs. (In all cases,

shorter jobs get better CPU response than longerjobs.

This option simply determines how muchbetterthe

CPU responseis.) If you do not specify a value for n,it

is set to 4 by default. UP movesthe value of n up one

level, for example, from 3 to 4. DOWN movesthe

value of n downonelevel, for example,4 to 3. If you

specified values between two ofthese preset levels,

using the UP or DOWN argumentraises or lowers the

setting to the next highest or next lowestlevel.

The queueratio settings corresponding tothe five values

for n are

 

 

n Queue Settings

LO Eligibility High

4 1 inf inf

3 1 256 512

2 1 128 256

1 1 64 128

0 1 32 64

Displays command syntax.

See also CHAP, ELIGTS, MAXSCH,and LIST_SCHEDULER_ATTRIBUTES
earlier in this chapter. For more information, see the System Administrator's Guide,

Volume I: System Configuration.
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SET_TIME_INFO

SET_TIME_INFOestablishes time information forthe local time zone, including

e The time zone

e Whetheror not daylight saving time goesinto effect

e When daylight saving time goesinto effect

This informationis used to calculate the Universal time (formerly Greenwich mean
time). This command mustbe issued from the supervisorterminal.

This commandis optional, although it is customarily included in the
PRIMOS.COMIfile. Rememberthatissuing this commandhasnoeffecton starting
the PRIMOSclock. The PRIMOSclockis started in one of two ways:

e If your system hasa battery clock, the PRIMOSclockisinitialized from the

Diagnostic Processor clock. (Almost every system with a 4-digit model number

hasa battery clock; the only exception is the 2250™.) Whenthe battery clock is

initialized, the following messageis displayed.

System clock has been initialized.

e If your system does not havea battery clock (for example, older systems such as

the 750™ and 850™), the PRIMOSclock is initialized when youissue the
SETIME command.

Unless you issue the SET_TIME_INFO command,yourlocal time zoneis set to zero

(Universal time) and no adjustment for daylight saving time is made.

Format

-DLST NO

-DLST YES [start-date end—date dlst-offset]ESET_TIME_INFO |ie7ONE timezone—offset
—-HELP

Options

-DLST NO Tumsoff DLSTif it was previously turned on;thatis,
specifies that daylight saving time is not to be

considered.
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-DLST YES(start-date end-date dlst-offset]

-TIMEZONEfimezone-offset
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Specifies that daylight saving time is to be considered

whencalculating Universal time. If you do not specify

this option, then standard local time is not adjusted for

daylight saving time during the year. (This option does

not adjust whetherthe built-in clock considers daylight

saving time; the built-in clock’s time is affected only by

VCP commands.)

start-date indicates when local time will be offset from

standard local time. The format for start-date is

mmddyy hhmm. Sstart-date must be earlier in time than

end-date.

end-date indicates when local time will return to

standard local time. The format for end-date is mmddyy

hhmm.

dlst-offset is the offset from standard local time used to

calculate local time during the period defined by

start-date and end-date. Local timeis adjusted

backward (-) or forward (+) whenthe periodis entered.

dlst-offset is expressed in HHMM or -HHMM from

standard local time.

The defaults for these three arguments are the U.S.

standard: start-date is the first Sunday in April, at 2:00

a.m.; end-date is the last Sunday of October, at 2:00

a.m.; dist-offset is 0100.

 

Note
It is very important that you specify the -DLST YESoptionif

daylight saving time is in effect where the system is located.

Otherwise, the system will not be able to establish the correct

Universal time.
 

Specifies the time zone ofthe local system,as offset

from Universal time (UT). The value for
timezone-offset is exoressed as HHMM or—HHMM and
SECLUTE Uppoues Lo wApiwovuwu CAD RAR BLT ELITR WE BAR BAvVaiva Cha

can range from 12 hours behind to 12 hours ahead of

Universal time. Starting at Universal time, the absolute

values of the negative time zoneoffsets increase from

east to west; the values of the positive time zone offsets

increase from westto east.



—-HELP

SET_TIME_INFO

For example,the timezone-offset for Framingham,
Massachusetts is -0500. The command line would be

OK, SETTIMEINFO -TIMEZONE -0500

The local time zone for Munich, Germanyis one hour
ahead (+0100) of UT. In this case, the commandline
would be

OK, SET_TIMEINFO -TIMEZONE 0100

The range of acceptable values extends from UTto the
international dateline.

Displaysa list of options and the syntax forthis
command.
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SETIME

SETIME sets the system date and time.

Format

SETIME -mmddyy -hhmm

Arguments

—mmddyy Are digits that represent the month,day, and last two

digits of the year.

-hhmm Are digits that represent the time in hours and minutes,

in 24-hour format.

The two arguments to SETIME mustbe separated by spaces, and must have a

hyphenasthefirst character. For example,to set the date and time as November2,

1991 4:30 p.m., type

OK, SETIME -110291 -1630

 

Note

Following a system cold start on systems withouta battery clock, you mustissue the SETIME

commandbefore you can use the MAXUSR commandto allow usersto log in. See the

handbook for your CPUfor details.

 

SETM See SETMOD.
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SETMOD

SETMODsets the mode for magnetic tape assignments. You can only issue it from
the supervisor terminal.

Format

~NOASSIGN
SETMOD -OPERATOR

-USER

Options

-NOASSIGN Forbids the assignmentof any tape drive unit from user
terminals. Any attempt to assign a drive results in the
following message:

No magtape assignments permitted.
(asnmt$) ER!

In environmentsthatrestrict user access to tape drives,
this message informsusers that the Operatoris not
available for request handling.

-OPERATOR Requires Operatorinterventionin all tape drive
assignment operations. All ASSIGN commandsissued
by users are displayed with user numbers at the
Supervisor terminal. Answer each ASSIGNrequest with
the REPLY command. Whentheuser makesa request
using the ASSIGN command,that user’s terminal is
hung until you respondto the request.

-USER Permits user assignmentof tape driveseither by
physical device number(pdn)alone or by pdn and
optionsthat do not require Operatorintervention, such
as -ALIAS Idn, -WAIT, -RETENSION,and —SPEED.
(See the ASSIGN command.) Thisis the default mode.
Users whosuccessfully assign tape drives in this mode
receive the message

Device MTpdn assigned.

All other options to ASSIGN (such as MTX and
—-RINGON)require Operatorintervention. Commands
using these optionsare displayed at the supervisor
terminal. You must use the REPLY commandto
respond.
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See also ASSIGN and REPLY,earlier in this chapter. See the Operator's System

Overview for a full discussion of user tape assignmentrequests.

SH See SHUTDN.

SHA See SHARE.
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SHAREisusedto install a commandorstatic-modelibrary into a supervisor
segment. The primary use of the SHARE commandisto place a program into
shared memory so that manyusers can use the program at the sametime.

The SHARE commandcan beissued only at the supervisor terminal. Prior to Rev.
21.0, you were required to use the OPRPRI commandwith the SHARE command.
At Rev. 21.0 and subsequentrevisions, this is no longer necessary.

 

WARNING
It is possible to overwrite the operating system and the shared utilities with this command.
Donot share into segments 0 through 1777s, because these segmentsare reserved for
PRIMOS. Other segmentsthat may contain system utility programsare described in the
System Administrator's Guide, Volume I: System Configuration.

 

Format

SHARE[pathname] segment-number [access-rights]

Arguments

pathname Specifies an optional parameter naming a runfile. If you
specify pathname, the namedfile is restored into

segment-number. If you do not specify pathname, the

command changestheaccessrights of the specified

segment, but does not modify the contents of the

segments.

segment-number Specifies the numberof the segmentto be shared. Valid
segment-numbers range from 1g through 3777,

inclusive. However, you should specify only segments

20003-26653. Specifying a segment numberoutside

this range may cause unpredictableresults.

 

Caution
The gate segment, segment5, should notbe specified in a
SHARE command. If this segmentis shared, direct-entrance
calls from user space will cause ACCESS_VIOLATION$
messages.
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access-rights Specifies the access rights to be given segment-number.

Possible values are

Value Description

0 No access

2008 Read access

6008 Read and Execute access (default)

700g Read, Write, and Execute access

Segments 2000g through 2665g are available for holding

shared programs. Any user can execute shared

programsstored in these segments. Fora list of shared

segment assignments, see the System Administrator's

Guide, Volume I: System Configuration.

 

WARNING
Do not changetheaccessrights of supervisor segments 1g
through 40g. By changing accessrights of specific supervisor

segments, you can either monitoror patch the supervisor
segmentfrom a user terminal. This feature is intended for
PRIMOSdevelopmentand debugging;for users,it is
dangerousandits use is not recommended.
 

For more information, see the Advanced Programmer’s Guide I: BIND and EPFs.
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SHOW

SHOWgrantsthe privilege to anotheruser to monitor your terminal input and output

through using the WATCH command. The permission is granted for either the

duration of your login session or until you disable access with one of the disable

options. The system allows only oneuser to watchat a time. Issuing a subsequent

SHOW commandreplacesthe access granted by the previous SHOW command.

Format

username
~ALL
-DISABLE_ADMIN

SHOW -DISABLE_GROUP
-DISABLE_USER

You must specify only one option for each SHOW command.

-LIST
-HELP

Options

username

-ALL

~DISABLE_ADMIN

-DISABLE_GROUP

Permits any user with this username to watch yourinput

and output stream.

Permits all users to watch your input and outputstream.

However, only one user can watchata time.

Prevents System Administrators from using the WATCH

command. This option can only be used from the

supervisor terminal. Any System Administrator watch

session in progress continues unaffected.

 

Caution
Oncedisabled, a coldstart of the system is required to
re-enable System Administrator use of the WATCH command.
 

Prevents users from watching yourinput and output

stream via the .WATCH$ ACL groupprivilege. This
option can only be used by members of the .WATCH$

ACLgroup. If a memberuser is watching you via

.WATCH$access whenyouissue this option, that watch

session is immediately terminated. Once disabled,

ACL-groupaccess to your terminal remains disabled

until you log out.
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-DISABLE_USER

-LIST

—HELP

Prevents any user from watching yourinput and output

stream, unless that user has access via ACL-group

access or System Administrator access. If a privileged

user is watching whenthis option is used, that watch

session is immediately terminated. Once disabled, user

access to your terminal remainsdisabled until you issue

a SHOW —ALL command,oruntil the end of your login

session.

Displays the System Administrator, ACL-group, and

user access watch privileges.

Displays commandoptions.

For more information, see the WATCH commandin the PRIMOS Commands

Reference Guide.
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SHUTDN

SHUTDNisused to shut downthe system, shut down local disk partitions, or, for

Systems not running the NameServer, remove remotedisk partitions from the local

system. It can be issued only from the supervisor terminal. The procedures and

command formats for each type of shutdownare described below.

Shutting Down the System

Format

SHUTDNALL[-FORCE]

Usage

This command performs a complete PRIMOS system shutdown. To verify that a

complete shutdownis what you want, the system asks REALLY?.

Answer YESfor the shutdownto occur. The abbreviation Y does not work. All user

files are closed, disk partitions are shut down, network communication with the

system is halted, and input from user terminals is turned off. When PRIMOS
completesthis process,it halts the CPU.

It is recommendedthat you issue a message using the MESSAGE ALL -NOW

commandto all users before you shut downthe system.

Whenyou execute the SHUTDN ALL command,a messageprints for eachfailed
disk partition. For example,

OK, SHUTDN ALL

REALLY? YES

WAIT

*** Disk name was not shut down properly, Run FIX_DISK ***

*** From PRIMOS: Shutdown process completed, system halting ***

If the SHUTDN ALL commandfails to execute properly, the following error
message appears at the supervisor terminal:

WARNING: Shutdown Unsuccessful (sh_cmd).

If this occurs, the System Administrator must stop the system manually using the
following procedure:
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OK, <Esc><Esc>

<P> STOP

<P> SYSCLR

You must run FIX_DISKif the system is manually stopped. If you do not run
FIX_DISK,there is no way to determinethestate of the partition after the system

was shut down manually.

Forthe best results in shutting down PRIMOS,follow the procedures described in

the handbook for your CPU.

Before Rev. 20.2, partitions on a malfunctioning disk drive could be shut down only

by shutting downthe entire system with the SHUTDN ALL command. At Rev.
20.2, the -FORCEoption for the SHUTDN commandwas introduced to shut down

any partition orall partitions on a particular disk drive under any circumstances. The

—FORCE optionis effective with Rev. 20.2 and later versions of PRIMOS.

When you use the -FORCEoption, PRIMOSattempts an orderly shutdown. If an

orderly shutdownis not possible, PRIMOScontinues with the shutdownprocedure

and reports any problemsat the supervisor terminal. However,the integrity of the

file system cannot be guaranteed if an orderly shutdown doesnottake place; in that

case, it may be necessary to run FIX_DISK.

The —FORCE option identifies and acts on all recognizable errors. If an error occurs,

the event causingtheerroris retried until PRIMOSdeterminesthatit is impossible to

continue with the event. Appropriate error messagesare displayed at the supervisor

terminal so that you can identify the malfunctioning partitions.

Use the -FORCEoption only if there are known problemswith a partition or a disk

drive, or if the partition cannot be shut down in the normal manner. Problemsare

indicated by disk orfile system read-errors when you attemptto add the partition
using the ADDISK command. A problemis also indicated when you shut down the

partition (using the SHUTDN command)and a subsequent STATUS DISKS

commandshowsthat the partition was not shut down. In these cases, you must use

the -FORCEoption to shut downthe disk.

Shutting Down Local Partitions

Shutting downa local partition closes all currently open files on the partition, logs

Out all users whoare attached to directories residing on the partition, and causesall

attempts to use the partition from either the local system or a remote system to be

rejected. The specified partition is unavailable until it is added back to the system in

a subsequent ADDISK command. Until then, users whoseorigin directories reside

on the partition are unable to log in. See the Operator’s Guide to Data Backup and
Recovery for more information on closing downpartitions for backups.

It is recommended that you issue a message using the MESSAGE ALL -NOW

commandto all users before you shut down the system.
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At Rev. 23.3, the SHUTDN commandincludes -VERIFY and -VERIFY —DETAIL.
The —VERIFYoption allows youto verify that there are no users onthe disks to be
shut down. If there are users on the affected disks, SHUTDN informs you how
manyusers are on the disks and asksif you really want to shut the disks down. The
—DETAILoption, which can be specified only with the -VERIFYoption,lists the
users that are currently using the disks to be shut down.

 

Note
When you use -VERIFY and -VERIFY —DETAIL,nolockis applied. Therefore, the
numberof logged-in users may change betweenthe time you issue this command and the
time of the actual shutdown. Information you receive from these optionsis accurate only at
the time that you issued these options.

 

If you attempt to shut downa partition that has any partitions or portals mounted
underit, PRIMOSasks whether you wish to shut down the lower-mountedpartitions
or portals also, as in the following example:

OK, SHUTDN 1062

There are disks/portals which are subordinate to this disk:

Portal to Q41 mounted at “<NSR1>MTPT>PORTAL”

Disk DISK1 mounted at “<NSR1>MTPT>MOUNTPOINT”

These disks/portals must be shutdn/removed before SHUTDN can
proceed.

Do you want this command to shutdn/remove them? yes

OK,

You must type the word yes;the letter y is not sufficient.

Format

pdevl [pdev2 . . . pdev9] [-FORCE]
SHUTDN ri -RENAMEdiskname

[-VERIFY [-DETAIL]]

Arguments and Options

pdevl ... pdev9 Shuts downthe disk partitions indicated by pdev/ . . .
pdev9.

-FORCE Forcibly shuts down from one to nine malfunctioning
partitions. Attempts an orderly shutdown. If an orderly

shutdownis not possible, PRIMOScontinues with the

shutdown procedure and reports any problemsto the

Supervisor terminal. Refer to the discussion of the

—FORCEoption in SHUTDNALLabove.
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You can use the -FORCE option with all SHUTDN

options except -RENAME.If you attemptto use the

~—FORCEoption with the -RENAME option, the

following error messageis displayed:

Cannot rename partitions with -FORCE

option. (shutdn)

pdevy -RENAMEdiskname Allowsyou to supply a new disknamefor a partition

whenshutting it down.

Only one physical device number (pdev) can be

specified each time this option is used. For example,

OK, SHUTDN 461 -—RENAME B3.BAK

Aside from renamingthe partition, this command has

the same effect as SHUTDNpdev withoutthe

~RENAMEoption.

-VERIFY[-DETAIL] Checksto see if there are users attached to or have open

files on the affected partitions. If there are any,

SHUTDNasks REALLY? (as it does with the SHUTDN

ALL command). You cannot use the -VERIFY option

with the -ON option. If you attempt to use the

—VERIFYoption with the —ON option,the following

error messageis displayed:

The -VERIFY option may not be used with

the -ON option. (shutdn)

The —DETAIL suboption displays a list of users who

havefiles or attach points on the affected partitions.

You can only use -DETAIL with the -VERIFY option.

If you attempt to use DETAIL without the -VERIFY

option, the following error messageis displayed:

The -DETAIL option may only be used with

the -VERIFY option. (shutdn)

 

Caution
Do not shut downthe partition that contains the command device or PRIMOSwill be unable
to access the command directory (COMDEV). Recover by using the ADDISK commandto
add the commanddevicepartition back to your system.
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Shutting Down Remote Partitions

Systems Not Running the Name Server

If your system is not running the NameServer, shutting down a remotepartition
removesit from thelist of knownpartitions on the local system (the system from
which the commandis issued). If your system is running the NameServer,see the
next section.

Shutting downa remotepartition closesall files on the partition that are currently in
use by local users and disconnectsit from your system. Also,all local users who are
attachedto directories residing on thepartition are logged out, and all further
attempts to use the partition from the local system are rejected. The specified disk
partition is unavailable to users logged in to the local system until it is made
available once again with a subsequent ADDISK command. Shutting down a remote
disk partition doesnotaffect access to the partition from any other system, including
the system on whichthepartition resides.

Format

SHUTDNdisknamel][diskname2 ... diskname9] [-FORCE] [-ON nodename]

Arguments and Options

disknamel ...diskname9 Specifies which remotedisk partitions available to the
local system are to be shut down.

-FORCE Forcibly shuts down from oneto nine malfunctioning
remote partitions from your system. Refer to the

—FORCEoption description in SHUTDN ALLabove.

-ON nodename Specifies the network nameof the system on which the
devices are physically mounted.

 

Note
If a device is shut downatits local system,it is no longer available for use on any other
system in the network.

 

Systems Running the Name Server

If your system is running the NameServer, generally there should be no remote disks
in yourlocal Disk Table and, therefore, no need to remove them. All remote disks to
which yoursystem has access are in the Global Mount Table (GMT). You cannot
make remotedisks in the GMTinaccessible to users on your system using the
SHUTDN command.
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However,if you specifically added remote disks to your Disk Table to support Idev

pathname syntax (see ADDISK for more information), you can remove them using

the SHUTDN commandwith the -ON nodenameoption. Removing disks added to

the local Disk Table this way prevents the Idev-to-pathname conversion but does not

makethe disk unavailable to users who specify non-ldev pathnames,as longas the

disk is in the GMT.

Messages

The SHUTDN commanddisplays messages to inform youofits progress.

Explanations marked Notice in the followinglist provide information; explanations

marked Warning mean thatat least one ofthe specified disks could not be shut down,

but that SHUTDNwill continue processing any remaining disks. Unmarked

messages are error messages and indicate that SHUTDNhasnot performed the

requested operation.

Auditing must be stopped before shutting down.

Your SHUTDN ALL commandattempted to shut downthe disk containing the

security audit file. You should stop the Security Auditor before shutting down

all your disks. This messageapplies only to sites that have the Security Audit

facility (that is, C2 sites).

Cannot rename partitions with -FORCE option. (shutdn)

You supplied both the -RENAME and -FORCE options to SHUTDN;the two

cannot be used together.

Circular Quota parent thread. (q_updt)

Aninternal error occurred during the SHUTDN. Contact your PrimeService

Representative.

Conflicting PDEVs pdevl and pdev2. (shutdn)

Twoofthe pdevsgiven in the list specify overlapping partitions of the same disk.

Check to makesure that you typed the pdevscorrectly.

Disk “diskname” is local. (shutdn)
Warning Thepartition named disknameis a local device and must be shut down

by specifying its physical device number without the -ON option.

Disk “diskname” is not currently added. (shutdn)

Warning Thespecified remotepartition is not in the local disk list. Check to

makesure that you typed its name correctly.

Disk “diskname” not on system “nodename”. (shutdn)

Warning Thespecified remote partition exists in the local disk list but does not

belong to the remote system specified in the -ON option.
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Disk pdev is not currently added. (shutdn)
Warning The specified physical device is notin thelist of started devices.
Checkto be sure that you typed the pdev correctly.

*** Disk CRA Mismatch Errors detected, Run FIXDISK on
DISK nnnn ***

*** Disk CRA Mismatch Errors detected, Run FIXDISK on
DISK nnnn *x*x

*** Disk CRA Mismatch Errors detected, Run FIXDISK on
DISK nnnn ***

The previous three messages are displayedif the correspondingerror has been
detected since the disk was added. It is the System Administrator’s
responsibility to decide whenit is best to run FIX_DISK.

diskname is not a valid partition name. (shutdn)
The specified diskname does not conform to remote partition name syntax.
Either it contains an invalid characterorit is more than six characters long.

Duplicate partition name diskname. (shutdn)
You specified partition name diskname more than once in the SHUTDN
command when you were attempting to disconnect a remote partition.

Duplicate PDEV pdev. (shutdn)
You specified the same pdev morethan once in the SHUTDN command.

More instances of “optionname” than are Supported.
(shutdn)

You specified some option more than once. Enter the command again, giving
each option and argumentonly once.

Must specify at least one PDEV. (shutdn)
The SHUTDN commandrequiresat least one argument.

Must supply at least one partition name. (shutdn)
The —ON option of the SHUTDN command requires at least one argument.

Must use MIRROR_OFF to shut down mirrored disk pdev.
(shutdn)

Thepartition is currently in use in a mirrored pair. Use MIRROR_OFF to shut
downthe mirroredpartition.

No directory block for unit. (q_updt)
An internal error has occurred during the SHUTDN. Contact your PrimeService
Representative.
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Node “nodename” not configured in network. (shutdn)

The node specified as nodenameis not currently RFA-enabled. Check whether

you typed the node namecorrectly.

nodename is not a valid system name. (shutdn)

The specified remote system nameis invalid. Either it contains invalid

characters or it is more than six characters long. Check whether you typed the

node namecorrectly.

nodename is the local system!

Do not use the nameof yourlocal system with the -ON option. The —ONoption

can be used only to shut down remote disks.

Only one disk may be RENAMEd at a time. (SHUTDN)

Only one pdev can be specified when you use the —RENAME option.

Option “option_name” not recognized by this command.

(shutdn)

You haveentered an option which SHUTDN doesnotrecognize. Check to be

sure that you did not mistype a valid option name.

“PRIORITYSELECT” is not a valid option. (shutdn)

Unlike ADDISK, SHUTDN has no PRIORITY_SELECT argument. Resubmit

the command without this argument.

“PROTECT” is not a valid PDEV. (shutdn)

You havetried to supply a PROTECT argument to SHUTDN;since SHUTDN,

unlike ADDISK,has no such option, you receive this error message.

pdev is not a valid PDEV. (shutdn)

The pdevspecified is not a valid physical device number. Either it contains

decimal numbers ornondigits, orit is simply an invalid pdev. Check that you

entered the pdev correctly.

Remote partitions may not be RENAMEd. (shutdn)

The -RENAMEoption can be used only for local disks.

Rename failed. (trwrat)

Yourattempt to renamethedisk failed. Check to be sure that you specified a

legal disk name (six alphanumeric characters). If the disk name you gave was

legal, the rename probably failed because the disk is too badly damaged to be

used.

System console command only. (shutdn)

The SHUTDN commandcan be used only from the supervisor terminal.
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System name must be specified with -ON option. (shutdn)
The —ON option wasnot followed by a remote system name.

The —DETAIL option may only be used with the -VERIFY
option. (shutdn)

You cannot use the -DETAIL option without the -VERIFY option.

The disk pdev contains the security audit file.
Stop auditing or switch log files before shutting down
the disk.

You should shut downthe security auditor before you shut down this pdev.

The -VERIFY option may not be used with the -ON option.
(shutdn)

You supplied both the -VERIFY and —ON options to SHUTDN:the two cannot
be used together.

Unable to update disk quota.
The section of the disk which holds quota information has been damaged. You
can use the disk temporarily without the quotas,but you should plan to run
FIX_DISKas soonaspossible.

Unit not open. (q_updt)
Aninternal error occurred during the SHUTDN. Contact your PrimeService
Representative.

WAIT,

PRIMOS NOT IN OPERATION

*** From PRIMOS: Shutdown Process Completed, System
Halting.

Notice The shutdown completed successfully. You should not need to run
FIX_DISK.

WARNING: Shutdown Unsuccessful (sh_cmd).
The SHUTDN ALL commandfailed to execute properly. The System
Administrator must manually stop the system and then run FIX_DISK. If
necessary, contact your PrimeService Representative.

Write-protected disks may not be RENAMEd. (shutdn)
The -RENAMEoption cannotbe used on a disk added with the —~PROTECT
option.

See SET_PRIORITY_ACCESS.
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SPIN.DOWN

SPIN_DOWN is a supervisor terminal commandthatstops (spins down) a SCSIdisk

drive that is connected to a Model 7210 (SDTC)controller using ICOP+ and

mounted in a Model 75500-6PK device module, a topcap of a 5000 Series system, or

other peripheral cabinet containing SCSI drives. The principal use for this command

is to take offline a malfunctioning disk until it can be repaired or replaced.

If you are replacing a disk in a Model 75500-6PK device module immediately, you

do not need to use the SPIN_DOWN commandbecause the DISK_PAUSE

commandalso performs a spindownoperation.

Format

SPIN_DOWNpdev

Argument

pdev Specifies the physical device number(in octal) of the

disk drive. You can only spin downa disk thatis not in

use; you cannot spin downa physical disk containing

the COMDEV(unless the COMDEVis mirrored), a

paging, added,or assignedpartition,or a partition

activated for crash dumpto disk.

If you attempt to spin down a disk thatis either already spun downor nonexistent,

SPIN_DOWNperformsnooperation but returns an OK, prompt. If you attemptto

spin downa disk that is not connected to a Model 7210 controller running ICOP+,

you receive the following error message:

SPINDOWN not supported by this disk controller in

this mode. (spindown)

The Disk Replacement Procedurefor the Model 75500-6PK Device Module

documentdescribes the procedurefor replacing a defective or damaged disk drive.

This procedure should be used after you view the PrimeService videothat

demonstrates the procedure described in the document. In orderto use this

procedure, you must have Rev. 23.2 or greater of PRIMOSrunning on your system

and you must have a replacementdisk drive.
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SPIN_UP

SPIN_UP is a supervisor terminal commandthatstarts (spins up) a SCSI disk drive
that is connected to a Model 7210 (SDTC)controller using ICOP+ and mountedin a
Model 75500-6PK device module, or a topcap of a 5000 Series system,or other
peripheral cabinet containing SCSI drives. The principal use for this commandisto
Start a disk that was previously spun down(accidentally or intentionally) instead of
cycling the powerforthat drive to spin it up. If you wantto only spin downa drive
but not shut poweroff to the drive, use the SPIN_UP command to spin the drive
back upforuse.

Format

SPIN_UP pdev

Argument

pdev Specifies the physical device number(in octal) of the
disk drive. You can only spin up a diskthat is not in
use; you Cannot supply a pdevfora disk thatis or

contains the COMDEV(unless the COMDEVis
mirrored), a paging, added, orassignedpartition, or a
partition activated for crash dumpto disk.

Attempting to spin up a disk thatis either already spun up performsnooperation but
retums an OK, prompt. If you attempt to spin up a disk thatis not connected to a
Model 7210 controller running ICOP+, you receive the following error message:

SPIN_UP not supported by this disk controller in
this mode. (spin_up)

Attempting to spin up a nonexistent disk drive on a controllerthat supports spinup
results in the following disk error message being reported via DSM and SPIN_UP:

Error back from spinup$. (spin_up)
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SPOOL

SPOOLenablesa privileged user who is a memberof the ACL group

'SSPOOL_ADMINISTRATOR$to perform anyofthe following tasks:

e Send print requests to the spool queue

e Modify spool queue requests

¢ Moveoneprint request ahead of others

e List details of spool queue requests

e Cancel spool queue requests

e Set format options for PostScript and HP printers

Format

pathname [print-options}

~MODIFYrequest-number[options]

SPOOL ¢-LIST [request-number] (options)

-CANCEL[{options}]

-HELP

Usage

Nonprivileged users can also send print requests to the spool queue. However, they

can modify, list, and cancel only their own files. Nonprivileged terminal users

cannot movetheirprint requests ahead of others in the spool queue.

The SPOOL command and the Spooler environment changed substantially at Rev.

21.0. For information related to the Spooler subsystem and the PROP command,see

the Operator’s Guide to the Spooler Subsystem. See also the PROP commandearlier

in this chapter.

Someinstallations may have a network in which some nodesare using a later (at or

after Rev. 21.0) version of the Spooler and some nodesare using pre-Rev. 21.0

versions. In this situation, you can send a print request from a Rev.21.0 orlater

system to a pre-Rev. 21.0 spool queue by using the —DISK option. However, you

cannot send a print request to a Rev. 21.0 or later spool queue from a pre-Rev.21.0

system.

In addition, a Rev. 21.0 system prints files from a pre-Rev. 21.0 spool queue. A

pre-Rev. 21.0 system, however, cannotprint files in a Rev. 21.0 spool queue.

For more information on setting up and using PostScript and the HP LaserJet family

of printers, see the Operator’s Guide to the Spooler Subsystem.
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Sending Print Requests to the Spool Queue

Both nonprivileged users and privileged users may sendfiles to the spool queue.

Format

SPOOLpathname[print-options]

Arguments and Options

-ALIASname Replaces the name onthe header with an alternative

string. name must be 16 characters or less. This option

may notbe used if you are sending print requests to a

pre-Rev. 21.0 spool queue.

~AS name Replaces the filename on the headerwith an alternate

String. name must be 16 characters orless.

~ATTRIBUTEname [name... ]

Specifies environmentattributes when sendingfiles to a

spool queue. One -ATTRIBUTEoption may be

followed by one or moreattribute names.

If you are sendingfiles to a pre-Rev. 21.0 queue,the

older —AT option specifies the destination nameofthe
printer.

-COBOL Prints files in COBOL format.

-COPIES n Specifies the numberofcopiesof the file to be printed.

n cannot exceed 99. The defaultis 1.

-DEFER[hh:mm] Specifies the earliest time at which a request is to be

printed. You may give the time with or withoutthe

colon between the hours and minutes. If you omit the

time, midnight is assumed. In a network that crosses

time zones,the time is based on the host machine forthe
queue.

—-DISK diskname Specifies the disk partition nameof a pre-Rev. 21.0
format queue to whichthe request is sent. This option

allows existing programs to run unchanged on Rev.21.0

systems, because SPOOLignores the —DISKoptionthat

references a Rev. 21.0 system.

~ERROR_BRIEF Controls the level of detail displayed in Spooler error
-~ERROR_MEDIUM messages. The default is-ERROR_MEDIUM. You
-ERROR_DETAIL can also use these options with SPOOL —LIST.
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-FROM m

—-FTN

Specifies a range of pages to be printed. If you do not

specify -FROM, SPOOLbeginsprinting at page 1. If

you specify both -FROM and the -TO n options, n must

be greater than m. You can use -FROM and —TO with

the -COPIES n option.

Specifies FORTRAN format.

text
-HEADER }_NO_INITIAL_FF

-LNUMBERS

-NO_COPY

NO_EJECT“LN

-NO_FORMAT

-NO_HEADER
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Changesthe page header from the default, which is the

first line of the data file, to a specified string. You can

use the keyword FILE to cause the despoolerto use the

nameofthe file as the page header. This option applies

only to files that are normally printed in a paginated

mode. For example, it does not work with FORTRAN

or COBOLfiles.

—NO_INITIAL_FF suppressestheinitial form feed that

occurs whenthe Spooleris started. It is of value when a

printer is loaded with preprinted stationery. For more

information, see the Operator’s Guide to the Spooler

Subsystem.

Prefixes each line in the file with a line number. Data

file lines occupying more than oneline on the printed

Output will have a numberonthefirst printed line only.

Data file lines that overprint the previousline are not

numbered.

Inhibits the SPOOL commandaction of taking a copy of

the file to be printed. The despoolerprints the data from

its original file system location. Thefile that is sent to

the spool queue with this option must reside on the same

node as the spool queue to which the requestis sent.

You cannotuse this option with password directories

unless the nonownerpassword is blank. You cannot use

this option for pre-Rev 21.0 queues.

CaneVa the decnonler tn cunnrecc the narmal farm feed
Uo aw Vv awwmaw Ueopyuvuw ww vupPp wn Ls SAWERLLGAL A gaae

after the final page ofa file is printed.

Causes the despooler to begin printing without

formatting output (that is, without adding page breaks or

otherwise altering the appearanceofthe outputfile).

Use this option when printing text-formatter outputfiles,

formatted program listings, and so on.

Causes the despoolerto print the file without the normal

header.



-NO_SWO

-NO_XLATE

-NOP

-NOTIFY

-NPH

—ON nodename

—OPEN[pathname]

-PLOT[7]

—-PROC name

-RUSH

SPOOL

Used with the -MODIFYoption, -NO_SWOcancels

the -SPOOL_WHILE_OPENprocess. The despooler

treatsthe file asif it is to be printed with the

-NO_COPYoption, and the special end of file (EOF)

handling is dropped.

Used with the -MODIFY option, -NO_XLATE

removes the -XLATE (alternative mapping) option.

Inhibits overprinting, whether required by a FORTRAN

or COBOLformat + control character or through the use

of a trailing carriage return. The Prime convention for

line terminators is a line feed only. The -NOPoptionis

useful with output that uses a carriage return and line

feed as the line terminator.

Causes the despooler to send you a message when your

file has finished printing.

Prints the file with no header and no page number.

—NPHis not allowed with other formatting modes.

Sends a spool request to a Rev. 21.0 or later spool queue

on a specific network node. Note that you cannotsend

spool requests from pre-Rev. 21.0 systemsto Rev. 21.0

and later queues.

Opens a data file in the spool queue directory. Unless

otherwise specified (see the -TUNIToption),thefile is

openedonfile unit 2.

Specifies the plot raster size (in words per scan) for a

plotter output file. The default value is 128.

Specifies the name of the PostScript procedure to be

used whenprinting a documenton a laserprinter that

runs PostScript. You must load the PostScript procedure

when youinitialize the printer. If the procedure is not

currently loaded in the printer, as could occurif the

printer power had been switchedoff, then on again, then

it is reloaded.

Marks a request as having priority over nonrush requests

in the same spool queue. Such a requestis selected for

printing by a despooler without regard to size and defer

time restrictions. This option is limited to privileged

users who are members of the ACL group

SPOOL_ADMINISTRATOR$.
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-SET_FONT fontname

-SET_LANDSCAPE

-SET_PAPERBIN |h

-SET_PORTRAIT

-SFI

-SPOOL_WHILE_OPEN

-TOn

-TRUNCATE

-TUNIT 2
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Specifies the use of a particular typeface for printing the

document. fontname may be upto 32 characters long.

See the Operator’s Guide to the Spooler Subsystem for

details on setting fonts.

Prints text across the longest width of the paper. The

default landscape formatis 66 lines of 138 characters.

Special attributes are available with this option. For

information about n-up printing, see the Operator’s

Guide to the Spooler Subsystem.

manual

Chooses which of the printer’s paper bins should be

used to print out the document. n, a numberfrom 1

through 9 inclusive, selects a particular paper bin;

MANUALspecifies that the paper be fed manually.

Prints text across the shortest width of the paper. The

default portrait format is 66 lines of 80 characters.

Special attributes are available with this option. For

information about n-up printing, see the Operator’s

Guide to the Spooler Subsystem.

Suppressesfile information by preventingthe file

pathnameand date/time last modified from appearing in

the headerortrailer ofthe listing.

Prints a file while it is still held open for writing by

some program. If you specify -SWO,thefile is not

copied into the SPOOL_DATA* directory.

Specifies the end of a range of pagesto be printed. If

you do not specify -TO, SPOOLstopsprinting after the

last line in the file is printed. If you specify -FROM m

as well, n must be greater than m. -FROM and -TO can

be used with the -COPIESn option.

Causes the despoolerto truncate lines longer than the

width ofthe printer, as defined in the environmentfile.

The default is to split long lines into two or morelines.

When youusethis option with FORTRANor

COBOL-formatted files, a request to overprint a line

that has been split is ignored and the overprint data

prints as a separate line.

Specifies the file unit associated with an -OPEN option.

nis a decimal number from 1 through 128. The default

is file unit 2.£aaw Us



-XLATE mapping Asksthat characters in the file be mapped into an

alternate character set. mappingis a characterstring

from 1 through 32 characters long. mapping mustbegin

with a letter; the remaining characters maybe letters,

numbers, or the symbols. $or_.

-HELP Lists the SPOOL command’s options.

 

Note

The Spool Administrator maysetthe attributesfile so that SPOOLissues an error messageif

you specify an invalid attribute. If so, spooling a file with the invalid attribute

BAD_ATTRIBUTE,for example, producesthe following message:

OK, SPOOL LOGIN.CPL ~ATT BADATTRIBUTE

[SPOOL Rev. 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc. ]

Error from Spooler (Spool-107):

Unknown device attribute : BADATTRIBUTE

Check with your Spool Administrator for further details.
 

Modifying Spool Queue Requests

The -MODIFYoption allows you to modify an existing entry in the spool queue.

Privileged users can modify any spool request in the queue. Other users can modify

only their own requests.

Format

SPOOL -MODIFYrequest-number[options}

Options

—MODIFY workswith all spool options except for -NO_COPY, —OPEN,

—SPOOL_WHILE_OPEN,and -TUNIT. You usually use -MODIFY to add an

option, but you can also useit to override a previously specified option. For

example, specifying -FTN would cancel any existing -NO_FORMAToption in the
original request.
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The additional options -NO_DEFER (abbreviated -NOD), -NO_RUSH

(abbreviated -NOR), -NO_SWO(abbreviated -NOS), and -NO_XLATE

(abbreviated -NOX)allow users to cancel previously specified -DEFER, —-RUSH,

—SPOOL_WHILE_OPEN,and —XLATE options.

Example

The following exampleillustrates the use of the -MODIFY option:

OK, SPOOL ~MODIFY 89 -NODEFER -LIST

[SPOOL Rev. 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc.]

System SYSONE

Request Time User File No Size State

26 January 92

86 20:34 FESTER UNCLE . COMO 1 #1

27 January 92

87 13:17 FESTER LOGIN. CPL 1 2

88 13:18 COLERIDGE LOGIN.CPL 3 6 Defer

89 13:22 FESTER LOGIN.CPL 1 2 Print

OK,

In this example, the spooled file LOGIN.CPL has the -DEFER option removed from

the file after the file has been submitted on the spool queue.

Listing Details of Spool Queue Requests

Privileged users see the entire queue when they use the -LIST option of SPOOL on

Rey. 21.0 or later systems; other users see only their own requests unless the System

Administrator has modified the Spooler to enable users to view the entire queue.

At Rev. 23.0 and subsequentrevisions, users can customize the SPOOL —LIST

~BRIEFdisplay if they wish to do so. Information on howtoset up a configuration

file to produce a customized display is in the Operator’s Guide to the Spooler
Subsystem.

Format

SPOOL-LIST [request-number] [options]
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request-number

-ALL

~ATTRIBUTE

-BRIEF

-DETAIL

~DISK diskname

-FULL

-NO_WAIT

-ON nodename

—USER [name]

SPOOL

Lists the chosen request number. Refers to the place in

the queue of an individual Spooler request. This

number appears when yousenda file to the spool queue

to be printed. The request-numberis also included in

the display that appears under Request when you issue

the SPOOL -LIST command. See SPOOL -LIST

—BRIEF,discussedearlier.

Lists all queues that the Spool Administrator has placed

in the file SPOOL*>QUEUES.

Lists only those entries with the specified attributes.

This option allows you to specify one or moreattributes.

Producesa brief report with a single line per request, as

shownin the Examplessection.

This is the display that is producedif users do not set up

a customized display. (See the Operator’s Guide to the

Spooler Subsystem for information on howto set up a

customized display.) —BRIEFis the default option to

—LIST.

Produces a report that includes any device attributes

specified by the user or supplied by default; any options

given in the SPOOL command;the pathnameofthefile

to be printed; the name and node of the despooler

printing the file, if it is printing; and a defertime,if

specified, in addition to the information displayed with

the -BRIEFoption.

Gives a queue report for a pre-Rev. 21.0 queue on a

namedpartition.

Addsa line identifying the spool queue to which the

spool request has been sent, in addition to the

information displayed with the -DETAIL option.

Suppresses the --More-- promptand does not pause

after every page of output. Outputscrolls continuously.

Gives a queue report for a Rev. 21.0 or later spool queue

on a specific network node.

Restricts the queue report to name and defaults to the

Current user if no nameis given. Unless the Spool

Administrator allows users to see requests in the spool

queue otherthan their own,only privileged users can

use this option to view print requests of otherusers.
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Example 1: The following example showsa brief report with a single line per

request.

OK, SPOOL -LIST -BRIEF

[SPOOL Rev. 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc.]

System SARA

Request Time User File No Size State

24 23:11 SMITH LOGIN.CPL 1 19 Defer

Example 2: An example of detailed SPOOL —LIST output follows.

OK, SPOOL -LIST -DETAIL

[SPOOL Rev. 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc. ]

System SARA

Request Time User Copies Size State

24 23:11:56 SMITH 1 19 (58% Printed)

File name <SPOOLA>SMITH>LOGIN.CPL

Attributes PRINTROOM

Despooler PRO on node: JONES

Canceling Spool Queue Requests

The -CANCELoption allows you to removeprint requests from the spool queue.

Format

request-number -ON nodename
SPOOL —-CANCEL {a }[ois ‘etname] |

Options

Nonprivileged users can use the -ALL option to cancelall their own spool requests.

However, only privileged users may cancel other users’ spool requests and then only

if they specify the request numberof the request they want to cancel. Privileged

users Cannot cancel the entire queue with the -ALL option.

This option works only on Rev. 21.0 and later systems. Use this option with the

—ONoption to cancelfiles that are on remote queuesandthat have not yet begun to
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print. Oncea file on a remote queue has begunto print, it may be canceled only by a

privileged user on that remote system.

To cancel spool files on pre-Rev. 21.0 systems, use -DISK with the request number.

The —ALLoption does not work with the -DISK option.

The request-number, —-DISK, and —ON optionsare described above. You cannot use

—CANCELwith the other SPOOL commandformats.

Example

The following example cancels request number87:

OK, SPOOL -CANCEL 87

[SPOOL Rev. 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc.]

Request 87 cancelled

OK, SPOOL -LIST

[SPOOL Rev. 23.3.0 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc.]

System SYSONE

Request Time User File No Size State

26 January 92

86 20:34 FESTER UNCLE. COMO 1 #1

27 January 92

88 13:18 COLERIDGE LOGIN. CPL 3 6 Defer

89 13:22 FESTER LOGIN.CPL 1 2 Print

OK,

For more detailed information about the Spooler subsystem, see the Operator’s

Guide to the Spooler Subsystem.

See also PROPearlierin this chapter.

See SET_QUOTA.

See SET_SCHEDULER_ATTRIBUTES.
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STARTDSM

START_DSMactivates the Distributed Systems Management (DSM)subsystem,

whichis an integrated set of products and services to support the administration and

operation of single and networked Prime systems. Refer to the DSM User’s Guide

for information on DSM.

Format

-MULTI_NODE
-RETAIN_ASRS[nn]
-USAGE
-HELP [-NO_WAIT]

START_DSM

Options

-MULTI_NODE Support for this option was removedat Rev.22.0;

instead, START_NETstarts the ISC Networkserver,

which provides multinode DSM support.

-RETAIN_ASRS[nn] Specifies how many free (idle) DSM application servers

remain logged in indefinitely on the system. nn is an

integer from 1 through 10. The default is 1. Any free

DSMASRsin excess of nn will log out once the timeout

period is exceeded. The optimum value for nn depends

on how much DSMisused;the lessit is used, the lower

is the requirement for free ASRs.

-USAGE Provides a brief example of the commandsyntax.

-HELP [-NO_WAIT] Explains howto use the commandandits options. If

you specify -NO_WAIT,the display is not paginated at

yourterminal.

CommandsThat Operate Under DSM

All DSM commandsare documented in the DSM User’s Guide. This chapter

summarizes the DSM commandswhichareofparticular interest to an Operator:

ADMIN_LOG LIST_MEMORY

DISPLAY_LOG LIST_PROCESS

LIST_ASSIGNED_DEVICES LIST_UNITS

LIST_ASYNC RESUS

LIST_CONFIG START_DSM

LIST_DISKS STOP_DSM
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Table 2-5 lists the commandsthat are available to the user after DSM has been

activated with the START_DSM command. Fora detailed description of these
commands, see the DSM User’s Guide.

Table 2-5. Commands That Operate Under DSM

 

 

Command Description

ADMIN_LOG Enables youto create and administer DSM
logs.

CONFIG_DSM Sets up the DSM configuration file.

CONFIG_UM Defines unsolicited message handling selec-

DISPLAY_LOG

DISTRIBUTE_DSM

LIST_ASSIGNED_DEVICES

LIST_ASYNC

LIST_COMM_CONTROLLERS

LIST_CONFIG

LIST_DISKS

LISTLAN_NODES

LIST_MEMORY

tions on local or remote nodes.

Allowsyou to displayall or part of a log at
your terminal. or to write it to a file.

Copies the DSM configuration file to all the
nodesin the configuration group.

Displaysall the devices that have been as-
signed on a system with the ASSIGN com-
mand.

Displaysthe status and configuration of any
orall of the system’s asynchronouslines.

Displays information on communication con-
trollers present in a system,including the
LAN HostController (LHC),but excluding
the Prime Node Controller (PNC).

Displays the cold-start values, default values,
and current values of those system variables
that can be set by configuration directives at
cold start.

Displays information for local or remote
disks that have been added to the system. For

local disks only,it can also display the disks’
free record size and currentuser IDs.

Displays information about the configured
LAN300 network.

Displays the memory usage in numberof
segments,resident pages, and wired pages
per user process; names or numbers can be
used to identify the user.
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Table 2-5. Commands That Operate Under DSM (continued)

 

Command Description
 

LIST_PRIMENET_LINKS

LIST_PRIMENET_NODES

LIST_PRIMENET_PORTS

LIST_PROCESS

LISTSEMAPHORES

LIST_SYNC

LIST_UNITS

LIST_VCS

RESUS

STATUS_DSM

Displays the status of PRIMENETlinks,
where a link can be a PRIMENET-configured
SMLCline, a PRIMENET-configured node

on a ring, or a LAN300 network.

Displays all PRIMENET-configured remote
nodes, the paths to those nodes, and the per-

mitted accessto those paths.

Displays a system’s port assignments.

Displays the environmentofa specified user

process.

Displays the value of all semaphoresin use
on the system.

Displays the configuration of all enabled syn-

chronouslines.

Displays open file units by user ID, user ID
ofall users with files open, and current attach
points ofall users on the system.

Displays the state of virtual circuits.

Allowsthe System Administrator or Operator
to add disks, shut down devices, or share seg-

ments from any terminal on any node.

Displays details of the restart and loaded con-
figuration files on a node. Comparestheir ID
and revision details with the current configu-

ration on any other node.
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START_LSR

START_LSRstarts the Login server, which handlesall login requests from local and

remote terminal users. The Login serverstarts up automaticallyat coldstart.
START_LSRcan be issued only from the supervisor terminal.

To find out if the Login server is running, use the STATUS USERS command.If

running, the Login serveris listed under the name LOGIN_SERVERwith LSrasits
process type.

If you attempt to issue the START_LSR command while the Login serveris running,

the system responds with a messagethat it cannot spawn the Loginserver.

The Login serveris alwaysstarted automatically at cold start. If it aborts or is shut

down (with the STOP_LSR command), you can restart it with the START_LSR

command. After you use START_LSR,the system attaches you to yourorigin

directory, and users are again ableto login.

 

Caution
Donot enable START_LSR —-RETRIESif there are nodes on your network that are not
running either PRIMOSRev.22.1.5 or Rev. 23.2 and subsequentrevisions. Enablingretries
on networks with nodes running earlier PRIMOSrevisions could allow users access to nodes
for which they did not previously have permission.

 

Format

‘-ERROR_PROMPT error_prompt
-IMPLICIT_LOGIN

-MAXUSR_PROMPT maxusr_prompt

-PROMPT lsr_prompt

-READY_PROMPTready_prompt

-REDISPLAY_PROMPT

-RETRIES n
-HELP

START_LSR

  
Options

The System Administratorcanset all Login server default prompts and actions by
using SYSTEM>SET_LSR_DEFAULTS.The following options used with
START_LSRwill override the defaults.

-ERROR_PROMPTerror_prompt

Sets up the LOGIN_SERVERerror_prompt. The

default prompt is ER! unless you used the

SET_LSR_DEFAULTS commandto change the Login

server errorpromptdefault.
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—~IMPLICIT_LOGIN Allowsusers to log in to the system by typing their user

ID at the login promptand their password at the

password prompt. This allowsusers to log in without

typing the LOGIN command.

By default, users must type the LOGIN commandunless

you enable implicit login, by either using the

SET_LSR_DEFAULTS commandor this START_LSR

~IMPLICIT_LOGIN option.

-MAXUSR_PROMPT maxusr_prompt

Sets the maxusr_prompt, whichis the promptdisplayed

whenusers attempt to log in when the maximum

numberofusers specified in the MAXUSR command

has been exceeded. The default prompt is Please try

again later. unless you use SET_LSR_DEFAULTS

to change the Login server maxusr_prompt default.

-PROMPT Isr_prompt Sets the LOGIN_SERVER prompt when the

LOGIN_SERVERisstarted up. The default promptis

Login Please.

-READY_PROMPT ready_prompt

Sets the LOGIN_SERVER readyprompt. The default

promptis OK, unless you used SET_LSR_DEFAULTS

to change the Login server ready_prompt default.

-REDISPLAYPROMPT Redisplays the LOGIN_SERVERpromptif a null

commandlineis entered.

—-RETRIES n Permits the numberoflogin retries. You can specify 0

through 10 retry attempts before the remoteline is

dropped. Note that this is the numberofretries, and is

thus one less than the total numberof login attempts.

The default is 0 retries (that is, only 1 login attempt).

If you are performing a log-through operation (a login to

another node from yourcurrent attach point), the

START_LSR commandonly permits one login attempt

before dropping the remoteline, regardless of the value

you specified for this option.

~HELP Displays command syntax.

All four configurable prompts (-ERROR_PROMPT, -MAXUSR_PROMPT,

~PROMPT, and -READY_PROMPT)can use the RDY expandable prompt

variables. The unexpanded promptcan be upto 80 characters long and the expanded

prompt can be up to 256 characters long. RDY selects the prompt message you want

displayed at the terminal. For more information on RDY expandable prompt

variables, see RDYin the PRIMOS Commands Reference Guide. If the prompt
in aryv¢
ivi £11aI ANY.
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—PROMPT Examples

Example 1:

OK, START_LSR -PROMPT ‘Please login.’

generates the following Login server prompt:

Please login.

Example 2:

OK, START_LSR -PROMPT ’Please login to %sn.’

OK,

generates the following Login server prompt (here PLATOis the system name):

Please login to PLATO.

If you do notspecify the -PROMPT option, and the LOGIN_SERVERdefaults have

not been specified (see SET_LSR_DEFAULTSearlierin this chapter), then the
default of Login Please. is used and promptechoingis disabled.

—REDISPLAY Examples

Example 1: START_LSRwith the -REDISPLAY_PROMPT option causes the
Login server to redisplay the login promptafter each carriage return,error, or invalid
login, as shownin the following example.

OK, <cr>

Login Please.

OK, <cr>

Login Please.

OK, junk

Login Please.

ER!

Example 2: START_LSR without the -REDISPLAY_PROMPT option causes
the Login serverto only display the login promptafterthe initial carriage return or
error, as shownin the following example.

OK, <cr>

Login Please.

OK, <cr>

OK, <cr>

OK, junk

ER! <cr>

OK, <cr>
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If you do not specify the -REDISPLAY_PROMPT option, the LOGIN_SERVER

will not echo the LOGIN_SERVERprompton null login commandlines unlessit

has been madeto be the default (see SET_LSR_DEFAULTSearlier in this chapter).

Example 3: You can specify both -PROMPT and -REDISPLAY_PROMPT to

the START_LSR command,as shownin the following example.

OK, START_LSR —PROMPT ‘$sn login at: ®t’ -REDISPLAYPROMPT

PLATO login at: 12:34:56

OK, <cr>

PLATO login at: 12:34:57

OK, <cr>

PLATO login at: 12:34:58

OK,

Using -RETRIES With the CLOSE Commandfor Remote Logins

The -RETRIESoption permits the user up to 10 login retries before dropping the

remote line connection. However, the user may wish to drop the remote line without

making multiple unsuccessful login attempts. The CLOSE commandallowsthe user

to have the Login server close a remote connection immediately. For example,if the

user realizes that he does not have a valid login on a remote system, he can issue the

CLOSE commandto drop the remote line without performing as manyas 10 login

attempts.

Consider this example. You set START_LSRasfollows:

START_LSR -PROMPT ‘Login to %sn’ -RETRIES 10 -REDISPLAY_PROMPT

The user might perform the following login session:

Login to PLATO

OK, LOGIN FOOBAR

Password? ii!

Incorrect user id or password

Login to PLATO

OK, LOGIN FOOBAR

Password? ii!

Incorrect user id or password

Login to PLATO

OK, LOGIN FOOBAR
Password? iii

Incorrect user id or password
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Atthis point, he knowsthat he cannot rememberhis password. He might attempt to

use the TELNETescape sequenceto break the connection (if coming over

TELNET), or the NETLINK escape sequence (<cr>@<cr>) to break the connection

(if coming over PRIMENET). However, if he has logged through (for example,

LOGIN FOOBAR —-ON PLATO),neither of these escape sequences work. Instead,

he must use the CLOSE commandto drop the remoteline.

Login to PLATO

OK, CLOSE

<disconnection message ...>

See also SET_LSR_DEFAULTSand STOP_LSRinthis chapter.
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START_NAMESERVER

START_NAMESERVER,which canbe issued only from the supervisor terminal,

starts the NameServerprocessonthe local system. The NameServerreplicates the

root directory and the Global Mount Table (GMT)ona set of systemsthat share a

commonfile system namespace. (See the Rev. 23.0 Prime Networks Release Notes
for more information on the NameServer.) You should place this commandin the

PRIMOS.COMI file after the START_DSM and START_NET commandsbecause

the Name Server needs both DSM and PRIMENETto function.

Once the NameServeris started on a given system in a commonfile system name

space, it must bestarted on all Rev. 23.0 and later systems in that name space.

Otherwise, the replicated root directory and GMTare not accurate, becausethereis
no information from Rev. 23.0 or later systems that are not running the NameServer.

(The NameServerassumesthat all Rev. 23.0 and subsequent systems have the Name

Server running and only polls pre-Rev. 23.0 systems for information on disks added

to or removed from those systems.)

Remote disks must be shut down before youstart the Name Server because the
NameServerdoesnotstart if there are any remote disks in the Disks Table. (It is

possible to add remote disks to your local Disks Table using the ADDISK command

after the NameServerhas beenstarted. See the ADDISK commandearlierin this

chapter for an explanation of when this may be necessary.)

 

Caution
Do not shut down remote disks andstart the NameServer unless your system is currently part
of a DSM configuration group running the NameServer. If your systemis not part of such a
group and you shut down remotedisksand start the Name Server, you cannot makethe
remote disks available to your system again unless you cold start. When the NameServeris
running, adding remote disks with the ADDISK commanddoesnot makethose disks

available to your system.
 

Format

-REINIT
START_NAMESERVER [HELP |

Options

—-REINIT Causes the NameServer on yourlocal system to discard

all remote disks and portals from its copy of the Global

Mount Table (GMT). In effect, it sets your GMT back

to the initial state it was in at cold start. (Please read the

following Caution for an explanation of whenthis

would be used.) Discarding disks and portals from the

GMTshuts downthose disks on your local system and

makestheir contents inaccessible.
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To use this option, you mustfirst stop the Name Server

with STOP_NAMESERVER command. Thenrestart

the NameServerby issuing START_NAMESERVER

with the -REINIT option. Do notrestart the Name

Server on your system until you are sure that all other

systems in the commonfile system namespace have

also stopped their NameServers. All systemsin the

affected name space mustthenrestart their Name

Servers using the -REINIToption.

Displays command syntax andbriefly describes the

—REINIT option.

 

Caution
This option should only be usedin the extremely unlikely eventthat disk entries get into the
GMT that should notbe there (through a possible software bug or hardwarefailure). The
purposeof this option is to prevent you from havingto coldstart all systemsin the affected
namespacein order to remedysucha situation. If such a corruption of the name space
should occur, however,all systemsin the affected name space must stop their NameServers
before any system starts theirs again. Every system must then issue START_NAMESERVER
with the -REINIT option. Otherwise, the inappropriate disk entries would continually
reappear in the GMT as the NameServers onthe systemsin the affected name space began to
communicate again.
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START_NET

START_NETallows you to bring up PRIMENETona system without interrupting

local system activity.

Format

 |-HELP
Arguments and Options

config-pathname

—CACHE[cache-pathname]

’config—pathname ]

-CACHE[cache-pathname]

—~MAX_PATHS_PERNODE[1]
START_NET |-MAX_PSDNS_PERPATH[7]

-~NODE nodename

-TRACINGNODE  
Specifies the pathname of the network configuration

file. If config-pathname does not end with .CONFIG,

START_NETappends .CONFIG (andthus searches for

config-pathname.CONFIG). If that search fails,

START_NETsearches for config-pathname without the

suffix. If you omit this argument, START_NETusesthe

default pathname, PRIMENET*>PRIMENET.CONFIG.

Enables the cachefile, which speeds up network

initialization. If you do not specify cache-pathname,

START_NETassumesthe default pathname of

config-filename.sysname.NCACHE.

-MAXPATHSPERNODE[7]
Sets n as the maximum numberofindirect paths that

START_NETcan store for any remote node. An

indirect path is a path that includes one or more

gateway nodes. n must be from 1 through 4. If you do

not specify this option, START_NETstores a maximum

of four indirect paths for each remote node.

—-MAX_PSDNS_PERPATH[7]
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~NODEnodename Prior to Rev. 21.0, it was necessary to use the -NODE

Option to specify the system name. At and after Rev.

21.0, each system has a system namespecified at system

Startup. PRIMENETalwaysadopts this system nameas

its local node name;it is no longer necessary to specify

the name with the -NODEoption. However, if you do

specify nodename, PRIMENETchecksthis name

against the system name known to PRIMOSand

generates an error message if the two do not match.

-TRACING_NODE This option is no longer needed after Rev. 21.0. It was

used to direct PRIMENETto gatherring traffic

information for the local node. This information is now

gathered automatically.

-HELP Displays the syntax and options for this command.

Be careful not to confuse this command with the START_NTS command,described

later.

See the Operator’s Guide to Prime Networks for a complete explanation of the
START_NET command.
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START_NM

The START_NM commandstarts the network managementserver, providing

network managementfunctions and controller managementfunctions for LHC and

ICS3 controllers. Although the START_NET and the START_NTS commandsalso

start the network managementserver, the START_NM commandstarts the server

independently of these protocols.

 

Note

You must start DSM before starting Network Management.

 

The START_NM commandshould be placed in the PRIMOS.COMIfile as follows:

1. Insert the START_DSM command.

2. Insert the COMM_CONTROLLER commandto downlineload all

controllers.

3. Insert the START_NM command.

4. Start the appropriate protocols (e.g., with the START_NTSor

START_NET commands).

Format

START_NM [-HELP]

Option

-HELP Describes the command’s function.

For more information aboutthe services that use Network Management, see the

User’s Guide to Prime Network Services.
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START_NTS

START_NTSstarts terminal activity for the Prime host node on the network.

Normally part of the PRIMOS.COMIfile, this command mayalso be issued from

the supervisor terminal at any time. START_NTSinitiates the LAN300 Network

Managementfacility. If this facility is already initiated because PRIMENETover

the LAN300has beenstarted by a previous START_NET command, START_NTS
indicates that the network terminal function has beenstarted.

Format

terminal-config—pathname
START_NTS bier |

Options

terminal-config-pathname Specifies the pathnameofthe terminal configuration

file. If no pathnameis given, the default pathname

NTS*>NTS.CONFIGis used.

—-HELP Displays a brief description of the function of the

START_NTS command.

Becareful not to confuse this command with the START_NET commandlisted

earlier.

Forfurther information on the START_NTS command,refer to the NTS Planning

and Configuration Guide.
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START_TALK_SERVER

START_TALK_SERVERstarts the system server TALK_SERVER,which must be

running to allow use of the TALK command. START_TALK_SERVERtakes no

options or arguments;it must be issued at the supervisor terminal.

Format

START_TALK_SERVER

Usage

The Talk server is automatically assigned to project ID DEFAULTat Rev. 23.1 and

subsequentrevisions. (Prior revisionsassign this server to project ID TALK.)

For complete information about the TALK command,see the PRIMOS Commands

Reference Guide.

STAT See STATUS.
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STATUS

STATUSis an internal command for monitoring system usage. When you issue

STATUS or STATUS ALLatthe supervisorterminal, this informationis displayed:

The version of PRIMOSyoursystem is running, followed by a copyrightnotice.

Thesize, in kilobytes, of main memory.

Your user ID (SYSTEM), the network node nameof your system,andthefile

units that you have open.

All currently assigned magnetic tape drives, including their physical and logical

device numbers, and the user ID and user numberof the assignees.

Information on communications controllers, including names, types, device

addresses, and numberoflines.

Information onall currently started partitions. For local partitions, this includes

partition name, logical device number, physical device number, partition type

(standard or robust), and mirroring status; for remote partitions,this includes

only partition name,logical device number, and node name.

 

Note
If your system is running the Name Server, STATUS and STATUS ALLdonotlist remote
disks unless they have beenspecifically added to the local Disk Table. (See ADDISKearlier
in this chapter for more information.)

 

Format

System and user semaphores.

All configured network nodesandtheir status (up or down).

All Network Terminal Service (NTS) information.

The physical device numbers of the commandpartition and pagingpartitions.

All logged-in users, including their user IDs, user numbers, terminal line
numbers(in decimal), in-use partitions, and assigned devices

STATUS[arguments]

Arguments

ALL Displays network node names, main memorysize,file
units open, assigned magnetic tape devices, started disk

partitions, semaphore information, status of network

nodes, the paging and commanddevices, and logged-in

users.
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COMM

DEVICES

DISKS

ME

NETWORK

NTS

PROJECTS
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Displays information on communications controllers

(excluding the Prime Node Controller) in a system. For

each controller, the information includesthe controller

name,its type, its device address, the numberof

asynchronouslines, and the numberof synchronous

lines.

Displays physical device numbers, user IDs, user

numbers, and logical device numbers ofall currently

assigned magnetic tape devices.

DEVICESdisplays disks that are assignedto users, and,

if you are using the supervisorterminalor are the

System Administrator or a memberof .RAS$,it will

also list the disks in the Assignable Disks Table, but not

yet assigned. Sample output appears in the Examples

section.

Displays information on currently started disk partitions.

For local partitions, this includes partition name,logical

device number, physical device number, partition type

(standard or robust), and mirroring status; for remote

partitions, this includes only partition name,logical

device number, and node name.

 

Note

If your system is running the NameServer, the DISKS

argumentdoesnotlist remote disks unless you specifically
added them to the Disk Table. (See ADDISKearlier in this

chapter for more information.) To seeall the disks and portals
to which your system has access, use the LIST_MOUNTS

commandinstead of STATUS DISKS. (See LIST_MOUNTS

in this chapter for more information.)
 

Displays information on all users. The line numbers are

displayed in decimal as well as octal. For individual

users, this option displays information on their own

processes and devices only. This is identical to

STATUS USERSwhenused from the supervisor

terminal.

Displays information regarding the status of the

full-duplex, ring, public data networks, and

Route-through network nodes.

Displays information regarding the status of the

Network Terminal Service (NTS).

Displays information regarding the project status and

user numberofall currently logged-in users.



SEMAPHORES

SYSTEM

UNITS

USERS

Examples

STATUS

Displays all semaphores,their values, and, for

semaphore numbers larger than 64, their users.

Displays the version of PRIMOSin operation and,if the

commandis given from the supervisorterminal, the

amount of physical memory being used.

Displays the user ID and system name, and then

displays file unit information for each file unit currently

open for the user at the supervisor terminal.

Displays user numbers, line numbers (in decimal only),

andall partitions and assigned devices in use by each

user currently logged in to the system. Also displays the

priority level of each userif the user’s priority level is

other than the default level. (See the CHAP command

earlier in this chapter.)

Example 1: The following exampleillustrates the use of STATUSwithout an
argument.

OK, STATUS

System B52 is currently running PRIMOS rev. 23.3.0

Copyright (c) Prime Computer, Inc. 1992

User MARTHA

File File

Unit Position

31 000000000

Disk Ldev Pdev

USLAB 0 3460

USUSR3 1 70460

PAGER 2 100461

SYSUSA 3 B29

USAL 4 B29

USA2 9 B29

USA3 ) B29

USA4 7 B23

USAS5 10 B29

Sem. Value Users

65 177777

Open

Mode

VMr

system

B52

File

Type RWlock Treename

DAM NR-1W <USLAB>DSM*>SIT_TEXT_DBS>DSM_USA.TODAY

Mirror

Primary Secondary State

Robust 9-7-7755 5nnnnnnnnn
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Ring network

Node State
B52 KKK

B29 Up

B17 Down

NTS is not currently started

User No Line No

User (In Decimal) Devices (AL in Decimal)

MARTHA 6 rem <USUSR3> <USLAB> (from B52)

OK,

Example 2: The following example illustrates the use of STATUS DEVICESwhile

logged in as the System Administrator.

OK, STATUS DEVICES

Device User name Usrnum Ldevice

MTO LYNNB 6 MTO

5362 SYSTEM 1

Available assignable disks:

120762

130762

OK, ASSIGN DISK 130762

OK, STAT DEVICES

Device User name Usrnum Ldevice

MTO LYNNB 6 MTO

5362 SYSTEM 1

130762 LYNNB 6

Available assignable disks:

120762

See the Operator’s Guide to System Monitoring for additional information about

using the STATUS command.

STI See SET_TIME_INFO.
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STOP_DSM

STOP_DSMshuts downthe Distributed Systems Management (DSM)facility at a

node by logging out all the DSM server processes. This command may be issued
only from the supervisor terminal.

Do not use the STOP_DSM commandorlog out the DSM server while you are

using RESUS. The operation of RESUSitself depends on DSM runningon the
system.

When you issue the STOP_DSM command,the following messageis displayed at
the supervisor terminal:

DSM shutdown is is progress

It may take a few minutes for DSM shutdownto complete, while files are closed.

Whenthese operations are complete, the DSM processeslog out.

 

Notes

STOP_DSMterminates active DSM sessions. Any commandsthat are executingat the time

are aborted.

STOP_DSM disables event logging. While DSM is stopped, some event messagesare

displayed at the supervisor terminal instead.

 

Format

-USAGE
STOP_DSM

|

_yELp [-NO_WAIT]

Options

—-USAGE Shows commandsyntax.

-HELP [-NO_WAIT] Displays information about the commandandits

options. If you specify -NO_WAIT,the display is not

paginated at your terminal.

For moreinformation, see the DSM User’s Guide.
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STOP_LSR

STOP_LSRlogs out the Login server.

Format

STOP_LSR

Usage

Whenit is running, the Login server runs under the name LOGIN_SERVER. To

stop the Login server, you must use the STOP_LSR commandfrom the supervisor

terminal. The system confirmsthat you wantto log out the Login server with the

prompt Really?.

Any response other than YES, YE,or Y is interpreted as a NO response.

If you issue a STOP_LSRwhile others are loggedin, they remain loggedin.

Nobodyelse can log in since logins are blocked.

You cannot use the LOGOUT commandto stop the Login server. STOP_LSRtakes

no command-line argumentsor options.

See also SET_LSR and START_LSRearlierin this chapter.
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STOP_NAMESERVER

STOP_NAMESERVER,which can be issued only from the supervisor terminal,

stops the NameServerprocess on the local system. This command simply logs out

the NameServer, which stopsthe replication ofthe root directory and the Global

Mount Table (GMT) from continuing on your system. You can also stop the Name
Server using the LOGOUT command.

 

Note

Althoughit is possible to stop the NameServer, the system resourcesit uses are so small that

there is no reasonto do so unless you are bringing down your system or wish to stop using the
NameServeraltogether.

 

Format

STOP_NAMESERVER[-HELP]

Option

-HELP Displays commandsyntax.
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STOP_NET

STOP_NETallows you to shut down PRIMENETwithoutinterrupting local system

activity. You can issue this commandonly from the supervisor terminal. Before

using the STOP_NET command,you should shut downthefile servers andfile

manager with the FFOP -STOP_SRVR and FTOP -STOP_MNGR commands.

Format

STOP_NET [-HELP]

Option

-HELP Displays commandsyntax.

Be careful not to confuse this command with the STOP_NTS command,described

later in this chapter.

For complete information on the STOP_NET command,see the Operator’s Guide to

Prime Networks.
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STOP_NM

The STOP_NM commandstops the network managementserver, which provides

network managementfunctions and controller managementfunctions for LHC and

ICS3 controllers. This command shuts down andlogsout the network management

server independently of the STOP_NET and STOP_NTS commands.

You should not issue the STOP_NM commandunlessthere is no longer any need for
controller or network managementfunctions, generally when a system is being shut
down.

Format

STOP_NM [-HELP]

Option

~HELP Providesa brief explanation of the function of this
command.

For more information aboutthe services that use Network Management, see the
User’s Guide to Prime Network Services.
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STOP_NTS

STOP_NTSshuts down the Network Terminal Service activity on the local system.

It affects all activity to and from this node on all Local Area Networks (LAN300s).

However, this commandhasnoeffect on local asynchronousactivity or on

PRIMENET(over LAN300)activity.

Format

STOP_NTS[-HELP]

Option

—~HELP Provides a brief explanation of the function of this

command.

Be careful not to confuse this command with the STOP_NET command,explained

earlier in this chapter.

For further information on the STOP_NTS command,refer to the NTS Planning and

Configuration Guide.
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SYSTEM_RECOVER

You configure Automated System Recovery (ASR) by using SYSTEM_RECOVER.

The SYSTEM_RECOVERcommandcan be issued from the supervisor terminal or

by a System Administrator from any terminal.

If ASR doesnotstart automatically, for example, in the case of a system hang, you

can initiate it by moving the MP (Maintenance Processor) commands SYSCLRand
RUN660 after stopping the CPU.

Format

-NO
SYSTEM RECOVER| onfiguration—options

- report~options

Configuring and Deconfiguring Automatic Recovery

Using SYSTEM_RECOVERand SYSTEM_RECOVER-NOsetall system

recovery options at once. To set individual options, see the next section.

Format

SYSTEM_RECOVER[-NO]

Option

Sets system recovery to its most fully automatedstate.

It is the sameas issuing SYSTEM_RECOVER —AUTO

—CDD —RFS —NO_SYSV -COLD_RESTART.If your

system does not have ASR, then SYSTEM_RECOVER

(or SYSTEM_RECOVER —AUTO)fails, returning a

severity code of —1 and displaying the warning prompt.

-~NO Deconfigures all system recovery options. Thatis,

system recovery is neither automatically invoked, nor

can you invoke it manually (RUN 660 performs no

Operations). You must manually invoke each recovery

operation individually. SYSTEM_RECOVER-NOis

the same as issuing SYSTEM_RECOVER —NO_AUTO

—~NO_CD -NO_RFS —NO_SYSV —NO_RESTART.

This is the condition of all systems immediately

following cold start, before a SYSTEM_RECOVER

commandis issued. It is identical to the condition ofall

PRIMOSsystemsprior to Rev. 23.2.
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Using Configuration Options

When the SYSTEM_RECOVER commandis followed by one or more configuration

options, PRIMOSresets the specified options to the values specified. Specify either
noneor one from eachset of options. You can specify these configuration optionsin

any sequence. !f you do notset an option,it remains Set to its previous value. Use

the -REPORT_CONFIGURATIONoption to determine the current values of these

configuration options.

Format

-AUTO [delay] pe -RFS
-NO_AUTO “NO CD -NO_RFS

sysv -COLD_RESTART
{os0 sysv} -~WARM_RESTART

- -NO_RESTART

SYSTEM_RECOVER

Options

-AUTO[delay] Configures the automatic execution of system crash

recovery. Your system’s Maintenance Processor (MP)

must support the feature. You can specify an optional

delay time in numberof minutes for the system to wait

between the time you issue the SYSTEM_RECOVER

—AUTO commandand the time that automated crash

recovery is available on the system. The range of

possible valuesis 0 through 255; the default is zero

minutes. If aSYSTEM_RECOVER —AUTO command

1s pending due to a time delay and you issue a second

SYSTEM_RECOVER —AUTO command(ora

SYSTEM_RECOVERwith no options), thefirst

commandis ignored; only the most recent

SYSTEM_RECOVER —AUTO commandis executed.

-NO_AUTO Configures nonautomatic execution of system crash

recovery. When a system crash occurs, you must invoke

automated crash recovery manually by using a RUN 660

commandfrom the supervisor terminal. Once invoked,

the crash dump (CDD or CDT)and RFSconfigured

features execute automatically, without further need of

Operatorintervention (except to respond to CDT

prompts). The -SYSV option is not meaningful when

specified with -NO_AUTO.
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-CDD

-CDT

-NO_CD

-RFS

-NO_RFS

-SYSV

-NO_SYSV

SYSTEM_RECOVER

Configures a crash dumpto disk. Following a system

halt, this option causes the crash dumpto be written on

the currently activated crash dumpdisk. If no disk is

activated when you configure CDD,use the -CDD

option. SYSTEM_RECOVERreportsthis as a warning.

Disk activation is performed by the CDD

—ACTIVATE_DISK command. Establishing crash

dumpto disk is described earlier in this chapter;

executing a crash dumpto disk is described in the RAS

Guidefor 50 Series System Administrators.

Configures a crash dump to tape. During crash

recovery, you must manually interveneto initiate the

write to tape. The system prompts youto specify a full

or partial crash dumpand to specify the tape unit

number. (These prompts are equivalent to those

returned when using the RUN 774 MP commandfor

crash dumpto tape.) Crash dumpto tape is described in

the RAS Guidefor 50 Series System Administrators.

Specifies that no crash dump should be performed.

Configures Resident Forced Shutdown (RFS), which

attempts to shut downall local disks by flushing all file

system buffers. RFS performs a normal shutdown on

disks that had no file system changes in progress when

the system crash occurred, and suggests FIX_DISK

processing for those disks it could not successfully shut

down. A warm start cannot be performed following

RFS. RFSis further described in the RAS Guidefor 50

Series System Administrators.

Specifies that no RFS should be performed.

Configures system hardwareverification to be

performed before performing an automatedcold start.

Execution of SYSV adds several minutes to the time

required for cold start. This option is only meaningful

when the -AUTO and -COLD_RESTARToptionsare

set; it performs no operation when you manually

execute system recovery.

Specifies that no system hardware verification should be

performed before an automatedcold start (other cold

starts are not affected). This speeds system reboot by

bypassing most diagnostic processing. Because

—NO_SYSVdoes not perform diagnostic checking,it

should only be used on a system thatis fully functional.
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-COLD_RESTART

-WARM_RESTART

-~NO_RESTART

Configures an automatic cold start of the system after

PRIMOSperformsall of the other specified recovery

operations. This option is only meaningful if the

—AUTOoptionis also set. Only systemsthat support

automated restart can use this option; on other systems

this option is ignored.

Configures an automatic warm start of the system after

performingall of the other specified recovery

operations. PRIMOSonly performsa warm start if a

warm Start will successfully restart the system;

otherwise,it ignores this option and automatically

performsa cold start. This option is only meaningfulif

the -AUTO and -NO_RFSoptionsare set. Only

systems that support automated warm start can uscthis

option; on other systemsthis option is ignored.

Specifies that no restart should be performed following

the other specified recovery operations.

Automatedrestart can only be performed on machinesthat support this facility.

Currently, the machineslisted in the following microcode table support automatic

cold start. Currently no machines support automatic warm start. If your system does
not support the specified automatic restart option, you must perform the boot

Operation manually from the supervisor terminal. Rev. 23.3 uses these microcode
revision levels:

CPU DSK7084

2850 -950

2950 -953

4050 —935

4150 -928

5310 -958

5320 ~960

5330 —962

5340 ~956

5370 —964

6150 —940

6350 —924
6450 -941

6550 -927

6650 943 M
e
m
M
n
A
n
K
r
a
A
A
A
K
O
K
O
M
O

Minimum Recommended

N
E
T
N
H
A
M
Z
A
Z
L
Z
E
A
T
M
N
M

Rev. 23.3 does not require a microcode upgrade from Rev. 23.2. The levels under

Minimumare the sameasthoseused at Rev. 23.2. These are the mimimum

revision levels required to fully support automated system recovery, including its

hardware auto_restart component. The Recommended columnlists the latest
Awaalan rnuicinn Tawala
a@Vaiiddie revisionicveis.
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23.3. CPUsthat are not listed here do not require a microcode upgradeto support

Rev. 23.3 or 23.2; systemsnotlisted here do not support automated system

recovery.

Using Report Options

Format

SYSTEMRECOVER

Options

-REPORT_CONFIGURATION
-STATUS_CODES
-HELP

-REPORT_CONFIGURATION

~STATUS_CODES

Reports the current system recovery configuration

settings, as shown in the following example:

SYSTEMRECOVER Configuration
auto : no

cd : disk

rfs : yes

Sysv : no

restart : cold

If crash dumpto disk is configured (cd : disk), the

display for this commandincludes a messageif there is

no activated crash dumpdisk. Configuring automated

crash dumpto disk and activating a crash dumpdisk are

independent operations that can be performed in any

sequence, but you mustactivate a crash dumpdisk

before your system can perform a crash dumpto disk.

See CDDearlierin this chapter.

Lists the status codes returned in SEVERITY$ whenthe

SYSTEM_RECOVER commandis executed from

within a CPL program. For further details on

SEVERITYS$,refer to the CPL User’s Guide. The

following SEVERITY$values maybe returned:

0 Command completed withouterror.

1 General error (any error other than the

specific errors listed below).

-1 General warming (any warning otherthan the

specific warning listed below).
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—2 You specified -CDD,butthere is no

activated crash dump disk. Use the CDD

—~ACTIVATE_DISK commanddescribedin

earlier this chapter.

—-HELP Displays the list of command-line options.

Example

The following CPL program example configures automated system recovery with

crash dumpto disk. It preserves a COMOfile record of the established status of the

crash dumpdisk,the available space on the file system disk used for crash recovery,

and the system recovery configuration. It then mails a copy of this information to

the System Administrator. To establish system recovery, you would invoke a

program suchasthis from PRIMOS.COMI:

&SEVERITY &ERROR & IGNORE

COMO CMDNCO>B52_RECOVERY. COMO

TYPE

TYPE *** B52 COLDSTART

TYPE

DATE

&DEBUG &ECHO

DI 111161 /* Add crash partition to Assignable Disks Table. */

AVAIL OSGRP7 /* Check available space on recovery disk */

/* before crash dump recovery. */

CDD 111161 -RD <OSGRP7>TEMPDUMPS ~AD

/* Recover any existing crash dump on the disk, */

/* then activate 111161 as a crash partition. */

AVAIL OSGRP7 /* Check available space on recovery disk */

/* after crash dump recovery. */

CDD -QD /* Query the crash dump disk status to a COMO */

file. */

SYSTEMRECOVER

/* Establish system recovery with default */

values: */

/* auto recovery,cdd,cold restart,no sysv,rfs. */

SYSTEMRECOVER -RC

/* Report configuration to the COMO file. */

&DEBUG &NO_ECHO

COMO —-END

MATL CMDNCO>B52_RECOVERY. COMO SYS_ADMIN@MYSYS

&RETURN
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UN

TRANSFER_LOG

TRANSFER_LOGis not a PRIMOS command;ratherit is a utility located with

other C2 software utilities in the directory TOOLS. TRANSFER_LOGinvokes a

utility program which backs up or movesaudittrail files. This utility must be part of

a C2-secure system in order to transferaudit trail files to and from disks or tapes.

Format

RESUME TOOLS>TRANSFER_LOG
TOOLS>TLOG

Example

When you invoke the TRANSFER_LOGutility, you will see a set of messages

similar to those in the following example.

OK, RESUME TOOLS>TRANSFER_LOG

[TRANSFER_LOG Rev. 23.0 Copyright (c) 1990, Prime Computer, Inc. ]

File names may be described as :

A PRIMOS File or Tree/Pathname for disk files

@MTIn for tape files, where “n” is the tape drive unit number.

Please enter name of the Source File : SECURITYLOG.860501

Please enter name of the Destination File : @MT0:1

Transfer complete

OK,

@MTrnis the magnetic tape unit number. Valid unit numbers range from 0 through

7, inclusive. The numberfollowing the colon represents the file number. The

example given above specifies magnetic tape unitzero,file one. You have the option

to specify a logical file on the tape by following the magnetic tape unit numberwith
a colon and a logical file number, as in @MT0:4.

Refer to the System Administrator's Guide, Volume III: System Access and Security

for information about using TRANSFER_LOG.

See UNASSIGN.
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UNASSIGN

UNASSIGNrevokesthe assignmentto a particular user of disks, asynchronouslines,

or peripheral devices, thus freeing the devices for otheruse.

As a System Operator, your primary use of the UNASSIGN commandis to unassign

disk partitions and tape drives as part of system maintenance (such as during backup

procedures, when formatting disks, and whenrepairing file system partitions). You

mayalso use UNASSIGNtorelease asynchronouslines that have been assigned to

individual user terminals with the ASSIGN ASYNC command. Although the

UNASSIGN commandis fully described in the PRIMOS Commands Reference
Guide, a description of how to unassign partitions and tape drives is included here

for convenience.

The UNASSIGN commandcan be entered at the supervisor terminal or at the user

terminal to which device is currently assigned. The Operator,at the supervisor

terminal, may unassign any device.

Whenissued from a user terminal, only the device previously assigned to that user

can be unassigned.

Formatfor Partitions

UNASSIGNDISKpdev

Formatfor Tape Drives

-ALIAS MTldn

device

UNASSIGN {it

You can specify the -ALIASoption only if a logical device numberwaspreviously

assigned to this particular drive. device is the device that was assigned with the

ASSIGN command.

Format for Asynchronous Lines

UNASSIGN ASYNC-LINEn [-TO m]

The —LINE option specifies the line numberin decimal. The -TO option allows you

to specify a range oflines, from 7 to m,inclusive.

Arguments and Options

See the ASSIGNentry earlier in this chapter for a detailed discussion of arguments

and options.
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The use of UNASSIGNis discussed in detail in the Operator’s System Overview.

Forfurther information on using UNASSIGNwith tape drives, see the Operator’s
Guide to Data Backup and Recovery. For further information on UNASSIGNin
general, see the PRIMOS Commands Reference Guide.
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UNREGISTER_EPF

The System Administrator can use the UNREGISTER_EPF commandto remove a

registered EPF from the registered EPF database. If an EPFis being used oris a

dependencyof a registered EPF that is in use when this commandisissued, the EPF

is not removed unless the -FORCE option is used. If the EPF is on the dependency

list of another registered EPF, the other EPF’s invocation state is changedto

suspended.

 

Note

This command along with REGISTER_EPFand LIST_REGISTERED_EPFrequire

Translator Family Release T3.0 or a subsequentrelease.

 

Format

-FORCE

UNREGISTER_EPF epf—name -NO_FORCE
-HELP

Argument and Options

epf-name Specifies the name of the EPF to be removed from the

database.

-FORCE Removesthe specified EPF from the database regardless

of whetherornotit is currently being used. The address

space of current users of the EPF may be corrupted as a

result.

-NO_FORCE Issues a warming messageif the specified EPFis in use.

Thisis the default.

-HELP Displays command syntax.

Related commandsin this chapter are LIST_REGISTERED_EPF and

REGISTER_EPF. Inthe PRIMOS Commands Reference Guide,the related

commands are LIST_EPF and LIST_LIBRARY_ENTRIES.

For more information, see the Advanced Programmer's Guide I: BIND and EPFs.
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UPDATE_NAMESERVER

UPDATE_NAMESERVER,which can be issued only from the supervisor terminal,
allows a System Administrator or System Operator to adjust the retry time for Name
Server updates. The NameServer on each system periodically updates all other
systems in the commonfile system name space with information regarding additions
or deletions ofpartitions on its own system.

Retry timeserves two functions: it determines how long the NameServerwaits
before repeating a previously failed update to another system and also determinesthe
polling interval for pre-Rev. 23.0 and subsequent systems. (The Name Server polls
all pre-Rev. 23.0 systemsin the commonfile system namespacefor update
information and conveysthat information to Rev. 23.0 systems in the same name
Space. The polling interval determines howoften this polling occurs.)

Format

-REMOTEsystemname

-RETRY minutesUPDATE_NAMESERVER -WAITseconds

-HELP

Options

-REMOTEsystemname Sends an immediate update to the system youspecify in
systemname.

~RETRY minutes Sets and displays the newretry time. Specifying a value
of 0 minutesresets the retry time to the default, which is
10 minutes.

-WAITseconds Specifies the amountof time the update commandwaits
for the NameServer to respond before canceling the
update. The default is 30 seconds. Ordinarily, it should
take no longer than 10 secondsfor the NameServerto
respond. You maysetthis to longer than 30 secondsif
you find UPDATE_NAMESERVERistiming out
because the NameServeris too slow in responding.
You should notset the wait time too high, however,
because that could tie up the supervisor terminal.

~HELP Displays command syntax.

 

Note
If you issue the UPDATE_NAMESERVER commandwith no options, the NameServer
displays the currentretry time and immediately attempts to update all systems in the common
file system namespace.
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USAGE

USAGEis a system meteringtool that allows Operators and users to monitor several

performancefactors of PRIMOS. Both manual and automatic sampling modesare

available.

Format

USAGE[options]

Options

-ALL

-BRIEF

-DEBUG

-DISK

-FREQ n

-IOCNT

System Commands

Displays system, per-user, and disk metering

information at each sample time, including per-user I/O

information and paging activity. At Rev. 23.0 andlater,

this option also displaysstatistics on activity within the

high, eligibility, and low priority queues to help in

tuning the PRIMOS Scheduler. See the -SCHED option

below for more information as the -ALL option

produces the same Scheduler information as the

—SCHEDoption.

Specifies that a short form ofoutputis to be displayed.

This form presents an overview of which processes and

users are consuming system resources. The default long

form producesadditional information.

Displays a detailed USAGEversion number.

Displays system and disk metering information at each

sample time.

Selects automatic sampling every n seconds. (n must be

an integer from 1 through 32767, inclusive.) n should

notbe less than 30. If you do not specify -FREQ,

manual sampling is selected. (See also -TIMES, below.)

Addsthe following fields to the normal USAGE

display: the numberof physical I/Os performed by each

user since login, the numberof physical I/Os performed

by each user during the last sampling interval, and the

percentageof the total system I/Os consumedbythis

process during the last samplinginterval.



-MULTI

—ON nodename

-PAGING

-SCHED

USAGE

Displays up to eight separate %Id1 values for each

processor on a multiprocessor system, showing the

actual percentage of idle time on each CPU. %Idl

values show the average amountof idle time. These are

represented as %Idl1, %Id12, and so on. Because these

values are independent, each can approach 100% of

usage. Use this option only with multiprocessor

systems.

Issuing USAGEwithout the -MULTIoption displays a

new pairoffields, %Sch and %ldle. %Sch represents

the percent of the CPU time used by the Scheduler

process. Prior to Rev. 23.3, this time used to be

included in the %Id1 totals. %Idle represents the

averageidle time for all processors. See the Examples

section below.

If you specify -ALL without -MULTI,the eight %Idl

values are not displayed.

Displays information about a remote system. nodename

is the name of the system you wish to monitor. The

system must be running PRIMOSRev. 19.3 or later and

must be RFA-enabled.

Addsthe following information to the normal USAGE

display: for each paging partition, the numberof paging

records available, the numberof paging recordsin use,

and the percent of paging records available; for the

system at large, the numberof reads and writes to the

paging disks per second, the number of VMFA segments

available, and the number of VMFA segmentsin use.

Generates a report that can be helpful in setting queue

ratios and priority ratios when tuning the PRIMOS

Scheduler. It presents these four categoriesofstatistics

aboutthe high,eligibility, and low priority queues:

¢ Total percentof arrivals — gives the numberof

arrivals at each queuesincecold start as a

percentageof the total arrivals at all three queues

since cold start.

e Arrivals per second — gives the numberofarrivals

per secondat each queue(orlevel within a queue)

during the interval monitored. You can calculate

the total numberofarrivals for the interval by

multiplying the arrivals per second by the number

of secondsin the interval.
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e Aggregate waiters per second — gives the number

of processes that waited on cach queue(or Ievel

within a queue) for any portion of theinterval,

divided by the numberof secondsin the interval.

e Relative delay — gives a relative indication of delay

—the amountof time processes wait at a queuc or

level within a queue — when the system is

reasonably loaded. For systems with low CPU

utilization, this quantity is not very meaningful.

For information on tuning the Scheduler, see the System

Administrator’s Guide, Volume I: System Configuration.

-SYSTEM Displays only the system metering information. The

USAGE commandwith no options or with the -USER

optionstill displays both system metering information

and per-user metering information.

-TIMES n Useful only with the -FREQ option. Specifies the total

numberof samplesto be taken if automatic sampling is

in effect. The command terminatesafter n sets of data

have been printed. n must be an integerin the range 1

through 32767, inclusive. If -TIMESis not specified

with -FREQ, sampling continuesindefinitely.

-USER Displays system and per-user metering information at

each sample time. Thisis the default.

Examples

Example 1: Following is a display of output without options. Note that the display

no longer shows %Idl1 and %Idl2; they are replaced with %Sch and %ldle.

OK, USAGE

[USAGE Rev. 23.3 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc.]

Type “START” to continue.

OK, START

03 Jan 92 19:42:26.42 <dTIME= 9.05 CPU= 4.50 I/O0= 0.26

Up since 02 Jan 92 02:43:12 Thursday CPUtot= 56751.91 I/Otot=11973.42

$CPU Sch $Idle %Error %I/O0 %0Ovlp I0/S PF/S PIO/S

22.03 0.00 79.45 -3.62 0.18 0.00 1.88 18.22 0.00

Clock %FNT MPC %PNC SLC %GPPI *%DSK SIOK %NTS

0.71 0.03 0.03 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.03 1.06
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%$AMLC *%Async %Sync %ICS Segs Used Pages Used Wired

0.00 1.99 0.00 0.06 16384 1948 24575 19405 1719

Locate %Miss %Found %Same %Share Loc/S LM/S

468 0.43 77.99 21.58 0.00 146.98 0.63

Usr UserID Mem Wire Segs cCPUtime dCPU %CPU I/Otime dI/O $I/O

1 SYSTEM 8437 1526 565 635.806 0.002 0.064 204.420 0.000 0.000

43 DWOLF 3721 1 147 1256.725 0.831 26.11 175.832 0.000 0.000

63 BGRAY 253 1 15 203.979 0.037 1.15 17.632 0.000 0.000

67 JOSEPH 102 1 9 7.471 0.329 10.323 1.640 0.000 0.000

162 X400_SERVER
73 1 27: 1155.167 0.007 0.225 4.700 0.000 0.000

OK,

Example 2: Following is a sample display of USAGE —MULTIoutput.

OK, USAGE -MULTI
[USAGE Rev. 23.3 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc. ]

Type “START” to continue.

OK, START

03 Jan 92 01:02:08.55 dTIME= 23.89 CPU= 8.79 I/0= 0.29

Up since 02 Jan 92 12:33:32 Wednesday CPUtot= 3032.62 I/Otot=

1803.47

$CPU $Sch $Idle ¢%Error $1/O %Ovlp I0/S PF/S  PIO/S

14.52 0.00 83.66 -0.32 0.33 0.00 1.09 0.63 0.00

$Idll %Idl2 $Id13 $Id1l4 $Id15 $Idlé $Idl7 $Id18

90.25 97.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Clock %FNT %MPC %PNC %SLC %GPPI %DSK %IOK

SNTS

0.79 0.01 0.02 1.44 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.01

0.49

SAMLC %Async Sync %ICS Segs Used Pages Used

Wired

0.00 0.83 0.00 0.06 16384 1764 24575 15543

1672

Locate %Miss %Found %Same %Share Loc/S LM/S

1182 0.00 43.40 56.60 0.00 104.28 0.00

Usr UserID Mem Wire Segs CPUtime dCPU %CPU I/Otime daI/o $1/0

1 SYSTEM 8994 1483 576 646.125 0.007 0.063 207.520 0.000 0.000

93 SLAVES 21 1 3 263.143 0.411 3.623 16.888 0.000 0.000

96 BSB 24 1 4 218.687 0.224 1.978 4.156 0.000 0.000
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97 SLAVES 22 1 3 416.927 0.135 1.192 5.572 0.000 0.000

151 NSERVER 43 13 18 103.384 0.002 0.018 3.028 0.000 0.000

OK,

Example 3: Below is a sample display of USAGE -SCHEDoutput. Note that the

display no longer shows %Idl1 and %Id12; they are replaced with %Sch and %ldle.

OK, USAGE -—SCHED

[USAGE Rev. 23.3 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc.]

Type “START” to continue.

OK, START

03 Jan 92 20:20:12.15 dTIME= 4.41 CPU= 1.35 I/O0= 0.02

Up since 02 Jan 92 14:23:12 Thursday CPUtot= 29299.79 I/Otot=

3080.16

%CPU %Sch $Idle %Error $1I/O %Ovlp I0/S PF/S PIO/S

14.24 0.00 83.11 0.34 0.18 0.00 1.22 0.00 0.00

Total Aggregate Relative

Sched. Queue ‘Arr Arr/S Waiters/S Delay

High Priority 56.09 0.61 0.61

Eligibility 38.55 1.52 1.52

Low Priority 5.36 0.30 0.30 3.29

level 4 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00

level 3 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00

level 2 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00

level 1 5.21 0.30 0.30 3.29

level 0 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00

OK,

Example 4: Below is a sample display of USAGE -SYSTEM output. Note that the

display no longer shows %Idl1 and %Id12; they are replaced with %Sch and %ldle.

OK, USAGE -SYSTEM

[USAGE Rev. 23.3 Copyright (c) 1992, Prime Computer, Inc.]

Type “START” to continue.

OK, START

03 Jan 92 20:27:25.42 dTIME= 3.31 CPU= 0.48 I/0= 0.03

Up since 02 Jan 92 14:23:12 Thursday CPUtot= 29537.82 I/Otot=

3087.80

%CPU Sch Idle %Error %1I/O $Ovlp I0/S PF/S PIO/S

7.29 0.00 90.33 0.80 0.12 0.00 0.30 6.66 0.00

$Clock %FNT SMPC %PNC $SLC $GPPI %DSK $IOK $NTS

0.59 0.00 9.00 0.40 0.00 0.90 9.99 0.00 0.59
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%AMLC *%Async %Sync %ICS Segs Used Pages Used Wired

0.62 0.81 0.00 0.06 3584 1481 32767 23981 1151

Locate %*Miss %Found %Same *%Share Loc/S LM/S

243 0.00 40.33 59.67 0.00 73.51 0.00

OK,

Several system meter display fields are described below.

e PIO/S — Numberof read and writes per second caused by paging. This is not the

same as the numberof reads and writes to the paging disk.

e %IOK — Percentage of CPU time used to interface with certain communications

controllers, such as the LHC300 Etheretcontroller.

e %NTS — Percentage of CPU time used by the Network Terminal server.

Whenreading the system meter display fields, bear in mind the following

relationships: Each locate miss (LM/S)results in one disk read operation, whichis

counted as part of I/O operations (IO/S). Each page fault (PF/S) results in zero or

more paging disk operations (PIO/S). The PIO/S are also countedaspart of IO/S.

The numberin PIO/S includes some overhead and thus maybe slightly larger than

the actual numberof paging I/O operations. Almostall remaining I/O operations are

due to writes to the locate buffer. Discounting a very small numberofassigned disk

operations, the numberofI/O operations (IO/S) is calculated as follows:

lO/S ~= PIO/S + LM/S + LocateWrites/S

Therefore, the numberof locate buffer writes can be calculated as follows:

LocateWrites/S ~= 1O/S — (PIO/S + LM/S)

See the Operator’s Guide to System Monitoring for a discussion of USAGE,

examplesof its use, and interpretation ofits output.
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USERS

USERSdisplays the numberofusers currently logged in to the system;it has no

options or arguments. This commanddisplays the total numberof system users.

However,this total does not include the supervisor terminal, nor doesit include users

logged through from the local system to a remote system if they used the LOGIN

—ON command.

Format

USERS

Example

The following exampleillustrates the use of this command:

OK, USERS

Users = 49

OK,

USR See USRASR.
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USRASR

USRASRallowsthe supervisor terminal to act as a user terminalby associatingit

with a different process. After initiating USRASR,you can still invoke some

supervisor commands.

Do not use USRASR during a RESUSsession.

Format

USRASRusernumber

Argument

usernumber Specifies a user number. For example,

OK, USRASR 4

Usage

The USRASR command workscorrectly only if the associated communicationsline

is not enabled on the asynchronous controller. The communications line can be

disabled with the SET_ASYNC command:

OK, SETASYNC -LINE 2 -PRO TTYNOP
OK, USRASR 4

The SET_ASYNC command shown above disconnects the user normally attached to

asynchronousline 2. To return the terminal to operation as a normal supervisor

terminal, type the following:

OK, USRASR 1

 

Caution
This commandshould be used only rarely becauseof the possibility that the terminal will no
longer function in Supervisor Terminal mode.

For example,if you are running a process from the terminal and are unable to leave the
process, you no longer have access to PRIMOS commandlevel. Hence, you cannot execute

USRASR andso return the terminal to its supervisor terminal function.
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UX_TAPE

The UX_TAPE commandtransfers data between PRIMOS and UNIX. UX_TAPE

can read and write files in the formats used by the UNIX utilities CPIO and TAR.

Format

-LIST

-SAVE
UX_TAPEsource-pathname -MT n {Sve} [options]

Arguments

source-pathname

-MT n

Options

Identifies the objects you wantto saveorrestore.

source-pathname may include wildcards, treewalking,

and iteration.

Specifies the unit numbern of the tape drive on which

the reel is mounted. The drive must be online and

assigned to you.

Notice that at least one of the three options -LIST, -RESTORE,and —SAVE must be
supplied as part of the UX_TAPE command. —LIST may be supplied either alone or

with -RESTOREor -SAVE; —-RESTOREand —SAVEcannotbe supplied in the

same UX_TAPE command.

Some UX_TAPEoptions are valid only when writing to a tape using the -SAVE

option; some are valid only when reading from a tape using the -RESTORE option;

others are meaningful whetherreading or writing. In the descriptions below, each

option is marked (READ), (WRITE), or (READ/WRITE)accordingly.

-APPEND

-~BLOCK_FACTOR n
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(WRITE) Appendsthe namedfiles to the tape. The

write format (CPIO-readable or TAR-readable) must be

the same as wasused foranyfiles already onthe tape.

(WRITE)Specifies the blocking factor n to use when
eaten Flac tr tama wie am imtacari ~~ eameswriting files to tape. nis an integerin the range 1

through 24,inclusive; the default value for n is 24. The

blocking factor specifies how many 512-byte blocks of

text should be written to the tape at once.

~BLOCK_FACTOR1 has the same meaningas

—BLOCK_SIZE 512; since -BLOCK_FACTORand

~BLOCK_SIZE specify the same information in

different units, they cannot be used on the same
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-BLOCK_SIZE n

-CPIO

-LCASE

-LIST

-~MAX_FILENAME_LEN

-NO_QUERY

-NO_REWIND

-NO_TRANSLATE

UX_TAPE

(WRITE) Specifies the block size n in bytes to use when

writing the tape. The default value for nis 10Kb. This

option is an alternative to -BLOCK_FACTOR,which

specifies block size in elements of 512 bytes.

—BLOCK_SIZE 512 is the same as -BLOCK_FACTOR

1. Since -BLOCK_SIZE and -BLOCK_FACTOR

specify the same information using different units, they

cannot both be used on the same commandline.

(READ/WRITE)Tells UX_TAPE that the tape being

used is written in a format that the CPIO utility can

read. If writing, the tape is written in CPIO-readable

format; if reading, UX_TAPE uses CPIO format to

decipherthe tape.

(READ/WRITE)Controls the conversion offilenames.

Whenwriting, -LCASEspecifies that all PRIMOS

filenames will be converted to lowercase. When

reading, -LCASEspecifies that each uppercase

character in a UNIX filenamewill be preceded by a

slash (/), and that lowercase characters will be translated

to uppercase. Other special characters in filenames have

more elaborate translations applied; for full details, see

the Data Backup and Recovery Guide.

 

Note
-—LCASEis the default both when reading and when writing
tapes.
 

(READ/WRITE) Makes UX_TAPElist at your terminal

the nameof each file that is successfully read from or

written to tape. If neither -SAVE nor -RESTORE is

specified, UX_TAPElists the contents of the tape, but

performsnootheraction.

(WRITE) Allows you to use filenames up to 32

characters in length.

(READ)Suppresses queries whena restoredfile has the

same nameasa file already in the current directory. By

default, UX_TAPEasks users whetherthey really want

to restore a file when restoring that file will destroy an

existing file with the same name.

(READ/WRITE)Suppresses tape rewind after the save

or restore has ended.

(READ/WRITE)Suppressesthe text translation

function. This is used whenthe data is in binary format.
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—-POS n

—-RESTORE

-SAVE

—-SWAP

-TAR

—-UPCASE

(READ/WRITE)Positions the tape n filemarks from the

beginning of the tape, before the save or restore begins.

This is not valid for 60MBcartridge drives.

(READ) Tells UX_TAPEto read files from tape, rather

than writing them to tape. -RESTORE cannotbe

specified on the same line as -SAVE;oneofthe options

—SAVE, —RESTORE,and —LIST mustbe presentin

order for UX_TAPEto function.

(WRITE) Tells UX_TAPEto write files to tape, instead

of reading them from tape. —SAVE cannotbe specified

on the same line as -RESTORE;oneofthe options

—SAVE, —RESTORE,and —LIST must be presentin

order for UX_TAPEto function.

(READ/WRITE)Reversesthe order of the bytes in each

word. Provides compatibility with systems on which

data words havetheleast significant bytefirst.

(READ/WRITE)Specifies that the tape being usedis

written in a format that the UNIX TARutility can read.

If you do not specify a format option (-TAR or -CPIO),

UX_TAPEassumesthat the tape is written in a

TAR-compatible format.

(READ/WRITE)Controls the conversion offilenames.

Whenwriting, -UPCASEtranslates all PRIMOS

pathnamesto uppercase UNIX pathnames. When

reading, -UPCASEtranslates all UNIX pathnamesto

uppercase PRIMOSpathnames. For information on the

translation of nonalphabetic characters, see the Data

Backup and Recovery Guide.

 

Caution
Do not use the -UPCASEoption unlessall filenames
concermedare unique regardless of case. For instance,if a
TAR tape contained the two UNIX files README and
ReadMe,the translated PRIMOSversionofthe filename
would be READMEin both cases;as a result, one ofthefiles
would overwrite the other when they were being restored.
 

For complete information about UX_TAPE,see the Data Backup and Recovery

Guide.
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FUTIL

Invoking FUTIL

This appendix describesthe utility program FUTIL. The functionality provided by
FUTIL has been replaced by the COPY and DELETE commandswith the exception
of deleting and replacing subfiles in segment directories. The COPY and DELETE
commandsare described in the PRIMOS CommandsReference Guide.

 

Caution
FUTIL does not query you about deleting files and directories. Be careful when usingthe
delete subcommands.

 

To invoke FUTIL, type FUTIL. Wheninvoked, FUTIL prints a right angle-bracket
prompt (>) and awaits a subcommand.

Use Under PRIMOS

When you use FUTIL under PRIMOS,certain operations mayinterfere with the
work of other users. For example, a UFDCPY commandmayfailif it is used to
copy all files from a directory currently used by another logged-in user. If anyfile in
that directory is open for writing by that user, UFDCPY encountersthe error
message file in use andskips the file. If the user attempts to open

a

file for
writing while UFDCPYis running, the user may encounter that error message. The
FUTIL commands LISTF and TRECPYcause the sameinteraction problems.

FUTIL commands such as COPY and DELETEcanalsointerfere with other users,
but with these commandsonly onefile is potentially involved in a conflict. To
minimize conflicts, use the COPY commandrather than FUTIL. If you use FUTIL
under PRIMOS,use the PRIMOS LD commandrather than FUTIL’s LISTF
subcommand.
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Working in the MFD

A UFDCPY commandto copy the MFD to the MFD ofanotherdisk mergesthe

contents of two disk onto one disk. Be sure that there is enough room on the TO

disk before attempting this operation or the merge will not be successfully

completed. The names of segmentdirectories on the two disks mustnot conflict.

Files of the same namewill be overwritten and directories of the same namewill be

merged.

To avoid conflict, it may be desirable to copy (using UFDCPY) the MFD ofonedisk

into a userfile directory on anotherdisk. Each directory originally on the FROM

disk becomesa subdirectory in that directory on the TO disk. A UFDCPY command

to copy an MFDdoes not copy the DSKRAT, MED, BOOT,or BADSPT file to the

TO directory. If you wish to copy BOOTto the TOdirectory, use the COPY_DISK

command. Never copy the DSKRAT and BADSPT files from one MFDto another.

A UFDCPY commandto copy from the MFDofa disk in use to the MFD of a newly

formatted disk reorganizesthe disk files so thatall files are compressed. Thatis, all

files have their records close to each other on the new disk. After such compression,

the access time to existing files on the new disk is less than the accesstime on the

old disk. Furthermore, new files tend to be compact becauseall free disk recordsare

also compressed. The use of compressed disks improves the performanceofall

PRIMOSsystems.

 

WARNING

FUTIL operations affecting the MFD should be donecarefully. Never give the command

TREDEL MED,whichdeletes every file on the disk except the MFD,the Disk Record

Availability Table, BOOT, and BADSPT. Whenthe system is operating under PRIMOS,use

LISTF or UFDCPYin the MFDonlyif nofiles or directories on the disk are being used.

 

FUTIL SubcommandsDictionary

A-2. Sixth Edition

FUTIL subcommandsare briefly described below.

 

Caution
Do not abort copy or delete operations under PRIMOSII; allow them to run to completion.

Aborting FUTIL while copying or deleting files may cause a pointer mismatch, badfile

structure, or may leave a directory with a partial entry. PRIMOSII will not run correctly with

a directory containing a partial entry. You should run FIX_DISKor FIXRAT(obsolete)

immediately if these conditions occur.
 

Many FUTIL commandsaresignificantly affected by the current value of the FROM

and TO directories. For an explanation of FROM and TOdirectories,refer to the

description of the FROM and TO subcommandsbelow.



ATTACHpathname

CLEANprefix [level]

Movesthe current directory to the directory defined by

pathname. The pathname may contain a maximum of

10 directories. The first directory in the pathname may

be the current directory and may be indicated by an

asterisk (*). All directories in the pathname must be

directories or subdirectories.

Deletesall files in the FROM directory whosefilenames

begin with the characters specified as prefix. If you

specify a /evel greater than 1, that manylevels of

subdirectories (including the FROM directory) are

scanned for prefix matches. In no case does CLEAN

delete a directory, a subdirectory, or a segmentdirectory.

COPYfilea [fileb] [,filec [filed]]...

Copiesfilea in the FROMdirectoryintofileb in the

directory and, optionally, copiesfilec in the FROM

directory to filed in the TO directory, and so on.

Filenamepairs must be separated by commas. If you

omit the secondfilenameofa pair, the newfile is given

the same nameastheold file. The files in the FROM

directory must be SAM or DAMfiles and cannot be

directories. Iffileb exists prior to the copy, it must be a

SAM or DAMfile, and the user must have read, write,

and delete/truncate access rights to the target file. If

fileb exists, it is deleted; thenfilea is copiedtofileb.

Thefile type offileb will be the sameasfilea.

COPYDAMfilea [fileb] [,filec [filed]] ...

Functionsin the same way as COPY, but COPYDAM

sets file type offileb andfiled to DAM,instead of

copying the type offilea andfilec.

COPYSAMfilea[fileb] [,filec [filed]] ...

Functions in the same way as COPY, but COPYSAM

sets file type offileb andfiled to SAM,instead of

copying the type offilea and filec.

CREATEdirname [owner-password] [nonowner-password]

DELETEfilea [fileb] ...

Creates a directory in the TO directory and assigns any

Owner and nonownerpasswordsspecified. A

subdirectory of the same namecannotalready exist in

the TO directory. If a password is not specified,it is set

to six spaces (null). If a password longerthan six

characters is specified, only the first six characters are

used. The access rights of the new subdirectory are the

default access rights set by PRIMOS.

Deletes specified files from the FROMdirectory. filea

and fileb cannot be directories.
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ONFORCE |ore|

FROM pathname

LISTF[level] [filedata]

A-4 Sixth Edition

Note that you are not queried about deleting files.

FORCEONcausesread accessrights to be forced on

any files or subdirectories within the FROM directory.

The option remains in operation until you specify the

command FORCE OFF. UFDCPYneverforcesrights

on the primary level of the FROM or TOdirectory.

 

Caution
Use of FORCE ON causes LISTF, LISTSAVE, SCAN,

UFDCPY, and TRECPYtofail on write-protected disks.
 

Defines the FROM directory in whichfiles are to be

searched by FUTIL subcommands. pathname may

contain a maximum of 10 directories that can be

segment directories as well as User File Directories. If

segmentdirectories are specified, the user must have

Read accessrights to them. If any error is encountered,

the FROM directory is set to the current directory (*).

Thefirst directory in the pathname may be *, which

refers to the current directory. The default FROM

directory is the current directory.

The FROM commandneverchangesthe current

directory. If the FROM nameis a relative pathname

(that is, begins with *), any subsequent ATTACH

commandsreset the FROM nameto *.

Lists the FROM directory pathname, the TO directory

pathname,andall files and directory trees in the FROM

directory at the terminal. level specifies the depth of

subdirectories to display. Thefiledata argument(s)

specify additional information to be printed for each

file. filedata can be zero or more ofthe following:

Argument Information Printed

DATE Date/time modified

FIRST First line of file

LSTFIL Sends the LISTF outputto a file named

LSTFIL in the currently attached directory

PASSWD Ownerand nonownerpasswords

PROTEC Protection attributes

RWLOCK Read/wnrite lock setting

SIZE Size in disk records (2048 bytes/record)

TYPE File type



FUTIL

LISTSAVEfilename[level] [filedata]

Functionsidentically to the LISTF command with the

LSTFIL option specified, except that the nameof the

output listing file is specified byfilename. filedata are

the same as for LISTF.

PROTECTfilename [owner-access [nonowner-access}]]

Protectsfilename in the FROM directory with the owner

and nonownerprotection attributes specified.

QUIT Returns to PRIMOSor PRIMOSII commandlevel.

SCANfilename [level] [filedata]

Searches the FROM directory tree for the occurrence of

all files, subdirectories, and segmentdirectories that are

named with the name specified byfilename. filedata are

the sameas for LISTF.

If you specify level 1 (the default), only thefilename

followed by the information specified by the optional

arguments is displayed. If you specify a level greater

than 1, the pathnameofthe file or directory, starting

from the FROMdirectory, is printed. In addition, the

information specified by any optional arguments may be

displayed after the treename. See LISTF abovefor a

description.

SRWLOCfilename number Sets the per-file read/write lock for the file specified by

filename. numberspecifies the read/write lock setting,

as follows:

Number Description

0 System default

1 n readers or 1 writer

2 n readers and 1 writer

3 n readers and n writers

TO pathname Defines the TO directory in whichfiles are searched.

The TOdirectory is defined from pathname, which has

a formatsimilar to that of the directory pathname

specified for the FROM command. The pathname may

contain a maximum of 10 directories that may be

segment directories as well as directories. If segment

directories are specified, the user must have Read and

Write access to them. Thefirst directory in the

pathname maybethe current directory (*). The default

TO directory is the current directory. If FUTIL

encounters any error, the TO directoryis set to the

current directory (*).
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Note

The TO command never changesthe current directory. If the

TO nameis a relative pathname(that is, begins with *), any

subsequent ATTACH commands reset the TO nameto *.
 

TRECPYdira [dirb] [,dirc [dird]]

TREDELdira [dirb]

Copies the directory tree specified by directory dira to

directory dirb, and optionally copies dirc to dird. dirb

and dird must notexist prior to the TRECPY command.

If you omit dirb, dira is taken as the nameofthe

directory to be copied to. dira and dirc mustbe in the

FROMdirectory; dirb and dird are created in the TO

directory.

The directories dirb and dird are created with the same

directory types and passwordsas dira and dirc, and with

default access rights. Also, the per-file read/write lock

setting is copied by TRECPY. The names,accessrights,

and passwordsofall files and subdirectories are also

copied.

Deletes the directory specified by directory dira and

optionally deletes dirb from the FROMdirectory. (dira

and dirb must be directories.)

Note that you are not queried about deleting directories.

TREPROdirectory [owner-access [nonowner-access]]

TRESRW directory number

UFDCPY

TREPROis almost identical to PROTECT,exceptthat

directory is a directory or segment directory in the

FROM directory andit and all subdirectories underit

are protected with the specified access rights. The

default access rights are 1 0.

Sets the per-file read/write locksforall files in the

subtree beginning with the directory (segmentdirectory

or directory) specified by directory. The parameter

numberindicates the read/write lock settings, which are

discussed in the description of the FUTIL command
QyuwyT Ly

SRWLOC.

Copiesall files and directory trees from the FROM

directory to the TO directory. Files existing in the TO

directory with namesidentical to those in the FROM

directory are replaced.



UFDDEL

Segmentdirectories existing in the TO directory with

namesidentical to those in the FROM directory are not

allowed and are not copied. Files and directories

created in the TO directory have the samefile types and

accessrights as those of the old files. When the copy is

finished, the new file has the sameprotection attributes

as the correspondingfile in the FROM directory. The

names, access rights, per-file read/write lock settings,

and passwordsofall files and subdirectories within

directory trees being copied are also copied. Other

existing files and directories in the TO directory are not

affected. UFDCPYeffectively merges two directories

(including the merge of subdirectories). Both the

FROMandthe TO directories must be directories.

Deletes all files and directory trees (specified by

directories) within the FROM directory. The owner

password must be given in the FROM commandto

provide Read, Write, and Delete accessto all files and

directories within the FROM directory. Theserights are

not required forfiles and subdirectories nested within

the directories in the FROM directory.

 

Note

Read and Write access rights to a subdirectory permit the

deletion of the contents of that directory, but not deletion of
the directory itself.

 

Note that you are not queried aboutdeleting files and
directory trees.

UFDPRO[owner-access [nonowner-access [levels}]]

UFDSRW number[levels]

Protects all files and directories within the FROM

directory according to the specified access rights,

traversing subdirectory trees to the specified number of

levels. The default rights are 1 0 and the default number
of levels is 1.

Sets the per-file read/write locks for levels offiles in the

FROMdirectory. The parameter numberis the

read/write lock setting, which is discussed in the

description of the SRWLOC commandearlierin this

appendix. The default levelis 1.
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This appendix describes commandsthat have been madeobsoleteeither by changing
technology or by new commandsthat supersedetheir functionality. These
commandsarestill provided but not supported. Their use is discouraged.

e AMLC

e ARCHIVE_RESTORE*

e BACKUP*

e BACKUP_RESTORE*

e COPY_DISK

e EDIT_PROFILE

e EVENT_LOG

e LIST_TAPE*

e LOOK

e NETCFG

e NUMSEMACL

e OPRPRI

e PHYRST

e PHYSAV

e PRINT_NETLOG

e PRINT_SYSLOG

e¢ TRANSPORT_RESTORE*

These commandsarestill valid for pre-Rev. 21.0 systems. However,the
EVENT_LOG, PRINT_NETLOG,and PRINT_SYSLOG commandsdo not work on
Rev. 21.0 or later versions of PRIMOS.

Backuputilities (indicated by an *) are now provided by DBRutilities,

At Rev. 23.0, PSR replaced the COPY_DISK, PHYRST, and PHYSAV commands.
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AMLC

AMLCconfigures an asynchronousline connected to an AMLCor ICScontroller.

The functions of this command have been replaced by the SET_ASYNCand LTS
commandsat Rev. 20.2, which are explained in Chapter 2, Dictionary of PRIMOS

Operator Commands.

Format

AMLC[protocol] line [config_word] [Iword]

Arguments

protocol Specifies one of the following:

Protocol Meaning

ASD Auto Speed Detect; automatically detects terminal baud

rates 110, 300, 1200, 2400, 4800, and 9600

TRAN Transparent (no character conversion)

TT8BIT Recognizes charactersets that require the useof 8 bits to

represent each character

TTY Default terminal protocol

TTYNOP All traffic ignored

TTYUPC Lowercase alphabetic characters translated to uppercase

for output; uses normal terminal protocol for input

In addition, there are three obsolete protocols that are used only with

DMT AMLCs (Model 505x). These protocols slow down system

performanceif used with any other controller:

Protocol Meaning

TRANHS TRANwith per-character interrupt

TTYHS Terminal with per-character interrupt

TTYHUP Lowercase alphabetic characters translated to uppercase

for high-speed output; uses normal terminal protocol for

input

line Specifies the asynchronousline number(in octal). The maximum

value is 377g (255 decimal).
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config_word Specifies a 16-bit halfword (in octal) used to set the line

configuration. Three common configuration values, and the baud

rates they represent, follow:

Cw Baud Rate

2213 300

2313 1200 (default)

2314 9600 (typically; depends on AMLCLKsetting)

lword Is an obsolete argument to the AMLC command;it no longer has
any effect, and its functions have been replaced by the CAB and
LAB commands,described in Chapter 2, Dictionary of PRIMOS
Operator Commands.

For information on AMLCandits error messages, see the System Administrator’s
Guide, Volume II: Communication Lines and Controllers.

ARCHIVE_RESTORE

The Backup and Recovery Management Service (BRMS) command
ARCHIVE_RESTOREcopiesfile system objects from an ARCHIVE tapeto disk.
Before using ARCHIVE_RESTORE,you mustassignthe tape drive with the
ASSIGN command and mountthecorrectreel.

Format

ARCHIVE_RESTOREpathname [new-pathname] -MTn [options]

Arguments and Options

pathname

new-pathname

Specifies the file or directory to be copied to tape. This

is also called the source pathname.

Specifies the pathnameof the objects whenrestored to

disk. This is also called the target pathname. This

allows you to rename an object asit is restored, and/or

to place the object in a location other than your current

attach point. You can use namegeneration with

new-pathname. If you do not give a new pathname,the

object being restored is copied into your current attach

point, and has the same nameasontape.
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-MT n Specifics the unit numberofthe tape drive on which the

ARCHIVEtape is mounted. 7 is the physical device

numberofthe tape drive.

-HELP[option] Displays the online information about the syntax and

options of the ARCHIVE command.

Usage

After you save file system objects on tape with the ARCHIVE command,you can

restore the data back to disk with ARCHIVE_RESTORE.File system objects

includefiles, directories, access categories, and Recovery BasedFiles.

See ARCHIVE, ARCHIVE_RELEASE,and GENERATE_CATALOGin the

PRIMOS Commands Reference Guide.

For more information on ARCHIVE_RESTORE,see the Data Backup and Recovery

Guide.

BACKUP

The Backup and Recovery Management Service (BRMS) command BACKUP saves

files and directories from disk to tape.

Format

BACKUPpathname -MT n -VOLID volume-name[options]

Arguments and Options

pathname Identifies the location of the objects on disk that you

wish to archive. You can use wildcards, iteration, and

treewalking.

-MT n Specifies the unit number aof the drive on which the
reel is mounted. The drive must be online and assigned

to you.

-VOLID volume-name Identifies the name of the volume. You can either name

an unused volumeor specify a named volume. The

volume name must be a valid object name, and can be a

maximum of 28 characters long.
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—-HELP[option]

BACKUP_RESTORE

COPYDISK

Format

Obsolete Commands

Displays the online information about the syntax and

options of the BACKUP command.

For more information on BACKUP,see the Data Backup and Recovery Guide.

The Backup and Recovery Management Service (BRMS) command

BACKUP_RESTORErestoresfiles and directories from a BACKUPtape.

BACKUP_RESTOREpathname [new-pathname] -MTn [options]

Arguments and Options

pathname

new-pathname

-MT n

—-HELP[option]

Specifies the file or directory on tape to be restored.

Thisis also called the source pathname.

Specifies the pathnameof the objects whenrestored to

disk. This is also called the targetpathname. This

allows you to renamean object asit is restored, and/or

to place the object in a location other than your current

attach point. You can use namegeneration with

new-pathname. If you do not give a new pathname,the

object being restored is copied into yourcurrent attach

point, and has the same nameasontape.

Specifies the unit numbernv ofthe tape drive on which

the reel is mounted. The drive mustbe online and

assigned to you.

Displays the online information about the syntax and

options of the BACKUP_RESTORE command.

For more information on BACKUP_RESTORE,see the Data Backup and Recovery
Guide.

COPY_DISKcauses one disk to be copied to anotherand verifies the copy. You can
use it from any terminal. At Rev. 23.0, COPY_DISK, PHYRST, and PHYSAV were
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replaced by PSR (although you can still use COPY_DISK, PHYRST, and PHYSAV

if they are already on your system).

Format

-DO_VERIFY
-NO_BADS

COPY_DISK _NoRat

-TTY

Options

-DO_VERIFY Tells COPY_DISKto check that the input and output

partitions are the same. This approximately doublesthe

time to copy a partition.

-NO_BADS Turns off badspot handling by COPY_DISK. This

option is only supplied for compatibility with earlier

revisions of PRIMOS. You should be very careful if

you use this option because COPY_DISKwill ignore

any existing badspots on the input and output disk, and

will assumethat they are all valid data records.

-NO_RAT Instructs COPY_DISKnotto refer to the Record

Availability Table: COPY_DISK copiesall tracks on the

selected partitions. This option slows the copy, and you

should not normally useit.

-TTY You answer all COPY_DISKpromptsthat require a yes

or no answerfrom the terminal, even when you run

COPY_DISK from a CPL program or a command input

file.

For more information on COPY_DISK,see the Data Backup and Recovery Guide.

EDITPROFILE

EDIT_PROFILEis used by the System Administrator and Project Administrators to

add, change, list, and delete information aboutusers, projects, and their respective

attributes. The functions of this commandhave beenreplaced at Rev. 23.0 by the

CONFIG_USERS command,whichis explained in Chapter 2, Dictionary of

PRIMOSOperator Commands.
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Format

EDIT_PROFILE[pathname][options]

For more information on EDIT_PROFILE,see the System Administrator’s Guide,
VolumeIIT: System Access and Security.

EVENT_LOGis used to turn system or network event logging on oroff on pre-Rev.

21.0 systems. For Rev. 21.0 or later versions of PRIMOS,this command doesnot
work.

Refer to the DSM command DISPLAY_LOGin Chapter 2, Dictionary of PRIMOS

Operator Commands,for information on system or network logging on Rev. 21.0 or

later systems. Refer also to the DSM User’s Guide for detailed information on the
DISPLAY_LOG.

Format

EVENT_LOG[-NET] {ore}

Options

If you specify the -NEToption, network logging is affected; otherwise, system

logging is affected. If you specify neither -ON nor —OFF, —ONis assumed.

For more information on EVENT_LOG,see the Operator’s Guide to System
Monitoring.

LIST_TAPElists information about the contents of tapes created by the ARCHIVE,
BACKUP, or TRANSPORT command. Before using LIST_TAPE,you mustassign
a tape drive unit with the ASSIGN commandand mountthe correct reel on thedrive.
The numberofthe drive unit is specified by n in the -MT n keyword. Bydefault,
the LIST_TAPEdisplay includes the types and pathnamesoffiles, directories,
segmentdirectories, and access categories recorded on the tapes. Moredetails can
be listed with LIST_TAPEoptions. Only System Operators or the System

Administrator can list BACKUPtapes. Only the tape owner or the System
Administrator can list ARCHIVEtapes. Any user can list TRANSPORTtapes.
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Format

LIST_TAPE[pathname] -MTn [options]

Arguments and Options

pathname Specifies the objects to be listed. You can use
wildcards,iteration, and treewalking. LIST_TAPElists

the tapes and reel numbersthat have the specified

objects. If you do not specify a pathname, LIST_TAPE

lists all the file system objects saved onthe tape.

-MT n Specifies the unit numberof the tape drive on which the

reel is mounted. vn is the tape drive’s unit number. The

drive must be online and assigned to you.

~HELP Starts the online Help facility.

For more information on LIST_TAPE,see the Data Backup and Recovery Guide.

LOOK

LOOKis an internal operator commandthat provides access to any user segment in

the system. The LOOK commandcanbeissued only at the supervisor terminal and

must be preceded by an OPRPRI 1 command and followed by an OPRPRI 0

command.

 

Caution
This commandis intended mainly as a debugging tool for the use of systems engineers and
field analysts. The Operator and System Administrator normally have no useforit.
 

Format

LOOK[-userno [segno [access [mapseg]}]

Arguments

—userno Numberof the user owning the segment. The default is User1.

segno Numberof the segment to be examined. The default is 6000 (the

Ring 0 stack segmentfor the user).
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access Accessrights to be granted (as in the SHARE command). The

default is 200g (read only).

mapseg Segment of User 1’s address space into which the specified segment

is to be mapped. The default is 4001g.

 

WARNING
If you use the LOOK command totry to examine a segmentthat does notexist,to try to write
to a segmentthat does exist, or to attempt to mapeither shared or stack segments with write

permission, the commandis considered risky or dangerous to system integrity. The REALLY?

promptis issued for any LOOK commandwhoserequestis considered to be dangerousto
system integrity. If you respond YES, the operation proceeds. To override a LOOK

command,specify 0 for segno.

 

For more information on LOOK,see the System Administrator’s Guide, VolumeI:

System Configuration.

NETCFG

NETCFGis a commandfor pre-Rev. 19 systems. Do not use this command ona

Rev. 19 or later system. Instead, use the CONFIG_NET command,whichis

documented in the PRIMENETPlanning and Configuration Guide.

Format

NETCFG

For more information on NETCFG,see the PRIMENETPlanning and Configuration
Guide.

NUMSEMACL

The NUMSEMACL command(issued by either System Administrator or at the

supervisor terminal) is useful only for systems that are maintainingstrict C2 security.

It forces all numbered semaphores used by PRIMOSto be ACL-protected. If your

system is not a C2-secure system, using ACL-protected numbered semaphores can

cause some products to stop working, and will exact a substantial performance

penalty. You should use the NUMSEMACL —-ON commandonly if you are certain
that your system is strictly C2-secure.
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Format

-STATUS
NUMSEMACL ¢-ON

-OFF

Access Rights

Before using NUMSEMACL-ON,the you must provide authorized users an access

right of Use (U) on subdirectories to the directory NUMSEM*: DEFAULTplusthe

optional directories SEM1, SEM2, SEM3, ... SEM64. All users need the U access

right to the directory NUMSEM+*in order to successfully check their access rights to

its subdirectories. Without U access to NUMSEM*,evenusers with authorized

access to its subdirectories will receive an insufficient accesserror.

For more information on NUMSEMACL,seethe System Administrator's Guide,

Volume III: System Access and Security.

OPRPRI

OPRPRI, an internal commandissued from the supervisor terminal, is implemented

as a check against inadvertent or unauthorized use of the LOOK commandthat

might adversely affect the system.

OPRPRI 1 must precede, and OPRPRI 0 mustfollow, the LOOK command.

Pre-Rev. 21.0 systems required the use of the OPRPRI command before andafter the

SHARE command. At Rev. 21.0 andlater, this is no longer necessary.

Format

OPRPRI n

Argument

The argument # can be cithcr 0 or 1

0 Sets a safeguard against issuing the LOOK command. Thisis the

default.

1 Removesthe safeguard and allows the LOOK commandto be given.
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PHYRSTrestores to disk, the partitions that have been saved by PHYSAV on
magnetic tape. At Rev. 23.0, COPY_DISK, PHYRST,and PHYSAV werereplaced
by PSR(although youcanstill use COPY_DISK, PHYRST,and PHYSAV if they
are already on yoursystem).

-NO_BADS

-UNMOD

Format

SPEED 25
PHYRST | 100

-TTY

Options

-NO_BADS

PE 25
-SPEED 100

-TTY

~UNMOD

Tumsoff badspot handling by PHYRSTand causes
PHYRSTto ignore any badspots on the outputdisk: use
this option with care. This option is useful if the source

partition is nearly full, and the output partition might
therefore overflow if badspot handling were enabled.

Specifies the tape speed, and is used only when you
write to a streamertape drive. With these drives, speed
automatically defaults to 100 ips (inches per second) or,
if you assign the drive at a density of 3200 bpi (bits per
inch), to 50ips.

Causes PHYRSTto ask for the magnetic tape unit
numberat the terminal, even if you run PHYRSTfrom a
CPL program or a commandinputfile.

Prevents system hangs from occurring asa result of
incorrect recovery from DMXoverruns. Usethis option
only if your equipmenthasoneofthe following early
model controllers: wire wrap disk controller boards
without ECR 3748,or etched boards without ECRs
3062 and 3342.

For more information on PHYRST,see the Data Backup and Recovery Guide.
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PHYSAV

PHYSAVwrites to magnetic tape the contents of one or more assigned disk

partitions. The copy is madetrack bytrack, record by record, in physical order.

PHYSAV makesa mirror image of the disk, whereas BACKUP and MAGSAV make

a copy ofthe disk in logical order; that is, they copy the records as they are

connected logically in files. You do a physical saveif there is a problem with a disk

andit is necessary for an analyst to research the problem. The analyst would then

probably nced an exact copy of the disk. Otherwise, you would probably use

BACKUPor MAGSAV. AtRev. 23.0, COPY_DISK, PHYRST, and PHYSAV were

replaced by PSR (although youcan still use COPY_DISK, PHYRST, and PHYSAV

if they are already on your system).

Format

-COMDEV

-SPEED 5
PHYSAV “~~ 100

-TTY
-UNMOD

Options

-COMDEV Physically saves the commanddevice. This option

automatically shuts downthe device,placesit in the

Assignable Disks Table, saves and then restarts the

device. No Operator intervention is required. When

COMDEVrestarts, any event logging that wasin effect

when you invoked PHYSAVis reinstated. PHYSAV

also restores a maximum of 10 priority ACLs.

Specifies the tape speed, and is used only when you

~SPEED fe write to a streamertape drive. With these drives, speed
automatically defaults to 100 ips (inches per second)or,

if you assign the drive at a density of 3200 bpi(bits per

inch), to 50 ips.

-TTY PHYSAVasksfor the magnetic tape unit numberat the

terminal, even if you run PHYSAV from a CPL program

or a commandinputfile. Do not use -TTY if you plan

to run the commandinput file as a Batch job or

phantom,or if you want PHYSAVto take the magnetic

tape unit numberfrom the commandinputfile.
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-UNMOD Prevents system hangs that are caused byincorrect

recovery from DMXoverruns. Usethis option only if

your equipmenthas oneof these early model

controllers: wire wrap disk controller boards without

ECR 3748,or etched boards without ECRs 3062 and

3342.

For more information on PHYSAYV,see the Data Backup and Recovery Guide.

PRINTNETLOG

Prior to Rev. 21.0, PRINT_NETLOGinvokeda utility program that analyzed a

pre-Rev. 21.0 network eventlog file, produced a formatted outputfile that chronicled

the network events representedin the file, and then displayed a message giving the
pathnameofthe outputfile.

Refer to the DSM command DISPLAY_LOGin Chapter 2, Dictionary of PRIMOS

Operator Commands,for information on viewing the network and system logsfor

Rev. 21.0 and later software. Refer also to the DSM User’s Guide for detailed

information on network logging with Distributed Systems Management (DSM).

Format

PRINT_NETLOG freename[options]

The Operator’s Guide to Prime Networks explains how to use PRINT_NETLOGand

describes the network event log messages output by PRINT_NETLOG.Seealso the

discussion of EVENT_LOG and PRINT_SYSLOGinthis appendix.

PRINTSYSLOG

Prior to Rev. 21.0, PRINT_SYSLOGinvokeda utility program that analyzed a

pre-Rev. 21.0 system eventlog file and produced a formatted outputfile that
chronicled the system events represented in the eventlogfile.

Refer to the DSM command DISPLAY_LOGin Chapter 2, Dictionary of PRIMOS

Operator Commands,for information on viewing the network and system logs for

Rev. 21.0 and later software. Refer also to the DSM User’s Guide for detailed

information on system logging with Distributed Systems Management (DSM).
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Format

pathname
PRINTSYSLOG ny [options]

Options

If you specify TTY, output is displayed at the user’s terminal. If you specify neither

TTY nor pathname,output is written to the file LOGLSTin the current directory.

Otherwise, output is written to the file pathname.

To specify the input file, which contains a binary-encoded log of system events,use

the -INPUToption, which is described below. If you do not include the -INPUT

option on the PRINT_SYSLOG commandline, PRINT_SYSLOGusesthe most

recently created logfile in the directory LOGREC*. System eventlog filenames are

of the form LOG.mm/dd/yy. If PRINT_SYSLOGis unable to find a system event

log file, it prompts for an input filename.

~CENSUS

-CONTINUE

-DEBUG

-DELETE

—DUMP

Totals the entries for each eventin the inputfile and writes the totals

to the output file or to the terminal. Only nonzerototals are

displayed.

Continuesafter a bad entry is found. PRINT_SYSLOG normally

halts if it encounters an invalid entry. If you specify this option,

PRINT_SYSLOGcontinues processing in an attempt to find the

next valid entry.

Causes PRINT_SYSLOGto read entries from the terminal; used for

testing PRINT_SYSLOG’s formatting for entry types. Enter each

entry as a series of tokens (using rules for RDTK$$). Octal tokens
are converted to binary;all others are taken as ASCIIstrings.

PRINT_SYSLOGleavesthis mode of operation wheneveryouenter

QUIT, Q, q, or anull line. (See the Subroutines Reference III:

Operating System for information on RDTK$$.)

Deletes the output file when done.

Note that this option should be specified only when the -SPOOL

option is also specified.

In addition to its normal formatting, PRINT_SYSLOG dumps each

entry processed in octal. -DUMPis an additional aid to sites which

define their own event types. Only those entries that have been

selected for processing are dumped.



-FROM |

-INPUT

-PURGE

—-REMARK

-SPOOL
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mmddyy (hhmm])

TODAY

Processes only entries from the date the latest entry. Specify

TODAYinstead of mmddyy to refer to today’s date. After you

specify the date, you mayenter an optional time specification of the

form hhmm (hours, minutes). A time entry may be from 0000

through 2359, inclusive. Omitting the time specification is

equivalent to specifying 0000. PRINT_SYSLOGcheckseach entry

individually to see whetherits date/time stampindicates thatit

should be formatted. An entry that is out of sequence (for example,

the Operator entered the wrong date) will not turn on entry

formatting prematurely.

Specifies the pathnameofthe inputlog file to be processed. If you

do not specify this option on the commandline, PRINT_SYSLOG

attempts to use the mostrecently created system eventlog file, as

described above.

Empties, but does notdelete, the event-log input file when event-log

processing is complete. Write access is required on the inputfile.

Enters an event of type REMARKdirectly into the inputfile. This

option can be used, for example, by an Operator who wishesto

record an observation on someevent that might affect the

subsequent operation of the system. All text after the -REMARK

option is entered into the inputfile. Consequently, -REMARK must

be the last option specified on the commandline. The message can

contain a maximum of80 characters and need not be surrounded by

apostrophes. Write access is required on the inputfile.

Spools the output file when done. PRINT_SYSLOGdisplays the
name of the output spoolfile.

-TYPEentrytype...

Processes only entries of the indicated entrytypes. entrytype can be
any of the following:

Type System Event

COLD Cold start

WARM Warm start

TIMDAT Time/date entry

CHECK Machine check (including memory parity)

DISKER Disk error

OVERFL LOGBUFoverflow entry

SHUTDN  Opcrator shutdown

CHK300 P300 machine check
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PAR300 =P300 memory parity check

MOD300 P300 missing memory module check

TYPE10 Entry for type 10

TYPE11 Entry for type 11

TYPE12 Entry for type 12

TYPE13 Entry for type 13

TYPE14 Entry fortype 14

TYPE15 Entry for type 15

DSKNAM_ ADDISKentry

POWERF Powerfail check

SETIME Operator issued a SETIME command

QUIET Machine check mode now quiet

REMARK Operator remark

PACL Priority ACL set

SENSOR Sensor check

ECCULO ECCterror, process logged out

BADENT Bad entry

Note that the time/date stamps associated with the selected entries

are not processed unless you select TIMDATexplicitly. For

example, -TYPE DISKER TIMDATprocessesall disk errors and

their associated time/date stamps. If you specify TIMDATalone,all

time/date stamps are processed. If you specify TIMDATin

conjunction with one or more otherentrytypes, only the time/dates

of the selected entrytypes are processed. If you do notspecify the

—TYPEoption,all entries are processed.

-HELP Displays a list of PRINT_SYSLOG options. You must reenter the

PRINT_SYSLOG commandafter the options are displayed.

System event logging is controlled by the EVENT_LOG command.

RuyurRavrm anda DRINIT GVOT AM aee eriieced in neoratar “
EVEINILOG aii FINUNT OTOLUU dit discussed in the Operator AY Guide to

System Monitoring, which also containsa list of system event log messages

displayed by PRINT_SYSLOG.See also the discussion of EVENT_LOGand
PRINT_NETLOGinthis appendix.
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TRANSPORT_RESTORE

The Backup and Recovery Management Service (BRMS) command
TRANSPORT_RESTORE restoresfile system objects to disk from a tape created by
the TRANSPORT command. Before using TRANSPORT_RESTORE, you must
assign the tape drive with the ASSIGN command.

Format

TRANSPORT_RESTOREpathname [new-pathname] -MT n [options]

Arguments and Options

pathname Specifies the directory, segmentdirectory, orfile to be
restored. pathnamecan be a wildcard nameand can use
the treewalking option.

new-pathname Renamesan objectas it is restored or specifies a
location for the object other than yourcurrent attach
point.

-MT n Specifies the tape drive on which the tape is mounted. n
is the tape drive’s unit number.

-HELP Starts the online Help facility.

Usage

A TRANSPORTtape created at one Prime site with the TRANSPORT command can
be copied to disk at another Primesite with the TRANSPORT_RESTORE
command.

See also LIST_TAPEinthis appendix. See the PRIMOS Commands Reference
Guide for information on TRANSPORTand TRANSPORT_RELEASE.

For more information on TRANSPORT_RESTORE,see the Data Backup and
Recovery Guide.
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absolute pathnames

Pathnamesthat begin with root (<). Absolute pathnamesare fully qualified

pathnames.

access controllist (ACL)

A list of users and their accessrights to file system objects as produced by the

LIST_ACCESS command.

ACL

See access controllist.

addedpartition

A PRIMOSfile system partition that is added to the system,orstarted, by the

ADDISK commandforuserinput.

Assignable Disks Table

A table kept by PRIMOSthatlists the pdevs of disks that may be assigned by a
single user.

assignable disks

Diskslisted in the Assignable Disks Table by pdev and that may be assigned by a

single user.

assigned partition

A partition that has been assigned to oneuserfor that user’s exclusive use andis

unavailable as a file system partition.

badspot

A physical defect in the disk media that prevents data from being correctly read

from orwritten to the disk. It is identified by either a record address within the

partition or by a combination of head, cylinder, and sector number.

BADSPTfile

The Nondynamic Badspot Handling (-DBS OFF or —AC) modefile listing

badspots on partition. There is one MFD>BADSPT file perpartition if there
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are badspots on thepartition. This file consists of physical addresses of each

badspot on the partition.

BRA
Beginning record address; the address of the beginning of a record.

buffer

To temporarily store recordsas an intelligent disk controller does when reading

records.

cache

See buffer.

CAM

See Contiguous Access Method.

catch-up copy
The copyinitiated when PRIMOSdeterminesthat twopartitions that are to be

mirrored are not identical either because their date and time of shutdown (DTS)

stampsare not the same or because the two partitions were notstarted at the

sametime.

CMD
Cartridge module device; a type of physical disk for file system storage that has

a removable portion and a fixed portion.

COMDEV

The PRIMOSsystem command device; the logical disk where PRIMOSand

related files exist; logical device 0 ([dev 0).

commonfile system name space
The PRIMOSfile system namespace at Rev. 23.0 and subsequentrevisions. A

file system whereusers on different systems share a common and complete view

of the file system hierarchy.

Contiguous Access Method (CAM)

A methodofallocating and storing records in file. The file records are stored

contiguously in extents. PRIMOSaccessesthe records by reading an extent

map.

cylinder

The intersection of individual tracks on all the surfaces of a disk; for example,if

a geometrical solid was passed through track 123 of each surface of a physical

disk, it would form a cylinder. See also disk formatting.

DAM
See Direct Access MethodAED BAA we AAWEOD AF Ew EEE ee
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DBS

The dynamic badspotfile. This file contains addressesofall the known badspots
for an entire physical disk. It also containsa list of all of the available
remapping records. All badspots are matched to a remapping record. Additional
remappingrecords are available for new, or dynamically occurring, badspots.
See also dynamic badspot.

Direct Access Method (DAM)

A methodofallocating and storing records in

a

file. PRIMOSaccesses the
records by reading an indexto them.

disk

Generally used to refer to a partition but also used as a term for a disk drive and
disk pack.

disk drive

The peripheral device that contains the physical disks and the hardware and
electronic circuitry to accomplish reading and writing on the physical disk
surfaces. The disk drive may be external to the system orit may be internal (as
in the case of 2455 systems). Alsoreferred to as a disk storage device and drive
unit.

disk geometry

The physical attributes of a physical disk such as the numberofcylinders, or
tracks, per surface; the numbersofsectors, or records, per track; and the number
of surfaces. These attributes are defined by a physical device numberfordisk
partitions.

disk formatting

Preparing disks for use by PRIMOS.Disk controllers store the location and any
auxiliary information in the disk header for each sector on the disk. Cylinder,
head (or surface), and sector values are stored with each sector. Cylinders are
numbered from the outermostto the innermost. Heads are numbered from the
top surface to the bottom surface on the disk. Sectors within a track are
currently numberedin a clockwise, or forward, order from sector 0 to the
maximum numberofsectors per track minusone.

Disk Information Table

A table of logical device numbers(Idevs) consisting of four arrays of 62 words
each containing this information for each partition:

e pdev for each Idev

e Sectors per track

e Total numberof records

e¢ Numberof wordsper record
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disk mirroring

The creation of two logically equivalent partitions that store the same data such

that, if either partition fails, the other can be used inits place.

disk pack

The physical disks that are removable from a disk drive as in the case ofthe

80MB and 300MB SMDs. Also usedto refer to physical disks in general. See

also disk drive; Winchester disk.

DSKRAT

The Disk Record Availability Table. The DSKRATcontains disk geometry

information for each partition and bit positions for each record on the disk.

Thesebits are either set (=1) indicating that a record is available for file system

use or are reset (=0) indicating that a recordis in use.

dual-ported disk drive

A disk drive that can be attached to two systems simultaneously although only

one system has controloverthe disk drive at any moment.

dynamic badspot

A badspot on disk that was either not found and remapped previously or

developed dynamically due to progressive media degradation. See also DBS.

dynamic badspot handling

The process whereby disk controller, upon detecting a badspot, remapsthe

record containing the badspot to another good record onthe partition.

Dynamic Badspot Handling (-DBS ON or -IC) mode

A state of a disk that allows intelligent disk controllers to handle badspots and to

allow mirroring on thesepartitions. This disk mode is not compatible with

nonintelligent controllers.

equivalence blocks
Describes where onerecord is actually stored on the partition. There is one

equivalence block for every remapped record on partition. These equivalence

blocks are stored in the BADSPT file of the target partition. They are created by

COPY_DISK and PHYRSTin orderto indicate that badspot handling has taken

place for the partition to which data were copied (the target partition). Until the

equivalence blocks are deleted by FIX_DISK,the partition mustnot be used for

any purpose.

extent
Groupsof contiguous records in CAMfiles.

extent map

Anindexof the extents in a CAM file used by PRIMOSto locate andretrieve

CAMfile records.
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external commands

Programsthat are stored in a special top-level named CMDNCO.

fast FIX.DISK
FIX_DISK with the -FAST option. Fast FIX_DISK should be used only on
robust partitions. The use of the -FAST option causes FIX_DISKto check only
directory entries, including CAMfile extent maps, the DSKRAT, and the quota
system on robustpartitions.

file system disk

A logical disk, or partition, used by PRIMOSto store system anduserfiles.

first partition

The partition of a physical disk that contains the first surface (starting surface 0)
of the disk; thus, the first four bits of its pdev are 0. On a physical disk

partitioned by MAKE atRev. 21.0 andlater, the first partition contains the

dynamic badspotfile (DBS) and the remapped area (RMA)forall the partitions
on that physical disk.

Fixed-Media Disk

See FMD.

flaw

A badspot; an area of the physical disk that cannot store data.

flaw map

A list of flaws provided by the disk manufacturer and written on an unused
cylinder of the disk. The flaw mapis available for MAKE to read. Also
sometimesrefers to a list of badspots written on paperand affixed to the physical
disk by the disk manufacturer. The Operator can then enterthese badspots
manually by using the appropriate MAKE or FIX_DISK options.

FMD

Fixed-Media Disk;a type of physical disk for file system storage that includes
the sealed storage media and the disk drive. Sometimesreferred to as a
Winchesterdisk.

formatting

Using MAKE to prepare a physical disk forfile system or paging use. MAKE
writes physical record headers onto the partition that are recognizable to
PRIMOS.

forward sectoring

A methodoffile record allocation used by PRIMOSin whichthe next record to
be allocatedis three sectors forward ofthe last record; the interleave factoris 3.
See also interleaving; interleave factor; reverse sectoring.
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full FIX_DISK

FIX_DISK without the -FAST option. Full FIX_DISK checks(andrepairs if

you use the -FIX option) the entire file system.

fully qualified pathnames

Any pathnamethat explicitly or implicitly starts with the root entry nameordisk

partition name. Fully qualified pathnames are unambiguousand do not use

search rules. In a multi-rooted file system, pathnames begin with the nameof

the disk partition. In a singly-rooted file system, pathnames begin with the name

of the root directory.

Global Mount Table (GMT)

Contains list of all disk partitions and their mount-point pathnames.

GMT

See Global Mount Table.

hashing

The use ofan algorithm by PRIMOSto rapidly access data or records within a

partition. Directories on robust partitions and non-ACLdirectories are not

hashed; only ACL-protected directorics are hashed.

head

The physical device that reads data from the disk surfaces; newer disks may

contain more than oneread head per disk surface. This term is also used

synonymously with surface when referring to the numberofsurfaces in a

partition.

intelligent disk controller
A microprocessor-based disk controller that is capable of buffering data, of using

algorithms to perform the read and write operations on a disk, and of

dynamically remapping badspots that occur on the disk. A nonintelligent disk

controller does not have these capabilities. An intelligent disk controller must be

used for disk mirroring because it provides dynamic badspot handling.

interleave factor

The sector gap between consecutively allocated records. It is 3 for forward

sectoring and 1 for reverse sectoring. See also interleaving; forward sectoring;

reverse sectoring.

interleaving

The order of writing records to disk so as to maximize the potential for the

sequentially next record of a file to be under the read headofthe disk after

processing of the current record is complete. See also interleave factor.

internal commands

Part of PRIMOSitself.
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Idev

An octal numberfrom 0 through 355 (0 through 237, decimal) thatis assigned to

a partition whenthe partition is started by the ADDISK or the STARTUP

command. It also indicates the location of the pdev of the added PRIMOSfile

system partition in the Disk Information Table.

List File

A file you create prior to making a system boot tape. It contains the pathnames

of all the directories andfiles necessary to restore your system to normal
workingorder.

local partitions

Partitions that are connected to your system. See also partition.

logical device number

See ldev.

logical disk

Synonymouswith partition or logical device. A logical division of a physical

disk usedfor file storage or for paging.

logical file type

Whata subroutine orutility creating a file sets the file type to be as opposed to
how thefile is physically arranged onthe storage media(the physicalfile type).
For example,all userfiles on a robustpartition are physically arranged as CAM
files but the software creating the file maysetthe file type to SAM or DAM;
thus, the files are logically created as SAM or DAMfiles.

logical save

Saving of records aslogical entities such as files as opposed to a physicalsave.
The MAGSAV and MAGRSTutilities save and restore recordslogically. See
also physical save.

MasterFile Directory (MFD)

The highest level directory on a partition; each partition contains one MFD. The
MFDcontains

a

file that is an index to each top-level directory andfile in the
partition, or MFD. Alsorefers to the partitionitself.

MFD

See Master File Directory.

mount-point pathnames

Disk partition directory namesof up to 32 characters. Althoughentries in the
root directory represent disk partitions, they can have namesother than the disk
name. Therefore, the disk name is no longer a componentin the pathname.
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multi-rooted file system name space
The PRIMOSfile system structure before Rev. 23.0. It is a file structure where

each partition is a separate and distinct naming tree for locating file system

objects.

NameServer
A process that ensures contents of the root directory on all Rev. 23.0 and

subsequent systems in the name space are identical. If disks are added or

removed from the root directory of a system within the name space, the Name

Server on that system updatesthe root directory on each system in the name

space.

Nondynamic Badspot Handling (-DBS OFF or -AC) mode
The state of a disk that allowsall disk controllers (intelligent and nonintelligent

controllers) to access the disk. The badspot handling process consists of adding

badspots to the file BADSPT automatically by MAKE;adding badspots

manually by using the appropriate MAKE or FIX_DISK options; copying

badspots from otherpartitions by using the appropriate MAKE or FIX_DISK

options; and adding badspots from vendorflaw maps.

nonintelligent disk controller

A disk controller that is incapable of buffering data and that can execute only

one command at atime. See also intelligent disk controller.

operator commands
Commandsthat are generally used by an Operator or a System Administrator, or

entered at the supervisor terminal. These commands control and monitor the

system itself, and give special authority to their users.

paging
Movingfiles that are not currently in use out of main memory to a designated

area of disk storage referred to as the paging device. This technique makesit

appear as if the system has more memory thanit actually does andis the basis

for virtual memory.

paging partition

A logical disk where paging records reside; used by PRIMOSforpagingas part

of the virtual memory space. Paging partitions are always automatically split

beginning at Rev. 20. Also referred to as paging disks. A Rev. 21.0 orlater

system can have a maximum ofeight pagingpartitions.

partition

A logical grouping of physical disk surfaces that provides a logical range of disk

record addresses. This area is defined by the DSKRATand bythe physical

device number(pdev) ofthe partition.
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partitioning

Use of MAKE to format physical disks. The disks may be segregated into

logical divisions called partitions. A partition may contain the entire physical

disk or the disk may be divided into manypartitions.

pdev

A 16-bit octal numberthat defines to the file system a range of surfaces as a

logical partition of a physical disk and that specifies the disk controller address

and a disk drive unit number. The location andsize of a partition are described

by starting surface (surface offset), numberof surfaces, drive unit number, and
controller address.

physical device number

See pdev.

physical disk

Anentire multi-surface disk (SMD, CMD,or FMD)containing 1 through n

partitions.

physicalfile type

Howthefile is physically organized on the disk as opposed to whatthe logical

file type is set to by the routine creating the file. When a commandsuch as LD

lists file type, the typelisted is the Jogicalfile type.

physical save

Saving of records in the orderthat they are stored on the disk without

consideration for what file they belong to. Theutilities PHYSAV and

COPY_DISKusea physical save. See also logical save.

portal

A file system object that serves as a gateway to anotherfile system namespace.

primary partition

The main partition of a mirrored pair ofpartitions; the partition from which a

catch-up copy is made. See also secondary partition.

RAT

The Record Availability Table, which contains a headerthat describes the

partition and a bit mapthat indicates which recordsare available for use and

which records are in use. Synonymous with DSKRAT.

Recovery Based File (RBF)

A type of ROAMfile.

remapped area (RMA)

Anareaofthefirst partition on a physical disk that is set aside to contain records

that would be written into badspots but that are instead written to the RMAby an
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intelligent disk controller. This area of the disk is normally accessed only by the

intelligent controller but is also accessed by FIX_DISK when converting to

Nondynamic Badspot Handling (-DBS OFF or —AC) mode,in which case these

recordsare read directly before their pointers are restrung into their parentfile.

The RMArecords are marked as in-use in the DSKRATand are neverdirectly

accessed by PRIMOS. The RMArecordsare full disk records that contain parts

of variousfiles that the file system initially attempted to write to badspots.

RMA
See remapped area.

remote partitions

Partitions that are connected to other systems in the network of which your

system is a part. See also partition.

reverse sectoring

A methodoffile record allocation used by PRIMOSin which the next record to

be allocated is one sector behindthelast record suchthat logically contiguous

records are adjacent to one another. The interleave factor in this case is 1. See

also interleaving; interleave factor; forward sectoring.

robust partition

A PRIMOSfile system partition that contains CAM files only and thatis

designed to be less subject to disk errors resulting from system halts and that can

generally be rapidly repaired by using fast FIX_DISK.

root directory

A directory, designated as (<), that resides at the uppermostlevel ofthefile

system hierarchy (above the MFD). It contains only directories that correspond

to the MFDsoflocal and remote disk partitions.

root entryname

The mount-point directory of a mounted disk partition (local or remote). It

correspondsto the symbolic PRIMOSdirectory referred to as an MFD. All

directory names following the root symbolin an absolute pathnameare root

entrynames.

SAM
See Sequential Access Method.

secondarypartition

The alternate partition of a mirrored pair of partitions and the partition that the

primary partition is copied during the catch-up copy process. See also primary

partition.

sector

A portion of a track on the surface of a disk. A sector contains one record, or
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block, of data and, on PRIMOSdisks, contains 2048 bytes of user data and 32

bytes of housekeepingdata.

SEGDIR
See SegmentDirectory.

Segment Directory (SEGDIR)

Contains entries referenced by file numbers from 1 through 6535 rather than by

filenames. File are referred to as subfiles. Generally used by programsrather

than by users.

Sequential Access Method (SAM)

A methodofallocating and storing records in file. The file records are

accessed sequentially such that to get to a recordin a file, all previous recordsin
the file must be read by PRIMOS.

singly-rooted file system name space

The PRIMOSfile system structure at Rev. 23.0 and subsequentrevisions. It is a

structure whereall file system objects, no matter where they are located, stem

from a Single root directory instead of manydisk partitions.

SMD

Storage module disk; a type of physical disk for file system storage that can be
removed from the disk drive.

spindle

An entire physical disk consisting of all heads, or surfaces, on the disk. A

spindle can be partitioned into logicaldisks,or partitions. See also physical
disk.

split partition

A logical partition that that has part of its storage space reservedforfile system

use and part reserved for paging use. See also paging partition.

standalone

Refers to a program that can be bootedto run byitself without the services of

PRIMOS. An example is MAKE.SAVE.

standard partition

A nonrobustpartition. The type of PRIMOSfile system partition always created

prior to Rev. 22.1. Full FIX_DISK must be usedto repair standard partitions.

static badspot

A badspotthat is present on the disk surface and that is detected by MAKE when

the partition is first created.
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Storage Module Disk

See SMD.

supervisor terminal

A term that refers to both the physical supervisor terminal and a logical

supervisor terminal that has been enabled by the RESUS command.

surface

The magnetic area of a disk where data is actually stored (written to) and

retrieved (read from). Groups of surfaces constitute partitions and all partitions

on a physical disk except the last must contain an even numberofsurfaces.

survivor

Describes the most up-to-date and usable partition of a mirrored pair when the

mirror breaks.

tape index

A list of files that have been saved by MAGSAVona tape.

top-level directory

The directories at the highest level in the file system tree structure immediately

inferior to the Master File Directory (MFD). These directories contain files and

other directories referred to as subdirectories. CMDNCO0is a top-level directory

on the commanddevice.

user commands

Commandsthat are generally available to any user and which affect only that
user’s work.

user disks

Disksor partitions used for the storage and retrieval of user files. These disks

are prepared for use by the MAKE utility.

virtual memory

Disk storage memory that is used by PRIMOSin the paging process with the

result that the system appears to have considerably more physical memory than

actually exists. Use of virtual memoryprovides each user with 512MBofvirtual

address space. See also paging.

volume

Term used synonymously with disks and partitions. Volume mayalso refer to an

entire physical disk as one logical disk.

Winchester disk

A sealed disk subsystem in which the physical disks and their associated disk

drive and circuitry are all contained. A Fixed-Media Disk (FMD).
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ACAT

ACK

ACL

AMLC

ANSI

ASR

bps

BRA

BRMS

CAB

CAM

CMD

CMDNC0

COMDEV

COMI file

COMOfile

CPIO

CPL

cps

CRA

DAM

DBMS

DBR

DBS

DCD

DBG

DML

DMQ

Acronyms

Access Category

Acknowledgment Character

Access ControlList

Asynchronous Multiline

Controller

American National Standards

Institute

Automated System Recovery

bits per second

Beginning Record Address

Backup and Recovery

Management System

Change Asynchronous Buffers

Contiguous Access Method

Cartridge Module Device

CommandDirectory

Non-chargeable 0

Command Device

CommandInputfile

Command Outputfile

CopyFiles In/Out

CommandProcedure Language

characters per second

Current Record Address

Direct Access Method

Data Base Management System

Data Backup and Recovery

Dynamic Badspot

Data Carrier Detect

Prime Source Level Debugger

Data Manipulation Language

Data Management Queue

DMT

DPTX

DRB

DSC

DSKRAT

DSM

DSS

DTA

DTAR

DTB

DTC

DTM

DTS

ECS

EOF

EPF

ESD

EVFU

FAM

FAU

FMD

FTGEN

FTOP

FTS

funit

FUV

GMT

HDX

IAP

IBS

Direct Memory Transfer

Distributed Processing Terminal

Executive

Data Recovery and Backup

Data Set Control

Disk Record Availability Table

Distributed Systems Management

Data Set Sense

Date/Time Accessed

Descriptor Table Address

Register

Date/Time Backed Up»

Date/Time Created

Date/Time Modified

Date/Time of Shutdown

Extended Character Set

End of File

Executable Program Format

Electrostatic Discharge

Electronic Vertical Format Unit

File Access Manager

File Administrator Utility

Fixed-Media Disk

File Transfer Generation

File Transfer Operator

File Transfer Service

file unit number

Forced User Validation

Global MountTable

Half Duplex

Initial Attach Point

Input Buffer Size
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ICE

ICOP

ICS

IDC

ips

ISC

LAN

LAN300

LBOT

Idev

Idn

LEOT

LHC

LHC300

LT

LTS

MDLC

MFD

MP

MT

MTRS

NAK

OBS

pdev

pdn

PF

PIM

PMA

PNC

Initialize Command Environment

Intelligent Channel-Order
Protocol

Intelligent Communications
Subsystem

Intelligent Disk Controller

inches per second

InterServer Communications

Local Area Network

Prime Proprietary Local Area
Network

Logical Beginning of Tape

logical device number

logical device number

Logical End of Tape

LAN Host Controller

LAN HostController 300

Logical Tape

LAN Terminal Server

Multiline Data Link Controller

MasterFile Directory

Maintenance Processor

Magnetic Tape

Maximum Tape Record Size

Negative Acknowledgment

Network Terminal Service

Output Buffer Size

physical device number

physical device number

Programmable Function

PRIMENETInformation

Monitoring

Prime Macro Assembler

Prime Node Controller

Prime ECS

PSD

PSDN

PSR

RAS

RAT

RBF

RFA

RFC

RFS

RJE

RJOP

RMA

ROAM

SAD

SAM

SCSI

SDF

SEGDIR

SEGSAM

SIM

SIT

erat aed wy

Prime Extended Character Set

Prime Symbolic Debugger

Packet Switched Data Network

Physical Save and Restore

Reliability, Availability, and

Serviceability

Record Availability Table

Recovery Based File

Remote File Access

Reverse Flow Control

Resident Forced Shutdown

Remote Job Entry

Remote Job Operator

Remapped Area

Recovery Oriented Access
Method

System Administration Directory

Sequential Access Method

Small Computer System Interface

Site Definition File

SegmentDirectory

Sequential Access Segment
Directory

System Information and Metering

Standard Internationalization

Tool

Storage Module Disk

Tape Archive Routine

Universal Time

Virtual Buffer Emulator

Virtual Control Panel

Virtual Memory File Access
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Numbers

75500-6PK device module, 2-79, 2-292,
2-293

A
Access categories, changing nameof,

2-60

Accessrights. See ACLs

ACL groups

-BATCH_ADMINS$,2-29

.RAS$, 2-230

SSPOOL_ADMINISTRATOR$,2-294

.WATCHS, 2-281

listing, 2-131

ACLs

See also Priority ACLs

listing groups, 2-131

MAKE,and, 2-168

on devices, 2-77

priority, 2-141

removing, 2-236

semaphores,and, B-9

setting priority, 2-266

ADD_PORTAL command, 2-16

constraints on use, 1-9

disk portals, 2-16, 2-17

FUVandportals, 2-17

messages, 2-18

root portals, 2-17

ADDISK command,2-2

constraints on use, 1-9

limits on combining options and
arguments, 2-3

messages, 2-8

mount-point pathnames, 2-5

pre-Rev. 23.0 systems and, 2-6

systems not running NameServer, 2-3

systems running NameServer, 2-4

write-protecting disks, 2-5

ADMIN_LOG command, 2-20

constraints on use, 1-9

ALL,argument of CHAP,2-53, 2-54

ALL,argument of LOGOUT, 2-157

AMLC command(obsolete), B-2

converting to equivalent SET_ASYNC,

2-71

valid protocols, B-2

ARCHIVEtapes,listing contents of, B-7

ARCHIVE_RESTORE command
(obsolete), B-3

AS. See ASSIGN command

ASSIGN command, 2-23

AMLC argumentreplaced by ASYNC,

2-24

assigning disks or peripherals, 2-24

constraints on use, 1-9

messages, 2-28

needed before MAKE,2-168

Assignable Disks Table, 2-80

use with MAKE,2-168

Assigning. See also Unassigning. . .

Assigning asynchronouslines, 2-24

Assigning disk drives, 2-23

Assigning magnetic tapes, controlling

mode, 2-277

Assigning peripheral devices, 2-24

list, 2-25

Assigning tape drives, 2-25

Asynchronous buffers

altering sizes of, 2-41

listing sizes of, 2-112

Asynchronouslines

assigning, 2-23, 2-24

commands for configuring and
controlling, 1-18

configuring, 2-251

listing status, 2-120

unassigning, 2-336

Audit Collection facility, 2-249

finding status of, 2-250

Audit Report facility, invoking, 2-217

Audit trail files, transferring, 2-335

B
BACKUPcommand(obsolete), B-4

Backup commands,list, 1-21

BACKUPtapes,listing contents of, B-7

BACKUP_RESTORE command
(obsolete), B-5

constraints on use, 1-9

Badspotfiles

copying with MAKE,2-170

displaying with FIX_DISK,2-92

Badspots

checking for, 2-169

copying file with MAKE,2-170

Batch Administrator, 2-29

BATCH command, 2-29

-STARToption and FIXBAT,2-97

constraints on use, 1-9

Batch jobs

list of states, 2-110

submitting, altering, and canceling,

2-109

Batch monitor

continuing, 2-29

pausing, 2-29

priority, 2-31

starting, 2-29

Batch queues

determiningstatus, 2-32
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displaying, 2-29

Batch subsystem, 2-29

determiningstatus, 2-32

initializing, 2-107

monitoring, 2-32, 2-190

starting, 2-30

verifying integrity of, 2-97

-BATCH_ADMINSACLgroup,2-29

BATGEN command, 2-32

constraints on use, 1-9

examples, 2-33

Boottape, creating, 2-35

BOOT_CREATE command, 2-35

constraints on use, 1-9

creating List File, 2-35

example List File, 2-36

example session, 2-38

format of List File, 2-35

invoking, 2-37

List File and passwordeddirectories,
2-37

List File defined, 2-35

List File options, 2-36

operator prompts, 2-38

BOOT_RESTOREutility, 2-40

Buffers

See also Locate buffers

asynchronous,altering sizes, 2-41

asynchronous,listing sizes, 2-112

C
C. See CLOSE command

CAB command, 2-41

constraints on use, 1-9

example of use, 2-43

Carriage return, redisplaying login
prompt, 2-309

CDD command, 2-44

constraints on use, 1-9

status codes, 2-49

Changeasynchronous buffers. See CAB
command

CHANGE_PROJECT command, 2-52

constraints on use, 1-9

enabling/disabling, 2-52

IN-2 Sixth Edition

CHAP command,2-53

ALLargument, 2-53

constraints on use, 1-9

setting priority levels, 2-54

CLOSE command,2-59

constraints on use, 1-9

dropping remote line, 2-310

format, 2-59

Closingfiles, 2-59

CMDNCOdirectory, 1-6

CMDNCO>MAKE.SAVEfile, 2-168

CNAMEcommand,2-60

examples, 2-60

Cold starts

automated execution, 2-332

re-enabling WATCH access, 2-281

COMM_CONTROLLER command,2-62

constraints on use, 1-9

Command mode, 2-208

Commands

See also specific command

asynchronouslines(list), 1-18

backup and tape-handling(list), 1-21

communicating with other systems

(list), 1-24

configuring subsystems(list), 1-18

constraints on use, 1-8

customizing system behavior(list),
1-16

DSM.See DSM subsystem

external, defined, 1-6

file access (list), 1-19

file handling(list), 1-24

functional categories, 1-15

handling disks(list), 1-23

HELP, 2-103

internal, defined, 1-6

limitations on use, 1-8

modifying system characteristics(list),

1-19

network(list), 1-24

not included in this book, 1-2

obsolete, B-1

online help text for, 2-103

restoring files from tape (list), 1-22

restrictions on use, 1-7, 1-8

special constraints (table), 1-8

system monitoring(list), 1-20

system repair list, 1-22

system startup and shutdown(list),

1-15

user, list, 1-26

VCP, 1-4

Communications controllers, LHC

controller, 2-345

CONFIG command,2-66

CONFIG directives

ALTDEYV,2-215

COMDVM,2-186

MIRROR,2-186

PAGDEV(obsolete), 2-215

PAGING,2-215

PAGINM,2-186

CONFIG_NET command,1-2

CONFIG_NTS command, 1-2

CONFIG_USERS command, 2-67

constraints on use, 1-9

Configuring asynchronouslines, 2-251

commandlist, 1-18

Configuring PRIMOS with CONFIG
command, 2-66

Constraints on use of commands,1-7, 1-8

Controllers

See also Disk and tape controllers;
LHCcontrollers

Ethernet, 2-345

getting status information on LHC300,

2-132

manipulating with
COMM_CONTROLLER
command, 2-62

Controlling asynchronouslines,

commandlist, 1-18

CONVERT_AMLC_COMMANDS
utility, 2-71

-INTERACTIVEoption, using, 2-73

examples, 2-72

invoking, 2-71

maximum length of output line, 2-71

CONVERT_ENVutility, 2-74

constraints on use, 1-9

CONVERT_TO_ACLSutility, 2-75

constraints on use, 1-9

COPY_DISK command(obsolete), B-5



CPL, SYSTEM_RECOVER,running,
2-333

CPU,supporting automated coldstart,
2-332

CPUtime, system meters, 2-345

Crash dump disks

activating, 2-45, 2-46

cold start, 2-46

deactivating, 2-46, 2-49

FS_RECOVERaccess, 2-45, 2-51,
2-100

full dump, 2-48, 2-50

online information, 2-50

partial dump, 2-48, 2-50

pre-existing dump, 2-47, 2-49

recovering dump from, 2-45, 2-48

status, 2-49

system recovery, 2-331

SYSTEM_RECOVER,2-333

unrecovered dump,2-48, 2-49, 2-50

Crash dumpto disk, 2-44

activating a disk, 2-45

automated execution, 2-331

full dump, 2-48

partial dump, 2-48

Crash dumpto tape, automated execution,
2-331

Crash recovery tools

CDD,2-44

RECORD_TO_PATH,2-230

SYSTEM_RECOVER,2-329

CRASH_AUDITutility, 2-76

constraints on use, 1-9

requirements neededto run, 2-76

Customizing system behavior, command
list, 1-16

D
Data Transfer mode, 2-208

Date, setting, 2-276

Daylightsaving time, setting, 2-273

Defaults, segments dumpedinpartial
dump(list), 2-85

DELETE,argument of FIXBAT, 2-97

DEVICE* directory, list of common
entries in, 2-77

DEVICE_ACLS command, 2-77

constraints on use, 1-9

Devices

See also Peripheral devices

controlling access to, 2-77

list of subdirectory names, 2-77

DI. See DISKS command

Directory names, changing, 2-60

Disk and tape controllers

See also Controllers

7210 SPIN_DOWN support, 2-292

7210 SPIN_UPsupport, 2-293

7210 with 75500-6PK disks, 2-292,
2-293

DISK_PAUSE command, 2-79

constraints on use, 1-9

Disks

assigning, 2-23, 2-24

bad record, 2-230

defined, 2-2

dual-ported, defined, 2-6, 2-188

file system object, 2-230

formatting, 2-168

handling (commandlist), 1-23

interleave factor, 2-173

list of types, 2-92, 2-169

listing information, 2-126

murroring, 2-186

mirroring defined, 2-184

read error, 2-230

repairing, 2-89

robustpartitions. See Partitions

shutting down local, 2-284

shutting down remote when not

running NameServer, 2-287

shutting down remote when running

NameServer, 2-288

unassigning, 2-336

DISKS command,2-80

constraints on use, 1-9

MAKE,neededbefore, 2-168

DISPLAY_LOG command, 2-81

constraints on use, 1-10

messageselection options, 2-83

DMPS. See DUMP_SEGMENT

command

DMPU.See DUMP_USER command

DPTCFG command,constraints on use,
1-10

DPTX command,1-2

constraints on use, 1-10

DSMsubsystem, 1-2, 1-4

ADMIN_LOG command, 2-20

DISPLAY_LOG command, 2-81

LIST_ASSIGNED_DEVICES

command, 2-117

LIST_ASYNC command,2-120

LIST_CONFIG command, 2-123

LIST_DISKS command,2-126

LIST_MEMORYcommand, 2-137

LIST_PROCESScommand, 2-142

LIST_UNITS command,2-154

RESUS command, 2-240

START_DSM command,2-304

starting, 2-304

STOP_DSM command,2-323

stopping, 2-323

table of commands, 2-305

Dual-ported disk drives, defined, 2-6,
2-188

DUMP_SEGMENT command,2-85

constraints on use, 1-10

DUMP_USER command, 2-86

constraints on use, 1-10

Dumps

including specified segments, 2-85

including user segments, 2-86

partial, listing segments, 2-130

resetting segments, 2-239

Dynamic badspotfile, displaying, 2-92

E
EDIT_PROFILE command(obsolete),

B-6

ELIGTS command, 2-87

constraints on use, 1-10

setting priority levels, 2-87

Environmentdirectives, printer, 2-225

Environmentfiles

converting to modern format, 2-74

converting to Rev. 21.0, 2-225

described, 2-220
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required at Rev. 21.0, 2-225

Error messages

See also Messages

ADD_PORTAL,2-18

ADDISK (complete list), 2-8

ASSIGN,2-28

MTRESUME(completelist), 2-203

PDEYV,2-230

REMOVE_PORTAL,2-234

SHUTDN(complete list), 2-288

Ethernet controllers, 2-345

Eventlogs

creating, 2-20

cyclic, 2-21

deleting, 2-20

linear, 2-22

modifying, 2-20

purging, 2-21

EVENT_LOG command(obsolete), B-7

Extents, sizes, 2-94, 2-172

External commands,defined, 1-6

F

File system, repairing, 2-89

File system objects, changing names,

2-60

File Transfer Service, Operator’s interface

to, 2-101

Filenames

changing, 2-60

determining from record address, 2-230

Files

closing, 2-59

controlling access (commandlist), 1-19

dynamic badspot, displaying with
FIX_DISK,2-92

handling (commandlist), 1-24

FIND_RING_BREAK command, 1-2

FIX_DISK command, 2-89

—FASToption, consequencesof, 2-93

-FIX,list of options requiring, 2-94

constraints on use, 1-10

displaying dynamic badspotfile, 2-92

FIXBATutility, 2-97

O_LOGfile, 2-98

IN-4 Sixth Edition

Forced logouts, 2-158

FS_RECOVERutility, 2-99

constraints on use, 1-10

crash dumpto disk, 2-45, 2-51, 2-99

installation, 2-99

version numbers, 2-99

FTGEN command,1-2

constraints on use, 1-10

FTOP command, 2-101

constraints on use, 1-10

FTR command,1-2

FTS subsystem, Operator’s interface to,

2-101

FUTILutility, A-1

copying MFDs, A-2

invoking, A-1

problems running under PRIMOS,A-1

subcommands, A-2

H
HDXSTAT command,1-3

HELP command,2-103

Help facility, 2-103

restricting access, 2-103

ICOP+ disk controller mode

SPIN_DOWN support, 2-292

SPIN_UPsupport, 2-293

ICS controllers, loading, verifying,
starting, and stopping, 2-62

IDBMS command, 2-104

IDLEpriority level, 2-55
FRTIAEW FIM btAARTAMETD ~ a |

INVEA_LIDB_IWVIAINAGER Command,

2-105

INIT utility, 2-107

constraints on use, 1-10

INITIALIZE_SEARCH_RULES
command, 2-108

constraints on use, 1-10

Interleave factor, 2-173

Internal commands,defined, 1-6

I/O operations, metering, 2-345

ISC facility, sessionslisting, 2-149

J
JOB command, 2-109

constraints on use, 1-10

restrictions on use, 2-109

L
LAB command,2-112

constraints on use, 1-10

sample output, 2-114

LABEL,2-115

LAN Host Controllers. See LHC

controllers

LAN Terminal Server 300. See LTS300

LAN300 networks, testing, 2-159

LCB.See
LIST_CONTIGUOUS_BLOCKS

Idev

pathname syntax conversion, 2-4

valid range, 2-2

LDMP. See LIST_.DUMP command

Levels of priority, displaying, 2-55

LG. See LIST_GROUP command

LHCcontrollers, 2-132

CPUusage, 2-345

loading and upline dumping, 2-62

Limitations on use of commands,1-7, 1-8

List File

and passworded directories, 2-37

defined, 2-35

example, 2-36

format for use with BOOT_CREATE,
2-35

options for use with BOOT_CREATE,

2-36

LIST_ASSIGNED_DEVICES command,

2-117

constraints on use, 1-10

LIST_ASYNC command, 2-120

constraints on use, 1-10

LIST_COMM_CONTROLLERS

command,1-3

LIST_CONFIG command, 2-123

LIST_CONTIGUOUS_BLOCKS

command, 2-124

TT INTCV OC nnwrernan N.196
i “LLU

1rd A
Liol PIONS Ullal, 2

constraints on use, 1-10



LIST_DUMP command,2-130

constraints on use, 1-10

LIST_GROUP command,2-131

example, 2-131

LIST_LAN_NODES command, 1-3

LIST_LHC_STATUS command,2-132

constraints on use, 1-10

LIST_LTS_STATUS command,2-135

constraints on use, 1-10

LIST_MEMORYcommand, 2-137

LIST_MOUNTScommand,2-138

explanation of display, 2-139

sample display, 2-139

LIST_PRIMENET_LINKS command,
1-3

LIST_PRIMENET_NODEScommand,
1-3

LIST_PRIMENET_PORTS command,
1-3

LIST_PRIORITY_ACCESS command,
2-141

LIST_PROCESScommand, 2-142

constraints on use, 1-10

LIST_REGISTERED_EPF command,
2-146

LIST_SCHEDULER_ATTRIBUTES
command, 2-147

example, 2-147

LIST_SEMAPHOREScommand,1-3

LIST_SERVER_NAMEScommand,
2-148

example, 2-148

LIST_SESSIONS command, 2-149

examples, 2-149

LIST_SYNC command, 1-3

LIST_TAPE command(obsolete), B-7

LIST_UNITS command,2-154

LIST_VCS command,1-3

LO. See LOGOUT command

Local Area Networks, CPU usage, 2-345

Locate buffers, metering, 2-345

Logical device numbers. See Idev

Logical mountpoint, 2-5, 2-187

Login

failed remote login, 2-310

permitting, 2-175

preventing, 2-176

Login server

starting, 2-307

stopping, 2-324

Logout, 2-156

LOGOUT command, 2-156

constraints on use, 1-10

forced logout, 2-158

LOOK command(obsolete), B-8

LOOPBACK command, 2-159

constraints on use, 1-11

LPAC.See LIST_PRIORITY_ACCESS

command

LRE. See LIST_REGISTERED_EPF
command

LSA.See

LIST_SCHEDULER_ATTRIBUTES
command

LTS controllers, 2-207

loading and upline dumping, 2-62

LTSlines,listing associations, 2-209

LTS300

and NTS_LINE command, 2-208

finding status information, 2-135

M
M. See MESSAGE command

MAGRST command,2-163

MAGSAVcommand, 2-165

MAKEcommand,2-168

—DISK must precede pdev, 2-168

creates ACL-protected partitions, 2-168

mandatory options, 2-168

run standalone or with MTRESUME,

2-168

MAXSCH command, 2-174

constraints on use, 1-11

MAXUSR command,2-175

constraints on use, 1-11

effect on system, 2-176

format, 2-175

MESSAGE command, 2-178

basic format, 2-179

constraints on use, 1-1]

formatacross network, 2-181

format of -STATUSoption, 2-183

formatof output, 2-180

formatto alter receive state, 2-182

options to alter receive state, 2-182

parameters, defining, 2-178

receive states, 2-182

Messages

See also Error messages

accepting, 2-182

ADD_PORTAL,2-18

ADDISK (completelist), 2-8

ASSIGN,2-28

broadcast, 2-181

lengths, 2-179

MTRESUME(completelist), 2-203

PDEV,2-230

rejecting, 2-180, 2-182

REMOVE_PORTAL,2-234

SHUTDN(completelist), 2-288

Minortimeslice. See Timeslice

MIRROR_OFF command, 2-184

constraints on use, 1-11

MIRROR_ON command, 2-186

constraints on use, 1-11

effects on intelligent controllers, 2-186

intelligent controllers, effects on, 2-186

mount-point pathnames, 2-187

pre-Rev. 23.0 systems and, 2-187

Mirroring disks, 2-186

See also Disks; Partitions

mount-point pathnames, 2-187

pre-Rev. 23.0 systems, 2-188

purpose, 2-186

MOFF. See MIRROR_OFF command

MON.See MIRROR_ON command

MONITORutility, 2-190

displaying messages, 2-190

messages, wheresent, 2-190

MONITOR_NET command,1-3

MONITOR_SEARCH_RULES
command, 2-191

constraints on use, 1-11

detailed reports, 2-197

producing reports with, 2-193

Monitoring system usage, 2-319, 2-340

Mountpath, 2-5, 2-187

Mount-point pathname, 2-5, 2-187

MSR.See

MONITOR_SEARCH_RULES

command
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MT,argument of ASSIGN, 2-26

MT,argument of LABEL, 2-115

MTRESUMEcommand,2-200

example of use, 2-205, 2-206

formatto create tape index, 2-202

format to run programs, 2-201

messages, 2-203

MTX,argument of ASSIGN,2-26

N
NameServer, 2-339

starting, 2-312

stopping, 2-325

updates to name space, 2-339

NET command,1-3

constraints on use, 1-11

NETCFG command (obsolete), B-9

NETLINK,droppingline, 2-311

Network commands (list). See NTS
subsystem

NOLOG,argument of FIXBAT, 2-97

NOT,argument of DISKS,2-80

NTSlines

associating, 2-207

listing associations, 2-209

unassociating, 2-210

NTSsubsystem

starting, 2-317

stopping, 2-328

NTSusers, CPU time used, 2-345

NTS_ASSOCIATE command, 2-207

constraints on use, 1-11

NTS_LINE command, 2-208

NTS_LIST_ASSOCIATE command,

2-209

NTS_UNASSOCIATE command, 2-210

constraints on use, 1-11

NUMSEMACLcommand(obsolete), B-9

O
O_LOGfile, created by FIXBAT, 2-98

OLDLOGfile, created by FIXBAT, 2-97
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Operator commands

defined, 1-1

list, 1-14

OPRPRI command(obsolete), B-10

Pp

Paging, 2-265

activity, 2-174

changingratios, 2-215

SET_PGALARM command, 2-265

thresholds, 2-265

warnings of space depletion, 2-265

Partial tape dumps

including specified segments, 2-85

specifying user segments, 2-86

PARTIAL_TAPEDUMP, VCP command,
2-85

Partitions

changing paging ratios, 2-215

defined, 2-2

definition of local, 2-2

definition of remote, 2-2

formatting, 2-168

Idev pathnamesyntax conversion, 2-4

listing available space, 2-124

local, adding, 2-2

logical device numbers, valid range,

2-2

logical mountpoints, 2-5, 2-187

logical, access to 1280 with Name
Server, 2-2

logical, limit of 238, 2-2

murroring, 2-186

mount-point pathnames, 2-5, 2-187

private, 2-6, 2-188

remote, adding, 2-3

robust, 2-93

shutting downlocal, 2-284

shutting down lower-mounted, 2-285

shutting down remote when not
running NameServer, 2-287

shutting down remote when running

NameServer, 2-288

write-protecting with ADDISK
command, 2-5

Password directories, converting to ACL

protection, 2-75

PASSWORD_DIRS command,2-211

constraints on use, 1-11

Passwords, preventing use of on
directones, 2-211

Pathnames, determining from record

address, 2-230

pdev

calculating, 2-212

constructing, 1-2

displaying, 2-212

PDEV command, 2-212

examples, 2-214

messages, 2-230

Performance considerations, crash dumps,

2-44

Peripheral devices

assigning, 2-23, 2-24

assigning (list), 2-25

unassigning, 2-336

PHYRST command(obsolete), B-11

PHYSAV command(obsolete), B-12

Physical device numbers. See pdev

Portals, 2-16

adding, 2-16

disk, 2-16

FUVand,2-17

pre-Rev. 23.0 system considerations,
2-17

removing, 2-234

root, 2-17

PRATIO command,2-215

constraints on use, 1-11

example of output, 2-216

PRIMAN command,1-3

PRIMENET

starting, 2-314

stopping, 2-326

PRIMON command, 1-3

PRIMOSrevision

FS_RECOVERsupport, 2-99

network nodes not same, 2-307

PRIMOS.COMIfile

activating crash dumpdisk, 2-46

setting system recovery, 2-334

PRINT_NETLOG command(obsolete),
B-13

replaced by DISPLAY_LOG,2-81



PRINT_SECURITY_LOG command,
2-217

constraints on use, 1-11

running as phantom, 2-219

sample output, 2-219

PRINT_SYSLOG command(obsolete),
B-13

options, B-14, B-15

replaced by DISPLAY_LOG,2-81

Printer environmentdirectives, 2-225

Printers, managing, 2-220

Printing

See also SPOOL command; Spooler
subsystem

indexes of tapes, 2-200

Priority, of Batch monitor, 2-31

Priority ACLs

listing, 2-141

removing, 2-236

setting, 2-266

Priority levels

changing, 2-53

displaying, 2-55

IDLE,2-55

setting with CHAP command, 2-54

setting with ELIGTS command, 2-87

SUSPEND,2-55

Processes

listing, 2-142

time-critical (defined), 2-57

Programs from tape, running, 2-200

Project assignments

changing, 2-52

default, 2-52

enabling changing, 2-52

listing, 2-52

Prompts, redisplaying login prompt,
2-309

PROP command,2-220

changesat Rev. 21.0, 2-225

constraints on use, 1-11

PROTECT,argument of ADDISK,2-5

Protocols

for AMLC command(list), B-2

for downline loading(list), 2-64

for SET_ASYNC command(list),
2-255

PSL. See PRINT_SECURITY_LOG

command

PSR command, 2-226

PWDIR. See PASSWORD_DIRS

command

Q
Quick Boot mode, automated execution,

2-331

Quotas, setting maximum,2-268

R
-RAS$ ACLgroup, 2-230

Receivestates, 2-182

RECORD_TO_PATH command, 2-230

constraints on use, 1-11

Records, converting addresses, 2-230

REGISTER_EPF command, 2-232

constraints on use, 1-11

Remote Job Entry (RJE) PhaseII

commands, 2-244

Remote partitions, adding, 2-3

Remoteusers, failed login, 2-310

REMOVE_PORTAL command,2-234

messages, 2-234

REMOVE_PRIORITY_ACCESS
command, 2-236

constraints on use, 1-11

REPLY command, 2-237

constraints on use, 1-11

RESET_DUMPcommand, 2-239

constraints on use, 1-12

Restoring files from tape, commandlist,
1-22

Restoring tape data to disks, from
ARCHIVEtapes, B-4

Restrictions on use of commands, 1-7,
1-8

RESUS command, 2-240

constraints on use, 1-12

precautions when using, 2-242

PRIMOS commandsto avoid, 2-242

RFS, automated execution, 2-331

RJE commands, summary of, 2-244

RJOP command, 2-245

constraints on use, 1-12

Robustpartitions

See also Partitions

FIX_DISK —FASTand, 2-93

record allocation, 2-173

RPAC.See

REMOVE_PRIORITY_ACCESS

command

RUN 777, VCP command, 2-85

Running programs from tape, 2-200

S
SAVE,argument of FIXBAT,2-97

Scheduler, 2-174

tuning with ELIGTS,2-87

tuning with MAXSCH,2-174

SCSI disks

75500-6PK device module, 2-292,
2-293

malfunctioning, 2-292, 2-293

spin down, 2-292

spin up, 2-293

SE. See SETIME command

SEARCH_INDEX_LIB command, 2-247

Security, network nodeaccess, 2-307

SECURITY_MONITOR command,

2-249

constraints on use, 1-12

SECURITY_STATUS command,2-250

constraints on use, 1-12

example, 2-250

Segments

deciding which to dump, 2-85

defaults to be dumped, 2-239

installing commandsandlibraries into,
2-279

listing those dumped, 2-130

resetting those to be dumped, 2-239

specifying which users to dump, 2-86

Semaphores, protecting with ACLs, B-9

Servers,listing names, 2-148

SET_ASYNC command, 2-251

constraints on use, 1-12

default options, 2-259

examples, 2-260
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SET_LSR_DEFAULTSutility, 2-262

constraints on use, 1-12

sample session, 2-263

SET_PGALARM command, 2-265

constraints on use, 1-12

SET_PRIORITY_ACCESS command,
2-266

constraints on use, 1-12

SET_QUOTA command, 2-268

SET_SCHEDULER_ATTRIBUTES
command, 2-269

constraints on use, 1-12

SET_TIME_INFO command,2-273

constraints on use, 1-12

SETIME (PRIMOS) command,
constraints on use, 1-12

SETIME, PRIMOS command, 2-276

SETM.See SETMOD command

SETMOD command,2-277

constraints on use, 1-12

SH. See SHUTDN command

SHA. See SHARE command

SHARE command, 2-279

constraints on use, 1-12

SHOW commaiid, 2-281

constraints on use, 1-12

SHUTDN command,2-283

constraints on use, 1-13

ldev pathnamesyntax, 2-288

local disks, 2-284

messages, 2-288

remote disks when not running Name
Server, 2-287

Signing off, 2-156

SIM commands, 1-4

system metering, 2-342

Software, FS_RECOVERas IPR, 2-99

SPAC. See SET_PRIORITY_ACCESS
command

SPIN_DOWN command, 2-292

constraints on use, 1-13

SPIN_UP command, 2-293

constraints on use, 1-13

SPOOL command, 2-294

constraints on use, 1-13

example of -BRIEF option, 2-302

IN-8 Sixth Edition

example of —-DETAIL option, 2-302

format, 2-299, 2-300

formatfor canceling, 2-302

options, 2-299

SPOOL, argument of FIXBAT,2-98

SSPOOL_ADMINISTRATORS$ ACL
group, 2-294

Spooler subsystem

converting old environmentfiles, 2-74

managing with PROP command, 2-220

SQ. See SET_QUOTA command

SSA.See

SET_SCHEDULER_ATTRIBUTES

command

START_BATCH_MONITOR.COMIfile,
and Batchstartup, 2-97

START_DSM command,1-4, 2-304

constraints on use, 1-13

START_LSR command, 2-307

constraints on use, 1-13

examples, 2-309

options, 2-307

START_NAMESERVER command,
2-312

caution before using, 2-312

constraints on use, 1-13

order in PRIMOS.COMIfile, 2-312

shutting down remotedisks prior to
starting, 2-312

START_NET command, 2-314

constraints on use, 1-13

START_NM command, 2-316

constraints on use, 1-13

START_NTS command, 2-317

constraints on use, 1-13

START_TALK_SERVER command,
2-318

constraints on use, 1-13

STAT. See STATUS command

States, list for Batch jobs, 2-110

STATUS command, 2-319

example of STATUS USERS,2-56

examples, 2-321

used to display user priority levels,

2-55

STI. See SET_TIME_INFO command

STOP_DSM command, 2-323

constraints on use, 1-13

STOP_LSR command, 2-324

constraints on use, 1-13

STOP_NAMESERVER command, 2-325

constraints on use, 1-13

using LOGOUT command, 2-325

STOP_NET command, 2-326

constraints on use, 1-13

STOP_NM command, 2-327

constraints on use, 1-13

STOP_NTS command, 2-328

constraints on use, 1-13

Subsystems

configuring (commandlist), 1-18

monitoring (commandlist), 1-18

Supervisor terminal

properties of, 1-5

simulating with RESUS,2-240

tasks used for, 1-5

use of, 1-5

use of in User Terminal mode, 1-5

User1 login, 1-5

using as a user terminal, 2-347

Supervisor Terminal mode, 1-5

SUSPEND priority level, 2-55

System

communicating with other (command
list), 1-24

logs, displaying, 2-81

messages, displaying, 2-83

modifying characteristics (command
list), 1-19

monitoring (commandlist), 1-20

repair (commandlist), 1-22

response time,altering, 2-53

shutdown (commandlist), 1-15

shutting down, 2-283

startup (commandlist), 1-15

tuning with CHAP command,2-53

tuning with ELIGTS command,2-87

tuning with MAXSCH command,
2-174

usage, monitoring, 2-319, 2-340

System Administrator

disabling WATCH monitoring, 2-281



RECORD_TO_PATHaccess, 2-230

System crashes

crash dumpto disk, 2-44

date and time of, 2-48

performing crash dumpto disk, 2-45

System metering, 2-342

System Recovery facility

configuration options, 2-330

configuring, 2-334

reporting configuration, 2-333

SYSTEM_RECOVER command, 2-329

constraints on use, 1-13

example, 2-334

status codes, 2-333

T

TALK_SERVER,starting, 2-318

Tape drives, assigning, 2-23, 2-25

Tape dumps,partial, 2-85

Tape labels, kinds(list), 2-116

Tapes

See also Dumps; Partial tape dumps;

Transport tapes

boot, creating, 2-35, 2-37

controlling assignment mode, 2-277

handling (commandlist), 1-21

indexes

creating, 2-202

printing, 2-200

indexing, 2-202

information on contents, B-7

reading UNIX format, 2-348

replying to user requests, 2-237

running programs from, 2-200

unassigning, 2-336

TELNET, droppingline, 2-311

Time and date, setting, 2-276

Time zone,setting, 2-273

Time-critical processes, defined, 2-57

Timeslice

eligibility, 2-87

major, changing, 2-53, 2-54

major, defaults for (table), 2-56

major, meaning of —1, 2-57

major, setting, 2-56

minor, defaults for (table), 2-87

minor, explanation of, 2-88

minor,setting, 2-87

TRANSFER_LOG utility, 2-335

constraints on use, 1-13

example, 2-335

Transport tapes, listing contents of, B-7

TRANSPORT_RESTORE command
(obsolete), B-17

Tuning, system with MAXSCH,2-174

U
UN. See UNASSIGN command

UNASSIGN command, 2-336

constraints on use, 1-13

format for asynchronouslines, 2-336

formatfor partitions, 2-336

formatfor tape drives, 2-336

Unassigning. See also Assigning...

Unassigning asynchronouslines, 2-336

Unassigning disks and peripherals, 2-336

Unassigning partitions, 2-336

Unassigning tape drives, 2-336

UNREGISTER_EPF command, 2-338

constraints on use, 1-13

UPDATE_NAMESERVERcommand,
2-339

constraints on use, 1-13

USAGEcommand, 2-340

-SCHEDdisplay, 2-342

examples, 2-342

reading system fields, 2-345

User 1, Supervisor terminal logged in as,
1-5

User commands

defined, 1-1

list, 1-26

User terminal, used as supervisor terminal
with RESUS command,1-6

User Terminal mode, 1-5

USERS,argument of STATUS command,
2-55

Users

communicating with, 2-178

determining numberloggedin, 2-346

disabling WATCHaccess, 2-282

limiting maximum numberon system,
2-175

USERS command,2-346

USR. See USRASR command

USRASR command, 2-347

constraints on use, 1-13

Utilities

BOOT_RESTORE,2-40

CONVERT_AMLC_COMMANDS,
2-71

CONVERT_ENYV,2-74

CONVERT_TO_ACLS,2-75

CRASH_AUDIT,2-76

FIXBAT, 2-97

FS_RECOVER,2-99

FUTIL, A-1

INIT, 2-107

MONITOR,2-190

SET_LSR_DEFAULTS,2-262

TRANSFER_LOG,2-335

UX_TAPE command, 2-348

V

VCP commands, 1-4

W

Warm starts, automated execution, 2-332

.WATCHS ACLgroup, 2-281

disabling, 2-281

Write-protect, partitions with ADDISK
command, 2-5

Y

YTSMAN FTSmanager, 2-101
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